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Abstract 

The campaign to erase the names and images of some of Egypt’s traditional deities 

during Akhenaten’s reign is one of the few key elements of the Amarna Period that 

Egyptologists have yet to treat on depth in order to better understand the phenomenon. This 

paper is the product of my dissertation research, which explores which elements are erased — 

and with what frequency — from portable objects that are now housed in museums and 

private collections. The objects in the resulting catalogue range in date from the First 

Intermediate Period to the early years of Akhenaten’s reign and come from thirty-seven 

different sites from Egypt, Nubia, and the Sinai Peninsula (with of course several objects of 

unknown provenance). I recorded the erasure of twenty-two separate terms including the 

names and images of various deities, references to divine plurality, and references to Karnak, 

with Amun and his syncretized forms accounting for the vast majority of erasable terms in 

this catalogue. It appears that Amun was the unambiguous target of the erasure campaign, 

while divine plurality faced marginal persecution. My analysis of Amarna Period name 

changes suggests that the Atenist iconoclasm began before the Aten’s final didactic name 

change, most likely between Akhenaten’s years 5 and 9. Lastly, I consider who the Atenists 

might have been and what skills they needed to carry out their agenda. This project aims to 

provide a better understanding of the erasure campaign and to dispel some of the old 

misconceptions of Akhenaten’s iconoclasm.
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 The Atenist iconoclasm: against all gods? 

Since the modern rediscovery of Akhenaten in the 19th century, Egyptologists have 

argued over the details of this king’s religion, known as Atenism.1 Such interpretations largely 

hinge on the writings that Akhenaten left behind, including the hymns to the Aten, as well as 

scholars’ understanding of the king’s iconoclasm. This campaign manifested in the 

defacement of the names and images of many of Egypt’s traditional deities, though scholars 

often disagree on which gods the Atenists specifically attacked. For instance, Jan Assmann 

describes Atenism as a “monotheistic revolution”2 marked by intolerance based on his 

perception of the erasure campaign: 

“… the names and images of the gods (above all those of Amun) were 
destroyed… These radical measures of persecution and innovation show 
beyond any doubt that the Amarna movement viewed itself as a new religion 
that was absolutely incompatible with the continuation of traditional forms of 
religious life.”3 

Assmann is not alone in believing that Akhenaten’s new religion was monotheism or that the 

Atenists erased all gods (or were at least discriminatory against divine plurality), as these 

assertions arise frequently in scholarly literature on the Amarna Period.4 However, the Atenist 

erasure campaign remains one of the few elements of the Amarna Period that scholars have 

not investigated in the necessary depth to understand the phenomenon, and thus, claims such 

1 The discovery of Akhenaten’s capital at Akhetaten and Petrie’s subsequent excavations there are largely 
responsible for the aforementioned “rediscovery” of Akhenaten. See Hornung 1999, 1-4; Loeben 2008. 
2 See Assmann 1997, 150. 
3 See Assmann 1997, 170. 
4 See also Breasted 1934, 280; Aldred 1968, 190; Redford 1984, 176; Goldwasser 2006, 275; Teeter 2011, esp. 186, for 
discussion on the “uniqueness” of the Aten within Akhenaten’s version of religion. 
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as the one above remain unsubstantiated. Because the Amarna Period iconoclasm has thus far 

been cursorily studied we cannot definitively state that the Atenists persecuted all deities or 

even firmly state which deities they attacked more than others. Scholars lack valuable 

information on Akhenaten’s religion, including what earlier concepts and gods the king’s 

teachings deemed (un)acceptable.5  

In recent years many Egyptologists have argued that the Atenists took a more 

haphazard approach and sporadically attacked a variety of gods as well as divine plurality, 

though Amun faced the brunt of the Atenist persecution.6 Others contend that divine plurality 

is exclusively targeted when it is part of Amun’s epithet nb/nsw/ḥry-tp nṯrw, and they thus 

maintain that the Atenists only attacked elements associated with Amun.7 However, these 

differing interpretations of the Atenist erasure campaign are usually based on small sample 

sizes and should therefore be treated with a good deal of caution.8 In 2017 Alice McClymont 

produced the first large-scale study of the Atenist iconoclasm and focused her examination on 

the erasures in New Kingdom Theban tombs.9 McClymont’s results seem to confirm that 

Amun was the primary target of the Atenist campaign, though this trend may not necessarily 

5 Fischer (1976,131-132) references an example from the Karnak shrine of Senwosret I where only Amun’s phallus 
is erased, which has occasionally led to the (I believe mistaken) idea that the Atenists practiced phallic 
iconoclasm. Here, Fischer argues that Amun’s phallus is erased because of its implicit associations with Min. 
However, I am unconvinced that this example is the work of the Atenists, as in my corpus I have not encountered 
any other example of the Atenists attacking just a deity’s penis or in any of the sources I consulted for this 
dissertation. I would assume that the instance that Fischer cites is the work of later Christian/Muslim 
iconoclasts, who are known to have “censored” ancient Egyptian images, especially since I cannot think of any 
reason why Atenism would have anything against penises. 
6 See Erman 1934, 115-117; Gabolde 1998, 32-34; Manuelian 1999, 285; Ockinga 2004, 126; McClymont 2017. 
7 See Fischer 1977, 119; Hari 1984, 1041. See also sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.3 for further discussion on Fischer and Hari’s 
theories. 
8 For example, see Gabolde’s observations based on a handful of erasures at Buhen, Qasr Ibrim, Amada, 
Elephantine, Gebel Silsileh, and el-Kab (Gabolde 1998, 32-34). See also Fischer 1976, 131-132; Delia 1999; Krauss 
2000, 95-96; Bommas 2004. 
9 See McClymont 2017. For further discussion of McClymont’s finding see chapter 2.3. 
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hold true for the rest of Egypt or its neighboring regions considering that Thebes was Amun’s 

cult center in Egypt and thus may have been a special case.10 Perhaps the Atenists defaced 

Amun’s names and images to a greater extent in Thebes than they did elsewhere, or perhaps 

they targeted different/more gods at Thebes because they could have been viewed as being 

implicitly tied to Amun in his cult city.  

In order to begin answering the above questions the present work examines the 

Atenist erasures on portable objects that are now in museum and private collections. I focus 

on this subset of objects to narrow my corpus in a way that does not limit me to one specific 

site but allows me to assess the geographic distribution of Atenist erasures across Egypt and 

its territories (including modern day Sudan). To gain a better understanding of the targets of 

the Atenist iconoclasm I explore what elements are erased with what frequency on each 

object and record my findings in an erasure catalogue, which can be found in the appendices 

of this study. My catalogue includes information on the following facets of the object:  

• Provenance
• Find spot
• Dimensions
• Age
• For whom it was commissioned
• The collection where it is now housed
• The number of erasures it bears
• What terms are erased
• If there are any neutral terms mistaken for erasable terms
• If any erasable terms are overlooked11

• A brief description of the object and its erasures

10 For McClymont’s main conclusions see McClymont 2017, 267, 277. 
11 I only consider erasable terms to be “overlooked” if they remain intact on one part of an object but are 
elsewhere defaced on that same object. I make this distinction because it is unclear if terms that are never erased 
on an object were proscribed in the first place or if particularly devoted Atenists went beyond the call of duty in 
these few instances. 
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• A selected bibliography

I record the above-listed elements to ascertain if any trends arise based on the provenance of 

the object, its age, its size, or if it was commissioned for royalty or private individuals. I also 

compare and combine my results with McClymont’s to further outline available patterns from 

the Atenist campaign. 

1.2 Overview of the present study 
Following the present introductory chapter 1, in chapter 2 I address the historical 

background of Akhenaten’s reign and religion and outline various controversial elements of 

this period that have potential bearing on the erasure program’s timeline. For instance, I 

discuss some of the most compelling evidence for and against the supposed coregency 

between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten as well as the succession of rulers after Akhenaten’s 

death. I also provide an overview of past scholarship on the Atenist iconoclasm and examine 

the ways in which historians have approached the study of the erasure campaign. Chapter 3 

delves into theoretical aspects of the study of iconoclasm and considers how the Atenist 

campaign relates to other historic episodes of iconoclasm from Egyptian history and beyond. 

In this chapter I aim to understand why people attack words and images and since 

Egyptologists have not historically addressed this phenomenon I delve into theoretical 

frameworks from a variety of fields including film studies, art history, and Byzantine studies. I 

conceptualize the place of the image in the ancient Near East and examine how Egyptian 

attitudes towards the power of images fit into scholarly models from image and iconoclasm 

studies. This chapter also addresses definitions of iconoclasm and argues for why this term is 

appropriate in the Atenist case.  

4



Chapter 4 introduces the corpus amassed in the erasure catalogue, outlining which 

collections the objects come from and the methods I used to identify and determine the 

validity of the erasures in the catalogue. I discuss the possible biases in my data that may have 

been created based on my selection criteria as well as the ways in which my corpus differs 

from McClymont’s and how these variations might influence our respective results. For 

instance, McClymont’s investigation only focuses on nonroyal tombs, while the present study 

includes both royal and nonroyal objects that might contain different textual content, and 

thus different frequencies of erasures. This chapter next examines the erasures in this corpus 

as organized into the following categories of erasures:  

• Amun’s name
• Amun’s epithets
• Amun from cartouches
• Syncretized names of Amun
• Amun’s image
• Erroneous erasures of Amun
• Nṯrw
• Other terms denoting divine plurality
• Other deities

Whenever possible I compare my results to McClymont’s and combine our results in order to 

further reflect upon trends that arise in our datasets. My analyses discuss the extent to which 

each of the above elements is erased and what these defacements may illustrate about the 

Atenist iconoclasm and Akhenaten’s policies. I also consider how the results in my corpus 

align with various scholars’ theories on the Atenist erasure campaign. 

In chapter 5 I examine the chronological and temporal implications of the data on the 

Atenist erasure campaign. I begin by exploring the evidence for a possible start date of the 

5



Atenist iconoclasm as presented by various scholars. Much of the chronology of the Amarna 

Period depends on the dates that Egyptologists assign to the Aten’s final didactic name 

change, and thus I outline the various arguments surrounding this issue and present the date 

that I find most plausible for this significant transition.12 I next examine the possible dates of 

known Amarna Period name changes, a phenomenon in which several individuals changed 

their theophoric names to ones that were more in line with Atenist ideology. Most of the data 

for these name changes comes from excavations in the late 1990s and early 2000s, and thus 

much of this evidence has not yet been published or received much attention.13 At present 

there is only evidence for six such name changes, though these cases likely illustrate a wider 

shift in religious or political ideology, and may thus offer some of the best information for 

when the king initiated a greater degree of religious intolerance.14 In addition, the deities 

included in these peoples’ original and chosen names may provide further evidence for which 

gods were acceptable under Atenism. 

I also assess objects in the erasure catalogue from Akhenaten’s early years on the 

throne for indications of the chronology of the Atenist iconoclasm, though only four of the 

objects in this corpus can be definitively dated to Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten’s reign. Next, the 

12 See section 5.2 for a full analysis of the proposed dates for the Aten’s final name change. See also Gunn 1923, 171-
172; Aldred 1959, 33; Aldred 1968, 195; Aldred 1973, 24-27; Aldred 1975, 62; Munro 1986, 82 (summary of Perepelkin 
1984 (Russian)); Bickel 1997, 92-93; Gabolde 1998, 105-107, 110-118; Dijk 2000, 270; Murnane 2001, 14-16; Dorman 
2009, 18, n. 58; Laboury 2010, 321, 326.  
13 For instance, excavators discovered Meryneith/Meryre’s tomb in 2001 (Raven & van Walsem 2014, 7), 
Amunemwia/Ptahemwia’s in 2007 (Raven 2017, 583), Hatiay/Raiay’s in 2001 (Zivie 2004, 226), and 
Kenamun/Kenaten and Amunemwia/Raemwia’s in 1996 (Zivie 2013, 9).  
14 These individuals are Meryneith/Meryre from Saqqara (see Raven & van Walsem 2014), 
Amunemwia/Ptahemwia from Saqqara (see Raven et. al 2006-2007; Hays 2009; Raven 2017), Hatiay/Raiay from 
Saqqara (see Zivie 2003; Zivie 2004), Kenamun/Kenaten from Saqqara (see Zivie 2013), Amunemwia/Raemwia 
from Saqqara (see Zivie 2013), and Ptahmose/Ramose from Amarna and Thebes (see Davies 1903, 22, 30, pl. 35; 
Borchardt 1914, 16-17).  
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chapter examines the length of the Atenist campaign and the manner in which it may have 

been organized, considering if it was a single, continuous event or an intermittent 

phenomenon that underwent a series of changes. For instance, is there evidence that certain 

terms were initially acceptable, but that the king later included them on the list of proscribed 

elements? Did the iconoclasm end with Akhenaten’s death or did his successors continue this 

campaign? Lastly, I assess the age of the objects that the Atenists targeted, as this topic has 

received comparatively little attention and could reveal more information on what the 

Atenists were tasked with defacing as well as what monuments were accessible during the 

Amarna Period.  

Chapter 6 investigates the spatial scope of the Atenist iconoclasm and the ways in 

which the region’s geography affected this campaign. If different regional patterns emerge this 

may illustrate that distinct teams worked in different areas or that Atenist ideology changed 

over time to include an expanded list of offensive terms. The objects in this corpus come from 

thirty-seven different sites from Egypt, Nubia, and the Sinai Peninsula in addition to one 

category for objects of unknown provenance. In order to better understand the organization 

of the erasure campaign I begin with a discussion of possible transportation methods the 

Atenists may have employed to traverse land and water. This overview is followed by an 

analysis of the erasures at each site as well as considerations on how the Atenists were able to 

access the objects they attacked and what this reveals about the mechanisms behind the 

iconoclasm. Once I have outlined the erasures at each site, I synthesize any regional trends 

7



 

that result from my corpus and investigate what these trends may reveal about Amarna Period 

ideology. 

Following this examination of the spatial aspects of the Atenist erasure program, 

chapter 7 considers who the Atenist iconoclasts might have been as well as how they were 

treated and organized. I begin by examining the ways in which past scholarship discusses the 

Atenists, including their motivations, religious beliefs, and social status. I next assess the skill 

levels needed to produce the results that appear in my corpus to narrow down the possible 

groups who may have participated in this campaign. First, I investigate indicators of literacy in 

my corpus, including examples of erroneous erasures, overlooked erasable terms, cases where 

images are erased but words are not, and cases where words are written with different 

orthographies. Erroneous erasures include attacks against words that do not have known 

religious connotations and were likely mistaken for erasable terms due to similarities in 

spelling. For example, an Atenist could misread the word mn(i̓)t (landing post, ) as 

i̓mn (Amun, ), especially if he/she were quickly skimming over text. As mentioned above, 

I consider an erasable term “overlooked” if it remains intact on one part of an object but is 

defaced elsewhere on that same object. This differentiation is necessary because it is unclear if 

terms that are never attacked on an object were proscribed in the first place.  

I next evaluate the level of physical skill needed to create the style of erasures that 

appear in my catalogue by examining how easy it was to wield the tools that the Atenists had 

ƒ
C∆ ∑Ô∏

C∆
ƒ
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access to and likely used.15 To do so, I review the works of experimental archaeologists, such as 

Stocks, who manufactured and tested chisels and hammers that are nearly identical in 

composition to those used in the New Kingdom.16 I also assess if someone with no previous 

experience in stone carving could create similar erasures to those found in my corpus by 

constructing my own copper chisel and using it to chisel limestone, one of the most prevalent 

stones in the erasure catalogue.  

In the final sections of chapter 7 I explore the methods used to organize labor for 

large-scale projects in the New Kingdom, including army conscription and corvée, to ascertain 

if such programs could have been used to carry out the Atenist iconoclasm. I also investigate 

evidence for the labor forces used to build Akhenaten’s new capital at Akhetaten, since the 

construction of this city was roughly contemporaneous to the erasure campaign and was 

likely organized by the same royal administration. Thus, the similar groups may have 

participated in the construction of Akhetaten and the Atenist iconoclasm and may have 

experienced similar management and living conditions. Evidence for workers at Amarna 

come from the Main City, the Workmen’s Village, the Stone Village, the South Tombs 

Cemetery, and the North Tombs Cemetery and I examine each of these areas in turn. Finally, I 

consider if the available data in this corpus and elsewhere provide clues about the ideologies 

to which the Atenists subscribed. I finish chapter 7 with a summary of the possible range of 

profiles of the average Atenist.  

15 For the materials used to make stone carving chisels and mallets in the Dynastic Period see Colson 1903, 190-
192; Gilmore 1986, 447-487; Stocks 1986, 25-29; Arnold 1991, 257-258, 264-265; Stocks 2003, 56-58; Harrell & 
Storemyr 2013, esp. 21-25; Chudzik 2015, 30-31; Stocks 2016, 446-460. 
16 For Stocks’s experimental manufacture of copper and bronze chisels see Stocks 2003, 56-66; Stocks 2016, 446-
460. 
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The final section, chapter 8, offers concluding remarks about the trends in the erasure 

catalogue and their possible implications for the study of the Amarna Period. I close out the 

present study with considerations on future avenues of investigation into the Atenist erasure 

campaign. An appendix containing the erasure catalogue follows the above chapters outline.  

The present investigation aims to improve our understanding of the Atenist erasure 

campaign and to dispel any mistaken interpretations of Akhenaten’s iconoclasm. I endeavor 

to highlight the complexity of the Atenist campaign, including the erasable terms that are 

attacked, the program’s geographic and temporal spans, and the diversity in skill, ability, 

belief, and motivation of the people wielding the chisels. In order to begin this examination, it 

is necessary to have a solid understanding of the events of Akhenaten’s reign as well as the 

chronological aspects that have bearing on the Atenist erasure campaign; these topics are 

considered in detail in the following chapter.  	
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Chapter 2 
The Amarna Period: Historical background 
2.1 Introduction 

As the data on the Atenist erasure campaign holds many chronological and 

ideological implications for the study of the Amarna Period, it is paramount to first delve into 

the major issues that characterize the study of this era. This chapter will provide an overview 

of the historical progression of the Amarna Period and the relevant scholarly literature that 

developed from it. I will focus particularly on the evolution of Atenism as well as the 

succession of kings leading up to and following Akhenaten’s reign. These topics were chosen 

for analysis because they provide the reader with the most essential framework through which 

to understand the Atenist erasure campaign. Further, the succession of rulers has great 

bearing on the timeline for the Atenist iconoclasm and its possible ideological implications. 

2.2 The early years 
Many of Akhenaten’s reforms in the spheres of Egyptian religion, government, and 

administration are thought to coincide with the jubilees of his deified father, Amenhotep III, 

and the Aten in year three.17 This idea grew out of Gunn’s proposal that the Aten ruled 

alongside Akhenaten as a divine coregent.18 In 1991 Johnson adapted Gunn’s hypothesis and 

contended that the Aten and the deified Amenhotep III were one in the same in an effort to 

prove a coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten (see section 2.5 for discussion on 

17 See Redford 2013, 21. The Aten, a minor deity that had existed since at least the 12 Dynasty, was generally 
represented as a sun disk and is best understood as the light produced by the sun itself rather than the actual 
solar orb within the context of Akhenaten’s theology. For discussion on the nature of the Aten see Teeter 2011, 
184-189. Teeter notes that the Aten’s light was particularly worshipped as a force of creation as a way of
simplifying the numerous cosmologies that existed within Egyptian religion.
18 Gunn 1923, 168-170. He largely bases this argument on the Aten’s name appearing within cartouches, a
prerogative of royalty, as well as the epithets that are applied to the Aten. Gunn also points to the tomb of Huya
as evidence that records were dated to the Aten’s regnal years.
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this possible coregency).19 Here, Johnson used iconographic evidence from Luxor Temple to 

differentiate three distinctive phases of art under Amenhotep III and to argue that these 

phases represent his assimilation with the sun god as demarcated by his jubilees.20 If 

Amenhotep III and the Aten were indeed essentially the same being within the Amarna 

theology, then this would explain why the first heb sed took place so early into Akhenaten’s 

reign, as it was really a celebration of the Aten/Amenhotep III’s jubilee.21 

Akhenaten’s progression from tradition to reform was foreshadowed by the ways in 

which the king worshipped and interacted with the sun god in the early years of his reign. 

Initially, Akhenaten worshipped the sun god in its traditional form of Re-Horakhty, who was 

depicted as a male with a falcon’s head.22 The first steps towards religious transformation 

appear when Akhenaten granted the Aten a new didactic name: “Re-Horakhty, who rejoices in 

the horizon in his name Shu, who is Aten.”23 During Akhenaten’s fourth regnal year the Aten’s 

name was placed within cartouches, thus demarcating its new connection with royalty.24 

Although Akhenaten ascended the throne under his birth name, Amenhotep IV, in his fifth 

regnal year he changed it to one that better reflected his religious ideas (Amenhotep = “Amun 

19 Johnson 1991, 63. 
20 Ibid, 23. Johnson points to Amenhotep III’s wearing the shebyu collar in scenes from his first jubilee as evidence 
that the king had unified with the sun, as described in the Pyramid Texts. Johnson further argues that the last 
eight years of Amenhotep III’s reign is characterized by an idealized, youthful style that bely his deified state. 
21 For discussion on Akhenaten’s first sed festival see Hornung 1995, 42-46.  
22 Quirke 2001, 145.   
23 Hornung 1995, 34. Note that this new titulary contained the name of another deity, Shu, suggesting that other 
gods were indeed tolerated under this early form of Atenism. 
24 See Dorman 2009, 11-12, who cites two pieces of linen entwined with divine statues from Tutankhamun’s tomb 
as the earliest instances where the Aten’s name appears in cartouches. These pieces of cloth bear the dates “year 
4, 2 šmw.” Redford was the first to note the link between these pieces of linen and the earliest appearances of the 
Aten’s name in cartouches. For Redford’s discussion of this issue see Redford 1976, 55.  
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is satisfied,” Amenhotep IV → Akhenaten = “Effective for Aten”) centered on the Aten.25 

Finally, from Akhenaten’s fifth year onwards, the Aten only appears in the form of a solar disk 

with hands that were often shown extending the ꜥnḫ towards members of the royal family.26 

These changes marked a break from established religious practice in Egypt as the Aten had 

never before been a significant religious figure and was now promoted as a favored deity. 

These steps culminated in Akhenaten’s decision to move Egypt’s capital from Thebes to ꜣḫt-i̓tn 

or “the place where the Aten becomes effective” in year five. Akhenaten contended that he 

“discovered” the place where his new royal city would be built and that the Aten had chosen 

this site for the king alone.27 Aldred suggested that Akhenaten ultimately chose this site 

because the cliffs that frame the bay of the new city resemble the ꜣḫt or “horizon.”28 The 

majority of the township and central administration buildings were completed roughly three 

years later.29 

25 For the last known appearance of Akhenaten’s original nomen in pGurob I.1-2 see Griffith 1898 91-92, pl. 
XXXVIII; Murnane 1995, 50-51. This document (dated to year 5, 3 šmw, day 19) was written less than a month 
before the Earlier Proclamation on the Amarna Boundary stela, suggesting that Akhenaten implemented many of 
his reforms over a very short time span.  
26 Hornung 1995, 34. See also Chappaz 1983, esp. 33-34 for discussion on how this depiction of the Aten is tied to 
its name appearing in cartouches as well as Gabolde 1998, 26, who cites two examples where the didactic name 
in cartouches were added later to representations of Re-Horakhty.  
27 Akhenaten makes this claim in the Earlier Proclamation of boundary stela K, M, and X dating to year 5. See 
Murnane 1993, esp. 195-196 for translation of the Earlier Proclamation as well as for discussion of all of the 
boundary stela of Akhetaten. For early publication and documentation of the boundary stela see Norman de 
Garis Davies 1908. 
28 See Aldred 1976, 184. Aldred first noticed that the cliffs around Akhetaten resemble the ꜣḫt when sailing on the 
Nile. He suspected that there might have been a topographical reason why Akhenaten chose this site to be his 
capital, which prompted Aldred’s Nile journey. 
29 The quick construction of this site is largely due to the use of talatat blocks, which allowed fairly unskilled 
laborers to handle the building supplies. See Aldred 1988, 273 for discussion on the city’s construction. In recent 
years skeletal analyses from the North Tombs Cemetery at Amarna have suggested that children and adolescents 
may have participated in the city’s construction. A significant proportion of the skeletons assessed were 7-25 
years old and many demonstrated high levels of physical trauma and degenerative illnesses. See Dabbs & Rose 
2016, 7-11 for detailed analysis of the North Tombs Cemetery skeletons. 
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2.3 The erasure campaign 
Akhenaten further continued his reshaping of Egypt’s religious sphere through the 

persecution of some of the traditional gods, most notably the god Amun.30 There is no 

definitive date for the beginning of the Atenist erasure campaign and scholars have assigned 

this to anywhere between Akhenaten’s years 5-9.31 Surprisingly this aspect of Akhenaten’s 

religious revolution has received relatively little attention from scholars and this is one of the 

reasons why the Atenist iconoclasm is the focus of this dissertation. There are very few works 

that focus solely on Atenist erasures and it is much more common to find brief summaries of 

the evidence surrounding this iconoclasm in examinations on the Amarna Period or 

Akhenaten’s religion. The publications that do pay closer attention to the erasures can be 

divided between works that discuss the campaign32 in general and others that take a more 

specialized approach by investigating the erasures in a particular region or monument. A 

number of these works will be discussed below to provide a sense of the scholarship 

surrounding the erasures. 

30 It is widely acknowledged that Amun bore the brunt of the Atenist iconoclasm. See Breasted 1909, 361-362 and 
Weigall 1922, 168 for discussions on the erasure of i̓mn as an attempt to nullify the powerful cult surrounding 
Amun at Thebes. Assmann (2001, 221) alleges that the persecution of Amun was intended to recenter religious 
power around the king. See chapter 4.2 for the erasures of Amun in this catalogue.  
31 For those in favor of an earlier start date for the Atenist iconoclasm see Redford 1967, 88-168; Murnane 1977, 231-
233; Gabolde 1998, 62-98; Kitchen 2000, 44; Laboury 2010, 87-169. Many of those in favor of a later start date also 
argue for a long coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten and suggest that the erasure campaign began 
after the death of Amenhotep III, which they generally date to year 9: see Giles 1970, 113; Hari 1976, 259-260; Hari 
1985, 14; Johnson 1999, 48; Redford 1967, 104-105. The chronology of the Atenist iconoclasm will be discussed in 
depth in chapter 5. 
32 By “campaign” I mean an organized effort that is usually predicated by a particular aim, though it is not clear to 
modern scholars for what purpose or by whom the Atenist cased was coordinated. 
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In his Die Religion der Ägypter, Erman provides a brief account on the nature of the 

Atenist erasure campaign.33 He notes the sporadic manner in which most gods were targeted 

and suggests that whoever did the erasing was not particularly thorough. Erman further 

discusses who the agents charged with erasing were and how they may have carried out this 

operation, even suggesting that some of their actions may not have been the direct orders of 

the state.34 In addition, Erman suggests that erasures of Amun’s name occur in some of the 

Amarna letters, a claim that does not match up with available evidence and is therefore most 

likely inaccurate.35 Unfortunately Erman does not cite which letters he believes contain 

Atenist erasures, but upon review I determined that the only possibilities were EA 77, EA 185, 

and EA 186 since they were the only letters to contain erasures or breaks around words that 

were Atenist targets.36 “Amun” is destroyed once and is partially defaced in one other instance 

in EA 77, twice in EA 185, and six times in EA 186. However, “Amun” appears undamaged 11 

times in EA 185 and three times in EA 186, which suggests that these letters were simply 

damaged during their time in the archaeological record and that these breaks did not occur 

intentionally.37 This is further bolstered by the fact that all three texts contain numerous 

33 See Erman 1934, 115-117.  
34 Ibid, 116. Erman suggests that the Atenists may have been driven to erase based on their own religious belief, 
but does not discuss how or why members of the general populace of Egypt would have had such strong feelings 
about a theology that only existed for a little over a decade. The findings of this study make this assertion seem 
even less likely (see chapter 7 for analysis of the identities of the erasers and their organization). 
35 Ibid, 115. I wish to acknowledge my gratitude to Gojko Barjamovic and Jana Mynářová for their expertise on the 
Amarna letters and their advice on the topic. 
36 See Moran 1992, 147-148 for translations of EA 77, 265-266 for EA 185, and 267-268 for EA 186. 
37 It is possible, though unlikely, that the letters were intentionally yet sloppily defaced. However, only a very 
select portion of the Egyptian population would have had access to these letters or been able to decipher Amun’s 
name in cuneiform, which makes the odds of an attack on them fairly low. 
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damage spots that do not conform to any pattern and were therefore most likely 

unintentionally broken. 

Marc Gabolde takes a more regionally focused look at the haphazard erasure of the 

Egyptian gods in his D’Akhenaton à Toutankhamon and emphasizes the fact that different 

gods seem to be targeted in different regions.38 He states that in Buhen only Amun is erased, 

while in Qasr Ibrim there is only evidence for erasures of Nekhbet and the name 

“Amenhotep.”39 Gabolde explains that in Amada Amun and Nekhbet are erased, as is Hathor 

of Ibechek in one instance, while again only Amun and Nekhbet are erased in Elephantine,40 

Gebel Silsileh, and the chapel of Amenhotep III at el-Kab.41  

In his 1999 article entitled “Semi-Literacy in Egypt: Some Erasures from the Amarna 

Period,” Peter Der Manuelian echoes Erman and Gabolde and notes the inconsistent manner 

in which gods are erased within the Atenist campaign and uses this as evidence for the 

varying degrees of literacy of the erasers.42 However, Manuelian is careful to acknowledge that 

it is not clear who the erasers were or how they mobilized.43 Throughout the article Manuelian 

focuses solely on erasures of the words i̓mn, nṯr, and mwt and is able to demonstrate 

38 Gabolde 1998, 32-34. See chapter 4.4 for the erasure of gods other than Amun. 
39 Ibid, 32. Gabolde’s assertion does not match the findings of the present study as record #78 (British Museum 
EA1835) comes from Qasr Ibrim and bears the erasure of Meritamun’s cartouche. 
40 Record #46 from Elephantine shows evidence for the erasure of Amun-Kamutef, a syncretized form of Amun. 
41 Ibid, 32. 
42 Manuelian 1999, 285. Here, Manuelian discusses the range of literacy levels that would have existed in the 
ancient Egyptian population. For instance, some people may have been able to recognize determinatives and 
figure out that a deity was being referenced without being able to identify which god was actually being 
discussed. This spectrum of literacy could account for some of the trends that arise in this catalogue (See chapter 
7.2.1 for considerations on the literacy and skill levels of the Atenists). 
43 Ibid, 286. 
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numerous cases where the Atenists incorrectly identified these words.44 For example, 

Manuelian observes that mn + n is mistaken for i̓mn and erased in TT 82, while mnꜥt also 

seems to have been confused with i̓mn in TT39.45 In addition, the variant spellings of Egyptian 

words gave the erasers further trouble, as Manuelian demonstrates when comparing the 

frequency of erasure of the long and short forms of nṯrw.46  

Rolf Krauss remarks on the Amarna erasure campaign while arguing against 

understanding Atenism as monotheism. Krauss’s assertion largely hinges on the Atenists’ 

tolerance of some gods and their erasure of others. To support this point Krauss cites several 

examples including one from the memorial temple of Amenhotep III at Western Thebes 

where Amun’s figure was erased, but Osiris’ was left untouched.47 In general, Krauss suggests 

that only the deities of the Theban triad, Amun, Mut, and Khonsu, were erased.48  

In addition to these more general approaches to the Atenist campaign, there are also a 

number of studies that focus on erasures from a particular site or monument. For instance, 

Ramadan Saad completed a doctoral dissertation investigating erasures in Karnak Temple 

from the Amarna Period and from the reign of Thutmose III when Hatshepsut’s name was 

44 See chapter 4.2.5 for erroneous erasures of Amun, 4.3 for erasures of nṯrw, and 4.4.10 for erasures of Mut. 
45 Manuelian 1999, 288-289. 
46 Ibid, 290. There is evidence to believe that the Atenists treated variant writings of the same name or word 
unequally. For instance, in the tomb of Meryneith at Saqqara, Neith’s name escapes erasure when written 
phonetically: see Raven & van Walsem 2014, 39-44. This issue is discussed through out chapter 4. 
47 Krauss 2000, 95-96. 
48 Ibid, 97. This is not the case, as will become apparent in chapter 4. Curiously, no erasures of Khonsu occur in 
this catalogue, though most other deities, symbols, and places closely associated with Amun face obvious 
persecution. 
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removed. Unfortunately Saad’s dissertation was never published and remains in the library of 

the Centre Franco-Égyptien d’Étude des Temples de Karnak.49 

In his brief 1976 article “An Early Example of Atenist Iconoclasm,” Henry Fischer 

focuses on the erasures in a single scene at Luxor Temple from the reign of Amenhotep III. 

Fischer notes that in this scene the Atenists paid particular attention to detail and erased 

elements that seem to only be loosely tied to targeted deities.50 For instance, Fischer illustrates 

that a pet goose, 51 the leopard skin of a priest,52 and a group of lettuce plants53 have all been 

erased within this one scene. However, Fischer does not go into detail about how these 

seemingly obscure erasures are related to gods that were targeted by the Atenists. 

In 1999 Robert Delia chose to focus on the Atenist presence at the First Cataract, a 

region that had thus far received little attention in conjunction with Amarna Period activities. 

Delia concentrates on Middle Kingdom rock inscriptions and states that the Atenist erasures 

featured within them have received little attention due to the unreliable details published 

49 Personal communications with Alice McClymont, whom I thank for advising me on this issue. 
50 Fischer 1976, 131. 
51 Ibid, 131. The erasure of the smn goose has been fairly well documented. For instance, Manuelian (1999, 294) 
cites examples from the tombs of Kenamun (TT 93), Nakht (TT 52), and Rekhmire (TT 100). Davies (1908, pl. 
XXVLL, line 9) also references the erasure of the geese from TT 93, which he erroneously identifies as ducks. 
Although the smn goose is clearly associated with Amun, scholars disagree why. Kuentz (1926, 48) suggested a 
linguistic link between smn and i̓mn, a proposition that el Adly (1992, 55-56) echoed. Otto (1975, 239) argued that 
the smn goose’s loaned its position as a creator figure onto Amun. 
52 It is generally accepted that only figures of officiants wearing the panther skin garment were attacked. Gardiner 
notes this phenomenon in TT 82 (Ni. Davies & Gardiner 1915, 21). Manuelian notes erasures of the panther skin 
officiant in the tombs of Userhat (TT 56), Ramose (TT 55), User (TT 21), Amenemhat Surer (TT 48), Amenhotep-
sa-se (TT 75), Djeserkareseneb (TT 38), Puiemre (TT 39), and Nebamun and Ipuky (TT 181): see Manuelain 1999, 
294. 
53 Ockinga also observes erasures of lettuce plants in TT 147. He suggests that lettuce was targeted because it was 
a symbol for Min, who was closely associated with Amun during the New Kingdom. See Ockinga 2004, 126.  
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about these inscriptions.54 Martin Bommas also chose to focus on a lesser-known aspect of the 

Atenist campaign: the erasures in the first Upper Egyptian nome.55 In particular Bommas 

centers this work on the temple Khnum at Elephantine and uses it as a case study for the 

inconsistencies in the Atenists’ work.56 Bommas states that Amun is the only deity erased 

within the temple, but that there are eight instances where the Atenists overlooked his name. 

Several of the eight cases where Amun’s name survives come a from portion of the temple that 

were high up on the walls or difficult to reach in some way, suggesting that the Atenists may 

have sometimes lacked the resources or commitment to thoroughly complete their task.57 

More recently, Boyo Ockinga dedicated an article to the Atenist erasures from TT 147. 

Ockinga examines the methods behind the physical erasures themselves and notes that there 

were two phases of erasure in TT 147.58 The first phase took place before the Amarna Period 

and was created by rubbing out portions of the painted text in the tomb. In contrast the 

Amarna erasures were physically cut out of the plaster walls and appear to target Amun and 

54 Delia 1999, 107. Delia notes that it is unclear which version of the First Cataract inscriptions is most accurate, 
notably because of the variable treatment of crucial elements, like Amun’s name and image. Many First Cataract 
texts are no longer accessible due to the flooding of the Aswan Dam, which Delia notes has made collation 
difficult. Further, some texts have only been recorded once and are in need of controls. 
55 See Bommas 2004, 25. Bommas attributes the lack of interest in studying the Amarna Period in the first Upper 
Egyptian nome is due to lack of data from this area. He also suggests that Amarna Period scholars tend to focus 
their investigations on major Egyptian cities including Thebes, Memphis, and Amarna. 
56 Ibid, 27. Bommas justifies this selection by stating that the temple of Khnum was the main religious structure 
at Elephantine and that is construction was already completed when Akhenaten came to the throne. The latter is 
also true for the temple of Satis at Elephantine, but Akhenaten is not attested in this temple complex, while he is 
at the temple of Khnum. 
57 Ibid, 32. This seems to have been a recurring problem for the Atenists. See chapter 4, particularly 4.2, for 
discussion of elements overlooked by the Atenists. 
58 Ockinga 2004, 123. The tomb owner and his wife’s names were the targets of the first phase of erasures, 
suggesting some sort of personal attack on these individuals.  
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nṯrw.59 Ockinga’s observations raise the important question whether Atenist erasures can be 

differentiated from other attempts of damnatio memoriae based on the disparate techniques 

used. 

Expanding upon Ockinga’s work, Alice McClymont of Macquarie University recently 

completed a systematic study of the Atenist erasures in the Theban necropolis as her doctoral 

dissertation.60 This comprehensive investigation found that Amun was erased with the most 

frequency, followed by his consort Mut.61 However, McClymont finds that beyond Amun and 

Mut there was no systematic effort to deface the names of other deities in the Theban 

necropolis.62 This is not to say that other deities and their associated symbols were not erased, 

but that they were not erased with the same level of consistency as Amun and Mut.63 

McClymont was also able to demonstrate that nṯrw, though not targeted consistently, was 

erased in a variety of contexts including in instances where it was not used in relation to 

Amun or the Theban triad.64 In chapter 4 I compare my findings to those McClymont in order 

to further examine how fixed Theban erasures correlate with erasures found elsewhere in 

Egypt as well as to portable Theban monuments and if the Atenists approached tombs and 

portable objects differently. 

59 See Ockinga 2004, 123-124, 128 n. 5. Ockinga notes that it is not clear whether the short of long writing of nṯrw 
was used in some cases. In the one instance where nṯrw is overlooked in TT 147 Ockinga reports that it was 
written in the long form. 
60 Many thanks to Alice for making the manuscript available to me. 
61 McClymont 2017, 267. See also n. 30 of this chapter for further references on the erasure of Amun. 
62 Ibid, 277. McClymont does note important trends that have received little attention elsewhere. For instance, 
her data suggests that i̓pt swt, the Egyptian name for Karnak, was targeted at a higher rate than previously noted 
(see McClymont 2017, 135). Further, McClymont discusses that headwear with solar connotations are often 
spared from erasure (see McClymont 2017, 166-167), a phenomenon that occurs in this corpus as well (see 
chapter 4.4.3). 
63 See McClymont 2017, 163-170 for discussion on the erasure of gods besides Amun and Mut. 
64 Ibid, 175-176. 
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2.4 Atenism 
There are still many uncertainties concerning the nature of Atenism and scholars have 

argued that this religion should be understood as monotheism, 65 henotheism,66 agnosticism67 

and almost everything in between. The majority of information on Atenism comes from 

several hymns, most notably the Great Hymn to the Aten, that spell out the religion’s basic 

principles.68 These texts credit the Aten with providing for earth’s creatures and also 

emphasize the regenerative nature of the Aten and the world that it cares for.69 The most 

striking change that these hymns illustrate is the portrayal of the Aten itself. Even though it is 

the chief deity of Akhenaten’s religion, it does not speak or perform actions in a fashion 

similar to traditional gods in religious texts.70 Instead Akhenaten speaks for the Aten and 

conveys its activities. In addition, the Aten does not have a relationship with any other deity 

or person besides Akhenaten and, to a lesser extent, the rest of the royal family.71 This evinces 

65 See Assmann 1997, who argues that the persecution of nṯrw, “gods,” is evidence that Atenism was monotheistic. 
See also Teeter 2011, esp. 186, for discussion on the “uniqueness” of the Aten within Akhenaten’s version of 
religion.  
66 See Krauss 2000, where his argument hinges on the Atenist tolerance for other deities as evidence of 
henotheism. See section 2.3 of this chapter for further discussion of Krauss.  
67 See Allen 1989. Here Allen argues that Atenism should be understood as a “philosophy” centered on the 
worship of nature. Allen sees Akhenaten’s implantation of a new art style, form of architecture, and language as 
“hallmarks of an intellectual movement, not a religion.” Further, Allen argues that the Aten should be understood 
as the natural principle of light, while it was Akhenaten himself who is god under Atenism. Atenism served as a 
natural philosophy through which to understand the world, while Akhenaten served as mediator through whom 
one could understand their relationship to the universe. 
68 See Lichtheim 2006.  For the Great Hymn to the Aten see 96–100. For the Short Hymn to the Aten see 90-92. 
For two prayers and a hymn from the tomb of Ay see 92-96. See also Murnane 1995 108-120 for the hymns from 
the tomb of Ay. 
69 See esp. lines 7-8 of the Great Hymn (Simpson 1973, 292)  
70 See Assmann 2001, 218-220 for discussion on the differences in the portrayals of Amun and the Aten in religious 
literature. Assmann highlights how oracles or other such interactions with the Aten were impossible because the 
Aten only spoke through Akhenaten. 
71 See Teeter 2011, 187 for more on the unknowable nature of the Aten in relation to the average Egyptian. See line 
11 of the Great Hymn (Simpson 1973, 294), where it is explicitly stated that no one can understand the Aten, but 
its son (Akhenaten). 
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the pharaoh’s altered position within Atenism, where the prevalence of the king is 

emphasized.  

These elements of Atenism all beg the question as to what led Akhenaten to 

implement these changes in Egyptian society. We must therefore place Akhenaten’s reign in 

its historical context and consider what and who preceded him. In the years leading up to the 

Amarna Period Akhenaten’s father, Amenhotep III, enacted a number of religious policies 

that likely served as precursors to Atenism. For instance, Amenhotep III took the significant 

step of deifying himself during his own lifetime and commissioning statues of himself as a 

god.72 This move could have influenced Akhenaten as he too emphasized the divine nature of 

the pharaoh. Perhaps most significantly, it was during Amenhotep III’s reign that the Aten 

became much more closely linked with kingship.73 For instance, Amenhotep III chose to 

identify himself with the Aten through his use of the epithet nb-mꜣꜥt-rꜥ i̓tn ṯḥn “Nebmaatre the 

dazzling sun disk.”74  

2.5 Coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten 
Some scholars suggest that Amenhotep III and Akhenaten’s reigns appear to be so 

closely linked that the two could have ruled Egypt as coregents. Egyptologists have debated 

72 See Johnson 1996 for a detailed investigation of Amenhotep III’s deification program. Johnson dates 
Amenhotep III’s deification to shortly after his first sed festival in his year 30. See also Johnson 1994, 133-134 for 
analysis of Amenhotep III’s artistic representations as evidence for his deification. 
73 See Redford 1976, 51.  
74 Ibid, 51. Redford justifies this translation by arguing that the Aten is not subject to honorific transposition, so 
the phrase should be read based on the word order given. 
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for many years with consensus shifting between a short coregency of three years,75 a long 

coregency of twelve years,76 and no coregency at all.77 Below, I will review several of the oft-

cited pieces of proof for a supposed coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten. It is 

not the purpose of this section to prove or disprove that such a coregency existed, but as this 

bears an impact on the chronology of the Amarna Period, it is worth reviewing the most 

pertinent evidence.  

The possibility of a coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten was first 

proposed in 1899 and since then proponents have largely pointed to pictorial78 and 

circumstantial evidence to support their arguments.79 For instance, a number of scholars, 

most notably Fairman, have interpreted a graffito from Meidum dated to Amenhotep III’s year 

30 as referencing the beginning of a coregency.80 The graffito contains the line “…causing the 

male to sit down upon the seat of his father and establishing his inheritance in the land,” 

which some have taken as an allusion to coregency.81 However, in his study on Egyptian 

coregencies, Murnane notes that while texts discussing the king as heir do exist, the word TAy 

75 See Reeves 2001, 75-78. Reeves largely bases this conclusion on the reading of damaged date on a wine docket 
from Amarna. Scholars in favor of a long coregency suggest that the date on the docket reads as “year 12,” while 
Reeves interprets it as “year 2,” meaning that Akhenaten ascended to the throne only after a brief coregency with 
his father.  
76 See Aldred 1988, 169-182; Valentin & Bedman 2014, 17-27; Dodson 2014, 28-35; Johnson 1996, 65-82; Hari 176, 252-
260. Many of the points of evidence that these scholars believe indicates a coregency will be discussed in further
detail in this section. 
77 See Murnane 1977, 123-168; Redford 1967, 88-169; Hornung 1995, 28-30; Helck 1954, 200; Harris 1975, 95-101;
Dorman 2009, 1-29. The general consensus among these authors is that the evidence surrounding an alleged
coregency is circumstantial or hinges on ambiguous interpretations. Hornung perhaps sums this position up
best: “The only thing that can be maintained, after all this lengthy and intense debate, is that a long coregency of
the two kings is untenable” (Hornung 1995, 30).
78 For pictorial evidence see Valentin & Bedman 2014,17-27; Dorman 2009, 65-82; Dodson 2014, 28-35.
79 For other circumstantial evidence see Dodson 2009, 1-4.; Allen, Murnane, and van Dijk 1994, 26-31; Forbes 1991,
64-65, 71; Forbes 2014, 36-49. 
80 Fairman in Frankfort and Pendlebury 1933, 106.
81 For the entire text see Petrie 1892, 40-41.
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(“male”) does not have this connotation.82 Further, the author of the text is not recorded and 

Murnane suggests that it likely deals with a private and nonroyal situation rather than 

succession.83  

Other scholars have taken wine dockets found at Amarna and dated to years 28 and 30 

of Amenhotep III as evidence that the elder king reigned alongside his son at the new 

capital.84 In contrast, Redford argues that the wine from these dockets would still have been 

drinkable even if the two kings did not rule as regents and thus they do not necessarily 

indicate that Amenhotep III lived at Amarna.85 In addition, Wente demonstrates that a wine 

docket from Amenhotep III’s year 31 was found in Tutankhamun’s tomb even though it is 

highly unlikely that Amenhotep III was alive at or around Tutankhamun’s interment.86 It is 

also possible that these wine dockets were simply reused or that the wine they contained was 

intended for ritual purposes and not human consumption, thus illustrating that they cannot 

be taken as definitive evidence for a coregency.  

Perhaps one of the most compelling pieces of pictorial evidence for a coregency 

occurs on a lintel in the tomb of Huya at Amarna. Here, both Akhenaten and Amenhotep III 

are depicted with their chief queens and children beneath the Aten as if part of a 

82 Murnane 1977, 126. For more on tꜣy and its associations see Erman & Grapow 1931, 345.14-15. 
83 Murnane 1977, 127. Murnane also cites that Griffith agreed that this text belonged to a private/historical 
context. See Griffith in Petrie 1892, 41. 
84 Fairman in Frankfort and Pendlebury 1933, 103-104.  
85 Redford 1967, 94. However, Wente (1969, 274) does not agree with Redford’s assessment that the wine would 
still be drinkable. Redford bases his assertion on evidence from Helck (1954, 196), which Wente refutes. Helck 
assumes that the wine dockets at Malkata dated to Amenhotep III’s first sed festival, but Wente states that only 
one wine docket found at Malkata dates to before Amenhotep III’s year 24. This jar was dated to year 9 and 
reused to store honey in year 34 and thus does not indicate long-term wine storage. 
86 Wente 1969, 274. Wente also notes that the wine’s jar stopper was missing and states that this wine was not 
meant for human consumption since it was included as part of a burial. 
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contemporary scene.87 However, it is unclear if Amenhotep III is represented here following 

his death, as under Amarna religion it was no longer c0mmon to portray a deceased individual 

with the epithet mꜣꜥ ḫrw.88 Murnane suggests that this scene was intended as a tribute to 

queen Tiye, for whom Huya served a steward at Amarna, rather than as an allusion to joint 

rule between the two kings.89  

Reliefs from the temple of Soleb feature similar pictorial data that some have 

interpreted as an allusion to coregency. The interior of the temple depicts scenes from 

Amenhotep III’s first jubilee accompanied by the cartouches of Amenhotep IV.90 In addition, a 

figure making offerings to Amenhotep III appears in two different scenes of the temple pylon 

and is identified as Amenhotep IV by cartouches.91 There is evidence that these cartouches 

were recarved, but this is not necessarily indicative of joint rule between the two kings, as 

Akhenaten may have simply usurped the scenes following his father’s death. If Amenhotep 

IV’s cartouches were original to the scene this could mean that he completed the temple’s 

construction after his father’s reign and not necessarily during a coregency. 

87 Aldred 1988, 174. Aldred also argues that the buildings associated with Amenhotep III at Amarna only 
demonstrate that reverence for ancestors and deceased kings. He further notes that there were buildings 
associated with Amenhotep II and Thutmose IV at Amarna, but no one would suggest that these two kings had 
ever lived at the site. 
88 Ibid, 174. 
89 Murnane 1977, 129.  
90 Dodson 2014, 32. Dodson also notes that the cartouches reading Amenhotep IV were later recut to bear the 
king’s new nomen, Akhenaten. Surprisingly, this phenomenon does not appear in this catalogue. For more on the 
appearance of i̓mn in cartouches including those of Amenhotep IV, see chapter 4.2.2. 
91 Dorman 2009, 4.  
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In 2014 a Spanish team excavating Asasif Tomb 28 (AT 28) proposed the most recent 

addition to the coregency debate.92 This tomb, owned by the mayor of Thebes and a vizier of 

Amenhotep III named Amenhotep-Huy, contains a chapel where construction work was 

suddenly halted between years 30 and 35 of Amenhotep III at which point this part of the 

tomb was destroyed.93 Within this chapel the team found fragments from the first and second 

columns that displayed the prenomen and nomen of Amenhotep IV and a set of Amenhotep 

III’s cartouches from the second column.94 The team took these finds as evidence that 

Amenhotep III and IV reigned simultaneously from Amenhotep III’s year 30 onward.95 

Although this discovery is one of the most persuasive cases for a coregency, it is still somewhat 

inconclusive. It is possible that Amenhotep-Huy’s tomb construction lapsed after Amenhotep 

III’s year 35, but that it resumed or that the tomb was reused under Akhenaten while he was 

still Amenhotep IV. Further, it could be that the team is incorrect in their assessment that 

construction halted on Amenhotep-Huy’s tomb in year 35, as they do not cite the data that led 

them to this conclusion. Given the above summary, it seems that at present a coregency 

between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten still lacks conclusive evidence.   

92 See Martín Valentín & Bedman 2014, 17-27. For information on earlier excavation in Asasif tomb 28 see Martín 
Valentín & Bedman 2013, 181-199; Martín Valentín & Bedman 2012, 59-70. 
93 Martín Valentín & Bedman 2014, 18. However, the team does not give clear indication as to what evidence they 
have for the construction of the tomb ceasing.  
94 Ibid, 21.  
95Martín Valentín & Bedman 2014, 23. The team also note that on some of the columns Amenhotep III is referred 
to as “he who appears in the Tjentjat.” This is a specific epithet that refers to the king’s first sed festival in year 30 
of his reign. This seems to be what the team bases their presumptions on that construction of the tomb stopped 
in year 30. However, it could be that the scene is meant to be understood as a historical event and was added 
later.  
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2.6 The mechanisms of revolution 
With this historical context in mind I will now review some of the theories that seek to 

explain the mechanisms behind Akhenaten’s religious revolution. One of the oldest and most 

prominent of these hypotheses was that Akhenaten attempted to draw power away from the 

cult of Amun, which could have been viewed as a threat to royal authority of the king.96 

Reeves chronicles how 18th Dynasty rulers sought to remove power from Amun’s cult prior to 

Akhenaten, supporting his interpretation that the Amun priesthood was continuously 

grappling for power in Egypt.97 He further suggests that the Amun priesthood was largely 

responsible for keeping Hatshepsut on the throne in place of Thutmose III, though he does 

not fully explain the evidence in support of this theory.98 The idea that Akhenaten desired to 

nullify Amun’s power hinges on some of the more political aspects of Akhenaten’s religious 

reforms. For instance, he laid great emphasis on the divine nature of the pharaoh, further 

claiming that he alone could understand the Aten.99 This idea manifested in the king and his 

family being depicted in spaces of worship where they took the place of former deities, 

suggesting an attempt to illustrate the divine character that they had acquired within 

Atenism.   

96 See n. 30 of this chapter for references on the Akhenaten’s supposed attack against Amun’s priesthood. 
97 Reeves 2001, 33-41, 44-48. Reeves states that years of territorial expansion in Egypt meant that royal power was 
increasingly delegated to the priesthoods, particularly the cult of Amun.  
98 Reeves 2001, 34. Reeves interprets the description of Hatshepsut’s “divine birth” on the walls of her temple at 
Deir el-Bahari as evidence that her kingship was propped up by the cult of Amun as led by the god’s high priest, 
Hapuseneb. Why he takes this as proof of Hatshepsut’s ties to the Amun priesthood and not as an example of the 
king legitimizing her position is unclear. 
99 Lichtheim 2006, 96–100. See also n. 71 and 72 of this chapter for further references on the king’s preeminence 
under Atenism. 
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In certain scenes, the royal family takes precedence over the Aten. A scene in one of 

the rock tombs of Akhetaten depicts the royal family making a visit to the Aten temple, but 

portrays them so prominently that the temple itself is omitted.100 In other scenes, the king 

takes the center of the image while the Aten hovers above him in a less prominent manner.101 

Scholars have interpreted these images as reflections of the king’s intention to increase his 

own power through his religious reforms and to wrest influence from Amun’s cult or religious 

authorities.102  

However, this hypothesis has also faced much criticism. For instance, Jackson writes 

that western scholars have been influenced by their own monotheistic cultures and are too 

quick to impose the intolerance of many modern religions onto Atenism.103 Jackson also notes 

that any Egyptian priesthood would be dependent on the favor of the king as many priests 

were royally appointed and their land holdings were also subject to the state taxation.104 In 

addition, Aldred argues that Akhenaten did not purposefully replace the officials appointed 

by his father in order to fill the royal court with men who were less sympathetic to Amun’s 

cult, as is often cited. Instead Aldred states that Amenhotep III’s long reign forced Akhenaten 

100 See No. de G. Davies 1905, 20 for illustrations of this scene. 
101 See for instance the scene from the tomb of Meryra II depicting the royal family accepting royal tribute in No. 
de. Garis Davies 1905, pl. XXXVII.  
102 See Hornung 1995, 75-76 for discussion of the depictions of the royal family in Amarna art. Hornung interprets 
these images as attempts to position the royal family as the objects of worship for the average Egyptian. Since the 
general populace could only access the Aten through Akhenaten, the king functioned as the divine intermediary 
who was himself worthy of veneration.  
103 Jackson 2008, 188-195. Further, Jackson suggests Egyptology as a discipline is biased towards a negative view of 
priesthoods that was largely borne out of the Breasted’s work on the topic. 
104 Ibid, 201. For other arguments against the “wicked priest” interpretation see Aldred 1988, 192-194; Assmann 
2002, 214; Montserrat 2000, 36. 
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to replace officials who had grown old and further states that many were in fact succeeded by 

their sons.105  

Another oft-cited theory was born from a fragmentary text from the tenth pylon at 

Karnak published by Redford.106 In this text, addressed to the royal court, Akhenaten discusses 

his knowledge of the gods and how he believes that they “cease to exist.”107 Akhenaten appears 

to explain to his court that the images of gods are manmade and that the gods abandoned 

these forms for some unstated reason.108 Following Redford’s interpretation, Akhenaten is 

explicitly addressing his reasons for turning away from the traditional gods and for 

persecuting their memories. If the gods had already vacated Egypt then there was no sense in 

continuing to worship them and tend to their cults. Perhaps Akhenaten’s religious revolution 

and iconoclasm were then punishment of the gods for turning their backs on him and his 

kingdom. However, there is no clear event in the surviving historical record that explains why 

Akhenaten thought that the gods no longer occupied their manmade forms. One would 

expect for some sort of calamity such as a famine or epidemic to have occurred for Akhenaten 

to draw such a drastic conclusion and yet there is no such event linked to his reign. This 

explanation also fails to explain why Amun appears to have borne the brunt of Akhenaten’s 

iconoclasm and therefore requires further examination.109 

105 Aldred 1988, 172. However, Aldred does not cite examples of officials who we know succeeded their fathers in 
serving these kings. 
106 Redford 1981, 87–102. 
107 See line 7 of the text (Redford 1981, 89). 
108 See Reeves 2001, 140 and Redford 2013, 14-15 for further discussions of the 10th pylon text. Redford suggests that 
this text is a justification for Akhenaten’s later iconoclasm. As tantalizing as this idea is, it is difficult to 
conclusively accept that this was Akhenaten’s intention for this text since it is so fragmentary. 
109 See chapter 4.2 for the erasures of Amun found in this catalogue. 
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Finally, many scholars have attributed Akhenaten’s persecution of the gods to the 

belief that his religion was monotheistic and thus that Akhenaten refused to acknowledge the 

existence of any other deity.110 Some scholars, including Assmann, have argued that 

Akhenaten’s religion should be understood as monotheism because Akhenaten’s followers 

even defaced the hieroglyph for the plural word “gods.”111 However, more recent scholarship 

tends to see these explanations of Atenism as too simplistic and overlooking many of the 

important clues as to how this religion should be viewed.112 Many who argue that Atenism was 

monotheistic appear to be swayed by more modern conceptions of religion as centering on 

the worship of a single god; they fail to acknowledge that the ancient Egyptians did not share 

these same preconceived notions about religion and thus felt that religions could be 

polytheistic.113 Further, many of the other gods were still acknowledged by the Egyptian state. 

For example, both Re and Re-Horakhty appear in the Great Hymn to the Aten, while Re 

remained a part of Akhenaten’s prenomen for his entire reign.114 Krauss discusses an instance 

where the Atenists replaced Amun’s image with that of Ptah in Amenhotep III’s memorial 

temple at Western Thebes.115 This suggests that Ptah was at least tolerable within Akhenaten’s 

version of religion and thus that the Aten was not the king’s only god.116  

110 See n. 66 of this chapter for further references on Atenism as monotheism. 
111 Assmann 1997, 153. This is not always the case, as demonstrated in chapter 4.3. See also McClymont 2017, 174-
180 for discussion on the erasure of nṯrw and psḏt on the Theban necropolis. 
112 See n. 67 and 68 of this chapter for references that argue for Atenism as henotheism and agnosticism. 
113 See n. 104 and 105 of this chapter for Jackson’s arguments concerning biases in Egyptology. 
114 Lichtheim 2006, 96, 97, 98. See also chapter 4.2.3.1 (Amun-Re) and 4.4.14 (Re) for the treatment of Re in this 
erasure catalogue. 
115 Krauss 2000, 195. See also p. 17 of this chapter for further discussion on Krauss’ argument. 
116 See chapter 4.4.13 for the treatment of Ptah in this catalogue. 
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2.7 The final years 
The end of Akhenaten’s reign is murky. The king most likely died during his 

seventeenth year, as this is the highest date attested for him, but there are several 

uncertainties surrounding his death.117 First, Akhenaten’s cause of death is unknown largely 

because it is unclear if his remains have ever been located. The royal tomb intended for 

Akhenaten at Amarna did not contain a royal burial, which prompts the question of what 

became of his body. Several scholars have suggested that the skeleton found in tomb KV55 in 

the Valley of the Kings could belong to Akhenaten as the tomb contained numerous grave 

goods (including the coffin in which the remains were found) belonging to Akhenaten and 

other Amarna Period figures.118 However, DNA analysis points to the fact that the individual in 

KV55 is the father of Tutankhamun, but also demonstrates that this individual most likely 

does not possess the correct DNA material to have fathered Ankhesenamun whom we 

definitively know to be Akhenaten’s third daughter with Nefertiti.119 Further study is needed in 

order to solve this dilemma.  

The course of succession immediately following Akhenaten’s death is not much 

clearer. We know that in between Akhenaten’s last year on the throne and the time that 

Tutankhamun became pharaoh there were two distinct kings who briefly reigned under the 

117 For discussion of the end of Akhenaten’s reign see Laboury 2010, 329; Hornung 1995, 112-114; Murnane 2001, 11-
22. For the highest year attestations of Akhenaten (year 17) on two jar labels see Martin 1989, 27, 60 n. 522 and n.
3; Pendlebury 1951, pl. 95 n. 279. 
118 For an analysis of the goods found in KV 55 see Bell 1990; Davies 1910, v; Reeves 1990, 335-336. For discussion on
who was buried in KV 55 see Grimm 2001, 101-114; Habicht, Bouwman, and Rühli 2016, 216-231; Aldred 1961, 41-60. 
119 For proof of Tutankhamun’s parentage see Zahi Hawass et. al, in JAMA 303: 7 (February 17, 2010). For
comparison of KV 55 with Ankhesenamun see Phizackerly, “DNA Shows the KV55 Mummy Probably Not
Akhenaten,” News from the Valley of the Kings… and the hunt for KV64. A blog by Kate Phizackerly, (March 2, 2010),
http://www.kv64.info/2010/03/dna-shows-that-kv55-mummy-probably-not.html; see also Allen 2016, 9-13. 
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names of Neferneferuaten and Smenkhkare. Confusingly, these two kings shared the same 

prenomen when Nefeneferuaten’s was abbreviated, which led scholars to initially believe that 

they were the same person.120 However, consensus now holds that Neferneferuaten was not 

the same person as Smenkhkare and that she was actually a female pharaoh based on the 

feminine endings on some of her epithets and the feminine spelling of her prenomen.121 

Although the identities of these two successors remain ambiguous, it is clear that they began 

the first steps back to orthodoxy following Akhenaten’s reign; a graffito from year three of 

Neferneferuaten demonstrates that the cult of Amun was once again active.122 This was 

continued under Akhenaten’s famous eventual successor, Tutankhamun, who relocated the 

nation’s capital back to Thebes and whose restoration stela chronicled the steps he took to 

return Egypt to orthodoxy.123 However, even though Akhenaten’s ideology died with him, 

some of the changes that he implemented were longer lasting including the visible erasure 

marks the Atenists left on monuments across Egypt. 

120 See Newberry 1928, 3-9. 
121 See Allen 1994, 7- 17. 
122For full discussion and translation of the graffito see Van der Perre 2014, 67-108; Allen 2009, 19-20.  
123 See Tutankhamun’s Restoration Stela in Murnane 1995, 212-214; Bennett 1939, 8-15; Davies 1995, 30-33; van Dijk 
2003, 226-237. 
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Chapter 3 
Iconoclasm: Theoretical considerations 
3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I will provide definitions for some of the terms I will use in this study. 

To begin, I define an erasure as a deliberate attempt to deface and render a name or image 

illegible for no other reason other than to obliterate the memory of the person or thing 

represented. I thus exclude items that were erased for reuse, such as the Osiride statue of 

Mentuhotep III reinscribed for Mereneptah that is now in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 

(38.1395). Moreover, I am only concerned with texts and images that have been defaced on 

official order in accordance with Akhenaten’s new religious conception.  

Before delving into the specifics of Akhenaten’s campaign of erasures I will first 

consider how it relates to other historic episodes and if it can be better analyzed by applying 

interdisciplinary methodologies. As I considered how to approach the Atenist erasure 

campaign it quickly became apparent that there is a dearth of similar material from ancient 

Egyptian history. Of course, it was not unusual for the Egyptians to reuse existing objects or 

structures from earlier reigns and to erase the previous owners’ names. And it was also fairly 

common to expunge rulers and private individuals from the historical record who were seen 

as having committed some sort of indiscretion. The names of individuals possibly involved in 

the conspiracy to assassinate King Teti are just one example, as Naguib Kanawati showed in 

2003. Probably the closest parallels to the Atenists’ iconoclasm are the attempts by their 

successors to erase Hatshepsut and Akhenaten from Egyptian history. Both of these 

campaigns were fairly large in scale and most likely required state-sanctioned action. 
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However, both of these events targeted human beings who did not fit the traditional mold of 

Egyptian kingship, which may have made them deserving of erasure in the Egyptian mind. As 

the mechanisms behind the Atenist erasure campaign are not entirely clear, I am hopeful that 

by studying similar instances of religious iconoclasm from other cultures that we may gain a 

better sense of the possible reasons why people erase words and images. 

Could it then be useful to conceptualize Akhenaten’s campaign in relation to other 

historic episodes using interdisciplinary methodologies? Media studies, art history, 

philosophy, and anthropology have already grappled with this problem and have produced 

useful frameworks for understanding the underlying mechanisms of iconoclasm from various 

historical periods outside of Egyptology. Could I employ these concepts to better understand 

the mechanisms of the Atenists’ campaign? Were ancient Egyptian conceptions of images and 

image destruction compatible with those of other cultures that experienced iconoclastic 

episodes? I believe that this is indeed possible and will thus examine how applicable certain 

frameworks from other disciplines are with the Atenist case. 

Before I begin this study, I would like to briefly explore the term “iconoclasm” in 

contrast to the term “damnatio memoriae,” which is another common phrase used to describe 

concerted efforts of erasure. Damnatio memoriae was born out of classical studies and is 

generally defined as the erasure of an individual’s name or image in an attempt to publicly 
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condemn an individual and prevent him or her from being remembered.124 Thus I will not 

utilize damnatio memoriae as a term to describe the Atenist campaign as I feel that such a 

definition speaks too much to the intentionality behind individual erasures. By contrast 

iconoclasm is generally considered today as an attempt to annihilate any presence of an 

individual or thing for whatever reason and thus can be used to fit a wider variety of contexts 

without ascribing a motivation to these attacks. 

3.2 The image in the context of the ancient Near East 
Before delving into the specifics of image destruction, it is essential to understand the 

ways in which the image is conceptualized within its specific cultural context. As Natalie May 

argues, in ancient Egypt the “names as well as the images not only confirmed 

contemporaneous existence of their bearers and referents but also granted them survival into 

posterity.”125 For the Egyptians the image was able to channel the power of the individual it 

represented. Essentially, in the ancient Near East the image was what it represented and 

played an integral part in maintaining that subject’s presence in the world.  As a result, the 

destruction of the image was an attack on the power of the individual represented.126 Further, 

Betsy Bryan contends that the desecration of an image in ancient Egypt was often meant to 

124 There are naturally variations in definitions of damnatio memoriae. For example, Schulman argues that the 
names and images of a person must be targeted for an attack to be considered damnatio memoriae. Atenist 
attacks often would not meet Schulman’s definition of damnatio memoriae since the Atenists sometimes 
overlooked names when they erased images and vice versa (see section 7.2.1 for more on Atenists overlooking 
erasable terms). See Schulman 1969-1970, 36-37. 
125 See May 2012, 5. 
126 Bryan argues “… the mutilation of images was premised not on the consequent death of the embodied spirits 
but on hindering their potential activity in the world.” In the Atenist case Bryan suggests that Akhenaten 
intended to prevent humans from accessing the persecuted gods through their images. See Bryan 2012, 363-365, 
375-378. See also Schulman 1969-1970, 37; Ritner 2012, 395.
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eliminate the power that the targeted individual had in this world.127 This principle extended 

beyond the image of an individual to encompass his or her name. Karen Radner argues that 

for ancient Near Easterners the name was an extension of one’s identity and was an important 

factor in allowing one’s identity to live on after the body had disintegrated.128 It was the 

written and spoken name that perpetuated one’s memory long after death, as Jan Assmann 

writes: “Ein Mensch lebt, wenn sein Name genannt wird.”129 

In addition, the defacement or destruction of images was not unusual in Egyptian 

execration rituals. Such rituals took place in a wide variety of locations ranging from the 

temple to the private home and consisted of the ritualized damage of an object in order to rob 

it of its power.130 For instance, the soles of the king’s sandals would sometimes bear the image 

of a bound foreigner so that with each step the king took he would symbolically trample 

Egypt’s enemies in order to weaken them.131 This practice even extended to individual 

hieroglyphs, which Robert Ritner believes encapsulates the Egyptian idea of “empowered 

images.”132 Ritner further emphasizes that this sort of image destruction was entrenched 

within the ancient Egyptian way of understanding the world and was a part of routine ritual 

practice. 

127 See Bryan 2012, 377. 
128 See Radner 2005, 15. 
129 See Assmann 2002, 59. 
130 Here, Ritner likens such Egyptian execration rituals to modern superstitions surrounding broken mirrors or 
ripped photographs. See Ritner 2012, 395-396. 
131 See Ritner 1993, 120; Ritner 2012, 398. Ritner further extends this idea to the Egyptian practice of “killing” 
hieroglyphs that depicted particularly potent images such as snakes. For this topic see Goldwasser 1995, 79-80; 
Ritner 1993, 157, 164-167; Ritner 2012, 398-399. 
132 See Ritner 2012, 398. 
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It was quite common for the ancient Egyptians to reuse existing objects or structures 

from earlier reigns and to subsequently erase the previous owners’ names. It was also fairly 

common to expunge rulers and private individuals from the historical record who were seen 

as having committed some sort of indiscretion. For instance, the names of individuals who 

may have been involved in a conspiracy to assassinate King Teti were erased from their 

tombs.133 Queen-turned-King Hatshepsut’s successor similarly erased her name from king lists 

and other monuments in order to that Hatshepsut’s descendants did not challenge 

Amenhotep II for the throne.134 It is also possible that Hatshepsut’s successor, Thutmose III, 

chose to erase her in order to secure the succession for his son Amenhotep II. Akhenaten 

himself would eventually suffer a similar fate, when one of his successors, Horemheb, 

attempted to erase Akhenaten and his heretical actions from the historical record.  

The difference between text and image is somewhat complicated in ancient Egypt 

because even the written language consisted of imagery. In her From Icon to Metaphor: Studies 

in the Semiotics of the Hieroglyphs, Orly Goldwasser discusses this fusion of image and text in 

Egyptian hieroglyphs. Goldwasser argues that as words made up of actual pictures, 

hieroglyphs convey multiple transposed meanings: the iconic representations of the signs can 

compete with the phonetic meaning of the words themselves. For instance, the word for son, 

sA, is signified by the image of a duck. The phonetic value of this image informs the reader of 

its true meaning, whereas the image itself could mislead someone who cannot read 

133 For this possible Old Kingdom conspiracy and the resulting punishment of those involved see Kanawati 2003. 
134 See Roth 2005. 
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Egyptian.135 This concept is particularly relevant because of the low literacy rates in ancient 

Egypt. John Baines estimates that roughly only 1% of the Egyptian population was literate in 

most periods, meaning that a large proportion of Egyptian citizens could not have drawn out 

the linguistic meaning behind text.136  

However, Betsy Bryan argues that there would have been varying degrees of illiteracy 

among ancient Egyptians.137 For example, some Egyptians who lived near cult centers may 

have been able to pick out the names of prominent deities or the determinatives that signal 

divinity. In this sense the meaning derived from text for some Egyptians would have 

depended heavily on the imagery incorporated in and around that text. Thus, when discussing 

images and text in the context of ancient Egypt one must remember that the distinction 

between the two is even more fluid than it is today within many Western concepts. 

3.3 Definitions of iconoclasm 
3.3.1 What is an image? 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, there are plenty of answers to the question “what is an 

image?” and this is largely because this answer is culturally determined and specific. I was 

searching for an answer to this question that made sense both to me as an English-speaking 

American, but that was also applicable to the ancient Egyptian view of images. I will now 

explore several definitions of “image” and determine how useful they are to the Atenist 

context. 

135 Goldwasser 1995, 17. 
136 For this 1% estimate see Baines 1983, 583. For further discussion on literacy rates in ancient Egypt and various 
scholars’ attempts to calculate this figure, see section 7.2. See also Baines & Eyre 1983, 65-72; Te Velde 1986, 254; 
Lesko 1990, 656-659; Bryan 1996, 166, n. 14; Manuelian 1999, 285; Lesko 2018, 134. 
137 See Bryan 1996, 163. 
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“Image” came to the English language as a French loan word and its earliest surviving 

uses suggest that it meant something similar to “an artificial representation.” 138 This could 

include paintings, statues, maps, etc. This definition is unsurprising as “image” shares its root 

(im-) with “imitate,” suggesting an inherent link between the two terms. During the 16th 

century, “image” began to acquire a more abstract meaning thanks to the work of philosopher 

Thomas Hobbes. For Hobbes an image was not just a physical manifestation to be viewed but 

also rather something that was created in the mind by any of the senses.139 This expanded the 

meaning of “image” to include the visuals that one experiences in one’s mind as well as objects 

created to resemble an original figure or item.  

The work of philosopher Roland Barthes utilizes these two early definitions in an 

attempt to explain the ways in which images work. In his seminal essay “Rhétorique de 

l’image,” Barthes begins by highlighting the shared root of “image” and “imitation” and asks if 

images can truly convey meaning if they are essentially just imitations.140 Further, how do 

images convey this meaning? Do they function as a kind of language? In order to answer this, 

Barthes analyzes a Panzani advertisement for pasta in order to assess how such an image 

displays its intended meaning. Barthes then identifies three types of messages produced by 

the image: the linguistic message, the symbolic message, and the literal message. The 

linguistic message encompasses the information presented in any text that is present within 

138 Oxford English Dictionary, “Image, n.,” Oxford University Press, 2017. Sept 8, 2017 <http://www.oed.com.ezp-
prod1.hul.harvard.edu/view/Entry/91618?rskey=u1udip&result=1&isAdvanced=false#eid> 
139 Frazer argues that prior to the 16th century an “image” was akin to a “picture, imitation or copy,” while the term 
“icon” denoted a specific image of something and the term “enargia” denoted the process of making someone 
conjure in image in his or her mind. See Frazer 1960, 149-154. 
140 See Barthes 1964, 40. 
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the image. In addition, the linguistic message also contains any connotations that arise from 

the text – for instance, the name Panzani connotes Italianness.141 In an ancient Egyptian 

context this sort of connotation could come from the presence of a king or god’s name, which 

would evoke their presence and divinity. Next, the symbolic message comprises the 

metaphors and symbolism that the images evoke in the viewer. In the Panzani ad the pasta 

appears in a netted shopping bag, which Barthes says is meant to symbolize freshness and the 

return from a local market.142 The ancient Egyptians employed numerous symbolic items in 

their imagery; for example, the presence of a ram in a scene could symbolize the god Amun, 

who sometimes took that form. Finally, the literal message conveys that the pasta within the 

image is simply meant to represent tangible pasta.143 This works in the same way for the 

ancient Egyptians in that the carving of a human who is labeled as the tomb owner is meant 

to represent the tomb owner. Barthes then states that we can never eliminate the messages 

behind the image and therefore we must always be conscious that we are viewing an imitation 

and not the literal or “denoted image.”144 

Michel Foucault delves into this topic in his short work Ceci n’est pas une pipe. The 

focus of this piece is a painting by Rene Magritte titled The Treachery of Images that depicts a 

large brown tobacco pipe in the middle of a beige canvas accompanied by the handwritten 

caption “Ceci n’est pas une pipe.” Foucault interprets Magritte’s painting as a warning against 

141 Barthes 1964, 41. 
142 Ibid, 41. 
143 Ibid, 42. 
144 Ibid, 43. However, this may not have been the case for the ancient Egyptians since images were able to stand in 
as substitutes for the person/god they portrayed. As such, to the ancient Egyptian an image of a god could have 
also been the “denoted image,” i.e. the god himself. Thus, in ancient Egypt the destruction of an image may have 
been essentially the same thing as the destruction of whatever that image represented. 
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seeing a direct link between an image and its subject.145 For Foucault the painting’s caption is 

meant to highlight the fact that we are indeed not looking at a pipe, just an image of a pipe. 

However, for the connection between signifier and signified to be disintegrated, one must 

have existed in the first place. In this sense, Foucault argues, Magritte’s painting sets us up to 

be conflicted: we undoubtedly know that this canvas is not a tangible pipe and yet its form in 

paint can be nothing but that of a pipe. However, Foucault’s considerations seem inapplicable 

to the ancient Near Eastern case since, as discussed above, the image was essentially the same 

as the thing it portrayed in this context.  

In Iconology, W.J.T. Mitchell puts forth an extremely broad definition of “image,” thus 

making it applicable to a wide variety of cases. His classification encompasses the ways in 

which fairly disparate fields, including art history, psychology, neurology, and philosophy 

understand imagery.146 Mitchell concludes that images are a family with five categories: 

graphic, optical, perceptual, mental, and verbal.147 Graphic images constitute the things that art 

historians study: statues, designs and prints. Optical imagery consists of the reflections in 

mirrors and projections. This category also encompasses the images that appear on various 

types of screens, i.e. computers, televisions, etc. On the other hand, perceptual imagery can be 

experienced from sensory data and from what the naked eye takes in. For example, the 

afterimage from a camera flash falls into the perceptual category. Mental images are 

somewhat more straightforward and consist of dreams, memories, and ideas. Finally, verbal 

images result from metaphors and descriptions.  

145 See Foucault 1973, 16. 
146 See Mitchell 1986, 10. 
147 Ibid, 8-10.  
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Following Mitchell’s conception, Akhenaten’s campaign deals with graphic imagery. 

However, the Atenists targeted texts as well as images, which leads me to my next question: 

what is the relationship between image and text? This issue is somewhat simplified as 

Mitchell suggests that image and text have only been separated through artificially 

constructed genres.148 Mitchell goes on, stating that the idea of text vs. image is a “dialectical 

struggle in which opposing terms take on different ideological roles and relationships at 

different moments of history.”149 The differences between text and image have been built up 

throughout history as a matter of “habit, convention, and authorial stipulation – thus, a matter 

of choice, need, and interest.”150 Therefore text and image are generally used for the same 

purposes, but are employed in different situations, though in the Egyptian case it does not 

appear that they distinguished between the two. 

The definitions explored thus far are somewhat applicable to the Atenist case, but are 

perhaps too modern, Western, and secular in their ways of conceiving images. The 

unsuitability of the above-discussed definitions prompted me to investigate another erasure 

campaign that was closer in time and space to the Atenists, the famous Byzantine iconoclastic 

controversies, and ultimately led me to the work of Hans Belting. Belting is a German art 

historian whose work has focused largely on medieval art and he has thus had to grapple with 

the ideas surrounding Byzantine iconoclasm. Here, I will largely draw from two of Belting’s 

works, Likeness and Presence: A History of the Image in the Era Before Art and An Anthropology 

148 Mitchell 1986, 112. 
149 Ibid, 98. 
150 Ibid, 70. 
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of Images: Picture, Medium, Body. Both of these works were originally written and 

conceptualized in German and subsequently translated into English.  

Because Belting writes primarily in German, he is able to emphasize the difference 

between pictures and images in a way that is not always immediately clear to an English 

speaker and writer.151 For Belting, a picture is a medium that permits the image to acquire a 

presence tantamount to that of the body. In fact, Belting proposes that there exists a 

fundamental interrelation of image, medium, and body as components in every attempt at 

picture-making. Here the “image” is largely a mental construct, essentially what we see in our 

mind’s eye; the “medium” is the physical material in which the “image” manifests; the “body” is 

the site where “images” are produced and processed.152 In the Atenist case an image was 

produced in the mind of an Egyptian individual when he or she viewed the name or depiction 

of a god, the medium would be the carving or painting of that god on an object, and the body 

is essentially the mind of the Egyptian viewing that object. Thus, the image straddles the 

boundary between the physical and the mental as, according to Belting, images are products 

of both media and of human imagination.153  

Beyond this, image perception is a form of animation and a symbolic act guided by 

cultural patterns and pictorial technologies.154 Belting’s ideas rest upon the concept that an 

image should be considered not just as a product of a certain medium, but also as a product of 

ourselves. Because human beings are fundamentally different from one culture to the next, 

151 See Belting 2011, 9. 
152 Ibid, 15. 
153 Ibid, 19. 
154 Ibid, 32. 
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they tend to generate transitory images that are linked to life experiences in time and space. 

More than just perception, the image is created as the result of personal or collective 

knowledge and intention. For the Egyptians the depiction of a god was only powerful because 

Egyptian cultural belief dictated that the physical image was a sort of placeholder for that god. 

The presence of images, too, is conceived of in terms of the human body. Belting 

discusses images as substitutes for absent bodies; in early funeral cults, for example, they 

functioned as representations or effigies of the deceased.155 This matches up almost exactly 

with the Egyptian idea of the image: the image of a god was a substitute for that god because 

that god could reside within the image. The concept of an image as a virtual body standing in 

for one that is absent provides Belting with one possible answer to the question of how images 

come to gain such power that they can seem animated and even capable of acting on their 

own. The image or work of art reproduces some of the power of bodies so that it can be 

understood as a living being that we might approach as if interacting with a sentient entity. 

Belting even discusses the opening of the mouth ritual used to enliven statues in Egypt as an 

example of this concept. Here he stresses that this magical act “qualified it [the statue] for 

embodiment,” and not simply the statue’s creation.156 This is why the depiction of an Egyptian 

god was thought to be so powerful: the Egyptians viewed physical images as essentially the 

same as the tangible beings they portrayed once they were awoken through ritual. 

155 See Belting 2011, 87. 
156 Ibid, 101-102. 
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3.3.2 What is an icon? 
The term “icon” originates etymologically from Greek, eikōn, generally defined as an 

“image” or “likeness.”157 For instance, in The Republic, Plato uses the term to describe the 

mental images produced by analogy as well as physical images such as sculpture and 

shadows.158 Within Eastern Christianity “icon” acquired perhaps its most famous meaning: 

depictions of saints, Christ, or other religious figures.159 This definition is too narrow for our 

purposes as it applies to a very specific time and place in history. In contrast, the field of 

semiotics uses the term in a way that is closer to its Greek meaning because of the 

contributions of Charles Peirce. Peirce’s theories explain the ways in which signs relate to 

objects: for Peirce, a portrait is a sign while the person portrayed is the object. Within this 

theory, an icon resembles or imitates its object; both icon and object share a quality that 

allows the icon to be interpreted as a sign even if the object did not exist.160 In other words, an 

icon bears a (not necessarily physical) resemblance to the object that it is imitating.  

The term “icon” has had a somewhat varied meaning in history. However, a common 

thread within each of these definitions is that an icon is an image used in a specific way – 

either as a likeness of something, a portrait of a religious figure, or an imitation of an original. 

In this sense an icon’s meaning is somewhat contingent on its use. Second, each of these 

interpretations allots the icon with a kind of power: the eikōn has the power to duplicate; the 

religious icon has the power to channel the person portrayed, but also to deceive the viewer as 

a false image; and the semiotic icon has the power to emulate.  

157 See Mitchell 1986, 5. 
158 See Plato 2016, 193-196. 
159 See Barber 2002, 39-43. 
160 See Peirce 1955, 99.  
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In his essay “What’s Wrong with Images?,” Jan Assmann highlights yet another form of 

power that the icon possesses by stating “the ‘graven image’ is the paramount symbol of wrong 

religion.”161 Assmann traces this idea to the Second Commandment, which he says instilled 

people with the anxiety that they could possibly worship a false god and “fall into idolatry and 

heresy.”162 In this sense the icon is able to elicit fear, which itself could take several forms. First, 

the very existence of icons could create the fear that the supposed “correct” religion is 

somehow endangered either by losing followers to “wrong” religion or by being undermined 

by its teachings. In contrast, when an item is branded as an “icon,” the people who worship 

the “icon” might become fearful that they have been misguided into adhering to the “wrong” 

belief system. Either way, the accusation of icon worship is enough to belittle a religion and 

elicit fear from followers and opponents alike. However, unlike Christianity, ancient Egyptian 

religion was not a strict belief system that dictated “right” and “wrong” worship. Indeed, 

multiple theologies existed simultaneously in ancient Egypt and served primarily as a means 

through which the individual could understand the world around them. In this sense the 

theologies outside of Atenism may not have been seen as “wrong” as much as they were a 

threat to some aspect of Akhenaten’s rule.  

Once again, Belting’s explanation provides perhaps the closest parallel to the Egyptian 

case. Belting’s conception of the icon is informed by how the term is used in early Christian 

and Byzantine contexts, but this does not make his theory of icons any less useful for 

Egyptological purposes. He begins by stating that an “icon” is directly etymologically related to 

161 See Assmann 2011, 17. 
162 Ibid, 20. 
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the Greek word eikōn (as I have already stated) and therefore at the most basic level can 

constitute any image or portrait.163 However, there are a number of other criteria that were 

used to distinguish early Christian icons from other images during Byzantine iconoclasm. 

Essentially, this was a conflict between two factions of Christians, the iconoclasts and the 

iconophiles, who sparred over what it meant to be “holy” in Byzantine society. According to 

the iconoclasts, icons, which were images of saints and other religious figures, could not be 

holy because they had not been consecrated by a higher power. They believed that these icons 

were thought to be holy because the devil had misguided the iconophiles into worshipping a 

false god and thus turning away from true Christianity. 

Belting states that these images “had acquired special reputations” and almost always 

had a single figure as their subject.164 This last point is key for Belting as he argues that images 

of single figures are interpreted in a specific way by their human viewers in large part because 

these images are treated as if they were human. For instance, Byzantine icons were often 

carried in processions that served to dramatize their physical presence as if they were living 

beings.165 In Egyptology we are familiar with this sort of idea, as many Egyptian cult images 

were carried in ceremonial processions much like these icons. Further, as we’ve already seen, 

in the ancient Near East an image could essentially function as a stand in for the person 

depicted, which further humanized these representations in the ancient Egyptian mind.  

Belting also suggests that the stories surrounding the miracles performed by these 

objects further imbued them with an “aura” and contributed to the idea that they possessed 

163 See Belting 1994, 47 
164 Ibid, 47-48. 
165 Ibid, 48. 
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their own agency.166 We can again see parallels here with the ancient Egyptian ideas of images 

and how they functioned. Every image in ancient Egypt was thought to have agency: these 

objects participated in rituals, allowed for communication between humans and the gods, and 

provided their owners with protection. In this sense both Byzantine icons and images in 

ancient Egypt could be viewed as individual beings with their agency. It is for this reason that 

Belting sets out to study the “Holy Image” which “... not only represented a person but also was 

treated like a person, being worshiped, despised...”167 

Therefore, to be classified as an icon an image must not only exude a specific type of 

power, it must also be feared. Not all who view the image will feel such unease, but at least a 

specific subset of the audience must experience it. I will adhere to this meaning of an icon as 

an image used in a particular way, that elicits fear, which allows it to be perceived as having 

some kind of agency. This definition is relevant in the context of the ancient Near East as text 

and image therefore had the power to sustain and perpetuate those who were represented as 

we have already seen. In Akhenaten’s case, the fear that the existence of the traditional gods’ 

images and names could sustain their cults might have contributed to the Atenists’ erasure 

campaign.   

3.3.3 What is iconoclasm? 
The etymology of the term “iconoclasm” illuminates its meaning quite well, as it 

essentially translates from Greek as “breaker of images.” So at the most basic level, iconoclasm 

can be thought of as the deliberate defacement of an icon, or an image believed to have 

166 See Belting 1994, 48. 
167 Ibid, xxi. 
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agency. For instance, in their recent edited volume, Iconoclasm from Antiquity to Modernity, 

Kristine Kolrud and Marina Prusac define iconoclasm as being “… the destruction or 

alteration of objects imbued with some kind of symbolic value.”168 This explanation is a good 

starting point, but it does not go far enough in discussing what that “symbolic value” signifies 

or why it is important. Like other scholars, I argue that the historical episodes that we deem 

iconoclasm were politically charged events because the symbols erased meant something to a 

particular group. For instance, in Byzantium and other European Christian contexts, those 

who were against iconoclasm believed that God’s image manifested in Christ’s physical form, 

and that the depiction of Christ was integral to understanding his divinity.169 In Egypt, the 

names and images of deities allowed people to interact with the gods that Egypt had 

worshipped for hundreds if not thousands of years. Although we have no texts describing the 

reactions of Egyptian citizens to the Atenist campaign, it seems likely that this persecution of 

the gods would not have been viewed favorably by everyone.  

These examples highlight the reciprocal relationship between the desire for and the 

fear of images that characterizes iconoclasm. Regardless of how people felt about images 

during iconoclastic episodes, they recognized that images possess power and that this is the 

major omission from Kolrud and Prusac’s definition. In contrast, art historian David Freedberg 

recognizes this perceived power of the image and attributes it to the difficulty people often 

have distinguishing between the image and the thing that it represents.170 James Simpson 

echoes this concept in his book Under the Hammer: Iconoclasm in the Anglo-American 

168 See Kolrud & Prusac 2014, 1. 
169 See Brown 1973, esp. 3-4; Freedberg 1989, 420. 
170 See Freedberg 1977, 167. 
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Tradition, where he argues that the perceived lifelike quality of images prompts a need for 

control over them.171 Simpson aptly names this tension “image trouble.” This is particularly 

useful when thinking about the Atenist episode as in ancient Egypt the image of a god was 

able to represent the deity that was depicted. Freedberg further argues that iconoclasts “need 

images and admit to their power, and in doing so need to control them.”172 This need for 

control often manifests in political or theological campaigns, as we have seen in the case of 

the Atenists.  

Mitchell takes a similar approach to Freedberg, but specifies that it is the assumption 

that the power of the image is felt by someone else that makes it dangerous to the iconoclast.173 

The iconoclast does not see validity of the image while perceiving that others overvalue it. 

This produces an ideology of iconoclasm as “a rhetoric of exclusion and domination, a 

caricature of the other as one who is involved in irrational, obscene behavior.”174 The surviving 

texts from the Amarna Period do not speak negatively about the people who worshipped 

Egypt’s traditional deities, but there are hints in a fragmentary text from the tenth pylon at 

Karnak of Akhenaten’s unfavorable attitude towards the deities themselves.175 In this text, 

addressed to the royal court, Akhenaten discusses how he believes that the gods (except 

presumably the Aten) “cease to exist” and how their temples have “fallen into ruin.” 

Akhenaten essentially states that the gods have abandoned Egypt and it is for this reason that 

the Aten should be worshipped instead. Akhenaten presents a lack of faith in Egypt’s 

171 See Simpson 2010, 12-13.  
172 See Freedberg 1989, 427. 
173 Mitchell 1986, 113. 
174 Ibid, 113. 
175 See Redford 1981, 89-90. 
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traditional deities, a declaration that counters the idea that the gods were responsible for 

events in the universe. This reads as the ultimate insult against the traditional pantheon and 

serves to differentiate them from the Aten, who receives Akhenaten’s exultations at the end of 

this text. 

The French philosopher Bruno Latour has contributed much to this topic, particularly 

in his reworking of iconoclasm into what he calls “iconoclash.” According to Latour 

iconoclasm is what happens when one understands why an erasure is being performed and 

what the implications of such an act might be. In contrast “iconoclash” is when one is unsure 

of the motivations and purposes behind the defacing of an object.176 Bifurcating this term is 

useful for our purposes since we are unsure of why Akhenaten chose to attack Egypt’s 

traditional gods. It is tempting to believe that the Egyptians doing the actual erasing may have 

been somewhat conflicted in performing this act. For them the gods were responsible for 

everything good and bad that had happened in Egypt’s history and the task of erasing their 

memories must have seemed somewhat risky. Latour goes on to echo Freud that creation of a 

counter-religion often serves as the motivation behind iconoclash, but these counter religions 

often then go on to produce an even greater corpus of images and symbolism. The destruction 

of one set of images therefore allows for the production of another, a mechanism that 

transforms iconoclasm into a creative process.177 Here, the ultimate expression of one faith 

culminates in the destruction of another, an idea that is fairly easy to tie to Akhenaten and his 

adherence to his new religion.  

176 See Latour 2002, 16. 
177 Ibid, 16-17. 
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James Noyes’ The politics of iconoclasm: religion, violence and the culture of image-

breaking in Christianity and Islam is also particularly relevant for examining the Amarna 

Period and its erasures. Noyes frames the concept of iconoclasm through an adaptation of 

Max Weber’s idea of the state and the inextricable link between administration and 

prescribed violence.178 Noyes alters Weber’s argument into one that suggests a connection 

between iconoclasm and the construction of the modern state, a relationship that he titles the 

politics of iconoclasm. Noyes maintains that contrary to what previous scholars have 

espoused, the violence necessary for iconoclasm to take place is not “spontaneous,” but is 

instead facilitated by the “organizational structure of the state.”179  I contend that this does not 

have to be the product of the “modern” state as Noyes believes, but can in fact be seen in the 

functioning of the Egyptian administration during Akhenaten’s reign. The erasures conducted 

at Akhenaten’s command were fairly thorough and have been found as far south as Gebel 

Barkal (Fourth Cataract) in modern day Sudan and as far north as Tell el-Borg on the northern 

Sinai Peninsula; it is unlikely that this program could have been conducted so intensively 

without the supervision of the central administration.  

Further, Noyes states that this sort of organization often hinges on the “iconoclastic 

rhetoric of a charismatic individual” and the interpretation of this discourse by subsequent 

supporters.180 We can see this clearly in the case of the Amarna Period: the iconoclasm in 

question almost certainly grew out of Akhenaten’s desire to create and uphold a new religious 

interpretation. His exact reasons for doing this remain unclear, but it is well known that 

178 See Noyes 2013, 1. 
179 Ibid, 180. 
180 Ibid, 180. 
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Akhenaten filled his new administration with men who previously had no access to power in 

what has been interpreted as an attempt to gain their loyalty through promotion.181  It is likely 

that Akhenaten used a similar technique to choose the people who carried out his orders to 

erase the names and images of the gods. Noyes emphasizes that it is precisely this 

management of followers, coupled with an idea of what constitutes the “true” god that 

transforms this sort of prescribed iconoclasm into a political campaign instead of spontaneous 

mob violence.  

It is important to note that even if a society’s leaders call for the destruction of icons, 

this campaign is not always carried out particularly thoroughly. For example, in Byzantium it 

seems that few icons were actually defaced; this becomes apparent when one notes the 

number that survive into the present day. Leslie Brubaker notes that Byzantine iconoclasm 

“did not result in massive destruction of images” as one is led to believe on the topic. Further, 

it seems that the individuals tasked with actually “breaking” these icons sometimes cut 

corners. Robin Cormack points out that images located high up in buildings were given a pass 

because it was too difficult to reach them.182   

3.4 Synthesis 

I therefore argue that Akhenaten’s campaign of erasure is worthy of the term 

“iconoclasm.” This was a systematic attempt to erase text and images that were believed to 

hold some kind of power. This episode seems to have been fueled by Akhenaten’s religious 

ideology, which itself allowed for the adversarial relationship between Atenism and 

181 See Kemp 2012, 41. 
182 See Cormack 1977, 41. 
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traditional Egyptian state religion. This culminated in the organized campaign of erasures 

against many of Egypt’s prominent deities that I will refer to from here on out as the Atenist 

iconoclasm. In summary I return to Belting, who states that iconoclasm only destroys the 

medium support of images and not the images themselves.183 Erasing the Egyptian gods from 

various monuments probably did not erase their images from the minds of the Egyptian 

people. With this in mind one has to reconsider how successful any instance of iconoclasm 

has been in history. 

183 See Belting 2011, 5-6. 
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Chapter 4 
The Atenist erasures in the corpus 
4.1 Introduction to the corpus 

This analysis investigates the occurrence of Atenist erasures on portable objects that 

are now in museum collections around the world. I chose to focus on this subset of objects to 

narrow my corpus in a way that would not limit me to one specific site and would thus allow 

me to assess the geographic distribution of Atenist erasures across Egypt and its territories 

(including modern day Sudan). The resulting catalogue consists of 285 objects from fifty-three 

museums and collections in Europe, the United States, Egypt, and Sudan, as illustrated in 

Table 4.1. The objects included in the erasure catalogue date to the 11th to 18th Dynasties and 

come from sites as far north as Tanis and as far south as Wad Ben Naga.184 These objects thus 

cover a span of roughly 750 years and 1500 miles/2414 km.  

Museum/Collection Number of objects in 
erasure catalogue 

Erasure catalogue record #s 

Aix-en-Provence, Musée 
Granet 

1 199 

Amsterdam, Allard Pierson 
Museum 

2 204, 243 

Antiquities magazine 
(various) 

4 35, 104, 209, 210 

Oxford, Ashmolean Museum 3 72, 77, 278 
Aswan, Elephantine Museum 1 47 
Avignon, Musée Calvet 1 12 
Berlin Museum 21 31, 33, 34, 36, 48, 53, 64, 65, 89, 

99, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 
184, 241, 276, 282, 283 

Birmingham, City Museum 
and Art Gallery 

1 254 

Bologna, Archaeological Civic 1 91 

184 See records 28, 29, and 225 for erasures on artifacts from the 11th Dynasty; 260 of the 285 records date to the 18th 
Dynasty; see record #98 for erasures at Tanis; see record #283 for erasures at Wad Ben Naga. 
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Museum 
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts 12 44, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 79, 

93, 94, 106, 213 
Bremen, Übersee-Museum 1 233 
British Museum 24 14, 16, 22, 32, 78, 95, 96, 101, 

109, 111, 112, 113, 118, 119, 120, 
121, 122, 173, 197, 238, 239, 240, 
268, 275 

Brooklyn Museum 6 17, 229, 234, 244, 245, 286 
Brussels, Art & History 
Museum 

3 29, 54, 247 

Cairo, Egyptian Museum 73 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 19, 20, 22, 
25, 26, 27, 41, 45, 62, 70, 73, 74, 
82, 87, 88, 100, 105, 107, 114, 
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 
130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 
137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 146, 
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 
154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 
161, 162, 165, 166, 175, 185, 187, 
190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 207, 208, 
211, 214, 215, 217, 221, 222, 225, 
226, 227, 237, 257, 265, 277 

Cambridge, Fitzwilliam 
Museum 

2 69, 269 

Carnegie Museum of Natural 
History 

1 251 

Chicago Field Museum of 
Natural History 

1 230 

Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg 
Glyptotek 

1 220 

Durham, Oriental Museum 1 51 
Florence, Museo 
Archeologico 

3 84, 86, 177 

Fort Worth Kimbell Art 
Museum 

1 18 

Galerie L'Ibis (New York) 1 235 
George Ortiz Collection, 
Switzerland 

1 273 

Grenoble, Musée des Beaux-
Arts 

1 90 
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Hannover, Kestner Museum 1 216 
Khartoum Museum 1 21 
Leiden, Rijksmuseum van 
Oudheden 

3 85, 266, 267 

Leipzig Ägyptisches Museum 1 61 
Linden-Museums, Stuttgart 1 249 
Linköping Stad Museum 
collection Smith 

1 281 

Lisbon, Museu Nacional de 
Arqueolgia 

1 270 

Louvre 14 39, 46, 117, 143, 144, 145, 164, 
172, 206, 259, 260, 261, 272, 
279 

Luxor Museum 12 30, 115, 116, 167, 168, 169, 170, 
171, 188, 212, 218, 219 

Lyon Musée des Beaux-Arts 1 81 
Metropolitan Museum of Art 18 28, 38, 40, 68, 110, 186, 196, 198, 

200, 201, 202, 203, 224, 231, 
232, 246, 250, 280 

Moscow, Pushkin Museum 2 49, 228 
Musées d'art et d'histoire de 
Genève 

1 11 

Penn Museum 3 23, 24, 274 
Petrie Museum 4 76, 102, 176, 258 
Private collections (various) 4 98, 253, 255, 256 
Rio de Janeiro, National 
Museum 

1 15 

Rome: Piazza San Giovani in 
Laterano 

1 163 

Soprintendenza Museo 
Antichità Egizie, Turin, Italy 

1 66 

Staatliche Sammlung 
Ägytischer Kunst, Munich 

7 50, 63, 75, 83, 189, 248, 284 

Stockholm, 
Medelhavsmuseet 

2 262, 275 

Sudan National Museum 4 67, 92, 97, 285 
Toledo Museum of Art 1 236 
Tübingen, Museum of 
Ancient Cultures 

1 264 

Turin, Museo Egizio 8 42, 43, 52, 80, 195, 205, 223, 
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252 
Varaždin City Museum 1 263 
Vatican Gregorian Egyptian 
Museum 

1 174 

Vienna, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum 

6 10, 13, 71, 108, 242, 271 

Yale Peabody Museum 1 37 
Table 4.1: Museums/collections represented in the erasure catalogue 

I identified the majority of these objects as candidates for the Atenist erasure 

catalogue by analyzing photographs, descriptions, transcriptions, and translations in museum 

catalogues, excavation reports, and more focused studies of Egyptian art.185 As the objects in 

this catalogue are located in collections across the world, I was not always collate the texts 

personally and was thus forced to rely on publications. As a result, I have noted where I am 

skeptical of an author’s interpretations in the description of the object in the erasure 

catalogue. This corpus is by no means comprehensive of every object bearing Atenist erasures 

in a museum collection, as I was often limited by what objects had been published or were on 

display in a particular museum. Further, publications often include a limited number of 

images of an object, which sometimes prevented me from viewing all parts or inscriptions of 

the artifact. Despite these limitations, this catalogue is large enough to provide a sense of how 

portable objects were treated in the Atenist iconoclasm.  

185 Each record in the erasure catalogue contains a bibliography of the sources I consulted for that object. Within 
that bibliography the sources are arranged in the order of how useful they were to me when building that object 
record. For instance, the first source cited is the work that allowed me to identify that object as bearing Atenist 
erasures. 
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Wherever possible I compare my data to prior studies on Atenist erasures, namely 

McClymont’s 2017 dissertation on Amarna Period attacks in Theban tombs.186 At this time, 

McClymont’s work is the only comprehensive survey of the Atenist iconoclasm and its effects 

on a particular subset of artifacts and is therefore most similar to my investigation. However, 

our examinations differ in a few important ways that may make some of our findings difficult 

to compare. For instance, the majority of objects in my catalogue are small enough to be easily 

transported and thus contain limited space for text. These objects include funerary stelae, 

fragmentary reliefs or paintings, and statuettes from private tombs, as well as statues left as 

offerings in temples.187 Often such objects had limited space that likely had an impact on their 

textual content, which was probably distilled down to what the owner believed to be most 

important or to allow the object to function most effectively. For example, there maybe less 

space on such objects to include long epithet strings when addressing a deity. In contrast, 

McClymont’s data focuses on the content of Theban tombs, which were naturally able to 

accommodate larger amounts of text than the portable objects that such tombs were meant to 

house.  

Further, just over half of objects in my corpus (155 out of 285, or 54.4%) were 

commissioned for royalty, while all of McClymont’s data comes from the tombs of private 

individuals. In many cases, the decorative motifs and textual content of royal monuments are 

186 See McClymont 2017. See each section of this analysis for direct comparisons to McClymont’s work and for 
page references. 
187 For discussions on the iconography and texts of these small, largely private objects see Pflüger 1947, esp. 128-
130 (Middle Kingdom private stelae); Simpson 1972, esp. 401-429 (discussion on nonroyal autobiographies); Bryan 
1990, 65-80 (relief sculpture from the reign of Amenhotep III); Pérez-Accino 2017, 291-300 (royal vs. private stelae 
and their contents). 
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distinct from those of private artifacts, as both were subject to different rules of decorum.188 

Royal and private objects were often meant to serve different functions that may influence the 

texts and decoration that they bear. For instance, the contents of Theban tombs were 

supposed to help their owners achieve a successful afterlife, while a royal monument may be 

meant to intimidate enemies or emphasize the power of the Egyptian state.189 Further, there 

may have been different issues of accessibility when dealing with royal versus private 

monuments. For example, I found no evidence for erasures on objects from the Valley of the 

Kings or Queens, which suggests that the Atenists did not access these tombs either because 

of high security presence or respect for these monuments (though the latter seems less 

likely).190 In addition, twenty-four objects in my database date to the 11th to 17th Dynasties and 

were thus subject to different artistic and literary trends from those objects dating to the 18th 

Dynasty. These older monuments may also have been less accessible to the Atenists than 

those that date closer to the beginning of the Amarna Period. All of the above-mentioned 

differences between my corpus and McClymont’s could be factors that influence the rate of 

the Atenist erasure of words and images and should be kept in mind when juxtaposing our 

188 This is particularly true when dealing with art commissioned by the king, who held a unique position in 
Egyptian society. See Romano 2002, esp. 56, for discussions on how the king’s religious roles influenced the forms 
of his artwork.  
189 See Baines 1994, esp. 69-75 for discussions on how function influenced form in ancient Egyptian art. For 
example, Baines argues that the Egyptian tomb was intended to provide a structure in which certain practical 
functions could be performed while still creating an aesthetically pleasing complex that inevitably conveyed 
messages about its owner’s social and political standing. 
190 In general, the Atenists do not seem to have afforded royalty more respect that nonroyalty. See section 4.2.2 
for the Atenist treatment of royal names. 
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data.191 Thus, our two studies are not completely comparable and should not be expected to be 

consistent in all findings. 

4.2 Erasures of Amun’s name 

Amun(-Re)’s name is erased on all but 13 of the objects included in the present 

catalogue and accounts for 634 of the 753 recorded erasures (84.2%).192 These numbers include 

instances where Amun’s name is followed by epithets or syncretized with another deity, 

which will be explored in greater depth in sections 4.2.1 (Amun’s epithets) and 4.2.3 

(syncretized forms of Amun). Amun’s name appears in a variety of contexts including 

personal names, personal titles, cartouches, offering formula, etc. and was attacked in all such 

occurrences.  

Atenist attacks on i̓mn appear on objects that date from the 11th to 18th Dynasties, 

covering a range of about 750 years. The oldest object bearing such erasures is record #225, a 

fragmentary stela of Intef II in the Cairo Museum that contains three erasures of Amun’s name 

and dates to the early 11th Dynasty. It seems likely that the oldest erasures of Amun would 

come from the 11th Dynasty, as this period was marked by the rise of Thebes as the center for 

royal power in Egypt and thus the promotion of Amun as Thebes’s patron deity.193 Two other 

objects in this catalogue date from the 11th Dynasty and both come from Mentuhotep II’s 

temple in Deir el-Bahari (record #28 and 29), but neither presents erasures of Amun.194 Only 

191 See sections 4.2-4.5 for specific comparisons of the data in McClymont and my investigations. See Table 4.8 in 
section 4.5 for a summary of the number of erasures for each deity in our studies.  
192 For the objects that do not bear erasures of Amun’s name see record #28, 29, 30, 39, 46, 89, 101, 138, 175, 176, 
192, 200, and 208. 
193 See Warburton 2012, esp. 211 for Amun’s rise and eventual replacement of Montu as Thebes’ patron deity. See 
also Goedicke 1992, esp. 197-200 for Mentuhotep II’s role in establishing Amun as the chief god of Thebes. 
194 See records #28 and 29 in the erasure catalogue. 
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four objects with erasures of i̓mn (record #57, 234, 245, 247) can be definitively dated to the 

reign of Amenhotep IV and are thus the objects dating most closely to onset of the Atenist 

iconoclasm (for discussion on the precise date for the commencement of the Atenist 

iconoclasm see section 5.2).195 It is noteworthy that the Atenists were able to access and attack 

objects created nearly a millennium before Akhenaten’s reign, as this suggests that the Atenist 

iconoclasm affected a wider range of objects than is generally acknowledged.196 Further, it 

does not seem that the age of an object or respect for the distant past nullified the danger of 

Amun’s name for the Atenists. 

Forty-eight objects present intact names of Amun in addition to erasures. Amun 

remains intact in seventy-nine instances that once again represent a variety of contexts 

including royal names, divine epithets, and personal names and titles. However, there are two 

possible patterns that emerge from the data on these intact names of Amun: McClymont 

suggests that i̓mn was less likely to be erased from cartouches (which will be discussed in 

section 4.2.2),197 while my data suggests that i̓mn was more likely to survive if it was located in 

a place that may have been difficult to access. For instance, Amun’s name remains untouched 

14 times when it appears on the back pillars of statues, the portion of a statue that is most 

likely to be pushed against a wall and therefore often least easily accessible.198 This is most 

apparent on record #157, an 18th Dynasty sandstone statue owned by a man named 

195 See record #245 in the erasure catalogue. 
196 In general, much of the literature surrounding the Atenist erasure campaign focuses on the destruction 
inflicted on 18th Dynasty monuments. See chapter 2.3 for an overview of the most relevant studies on the Atenist 
iconoclasm. 
197 See McClymont 2017, 121. 
198 See record #18, 38, 134, 149, 151, and 157 for statues with i̓mn overlooked on their backs. 
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Amenemhat and found in Gurneh.199 On this statue Amun’s name is erased twice when it 

appears as part of Amenemhat’s name on the front of his garment, while i̓mn-m-ḥꜣt appears 

five times on the statue’s back pillar and remains untouched. However, this statue is only 

0.73m tall and made of sandstone, which suggests that the Atenists could have moved it to 

reach the back pillar. Perhaps this did not occur to or was not possible for the people working 

on this statue due to time constraints, physical ability, or inattentiveness. The size of an object 

also influenced the Atenists’ ability to reach all erasable words and images. For example, if an 

object was too large or heavy the Atenists likely would not have been able to move it to access 

all of its sides. Further, if the Atenists did not carry ladders or stools with them, they would not 

have been able to reach tall objects. For example, on record #51, an obelisk from Elephantine, 

Amenhotep II’s nomen is erased once midway down the obelisk’s shaft, but remains intact 

when it appears at a smaller scale in the obelisk’s capstone.200 This object is 2.15 m. tall, so it 

seems that in this case the Atenists must not have had the tools to reach the top portion of the 

obelisk, so overlooked it. Although this is a small sample size, these instances leave the 

impression that the Atenist iconoclasm faced practical constraints including accessibility to 

objects, time limitations, and the thoroughness of its agents. 

4.2.1 Erasures of Amun’s epithets 
Amun and his various forms are often accompanied by epithets that convey his 

different roles and qualities. Since epithets are used to describe a deity’s characteristics they 

199 See record #157 in the erasure catalogue. 
200 See record #51 in the erasure catalogue. 
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can often become very closely associated with that deity and his/her name.201 As such, the 

epithets that accompany Amun’s name were also sometimes erased in the Atenist iconoclasm. 

Five of Amun’s epithets are defaced with some frequency in the erasure catalogue and are 

discussed below. 

4.2.1.1 nb nswt tꜣwy (lord of the thrones of the two lands) 
Nb nswt tꜣwy is the most frequently occurring of Amun’s epithets in this corpus, 

appearing forty-eight times on forty different objects. There has been some debate over the 

exact meaning of this epithet, but it is generally thought to refer to Amun’s rule over the 

physical realm.202 Whenever this epithet appears in the catalogue it always directly follows 

either Amun or Amun-Re.203 The majority of the objects in this catalogue that bear this epithet 

date to the 18th Dynasty, but there are a few outliers that come from the Middle Kingdom and 

Second Intermediate Period (record #126, 127, 128, and 151). The oldest object that includes nb 

nswt tꜣwy is record #127, a black granite statue of Amenemhat III from the Karnak cachette 

that evokes the epithet in connection with Amun-Re.  

There are only thirteen examples in this catalogue where nb nswt tꜣwy is erased along 

with either Amun or Amun-Re, accounting for only 27.1% of the epithet’s occurrences.204 This 

differs significantly from McClymont’s data where the epithet was erased in conjunction with 

201 See Budde 2011, esp. 2 for an overview of the use and functions of divine epithets. 
202 See Sethe 1929, 12-14; Goedicke 1992, 200; Postel 2000, esp. 236. For instance, Goedicke interprets “nst” as a 
kind of property and argues that in the earliest uses of this epithet Amun was denoted as the “property holder of 
the Two Lands.”  
203 Some scholars have argued that this epithet is original to Re and that it was transmitted to Amun through 
their syncretized form, Amun-Re (see Schenkel 1974, 282-283). However, this interpretation has faced criticism. 
See Goedicke 1992, 200 for occurrences of the epithet with Amun and Amun-Re in Mentuhotep II’s temple at 
Deir el-Bahari. 
204 See record #45, 56, 59, 114, 123, 124, 141, 152, 163, 165, 167, 196, 209. 
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i̓mn(-rꜥ) 75.3% of the time.205 When the data in both of our erasure catalogues is combined, 

this epithet has an erasure rate of 58.5%. Further, McClymont notes that in a number of cases 

the epithet is only partially erased, so that tꜣwy remains intact.206 This phenomenon does not 

occur on any of the objects in this catalogue; instead nb nswt tꜣwy is always either completely 

erased or completely untouched. This is particularly surprising because the majority of the 

objects in this catalogue that include nb nswt tꜣwy come from Thebes (twenty-three out of 

thirty-nine objects). What could account for such discrepancies when the majority of our two 

datasets come from the same city? Nineteen out of the twenty-three Theban objects that 

contain nb nswt tꜣwy in this study come from Karnak, while only one may be from the Theban 

necropolis.207 This could indicate that different teams of Atenists worked at Karnak and in 

Theban tombs or that the teams working in these areas had different approaches towards 

their iconoclasm. As discussed above, nb nswt tꜣwy occurs directly after i̓mn(-rꜥ) in the 

inscriptions in this corpus, which is also true for this epithet’s occurrences in McClymont’s 

data.208 Thus, it is doubtful that the Atenists did not notice this epithet when attacking 

Amun(-Re)’s name. Instead, this suggests that the Atenists who encountered this epithet 

made different decisions about how to treat it depending on their knowledge level and their 

understanding of what was tolerable under Atenism. It is possible that the less educated 

Atenists did not understand the meaning behind this epithet and thus did not view it as 

worthy of erasure or that some of the erasers may have been more thorough than others in 

205 McClymont 2017, 134. 
206 Ibid, 134. This may have been out of respect for Egypt, which is routinely referred to as “the two lands.” 
However, these signs may also survive because of sloppy erasing. 
207 See record #198, two doorjambs from Dra Abu el-Naga (Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.2.54 and 26.2.55). 
208 McClymont 2017, 133. 
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their task. To summarize, the treatment of this epithet implies that the Atenists worked in an 

indiscriminate manner, even within the same city. 

4.2.1.2 nb/nsw/ḥry-tp nṯrw (king/chief of the gods) 

Nsw nṯrw is the second most frequent of Amun’s epithets to appear in this corpus. 

There are a few variations of this epithet, including ḥry-tp nṯrw, which appears twice in this 

catalogue on record #26 and 80, as well as nb nṯrw, which occurs once in reference to Amun 

on record #147. Further, this epithet is not exclusive to Amun(-Re) and often appears with 

other deities including Horus and Re, for which there is one example in this corpus.209 All of 

the versions of this epithet signify the god in question’s elevated position above other deities. 

One might expect that this epithet faced a great deal of persecution during the Atenist 

iconoclasm, particularly when it was applied to Amun(-Re).210 However, the reality of the 

situation is more complicated. 

In this catalogue nb/nsw/ḥry-tp nṯrw occurs twenty-six times on twenty objects in 

conjunction with Amun(-Re)’s name and is erased five times (19.2%) on record #47, 92, 114, 

147, and 190. McClymont’s data follows a similar trend, with 30 examples of nb/nsw/ḥry-tp 

nṯrw and eleven either fully or partially erased (36.7%).211 McClymont also reports that in five 

cases only nṯrw is erased from the epithet; however this does not occur in any of the four cases 

where the epithet is attacked in this catalogue.212  

209 See record #224, a stelophorous statue from TT 52 that was lost during transport to the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, for an example of this epithet in reference to Re. 
210 For the Aten’s supremacy over other deities in Amarna religion see Redford 1984, 179; Aldred 1988, 239-248; 
Allen 1989, 90-91; Hornung 1999, 48-49; Teeter 2011, 185-188. 
211 See McClymont 2017, 137. 
212 Ibid, 137. 
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The erasure rate for this epithet could be influenced by the use of the short or long 

form writings for nṯrw (  versus ). For instance, fifteen of the eighteen intact examples 

of this epithet were written with the short version of nṯrw.213 This form for expressing plurality 

may have been difficult for illiterate Atenists to recognize, which could explain why the 

epithet remains untouched in the majority of cases. However, at least three of the four 

examples where this epithet was erased in this catalogue were written using the short nṯrw 

where plurality is denoted by three strokes.214 This could suggest that the Atenists who erased 

these two objects had a relatively higher level of literacy since they were able to recognize the 

abbreviated writing of nṯrw. Alternatively, these Atenists may have received more detailed 

instructions on what to erase, including all forms of nṯrw, or they were more thorough in their 

work.  

It is surprising that most instances of this epithet escape persecution in both studies 

since it either directly precedes or follows Amun(-Re)’s name and was therefore not easy to 

overlook. Fischer and Hari separately argued that the nṯrw in this epithet might have been 

persecuted because of its proximity to Amun’s name.215 However, this does not seem to be the 

case since so few nṯrw were actually obliterated from this epithet when affiliated with Amun. 

The fact that the Atenists erased at least some instances of nṯrw suggests that there was 

213 See record #21, 26, 32, 42, 55, 134, 151, 156, 180, 185, 190, and 280. 
214 See record #114 and 190. 
215 See Fischer 1977, 119; Hari 1984, 1041. See also section 4.3 (erasures of nṯrw), n. 289 for further discussion on 
Fischer and Hari’s theories.  

ö…
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resistance to the idea of divine plurality under Akhenaten,216 but the treatment of nb/nsw/ḥry-

tp nṯrw indicates that the erasers either did not understand or adhere to this opposition. 

McClymont suggests that this epithet might have been rendered neutral once i̓mn(-rꜥ) was 

erased and that this could explain why it is attacked infrequently.217 This is certainly possible, 

but it does not explain why other epithets, such as nb nswt tꜣwy and nb pt (see section 4.2.1.3), 

were destroyed at higher rates when they did not contain any offensive terms. Further, if this 

were indeed the case one would expect for even fewer or no examples at all of the erasure of 

this epithet. The treatment of nṯrw in other contexts will be explored in section 4.3 of this 

chapter. 

4.2.1.3 nb pt (lord of the sky) 
This phrase denotes Amun’s rule over the cosmic realm and often appears in 

combination with his other epithets. Although nb pt is not an epithet exclusive to Amun(-Re), 

it only appears in conjunction with him on the objects in this catalogue.218 The majority of 

objects that bear this epithet come from Thebes (five out of eight objects) and date to the 18th 

Dynasty (six out of eight objects).219 Record #126, a sandstone statue of Senwosret III, presents 

one notable exception that dates to the 12th Dynasty. In all instances the epithet directly 

follows Amun(-Re)’s name, except for two cases when it follows nsw nṯrw on record #114. 

216 See Hornung 1995, 97-104 for discussion on the place of divine plurality within Atenism. This will be address 
further in section 4.3 (erasures of nṯrw). A number of scholars have interpreted these attacks on nṯrw as evidence 
that Atenism was monotheistic: see Breasted 1993, 280; Aldred 1968, 190; Redford 1984, 176. 
217 McClymont 2017, 138. 
218 See Leitz 2002 (III), 624-625. 
219 See record #114, 126, 128, 140, and 159 for Theban objects; see record #26, 61, 114, 140, 159, and 262 for 18th 
Dynasty objects.  
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This epithet appears ten times220 in connection with Amun(-Re) on nine objects and is 

erased four times (44.4%).221 On record #114 when nb pt follows nsw nṯrw both epithets are 

erased. The erasure rate for this corpus is very different than McClymont’s data, who reported 

an erasure rate of 7.69% for nb pt in the Theban necropolis.222 It is likely that this divergence is 

in some part caused by the small sample sizes of data for nb pt both McClymont and I use in 

our studies (thirteen examples vs. nine in this investigation). Indeed, it is surprising that the 

Atenists would have destroyed a secondary epithet like nb pt at a higher rate than nb nswt tꜣwy 

or nsw nṯrw, both of which appear more frequently with Amun(-Re)’s name. However, a closer 

look at the objects that bear erasures of nb pt suggests that the Atenists who attacked them 

were unusually thorough. For instance, all of Amun(-Re)’s epithets that appear on record #114 

are erased including nb pt, nsw nṯrw, and nb nswt tꜣwy. Amun(-Re)’s figures were erased from 

the lunettes of record #61 and 140, as are the i̓mn(-rꜥ) nb pt epithets that accompany them. It is 

likely that in these cases nb pt was erased due to its proximity to Amun(-Re)’s image and not 

because the Atenists necessarily understood the meaning behind the epithet.  

4.2.1.4 m/ḫnty/nb ip̓t swt (in/foremost of/lord of Karnak) 
In total, all variations	of this epithet occur seventeen times on ten objects: nb i̓pt swt 

appears twice,223 m ipt swt appears twelve times,224 ḫnty i̓pt swt appears three times,225 and in 

one case it is not clear which variation is used.226 Whenever this epithet occurs it directly 

220 See records 26, 61, 114, 126, 128, 138, 140, 159, 262. 
221 See records 61, 114, 140. 
222 McClymont 2017, 139. 
223 See record #27 and 234. 
224 See record #120, 123, 124, 136, 146, and 147, 
225 See record #123, 151, and 197. 
226 See record #180. 
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follows Amun(-Re)’s name. The phrase m i̓pt swt is not exclusive to divine epithets and often 

appears as part of the titles of royal and non-royal individuals, a circumstance that will be 

discussed in greater depth later in this section. All of the objects bearing this epithet come 

from the Theban area, fifteen of which come from Karnak, including the temple of Amun, the 

temple of Mut, the temple of Ptah, and the Akh Menu.227 The two outliers are record #27, a 

wooden altar from the Mentuhotep temple at Deir el-Bahari that dates to the 17th Dynasty, and 

record #197, a pair statue with an unknown Theban provenance. All objects besides record 

#27 date to the 18th Dynasty. However, this epithet was in use long before the 18th Dynasty and 

was first linked to Amun during the Middle Kingdom when Karnak became his cult center.228 

Nine out of the eighteen total occurrences were obliterated, accounting for 50% of 

examples of this epithet in the erasure catalogue.229  

Epithet version Record # Intact Erased Erasure rate 

nb ip̓t swt 27, 234 0 2 100% 

m ip̓t swt 120, 123, 124, 136, 
146, 147 

6 6 50% 

ḫnty ip̓t swt 123, 151, 197 2 1 33.3% 

Unclear 180 1 0 0% 

TOTAL 9 9 50% 

Table 4.2: Erasure of Amun’s epithet nb/m/ḫnty ip̓t swt 

227 See record #26, 61, 114, 126, 128, 140, 159, and 262. 
228 See Leitz 2002 (I), 312; Leitz 2002 (III), 579. See also n. 191 of this chapter for Amun’s connection to and rise in 
Thebes. 
229 See record #27, 123, 124, 197, and 234 for the 7 erasures. 
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This erasure rate is fairly close to the 35.5% McClymont calculated for the Theban necropolis, 

suggesting that the Atenists might have used a more consistent approach with dealing with i̓pt 

swt.230 For instance, McClymont notes that often only i̓mn(-rꜥ) and ipt swt are erased from this 

epithet, suggesting that ipt swt was a distinct target for the Atenists.231 This phenomenon can 

be observed on record #234, where Amun’s name is overlooked from the phrase i̓mn nb i̓pt 

swt, but i̓pt swt is attacked. This example implies that the Atenists viewed i̓pt swt as a term 

worthy of erasure in its own right and that they attacked it even when it was not explicitly 

linked to Amun (or when they did not notice that it was).  

Indeed, there are several instances in this catalogue where i̓pt swt is erased when it is 

not a part of Amun(-Re)’s epithets. There are nine examples where i̓pt swt appears 

unassociated with Amun, of which five show signs of erasure.232 For instance, i̓pt swt appears 

as part of the vizier Mentuhotep’s titles (… sš mꜣꜥ m i̓pt swt …) on record #115 and 116 and each 

time i̓pt swt is erased. Further, i̓pt swt appears twice on record #163 in reference to Thutmose 

III’s building activities at Karnak and were destroyed each time. Perhaps the Atenists 

considered Karnak to be inextricably linked to Amun as his main cult center and thus 

deserving of erasure whether it was specifically associated with Amun in writing or not. It is 

possible that the relatively high erasure rate for this epithet is due to preservation bias, but 

because i̓pt swt was often erased when it was not explicitly connected to i̓mn(-rꜥ), it may have 

been a proscribed term for the Atenists in its own right. 

230 McClymont 2017, 135. 
231 Ibid, 135. 
232 See record #115, 116, 146, 153, 159, 160, and 163. 
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4.2.1.5 ḫnty ḏsrwt (foremost of holy places) 
The exact meaning of this epithet is unclear, as it is not apparent whether ḏsrwt refers 

to a specific location or to sacred space in general. Some scholars choose to identify ḏsrwt with 

Deir el-Bahari, while others translate the term more vaguely as “holy places.”233 Confusingly, 

the term ḏsrwt can sometimes also mean “necropolis,” which could thus refer to a variety of 

sites.234 In the present study I err on the side of caution and adhere to the most general 

translation, “holy places.” 

 I̓mn-rꜥ ḫnty ḏsrwt occurs five times on record #26, a naos dedicated to Amun by 

Hatshepsut, and is erased four times. This object comes from the shrine of Anubis in 

Hatshepsut’s temple at Deir el-Bahari, so it is possible that in this case ḏsrwt refers to this site. 

All of the four erased versions of this epithet appear in close proximity to one another on the 

left outer wall of the naos and were thus fairly easy to identify once the Atenists noticed the 

formulaic nature of this text. The intact ḫnty ḏsrwt appears on the outer back wall of the naos 

and may have been more easily overlooked, especially if the naos abutted a wall. It is difficult 

to draw conclusions about the erasure of this epithet since all defaced instances occur on a 

single object. A similar epithet, i̓mn m ḏsrwt, appears on record #18, but only Amun’s name is 

erased from this phrase.235 McClymont only notes one example where ḫnty ḏsrwt is erased 

from the Theban necropolis and is careful not to infer too much based on this single 

instance.236 Thus, it seems that the Atenist targeted this epithet very inconsistently. 

233 For ḏsrwt as Deir el-Bahari see Ni. Davies & Gardiner 1915, 32; Otto 1952, 62. For “holy places” see Murnane 1981, 
21; No. Davies 1917, 54. 
234 See Leitz 2002 (V), 880. 
235 See record #18, a statue of Senenmut offering an image of Renenutet from Armant. 
236 McClymont 2017, 140. 
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4.2.1.6 Other epithets of Amun 
Although other epithets of Amun(-Re)’s occur in this catalogue, only one of them 

shows evidence for erasure, though it is an unusual case. This epithet, i̓mn sḫm(w) nṯrw, 

(powerful one of the gods) appears on record #228, but i̓mn remains intact while nṯrw is 

erased.237 In general, the Atenists defaced i̓mn more frequently than they did nṯrw, as will be 

discussed in greater detail in section 4.3 (erasures of nṯrw) of this chapter.238 Perhaps the 

Atenist working on this object did not recognize Amun’s name in this instance even though it 

is almost next to the erased nṯrw. This Atenist also mistakenly erased mn.ti̓ at the start of line 8 

(most likely misreading it as i̓mn), which gives the impression that this person was trying to be 

thorough in his/her efforts, but may have been hindered by his/her own literacy or some sort 

of extenuating circumstance. Either way, it is likely that this unusual erasure pattern was 

unintentional. 

The only other epithet of Amun that appears in the erasure catalogue is i̓mn–rꜥ m ꜣḫ 

mnw (Amun-Re in the Akh Menu), which is included on record # 131, 154, 155 and 189. As the 

Akh Menu is part of the precinct of Amun at Karnak it is somewhat surprising that the 

Atenists overlooked this epithet, particularly given their erasure of i̓pt swt.239 This epithet does 

not appear in McClymont’s corpus, though a number of other epithets that reference cultic 

locations of Amun outside of Karnak do, including the Djeser-djeseru, Thutmose III’s Henket-

237 See further discussion of this epithet in section 4.3 (erasures of nṯrw). See the erasure catalogue for record 
#228’s full bibliographic information. 
238 See also table 4.7 for a summary of all data discussed in this chapter. 
239 For discussion of the Akh Menu and its place at Karnak see Carlotti 2001; Masquelier-Loorius 2017, 394-398. 
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ankh, and Thutmose III’s temple at Deir el-Bahari.240 None of the names for these cultic spaces 

show signs of Atenist attack. It is unclear why the Atenists did not attack these epithets; 

whether they did not understand their meanings, did not recognize them, or did not view 

them as offensive enough to erase is impossible to say.  

4.2.2 Erasures of Amun from cartouches 

As mentioned in section 4.2, McClymont suggests that Amun’s name is more likely to 

survive Atenist persecution if it was part of a royal name in a cartouche.241 However, within 

this corpus, i̓mn appears as part of a cartouche 120 times, but only escapes persecution 

fouteen times (11.7% of the time).242 This is in marked contrast to McClymont’s findings, where 

i̓mn appears as part of a royal name in Theban tombs 62 times and remains intact fifty-three 

times, or 85.4% of the time.243  

However, the pronounced discrepancies between my findings and McClymont’s is 

most likely due to the different methods McClymont and I used when forming our corpuses: I 

created my catalogue specifically around the appearance of erasures on objects, while 

McClymont first chose a dataset and then assessed it for the presence/absence of Atenist 

erasures. In other words, my corpus is more likely to have a higher number of erasures 

because I sought out erasures in order to form my dataset. If I had created a catalogue around 

every portable object in museum collections from the relevant time period, it is likely that a 

240 See McClymont 2017, 141-142 for a summary of the epithets of Amun that are not erased in her catalogue. For 
reference to the Djeser-djeseru in Amun’s epithets see Otto 1952, 60; Leitz 2002 (I), 332, 339; Leitz 2002 (VII), 667. 
For reference to the Henket-ankh in Amun’s epithets see Otto 1952, 65; Leitz 2002 (I), 333; Leitz 2002 (V), 227. For 
Thutmose’s temple at Deir el-Bahari in Amun’s epithets see Otto 1952, 61; Leitz 2002 (I) 339; LGG VII, 653. 
241 See McClymont 2017, 121. 
242 Compare this percentage with the survival rate for i̓mn outside cartouches: 76/597=12.7%. 
243 McClymont 2017, 121. 
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higher percentage of cartouches would be intact either due to the indiscriminate work of the 

Atenists or because they were more likely to respect royal names.244 However, such a 

catalogue would probably be far too enormous to create in a timely fashion and was therefore 

not a viable approach for this dissertation. 

The royal names that appear in this catalogue come from seven individuals who lived 

across a span of roughly 500 years: Amenemhat III, Amenhotep I, Meritamun,245 Hatshepsut, 

Amenhotep I, Amenhotep II, Amenhotep III, Sitamun,246 and Amenhotep IV.  

Cartouche Intact Erased Erasure Rate 

Amenemhat III 0 12 100% 

Amenhotep I 0 2 100% 

Amenhotep II 4 31 88.6% 

Meritamun 0 2 100% 

Khenemet Amun 
Hatshepsut 

3 2 40% 

Amenhotep II 6 16 72.7% 

Amenhotep III 5 81 94.2% 

Sitamun 0 1 100% 

Amenhotep IV 0 1 100% 

TOTAL 14 109 88.3% 

244 This could be an avenue for future examinations of the Atenist iconoclasm. In the future I would like to focus a 
series of articles on exhaustive case studies of the Atenist erasures in individual museum collections to 
supplement the work I’ve done for this dissertation.   
245 The sister and wife of Amenhotep I. For further information on Meritamun see Winlock 1975, 77-89; Dodson & 
Hilton 2004, 123, 127, 129. 
246 The daughter of Amenhotep III. For further information on Sitamun see Dodson & Hilton 2004, 146. 
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Table 4.3: Erasure of Amun’s name in cartouches 

As the above table illustrates, Amenhotep III’s nomen occurs most frequently and 

suffered erasure at a high rate. It is perhaps unsurprising that Amenhotep III’s name appears 

most often as his reign either precedes or coincides with Akhenaten’s,247 which means that 

artworks bearing his name were more likely to be accessible to the Atenists than those of 

earlier kings. This would also be true for Amenhotep IV, though his reign of five years did not 

produce nearly as many monuments as Amenhotep III’s thirty-seven years on the throne.248 

However, it is noteworthy that the Atenists treated the name of Akhenaten’s father with the 

same or less respect than that afforded to other cartouches. This is consistent with 

McClymont’s data, where Amenhotep III’s nomen was the only cartouche erased in the 

Theban necropolis, though it was erased at a much lower percentage (26.5%) than in the 

present study.249 It is possible that these findings are in some part due to uneven preservation, 

but the similarities in my and McClymont’s findings suggest that Amenhotep III’s relationship 

to Akhenaten at minimum did not protect him from the Atenist iconoclasm.  

The sample sizes for each of the remaining cartouches are small, so it is important to 

use caution when assessing the trends for this data. It is unlikely that those cartouches erased 

100% of the time in this study (Amenemhat III, Amenhotep I, Meritamun, Sitamun, and 

Amenhotep IV) were actually obliterated at this rate. Instead, these results are most likely due 

to preservation bias and the biases associated with my data collection methods, discussed 

247 See chapter 2.5 for discussion on a coregency between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten. 
248Amenhotep III was in fact Egypt’s most prolific builder. For an overview of his building program see Johnson 
2001, 63-94; Garnett 2011, 53-66; Kozloff 2012, 61-62. 
249 McClymont 2017, 121. 
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above. However, there are still several noteworthy points produced in this data that deserve 

discussion. Firstly, it is significant that the Atenists targeted Amenemhat III’s name, as this 

once again demonstrates that people and objects from the distant past were not spared. 

Amenemhat III’s nomen appears nine times on six objects from a variety of locations 

including Thebes, Dahshur, Hawara, and the Faiyum.250 Amenemhat III’s pyramidion from 

Dahshur (record #25) presents the clearest examples of Atenist erasures against this king, as 

each time his nomen occurs on this object the hieroglyphs making up the i̓mn portion are 

scratched out.251  

The erasure of royal names takes a number of different forms, suggesting that the 

Atenists may not have approached their task in a uniform way and may have felt differing 

degrees of respect towards their targets. For instance, the Atenists would sometimes replace 

an offensive nomen with the king’s prenomen.252 This practice occurs on six objects in this 

catalogue that bear the names of Amenhotep I (record #78) and Amenhotep III (record #23, 

24, 55, 62, and 92). Such a method likely required a greater degree of skill and knowledge, 

since the person(s) erasing would have to know the prenomen for the relevant king and be 

capable of recarving it. This is especially true in the case of Amenhotep I, as he reigned over a 

hundred years before Akhenaten, which makes it less likely that the Atenists would have been 

familiar with his names. Since replacing a king’s nomen with his prenomen does not seem to 

250 See record #25, 53, 64, 65, 105, and 127 in the erasure catalogue. 
251 See record #25 in the erasure catalogue. It is highly likely that the pyramidion was never put in place due to its 
good condition. It was discovered in 1900 in debris at the eastern base of the pyramid, which explains how the 
Atenists were able to access it. 
252 There are other examples where the Atenists replaced an offensive image with a more neutral one. For 
instance, at Amenhotep III’s temple at Kôm el-Hettan the figures of Amun-Re that appear on monumental doors 
were recarved into the images of Ptah and Amenhotep III. See Laboury 2010, 202-203. 
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have been a common practice among the Atenists, this could indicate that the majority of 

people tasked with erasing were either not especially skilled carvers or knowledgeable of royal 

history. The identities of the people doing the erasing will be discussed in greater depth in 

chapter 7. 

The treatment of Hatshepsut’s nomen is also notable as hers is the only cartouche in 

the present study that is erased less than 50% of the time. Her nomen appears five times on 

five objects, but is only erased twice.253 Further, both times only the i̓mn portion of her name is 

erased.254 This is in contrast to how the Atenists erased other cartouches, as there are only 

eighteen other confirmed examples of royal names with just the i̓mn portion of the name 

destroyed in this catalogue.255 This could be an indication of illiteracy among the Atenists, as it 

is much easier to pick out and erase an entire cartouche than to identify the correct 

hieroglyphs for i̓mn. This point is supported by two instances where both the prenomen and 

nomen of the king are erased in record #24 and 234, suggesting that the Atenists who erased 

these objects were either unable to distinguish an offensive cartouche from a neutral one. 

However, it is also possible that these are examples of a careless or overzealous approach to 

iconoclasm. It must also be noted that record #234 bears the cartouches of Amenhotep IV, 

253 McClymont did not encounter any erased nomens for Hatshepsut and reports finding one intact. However, she 
reports that only the cartouches of Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV were defaced in Theban tombs. This could 
indicate that there was less diversity of royal names on the Theban necropolis, especially since McClymont notes 
that only 19 of the 62 cartouches in her corpus come from kings prior to Amenhotep III. See McClymont 2017, 121. 
254 This practice allowed me to confidently identify these attacks on Hatshepsut’s nomen as the work of the 
Atenists and not as a part of the damnatio memoriae against Hatshepsut following her reign. 
255 For examples of cartouches where only i̓mn is erased see record #8, 17, 25, 45, 50, 63, 95, 102, 104, 127, 148, 152, 
168, 177, 212, 214, 229, and 245.  
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which could have been destroyed following the return to orthodoxy when Akhenaten’s names 

were obliterated.  

The Atenist approach to erasing royal names also introduces a trend that will recur 

throughout this analysis: the privileging of solar symbols and imagery.256 This tendency 

manifests in (some of) the Atenists’ efforts to preserve the sun disc hieroglyph that is often a 

part of royal names that include “Re.”257 For example, record #24 is a sandstone stela from 

Buhen that bears the cartouches of Amenhotep III, which have been hacked away aside from 

the rꜥ element of the king’s nomen, Nebmaatre. This is an unusual example since the Atenists 

did not often target the king’s prenomen and nomen, most likely because only the nomens 

include i̓mn. As noted above, it could be that the Atenist(s) who attacked record #24 were 

mostly illiterate since they did not distinguish between Amenhotep III’s prenomen and 

nomen. However, the fact that they were able to recognize the sun disc hieroglyph suggests 

that they were able to identify some basic hieroglyphs and that they were thinking critically 

enough to protect signs with solar connotations.  

4.2.3 Erasures of syncretized names of Amun 
Syncretism is commonly encountered in Egyptian religion, but can be a difficult 

concept to articulate and understand.258 Hans Bonnet created some of the most seminal works 

on ancient Egyptian syncretism, which he describes as the idea of Einwohnung, or 

256 For the Atenist treatment of solar symbols see sections 4.2.3.1 (Amun-Re), 4.4.3 (the Behedite), 4.4.4 
(Hathor), 4.4.10 (Montu-(Re)), 4.4.12 (Neith), and 4.4.16 (Re). 
257 For the Atenist treatment of Re/the sun disc hieroglyph see sections 4.2.3.1 (Amun-Re) and 4.4.16 (Re). 
258 For discussions of syncretism see Vandier 1949, 239; Frankfort 1961, 20-21; Morenz 1973, 140; Schenkel 1974, 275-
288; Hornung 1971, 91-99; Leclant 1975 1, 15; Altenmüller 1975, 1; Griffiths 1982, 43; Baines 1999, 199-214. 
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inhabiting.259 In this sense the syncretized gods are not permanently fused into a hybrid being, 

but rather retain all of their own characteristics and can separate from one another at any 

time. Thus, according to Bonnet, the syncretized deities are simultaneously within one 

another, but one never subsume each other.260  

Schenkel expands upon this idea with the example of Amun-Re and interprets that 

this syncretized form should be understood as “Amun in seiner Funktion als Re.”261 Hornung 

further argues that the Egyptians conceptualized syncretism as a means of ordering the 

multiplicity of relationships that could exist between gods in polytheism. This allowed the 

Egyptians to combine multiple gods with different forms into a unit.262 However, Baines 

remarks that western scholars must be cognizant of their inherent biases when dealing with 

syncretism since we are the products of monotheistic cultures.263 The nuances of polytheistic 

syncretism are therefore likely to remain obscure for such a western audience. 

Syncretized forms that appear in the present study will be demarcated by a 

hyphenated sequence of the deities’ names. Thus, I will use the terms “syncretized” or 

“syncretism” to denote the relationship between the deities that inhabit one another. 

4.2.3.1 Amun-Re 

Amun-Re is by far the most common of Amun’s syncretized forms to be attacked in 

the erasure catalogue. The Atenists defaced Amun-Re’s name or image a 107 times on sixty-six 
259 See Bonnet 1939, 40-52; Bonnet 1952, 237-247 for his discussions of Einwohnung. 
260 See Bonnet 1952, 239: “Die Formel Amon-Re besagt nicht, dass Amun in Re order Re in Amun ‘aufgegangen’ 
sei, Sie begründet auch keine Identität. Amun ist nicht gleich Re. Sie stellt fest, dass er sich nicht in Amun 
verliert, sondern ebenso wie dieser er selber bleibt, so dass beide Götter wieder sebtständig oder in anderen 
Einigungen erscheinen können.” 
261 Schenkel 1974, 283. 
262 See Hornung 1971, 96-97. 
263 See Baines 1999, 210. 
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objects, which accounts for 19.7% of all erasures of Amun in this corpus.264 However, it can 

sometimes be difficult to determine if an erased word should be restored as i̓mn or i̓mn-rꜥ, so 

these numbers should therefore be taken with caution. McClymont notes that during her 

collation process she realized that some authors incorrectly restored i̓mn-rꜥ when only i̓mn 

was erased.265 In order to minimize misinterpreting the data I have consulted multiple 

transcriptions and translations as well as all available photographs of the erasures in question 

whenever possible, but it is sometimes impossible to tell which version of i̓mn should be 

restored.  

Sometimes the Atenists spared rꜥ from erasure, as there are twenty-four instances in 

the erasure catalogue where only i̓mn was erased from i̓mn-rꜥ.266 This trend is also present in 

McClymont’s data, as she reports fifty-three examples where rꜥ was left untouched while i̓mn 

is defaced.267 This could reflect a conscious effort to preserve the solar disc hieroglyph, which 

also functioned as a determinative for the Aten during the Amarna Period.268 If this is the case, 

the Atenists might have tried to preserve words and images with solar connotations and may 

not have intentionally saved Re from destruction. This trend will reappear a number of times 

in this analysis, but is not limited to the preservation of the sun disc hieroglyph.269 For 

instance, McClymont also relays that in TT 48 an entire text is erased except for the solar disc 

264 For erasures of Amun-Re see record #8, 26, 35, 41, 45, 47, 58-61, 70, 80, 101, 109, 114, 118, 119, 123, 124, 126, 128, 
129, 131, 132-135, 138, 140, 141, 151, 153-156, 158, 162, 164, 165, 167, 172-174, 176, 180, 183, 189, 190, 195, 196, 202, 207, 
209-211, 217, 233, 235, 242, 253, 256, 257, 262, 280-282 in the erasure catalogue.
265 See McClymont 2017, 128. She notes that Helck and Saleh in particular sometimes incorrectly restore i̓mn-rꜥ in
place of i̓mn. 
266 See record #26, 34, 41, 42, 55, 60, 93, 104, 127, 158, 159, 160, 170, 171, 185, 191, 194, 210, and 215.
267 See McClymont 2017, 128.
268 For use and development of this sign see Sethe 1920, 29; Hannig 2006, 125.
269 For the Atenist treatment of solar symbols see sections 4.2.2 (Erasure of Amun in cartouches), 4.4.3 (the
Behedite), 4.4.4 (Hathor), 4.4.10 (Montu-(Re)), 4.4.12 (Neith), and 4.4.16 (Re).
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hieroglyph and the ꜣḫt hieroglyph.270 The Atenists who thought to preserve these hieroglyphs 

may have been more literate/knowledgeable than their counterparts who did not or this 

discrepancy could reflect a difference in the directions that various groups of erasers received. 

Either way, this phenomenon suggests that the Atenists carried out their task in a discordant 

manner. 

4.2.3.2 Other syncretized names of Amun 

Other syncretized versions of Amun are rare in the erasure catalogue, with only three 

examples. Amun-Min appears twice in the erasure catalogue. In one instance his name was 

defaced and later restored from line thirteen of record #81, a stela of Amenhotep II from the 

Min temple at Quft/Coptos. Amun-Min’s image may also have been erased from record #30, 

though the identification of this god is not certain.271 This relief fragment comes from the 

temple of Thutmose III at Deir el-Bahari and shows the lower portion of the crown, face, and 

torso of the god. Amun-Min’s face shows signs of erasure and was later restored, possibly by 

Horemheb. Further, the name of Re-Khepri-Amun-Horus is entirely erased from record #274, 

an 18th Dynasty stelophorous statue of uncertain provenance.  

4.2.4 Erasures of the image of Amun 
Although they occur much less frequently than Amun’s names in the erasure 

catalogue, images of Amun and his syncretized forms also suffered defacement under the 

Atenist iconoclasm. In total, thirty-nine images of Amun and his syncretized forms show signs 

270 See McClymont 2017, 129. For the solar connotations of the ꜣḫt sign see discussions of the ꜣḫt as the place 
where the sun rises and sets in the Pyramid Text in Allen 2005, esp. 9-11, 33, 42, 48, 81, 87, 119, 128, 250. See also 
Gardiner 1957, 489. 
271 See Romano 1979, 57. Romano labels the piece as “god with a black face,” but notes that the deity has been 
identified as Amun-Min. 
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of erasure in this corpus.272 In some cases both the names and images of the deity were 

completely obliterated, making it difficult to determine if Amun or Amun-Re was represented. 

Thus the totals for Amun and Amun-Re in the table below may not be completely accurate. 

Regardless, there are only two images of Amun or his syncretized forms that were not 

attacked by the Atenists in this erasure catalogue. These include record #264, a stela of the 

goldsmith, Neferhotep where Amun-Min appears as a statue and receives offerings. In 

addition, record #141 includes the untouched form of Amun in its lunette. In total, there is a 

95.1% erasure rate of Amun’s images in this corpus. McClymont’s findings are similar, with 

80% of Amun’s images erased in Theban tombs.273 The erasure rate for Amun’s images in both 

studies is likely so high because correctly identifying the depiction of a deity requires less 

knowledge than being able to recognize the various spellings of a god’s name and associated 

epithets. Further, on a more practical level, Amun’s images were also bigger than the 

hieroglyphs that represented his name, making them far easier to recognize especially if the 

Atenists were under time pressure or worked in poorly lit conditions. 

Version of Amun Number of erasures Record #s 
Amun 17 26, 45, 47, 92, 114, 140, 174, 175, 

192, 208, 227 
Amun-Re 19 26, 59, 61, 70, 101, 138, 176, 207, 

209, 210, 211, 235, 262 
Amun-Min 1 30 
Amun-Kamutef274 1 46 
Table 4.4: Erasure of Amun’s images 

272 See record #26 (Amun/Amun-Re), 30 (Amun-Min), 45, 46 (Amun-Kamutef), 47, 59 (Amun-Re), 61 (Amun-
Re), 70 (Amun-Re), 101 (Amun-Re), 92, 114, 138 (Amun-Re), 140, 174, 175, 176 (Amun-Re), 192, 207 (Amun-Re), 
208, 209 (Amun-Re), 210 (Amun-Re), 211 (Amun-Re), 227, 235 (Amun-Re), and 262 (Amun-Re). 
273 See McClymont 2017, 144-146. 
274 Although technically kamutef is an epithet, I have included Amun-Kamutef as a separate category here 
because he takes on a different visual form than Amun. 
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The attacked depictions of Amun include reliefs and wall paintings, as well sculpture, 

which has received less attention than two-dimensional art forms in literature on the Atenist 

iconoclasm. Six statues bearing possible attacks on Amun’s image are included in the erasure 

catalogue: record #192, 207, 208, 209, 210, and 211.275 These statues all come from 18th Dynasty 

Thebes and relate Amun to the contemporary king, either by positioning them next to one 

another or by displaying Amun behind the king, touching his shoulders. Further, the majority 

of these sculptures display similar types of damage. For example, the Atenists almost 

completely obliterated Amun’s figure in the majority of these statues (record #207, 208, 209, 

210, and 211), hacking away his head and limbs. In some cases the Atenists were not able to 

attack Amun’s torso because it was blocked by another figure, as can be seen on record #210 

where the body of Amenhotep III protected Amun’s core from damage. In contrast, on record 

#192, a seated pair statue of Thutmose III and Amun, only Amun’s face and head were 

smashed off, while the rest of the statue remains untouched. If the majority of these cases are 

representative of how the Atenists destroyed sculpture, then it seems they favored a heavy-

handed approach.  

Two-dimensional representations of Amun are much more common in the erasure 

catalogue with thirty-two examples, and consist of reliefs on stelae and other architectural 

elements as well as wall paintings.276 In most of these scenes the king stands before or offers to 

275 See the erasure catalogue for more information and bibliography surrounding the damage inflicted by the 
Atenists on these statues. 
276 For erased, two-dimensional images of Amun see record #26 (Amun/Amun-Re), 30 (Amun-Min), 45, 46 
(Amun-Kamutef), 47, 59 (Amun-Re), 61 (Amun-Re), 70 (Amun-Re), 92, 101 (Amun-Re), 114, 138 (Amun-Re), 
140, 174, 175, 176 (Amun-Re), 227, 235 (Amun-Re), and 262 (Amun-Re). 
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Amun,277 though sometimes only Amun’s figure is discernible with no other context when the 

object is fragmentary.278 The damage inflicted on reliefs and paintings is less homogenous 

than the attacks on Amun’s sculptural form. When dealing with stelae, the Atenists sometimes 

erased the entire lunette instead of the individual figures depicted. For instance, the whole 

lunette has been hacked out from record #70, a stela of Amenhotep from the Ptah enclosure 

at Memphis that portrays two figures or Amun-Re and Ptah in its lunette. This is also the case 

with record #227, a stela of Amenhotep III, where the scenes of Amenhotep III offering to 

Amun were hacked out along with the rest of the lunette. 

In most cases the Atenists were more careful with their attacks and erased Amun by 

following the general outline of his image. This practice is evident on record #59, Thutmose 

III’s victory stela from Gebel Barkal, where the silhouettes of the two figures of Amun-Re are 

still visible in the lunette thanks to the Atenists’ precise erasing. In some cases the Atenists’ 

hackings are deeper and rougher, but still follow the general shape of Amun’s body.279 

However, the majority of the images of Amun in this catalogue were later restored by 

Akhenaten’s immediate successors or during the Ramesside Period, which can sometimes 

make it difficult to determine the exact erasure pattern the Atenist employed on that object. 

For instance, Amun-Kamutef’s image was erased and later restored on a relief block from the 

temple of Satet at Elephantine (record #46) and now shows little evidence of its past 

destruction.  

277 For scenes of offering or reverence see record #26, 45, 46, 47, 59, 61, 70, 92, 101, 114, 138, 140, 174, 175, 176, 227, 
235, and 262. 
278 For scenes without context see record #30.  
279 See for example, record #262, a stela showing Thutmose III offering before the erased figure of Amun-Re.  
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In addition to the anthropomorphic image of Amun, scholars have observed that the 

Atenists also targeted symbols associated with Amun including the ram and the smn goose.280 

However, there are no examples of Atenist attacks against the ram or goose in this corpus. 

This could be because of the different subject matter depicted in tomb reliefs versus on 

smaller, portable objects. For example, McClymont notes that the ram was most often erased 

when it appeared as part of a reel of cord used in agricultural scenes in Theban tombs.281 Such 

scenes are not usually included on many of the objects in this erasure catalogue including, 

stelae and statuary, which tend to contain offering scenes or images of the king interacting 

with various deities. A few of the relief fragments from private tombs in this corpus do include 

agricultural motifs, but none include the ram-headed reel cord.282 One object in the erasure 

catalogue, record #200, includes a man holding a bunch of geese, but there is no evidence that 

these geese suffered Atenist attack. Therefore, this analysis cannot draw conclusions about 

the erasure of the ram or goose in relation to Amun. 

4.2.5 Erroneous erasures of Amun 
The Atenists were prone to mistakes and there is evidence that they sometimes 

incorrectly identified words as i̓mn and erroneously erased them. Seven objects in the erasure 

catalogue bear erasures of words that resemble i̓mn and were likely errors made in an attempt 

to obliterate Amun’s name. The word i̓mnywt (daily offerings) is mistakenly erased from line 

280 For the ram’s association with Amun see Radwan 2005, 211-212; Kormysheva 2003, 101-105. This association 
began during the New Kingdom and was likely borne out of the ram’s established link to solar deities. However, 
this association appears to have existed prior to the New Kingdom in Nubia. For the Atenist erasure of the ram 
see McClymont 2017, 146-149; Manuelian 1999, 294; Ni. Davies 1963, pl. 2; No. Davies 1941, pl. XXX, LI. For erasure 
of the smn goose see chapter 2, n. 51; McClymont 2017 149-150. 
281 McClymont 2017, 146. 
282 See for example record #122 from the tomb of Nebamun. This scene shows cattle being led to Nebamun. 
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twelve on record #45 and in line nineteen on record #124.283 Papyrus Abbott records that this 

stela was still in place in Intef II’s tomb at El-Tarif during the 20th Dynasty, so the Atenists 

must have been able to access this royal tomb.284 Record #225, Intef II’s famous dog stela, mn 

is erased from the phrase ḥwi mn(i̓)t (to take the landing post).285 This stela presents three 

erasures of i̓mn, which suggests that the defaced mn may have been misread as i̓mn. Mni̓t is 

likely also erroneously erased from record #31, a relief from Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple 

depicting the royal couple during a boat trip. Similarly, mn.ti̓ (moored) is mistakenly defaced 

from the start of line eight of record #228, a stelophorous statue of a man named Nia. Finally, 

smn (establish) and the mn of smnḫ (advance/make effective) are erased respectively on 

record #63 and 222. It is possible that the Atenists mistook smn for the word for smn-goose 

instead of i̓mn.286 However, smn-goose’s image, not its name, was usually targeted and it seems 

doubtful that the majority of the Atenists would have been able to identify this somewhat 

obscure version of Amun when they struggled to recognize more prominent deities.287 

4.3.1 Erasures of nṯrw (gods) 

It is generally accepted that the Atenists attacked the word nṯrw, though scholars have 

argued about the contexts in which this term was targeted as well as its implications for 

Amarna theology. For instance, as discussed in section 2.4, scholars point to the erasure of 

nṯrw as evidence that Atenism was a monotheistic religion, though this view has been 

283 Record #45 is a stela of Amenhotep II from Elephantine, while record #124 is a stela of Thutmose III from the 
temple of Ptah at Karnak. See the erasure catalogue for further information on both objects. 
284 For Papyrus Abbott translation and commentary see Birch 1859, 257-281; Peet 1930, 1-45; Peden 1994, 228-243. 
See section 4.1 for discussion of royal monuments and their accessibility to the Atenists. 
285 For translation of this phrase see Hannig 2006, 547; Arnold 1976, 53. 
286 See n. 51 of chapter 2 for the Atenist erasure of the smn goose. 
287 See section 4.4 for information on the Atenists’ ability to identify deities besides Amun. 
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complicated by much of the available evidence.288 For instance, Fischer and Hari separately 

contended that the Atenists erased nṯrw because it frequently occurred in Amun’s epithet nsw 

nṯrw and not because the Atenists rejected the idea of divine plurality.289 Krauss further 

bolstered this claim by noting that at the temple of Amada nṯrw was erased from Amun’s 

epithets, but not from those of the king.290 However, this explanation has faced a good deal of 

criticism. Manuelian maintains that nṯrw was defaced numerous times in contexts where 

Amun’s name and epithets were not present, a suggestion that Ockinga echoes for TT 147.291  

There are only four instances where nṯrw may have been erased outside of Amun’s 

epithet nb/nsw/ḥry tp nṯrw on record #139, 165, 224, and 228. Nṯrw is also erased from the 

phrase ḥs-ṯn mr-ṯn nṯrw-ṯn (…may you praise, may you love, your gods) from the beginning of 

line six of record #165, a statue of the vizier Useramun and his wife. On record #224 nṯrw is 

attacked as part of the epithet nsw nṯrw, this time in reference to Re instead of Amun. The last 

example occurs on record #228 where nṯrw is erased from i̓mn sḫm(w) nṯrw. Curiously, here 

i̓mn remains intact while nṯrw is erased.  

288 See section 2.4, n. 50.  
289 See Fischer 1977, 119, n. 32; Hari 1984, 1041. See section 4.2.1.2 for the Atenist erasure of Amun’s epithet nb/ḥry 
tp/nsw nṯrw. 
290 See Krauss 2000, 93.  
291 See Manuelian 1999, 290. Manuelian cites TT 192, TT 21, TT 82, TT 55, TT 93, TT 52, TT 39, TT 181, and TT 71 as 
examples where nṯrw was erased when not related to Amun or his epithets. See Ockinga 2001, 127, where Ockinga 
notes that nṯrw was erased from a text about the Opening of the Mouth ceremony. 
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Context of 
erased nṯrw 

Number 
erased 

Percentage of 
total nṯrws 
erased 

Record #s 

nb nṯrw, epithet 
of Amun(-Re) 

1 11% 147 

Related to 
Amun 

nsw nṯrw, epithet 
of Amun(-Re) 

4 33% 47, 92, 114, 190 

i̓mn sḫm(w) nṯrw 1 11% 228 
nsw nṯrw, epithet 
of Re 

1 11% 224 

Unrelated to 
Amun 

No relation to 
Amun(-Re) or 
epithets 
associated with 
him 

3 22% 139, 147, 165 

Table 4.5: Erasures of nṯrw and their contexts 

Thus, as evinced in Table 4.5, 60% of the Atenist attacks on nṯrw in the erasure 

catalogue occur in contexts that somehow relate to Amun, while 40% bear no association to 

Amun. This contrasts sharply with McClymont’s data, as she notes that only 11.5% of erased 

nṯrws in her corpus occurred directly in Amun’s epithets.292 The disparities in our two analyses 

maybe explained by the fact that my dataset is significantly smaller than McClymont’s: mine 

is made up of only ten erasures of nṯrw, while McClymont’s consists of 104 cases where nṯrw 

was defaced.293 My dataset is thus too small to draw meaningful statistical conclusions. 

Further, it is not clear why the erasure rate of nṯrw on these portable objects is lower than for 

Theban tombs because all come from 18th Dynasty Thebes except record #47 and 92. However, 

the majority of Theban objects with nṯrw erased in this catalogue come from temple 

complexes including Karnak and Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahari (six out of 

292 See McClymont 2017, 174, table 6.1. 
293 McClymont 2017, 174-176. 
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eight objects).294 Perhaps the Atenists who worked in Theban tombs were more likely to erase 

nṯrw than those who worked in the area temples, though it is not obvious why this would be 

the case.295 

The majority of erased nṯrws in this catalogue are written using the long form of the 

word, with four out of nine instances (44%).296 Records #114 and 190 produced three erased 

short form nṯrws, while the remaining two nṯrws were too damaged to reconstruct with 

accuracy. This could suggest that long form nṯrws were easier for the Atenists to identify and 

were thus erased with greater frequency. However, a larger sample size is required to draw 

more concrete conclusions.  

Record # Number of short form 
nṯrws 

Number of long 
form nṯrws 

Uncertain writing 
of nṯrw 

26 1 
47 1 
114  2 
147 1 
165 1 
190 1 
224 1 
228 1 

TOTAL 3 4 2 
Table 4.6: Writings of erased nṯrws 

4.3.2 Erasures of other terms denoting divine plurality 
There are numerous other terms that signal divine plurality in the Egyptian language, 

such as psḏt (ennead) and nṯrywt (goddesses). However, nṯrywt does not appear in the texts in 

294 Record #224 comes from TT 52 and #228 does not have an exact provenance. For the erasures from Karnak see 
record #114, 147, 165, and 190. For the erasures from Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple see record #26. 
295 However, it is also possible that this data is skewed and not representative of the trends in Thebes. Further 
study is needed for this topic to be fully understood.  
296 For more on the differences between the long and short forms of nṯrw see Manuelian 1999, 288-289. 
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this catalogue, while psḏt does, but is only erased once.297 Record #67, an inscription from the 

outer wall of the Khnum temple at Kumma, contains psḏt once, which is erased in line 4 when 

it appears in the phrase sḳꜣ-tw psḏt nṯrw n mḥt wrt (extolling you, the Ennead of the great 

flood). However, it is not clear if this was an intentional Atenist erasure since nṯrw remains 

intact at the end of line three of the same text. It is possible that the Atenists overlooked this 

nṯrw. psḏt also occurs as part of the phrase psḏt nw i̓pt swt on record #160 and 165, but neither 

psḏt or i̓pt swt are hacked out on either object.298 McClymont reports that the Atenists targeted 

psḏt in thirty-two Theban tombs and suggests that Akhenaten’s agents might have attacked 

the term because it includes the divine flagstaff hieroglyph, which is also present in nṯrw.299 

However, with only one erasure of psḏt in this catalogue, I will refrain from speculating about 

the reasons behind its defacement. 

4.4 Erasures of other deities 

Amun was not the only god to face persecution during the Atenist iconoclasm. 

Scholarship varies a good deal on this topic, with some authors overstating the degree to 

which the Atenists attacked other deities, while others take a more cautious view.300 The data 

gleaned from the present study suggests that a judicious approach better reflects the realities 

on the ground and largely echoes McClymont’s findings.301 The following sections demonstrate 

that the Atenists’ work was very inconsistent when dealing with gods aside from Amun. My 

297 McClymont only records one instance where nṯrywt was attacked in TT 55. Curiously nṯrw and psḏt also 
appear in the same text in TT 55, but neither is defaced. See McClymont 2017, 182. 
298 Record #160 comprises two fragments of a private individual’s statue found in the temple of Mut at Karnak. 
Record #165 is a group statue of a vizier and his wife. 
299 See McClymont 2017, 178-179. 
300 See chapter 2.3 for discussion on key authors’ approaches to the Atenist erasure campaign. 
301 See McClymont 2017, 157 and master table 4 for a summary of the erasures she uncovered. 
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findings suggest that the Theban triad was not the primary target of erasure, as Mut is targeted 

less frequently than expected and Khonsu does not appear at all in the erasure catalogue.302 In 

some cases, what the Atenists chose to spare is also telling, as their tendency to preserve solar 

imagery continues to manifest in the following data. 

4.4.1 Anubis 

Anubis is targeted on two objects in this catalogue: record #86, a stela owned by an 

Amenemhab from Saqqara, and record #88, a limestone stela owned by a man named 

Nebansu from Saqqara. Two symmetrical images of Anubis are erased from the lintel of the 

stela, but their shapes are still discernible. Each figure is labeled with the text “i̓npw,” but 

curiously, these names are untouched. Here Anubis’ name is written phonetically and is 

accompanied by a divine determinative. During the Amarna Period there is evidence that a 

divine name was more likely to be tolerated if written phonetically.303 For instance, several 

officials serving under Akhenaten with names that include a divine element switched to 

writing their names phonetically and without a divine determinative, most likely to save their 

names from erasure.304 This suggests that the divine determinatives accompanying Anubis’ 

name on this stela would have rendered its spelling unacceptable. It is possible that the 

Atenists did not recognize Anubis’ names or could not read them. However, their close 

302 McClymont was unable to find an erasure of Khonsu either, which suggests that he may have been targeted 
extremely infrequently. Thus far I have been unable to locate any erasures of Khonsu in other scholarship. 
303 This practice is evident in the Aten’s didactic name change in which Re-Horakhty is originally written in its 
theophoric form, but is later written phonetically. See Petrie 1894, 33; Gunn 1923, 172-176, esp. 174; Pendlebury 
1951, pl. 86; Gasse 1994, 48-52; Laboury 2010, 129. 
304 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 39-44 for the case of Meryneith/Meryre. This phenomenon will be discussed in 
greater detail in section 5.2.1.  
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proximity to Anubis’ erased figures and their inclusion of a divine determinative weaken this 

argument. 

 ̓Imn is also defaced on this object when it appears in the name i̓mn-ms, while a 

number of other deities appear on the stela, but do not face persecution. For instance, the 

central register of the stela depicts a man and women adoring Osiris, but this god’s figure does 

not show signs of erasure.305 Further, Ptah-Sokar is invoked in an offering formula, but his 

name remains intact. However, Ptah-Sokar’s name is written phonetically without a divine 

determinative, so the Atenists may not have recognized it or deemed it to be inoffensive since 

phonetic writings seem to have been more acceptable.306 It remains unclear why the Atenists 

would have targeted the images of Anubis, but not the references to the other deities on the 

stela. Similarly, i̓npw is partially erased from an offering formula on record #86 along with 

three erasures of i̓mn. However, this stela also references Osiris, Ptah, Khentyimentiyu, and Re 

but these deities all remain untouched. 

McClymont notes two examples from the Theban necropolis where Anubis’ name is 

erased and three instances where the determinative of the recumbent jackal is targeted.307 She 

qualifies this observation by suggesting that the recumbent jackal determinative may have 

been attacked after the Amarna Period by either Late Period iconoclasts who mistook the sign 

for that of Seth or by superstitious non-pharaonic populations.308 

305 See section 4.4.14 for Atenist erasures of Osiris. 
306 See n. 303 of this chapter for the amendment of the Aten’s didactic name to include phonetic writings. See 
also n. 304 for the Atenist treatment of divine determinatives.  
307 McClymont 2017, 165. 
308 Ibid, 165. 
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4.4.2 Atum 
Atum’s name is only defaced once in the erasure catalogue on record #153, a 

crouching statue of a man named Amenemhat found at the Mut temple at Karnak. Atum’s 

name is erased from the second of five offering formula on the front of the statue’s garment. 

Each of these five offering formula evoke a different deity including Amun-Re, Ptah, and Osiris 

and each time the god’s name is hacked out.309 The names of these gods may have been 

unusually easy for the Atenists to pick out because each deity’s name occurs in the same 

position in the formula.310 Amun-Re’s name appears in the first and last of the offering formula 

and could have served as templates for the Atenists by demonstrating the location of a deity’s 

name in the text. If this is the case, the Atenists may not have been aware which deities they 

were attacking and thus may not have deliberately targeted Atum, Ptah, or Osiris on this 

object. There are no other examples of Atenist attack against Atum in this corpus and 

McClymont does not report any from the Theban necropolis, which lends credence to this 

hypothesis. 

4.4.3 The Behedite 
Although “the Behedite” (bḥdty) is often used as an epithet for Horus, it also 

commonly appears as the winged disc that tops many stela, false doors, and other 

architectural features.311 Although the Behedite’s image is never erased within this catalogue, 

its name and accompanying epithet(s) are attacked twice on a red granite false door of 

309 The deities appear in the offering formula in the following order: Amun-Re, Atum, Ptah, Osiris, Amun-Re. Each 
deity’s name is followed by a single epithet. Only the first Amun-Re’s epithet is partially erased (nsw nṯrw). 
310 Each formula begins with ḥtp di̓ nsw followed by the god’s names. The text is arranged so that the names of the 
gods line up perfectly in a vertical line. 
311 For Horus the Behedite see Gardiner 1944, 23-60; Weill 1951. 229-231; Egberts 1997, 47-54. 
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Thutmose I from Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahari. The Behedite’s name 

appears on either end of the false door’s lintel and is erased along with an epithet that Roth 

suggests reads “nṯr ꜥꜣ.”312 McClymont notes that the Behedite’s name is erased from three 

Theban tombs, but its image is left intact each time.313 Further, McClymont states that the 

Behedite’s name and image appear intact in several other Theban tombs, as they do on a 

number of occasions in this catalogue, suggesting that the Atenists did not target the Behedite 

consistently.314 Perhaps the Atenists did not attack the Behedite’s image because as a solar disc 

it could be closely linked to the Aten. However, this does not explain why bḥdty was 

occasionally erased.   

4.4.4 Hathor 
Hathor is possibly targeted three times in this corpus on record #28 and 119. On 

record #28, a relief from the Amun sanctuary of Mentuhotep’s temple at Deir el-Bahari, 

Hathor stands behind the figure of the king at the right edge of the relief block, visible only 

from the waist up. Her figure was apparently hacked out and later restored under Ramesses II, 

though the restoring plaster has since fallen away exposing the visible chisel marks forming 

Hathor’s silhouette.315 The Atenists who attacked Hathor’s image left her sun disc headdress 

intact, most likely because of its solar connotations.316 McClymont mentions a similar example 

from the Theban necropolis where Hathor’s image is destroyed except for her sun disc 

312 See Roth 2005, 156. 
313 See McClymont 2017, 166. For other instances of the Behedite’s image left intact on the Theban necropolis 
McClymont cites Beinlich-Seeber & Shedid 1987, pl. 9 (TT 56); No. Davies 1933, pl. III (TT 86); No. Davies 1941, pl. 
XXIX (TT 55).   
314 For surviving images of the Behedite in this catalogue see record #1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 25, 45, 59, 114, 123, 124, 135, 
139, 140, 167, 174, 175, 199, 235, 239, 252, 262, 269, and 272. 
315 See Arnold 1974a, 62. 
316 See Freed 2015, 47. 
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headdress.317 These examples once again demonstrate that the Atenists often spared words 

and images that were related to solar worship, including rꜥ when it appeared it the syncretized 

form of i̓mn-rꜥ as well as images of the Behedite.318 There are at least four examples in this 

catalogue where Hathor’s image remains intact on an object that bears other Atenist erasures, 

so it is unclear why her image was attacked in the prior examples.319  

Record #119 is a group statue consisting of six sculpted forms holding hands, two of 

which are figures of Hathor whose faces show signs of mutilation and subsequent 

restoration.320 The other four figures in the statue are Montu-Re and Thutmose III, who each 

appear twice. Although these attacks on Hathor are somewhat ambiguous, Laboury suggests 

that they are the work of the Atenists because the restoration style closely matches those of 

Tutankhamun or Akhenaten’s other immediate successors.321 Further, both Hathor and 

Montu-Re’s sun disc headdresses remain untouched, which as mentioned above, was an 

Atenist tendency. However, both Hathor and Montu-Re’s names appear twice on record #119, 

but remain intact each time. It could be that the Atenist(s) who attacked this statue were 

unable to recognize Hathor or Montu-Re’s names, but could identify their images. 

McClymont reports two examples for the possible erasure of Hathor’s name, though 

neither instance can be fully confirmed. In one case, the name of a deity is erased from an 

317 See McClymont 2017, 167. In this case Hathor’s head appears as part of a standard held by the tomb owner. 
Hathor’s face shows signs of damage, but her headdress remained untouched. 
318 See sections 4.2.3.1 (Amun-Re) and 4.4.3 (The Behedite). 
319 See record #119, 121, and 168 for intact images of Hathor. 
320 See Laboury 1998, 186-187. See also the erasure catalogue for record #119’s full bibliography. 
321 See Laboury 1998, 187: “Il semble donc que les destructions atonistes ne se soient pas limitées au seul nom de 
Amon-Rê, mais que les representations de Montou-Rê, ainsi que celle d’Hathor entre les deux divinités 
hiéracocéphales, aient été également persecutées. La restauration du groupe paraît dater du règne de 
Toutankhamon ou de celui d’un des successeurs immédiats d’Akhénaton.” 
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offering formula, which Nina de Garis Davies and Gardiner contend must be that of Hathor.322 

However, McClymont suggests that this could instead be an erasure of Mut’s name, since the 

offering formula associates the deity with i̓pt swt. The second possible erasure of Hathor’s 

name occurs in a tomb where the phrase ḥwt-ḥr nb(t) i̓nt (Hathor, lady of the valley) was 

attacked. McClymont proposes that the Atenists may have just intended to erase i̓nt, but 

accidentally destroyed the surrounding words as well.323 Ockinga argued that i̓nt was attacked 

during the Atenist iconoclasm to destroy any reference to Amun’s Beautiful Festival of the 

Valley and McClymont indicates that this could be the reason behind the Hathor erasure.324 

There are no examples of the Atenist erasure of Hathor’s name in this catalogue. 

4.4.5 Horus 

There is only one possible instance where the Atenists targeted Horus’ name. Record 

#274, a stelophorous statue of Hednakht with unknown provenance, contains an adoration to 

the syncretized Re-Khepri-Amun-Hor-Akhty from which rꜥ-ḫpri-i̓mn-ḥr is erased.325 Silverman 

argues that Horus’ name was deliberately attacked here, but it is possible that Amun was the 

main target and that the names of the deities surrounding him were mistakenly destroyed. 

ꜣḫty most likely survived because it was located at the beginning of the following line of text 

on the stela and thus may have been overlooked or out of harms way.  

322 McClymont 2017, 166. 
323 See McClymont 2017, 142-143, 167. McClymont notes that the Atenists targeted i̓nt at least five times in TT 147, 
TT 64, TT 84, TT 56, and TT 57.  
324 Ibid, 143. McClymont states that none of the actual epithets that refer to the Beautiful Festival of the Valley are 
erased on the Theban necropolis. For Ockinga’s discussion on the Atenist erasure of i̓nt see Ockinga 2004, 127.  
325 Silverman 1997, 136. 
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McClymont also encountered only one tenuous erasure of Horus. In TT 349 she 

reports an erasure that Mohammed Nasr reconstructed as ḥrw sꜣ ꜣst or “Horus, son of Isis.”326 

However, McClymont notes that the nature of the attacked area makes it impossible to 

determine if Nasr’s reconstruction is correct. Thus there is no firm evidence for the targeted 

erasure of Horus’ name in either study.  

4.4.6 Isis 
Isis is attacked twice in the erasure catalogue. Isis’ image is erased once on record #81, 

a grey granite stela of Amenhotep II from the Min Temple at Quft. The stela’s lunette contains 

the erased figure of Isis along with the destroyed image of another unknown deity.327 Isis’s 

name also appears in the lunette but remains untouched. However, every other divine name 

that occurs on this stela was erased, including the names of Amun, Min of Coptos, and Amun-

Min, so it is not clear why Isis’ name was spared.328 The Atenists do not seem to have made a 

consistent effort to attack the name or image of Isis, so it could be that the destroyed image of 

Isis in this catalogue is due to a particularly thorough eraser. McClymont does not record any 

erasures of Isis’ name or image from the Theban necropolis, which lends credence to this 

possibility. In addition, the name of Thutmose III’s queen, Isis, is attacked on record #138, a 

quartzite stela fragment. This is the only time Isis’s name is attacked in this corpus even 

though it appears elsewhere.  

326 McClymont 2017, 169. 
327 See Klug 2002, 256. Klug does not speculate about who this deity could be. 
328 For the erasures of these other deities see sections 4.2 (Amun), 4.2.3.2 (Other syncretized forms of Amun), 
and 4.4.10 (Min). 
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4.4.7 Khepri 
As noted above, Khepri’s name is part of the syncretized deity erased in line 4 of 

record #274.329 The syncretized name rꜥ-ḫpri̓-i̓mn-ḥr is entirely erased from this portion of the 

stela, but as previously mentioned, Amun’s name may have been the primary target and the 

surrounding deity’s names may have been destroyed accidentally. McClymont reports that 

Khepri’s name was attacked in TT 192 along with a large portion of text preceding that is not 

possible to reconstruct.330 Here, Khepri’s name occurs at the very end of the erasure with its 

divine determinative left intact, which leads McClymont to suggest that Khepri was 

accidentally destroyed. Thus, there is no firm evidence for the Atenist persecution of Khepri 

when is his name occurs on its own in either catalogue.  

4.4.8 Khnum 
Khnum’s name is only attacked once in the erasure catalogue from record #20, a 

seated statue of Amenhotep II from Bigeh Island. Here, Khnum’s name is erased from the 

phrase mry [ẖnm] nb sn-mwt, which appears on the right side of the king’s throne.331 The name 

of each deity mentioned on record #20 is erased, including Satet and Amun, which suggests 

that these hackings were the work of the Atenists.332 This is the only instance where Khnum is 

erased from this corpus, although his name and image appears multiple other times. 333 

Therefore, the Atenists probably did not regularly target Khnum, a point that is further 

329 See section 4.4.5 (erasures of Horus) for the initial discussion of this object in this study. 
330 See McClymont 2017, 169.  
331 For a line drawing of this inscription see van Siclen 1985, 87, fig. 1. See record #20 in the erasure catalogue for 
the full bibliography for this object as well as for a photograph of the inscription. 
332 Record #20 bears erasures of Amun from Amenhotep II’s nomen and the sole case of an attack on Satet in this 
corpus. 
333 See record #45, 51, 67 for other occurrences of Khnum in the erasure catalogue. 
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bolstered by Khnum’s absence in McClymont’s catalogue. Further, neither Delia nor Habachi 

record attacks on Khnum in their studies on erasures in the First Cataract rock inscriptions.334 

Thus, it seems most likely that the Atenist who defaced record #20 was particularly thorough 

in their work, and possessed the skills necessary to identify not only Amun, but also Khnum 

and Satet. Perhaps this Atenist was a resident of the cataract region and was thus more 

familiar with the names of the patron deities of that area, including Khnum and Satet. 

4.4.9 Maat 
There are three erasures of Maat in this catalogue on record #116 and 159. The first of 

these erasures comes from record #116, a seated statue of the vizier Mentuhotep, who served 

under Senwosret I and Amenemhat II.335 This statue bears an inscription on the papyrus scroll 

laid on Mentuhotep’s lap that contains the phrase …i̓rt mꜣꜥt mrrt i̓mn-rꜥ… (carrying out Maat 

and what Amun-Re loves), from which mꜣꜥt and i̓mn-rꜥ were erased and later restored by the 

third prophet of Amun, Roma.336 Since this erasure occurs so close to Amun-Re’s destroyed 

name it is tempting to think that Maat may have been inadvertently hacked out. However, all 

potentially offensive terms were erased from this statue including Amun, Montu, and Karnak, 

suggesting that the people attacking this object were particularly knowledgeable or zealous in 

their work.337  

Two other erasures of Maat appear on record #159, a granite statue of Puimre from the 

Temple of Mut at Karnak. Hatshepsut’s prenomen (mꜣꜥt-kꜣ-rꜥ) appears twice on the statue’s 

334 See Habachi 1957, 96, 98; Delia 1993, 71, 76; Delia 1999, 105, 109. 
335 Romano 1979, 28-29. 
336 Simpson 1991, 336. 
337 For the erasures of other deities on this object see sections 4.2 (Amun), 4.2.1.4 (ip̓t swt in Amun’s epithets), 
and 4.4.11 (Montu(-Re)). 
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footplate and each time only the mꜣꜥt portion of the royal name is erased, which suggests that 

this was not part of the damnatio memoriae against Hatshepsut.338 However, this object also 

contains references to Mut and i̓pt swt, but neither is erased. It seems odd that the Atenists 

would target Maat, but not Mut and i̓pt swt when the latter two are much more closely tied to 

Amun and are erased at higher rates.339 It is worth noting that here Maat is written only with 

the seated Maat determinative, which may have been less acceptable to the Atenists than the 

phonetic writing and would have made Maat’s divine nature more obvious. In addition, it is 

possible that the Atenists simply overlooked Mut and i̓pt swt on this object but would have 

erased these terms had they noticed them.  

4.4.10 Min 
The name of Min on its own is attacked once on record #81, the same stela of 

Amenhotep II that bears the possible erasure of Isis.340 Mnw gbtyw (Min of Coptos/Quft) is 

erased from line three of the stela and was later restored. Much of the text surrounding this 

erasure is broken, so it is difficult to determine the context in which Min’s name appears.341 

Ockinga suggests that the Atenists targeted Min and symbols related to him because of his 

close association with Amun during the New Kingdom.342 This could be a plausible 

explanation for why Min was attacked on this stela, particularly because Amun-Min is also 

mentioned in line thirteen of the text. It is unclear why gbtyw (Quft/Coptos) was erased along 

338 Borchardt 1930, 149. 
339 See sections 4.4.12 (Mut) and 4.2.1.4 (m/ḫnty/nb ip̓t swt). 
340 See section 4.4.6 for erasures of Isis in this catalogue. 
341 Klug 2002, 256. 
342 Ockinga 2004, 126. See also Schott 1953, 98-99 for further discussion on the relationship between Min and 
Amun. 
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343 See section 4.2.3.2 of this chapter for further discussion on the erasures of Amun-Min and other syncretized 
forms of Amun in this corpus. 
344 McClymont 2017, 169. 
345 Sauneron 1975, 72-74. 
346 See Helck 1995, 1301 for this instance. For this object’s full bibliography see the erasure catalogue. 

with Min’s name, though it could have been destroyed accidentally or mistaken for part of the 

god’s name. Perhaps the Atenists understood that gbtyw was one of Min’s cult centers and 

thus chose to destroy reference to Min’s city of worship as well. Min’s name is also destroyed 

once in his syncretized form with Amun, Amun-Min, on record #81, while Amun-Min’s image 

is erased on record #30.343 

McClymont also notes one erasure of Min’s name in her corpus from TT 192.344 Here, 

the text refers to Min and the double plume that he wears, which McClymont points out was 

also typical headgear for Amun. Thus, McClymont suggests that Min may have been targeted 

in this instance because of this obvious link to Amun.  

4.4.11 Montu(-Re) 
Montu’s name and image are erased a total of eight times on four objects in this 

catalogue. Four of these erasures come from record #115 and 116, which are both seated 

statues of the 12th Dynasty vizier, Mentuhotep. Mnṯw appears twice on each statue as part of 

Mentuhotep’s name and was erased and subsequently restored.345 Montu’s name is also 

defaced twice and overlooked once on record #70, a sandstone stela of Amenhotep II from 

Memphis. In line two of this stela the Atenists may have mistaken Montu’s name for i̓mn as it 

occurs as part of the phrase mi̓ mnṯw, so the i̓ reed leaf (∆) and mn sign ( ) appear next to 

one another as in i̓mn.346 In addition, Montu-Re’s image is destroyed twice from record #119, a 

group statue consisting of two images of each Montu-Re, Hathor, and Thutmose III all 
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standing and holding hands.347 The two torsos of Montu-Re are flatter than those of the 

surrounding figures, which led Laboury to suggest that the Atenists may have attacked these 

figures.348 He indicates that the restorations done to Montu-Re were done in the style of 

Tutankhamun or Akhenaten’s other immediate successors, suggesting that these mutilations 

were the work of the Atenists. Strudwick proposes that the Atenists may have attacked 

Montu-Re in these instances because he wears a sun disc headdress with two plumes, a type of 

headgear that was closely linked with Amun.349 This suggestion could explain why Montu-Re’s 

name is not erased when it appears twice on the statue. However, if this were the case one 

might expect Montu-Re’s headgear to show signs of mutilation but it is untouched as noted 

above. In his 1985 dissertation, Werner also notes two instances where Montu’s image was 

attacked, but his solar headdress remains intact.350 This is probably the same principle at work 

as in the cases where Hathor’s solar headdress escapes erasure.351 

McClymont notes two possible instances where the Atenists attacked Montu’s name 

in TT 56 and TT 39.352 For instance, TT 56 contains a partially erased phrase, which Kees 

restored as ḥm-nṯr tpy [n mnṯw nb]wꜣst, a suggestion to which subsequent publishers of the 

tomb have adhered.353 Kees seems to base his restoration on the occurrence of nb wꜣst, an 

347 See section 4.4.4 of this chapter for information on the mutilation of Hathor’s images on this statue. For the 
object’s complete bibliography see record #119 in the erasure catalogue. 
348 Laboury 1998, 187. 
349 See Strudwick 2006, 132. 
350 See Werner 1986, 117-118. Here, he discusses a scene from Hatshepsut’s Deir el-Bahari temple where Montu and 
Shu were attacked as well as a different scene where Thutmose III offers incense to Montu and Atum, who were 
both defaced. 
351 See section 4.4.4 of this chapter for discussion on the erasure of Hathor’s solar disc headdress. 
352 McClymont 2017, 167. 
353 See Beinlich-Seeber & Shedid 1987, 111, n. 732. 
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epithet that is most commonly attributed to Montu.354 It is possible that a different deity 

should be restored in this phrase, but the appearance of nb wꜣst makes it likely that mnṯw was 

the targeted god here. McClymont also notes that mnṯw is erased from the phrase pr mnṯw in 

TT 39, but was later incorrectly restored as Amaunet.355 McClymont suggests that the Atenists 

might have mistaken the mn+n signs in Montu’s name for that of Amun. These examples once 

again indicate that the Atenists carried out their tasks in a haphazard manner. 

4.4.12 Mut 
Mut is defaced on seven objects in the erasure catalogue: record #6, 17, 18, 70, 182, 185, 

and 242. However, there are only five cases in the present study that can be verified as Atenist 

attack on Mut’s name. This is in sharp contrast to McClymont’s findings, where she notes that 

Mut is erased twenty-four times.356 Mwt appears three times on record #6 as part of the 

personal name Mutnefret and each time the name is fully erased. It is possible that this may 

have been a personal vendetta against Mutnefret, but without further information this is just 

speculation. Since the Atenists who attacked this object were particularly thorough and only 

made two mistakes it seems likely that these attacks against Mut were part of the Atenist 

iconoclasm. Mut’s name appears on record #242 in an inscription running down the lap of a 

seated woman. The inscription reads … ḫꜣt n mwt nbt pt… from which mwt nbt is erased. It is 

unclear if nbt was erased intentionally as part of the epithet nbt pt or if it was mistakenly 

destroyed due to its proximity to Mut’s name. Record #70, a stela of Amenhotep II from the 

354 See Leitz 2002 (III), 606. 
355 See McClymont 2017, 167. Here, the  of Montu’s name was used for the feminine ending for Amaunet’s 
name. 
356 See McClymont 2017, 159-161. 

Å
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Ptah enclosure at Memphis, contains a potential erasure of mwt that hinges on the 

reconstruction of a defaced phrase. The second half of the stela’s fourth line contains i̓mn ḳn, 

though it is not clear what word follows. Klug, Grdseloff and Edel suggest that mwt should be 

restored here and that both i̓mn and mwt suffered attack under the Atenists.357 However, Mut’s 

name cannot be restored with certainty, so I will not draw further conclusions from this 

instance. 

Mut’s name appears multiple times on record #17, 18, 182, and 185, but interpretation 

of the erasures on these objects is difficult as they belonged to Senenmut, a well-known 

official who served Hatshepsut. It has been widely documented that Senenmut’s name was 

attacked in antiquity, but it is not clear if this was the result of the Atenist iconoclasm or a 

personal damnatio memoriae.358 In the case of record #185 Jacquet-Gordon argues that the 

Atenists targeted Senenmut’s name because they contained mwt and that these erasures were 

not the result of a personal attack against Senenmut. Here, Jacquet-Gordon cites that this 

statue still bears noticeable erasures of i̓mn that were never restored as evidence for her 

assertion.359 However, in the majority of erasures on record #17, 18, 182, and 185 Senenmut’s 

name is completely erased, which was not the usual Atenist practice when erasing a personal 

357 See Klug 2002, 244; Grdseloff 1957, 107-115; Edel 1953, 115. 
358 Early scholars, including Breasted (1909, 283) and Hall (1936, 291), attributed such attacks on Senenmut’s name 
to Thutmose III because of Senenmut’s close association with Hatshepsut. Following his discovery of  Senenmut’s 
TT 353, Winlock proposed that Senenmut fell sometime during Hatshepsut’s reign (1928, 36, 57). For further 
discussion on Senenmut’s “fall from grace” see Lesko 1967, 113-118; Schulman 1969-1970, 29-48; Dorman 1988, esp. 
5-18; Krauss 1994, 49-53; Lesko 2007, 68-78.
359 Jacquet-Gordon 1972, 148.
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name.360 If these were Atenists attacks against Mut it is more likely that only the mwt portion 

of Senenmut’s name would be defaced, as is evidenced by the Atenists’ erasures of personal 

names in this catalogue. Dorman’s analysis of record #182 further suggests that the erasures of 

Senenmut were not due to the Atenists, as the attacks against i̓mn on this object were carried 

out in a finer hand than the deep slashes that cover sn-n-mwt.361 I am therefore doubtful that 

the erasures of Senenmut’s name that appear in this catalogue were part of the Atenist 

iconoclasm.  

To further complicate matters, the Atenists seem to have had trouble distinguishing 

Mut’s name from the word for “mother,” which is also written with a vulture sign. For 

example, record #6, a naos of the high priest of Osiris, Hekanefer, from 18th Dynasty Abydos, 

bears the erasure of the phrase mwt=f (his mother) from its left wall. This trend is also 

apparent in McClymont’s work, where she notes 20 instances in which the word “mother” is 

erased in Theban tombs.362 She also notes two instances where the vulture sign is erased from 

ssmwt (horses) and mwt (measurement of weight); 363 however there are no confirmed 

instances of Atenist attack on the vulture sign in words other than “mother” in this erasure 

catalogue. McClymont suggests that the Atenists might have targeted Mut not because she 

was sometimes Amun’s consort, but because of her role as a “mother” goddess to the king.364 

360 See record #2-5, 10-13, 15-16, 43, 72, 82-84, 86-88, 90-91, 115-116, 122, 135, 137, 146-150, 153, 156-157, 165-166, 180, 
186, 199-201, 204-205, 213, 232, 237-241, 243, 250-252, 255, 258-261, 266-270, 272, 278 in the erasure catalogue for 
examples of how the Atenists handled erasing personal names. 
361 See Dorman 1988, 154.  
362 See McClymont 2017, 161-162. 
363 Ibid, 163. 
364 See McClymont 2017, 171-172, where McClymont states that from the reign of Hatshepsut on, Mut was styled as 
the mother and protector of the king. See also Te Velde 1989, 397 for further discussion on the king as the child of 
Amun and Mut. 
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She proposes that this idea was counter to Atenist theology, where the Aten was the sole 

creator of life, including the king.365 This would thus account for the Atenist attacks on the 

term “mother,” but I am skeptical that these agents were literate enough to distinguish 

between mwt as the word for mother or deity judging from the number of mistakes present in 

this catalogue.366  

It is somewhat surprising that Mut is defaced so infrequently within this erasure 

catalogue, particularly when taking into account McClymont’s findings. It could be that Mut is 

more likely to appear in tomb decoration and texts than on portable objects or that Mut 

generally appears more often in Thebes than in other Egyptian locales. However, without 

more data I can only speculate about this inconsistency.  

4.4.13 Neith 
There are only two instances where Neith’s name is erased in this corpus and both 

come from record #89, a fragment of painted limestone relief from the tomb of 

Meryneith/Meryre at Saqqara dating to the reign of Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten.367 This is an 

unusual case because in addition to being erased, Neith’s name is replaced by what must have 

been thought to be the less offensive deity, Re.368 The scene contains six vertical lines of text in 

which the tomb owner’s original name, Meryneith, appears three times. In lines three and five 

the nt of the tomb owner’s name is visibly defaced and recarved as rꜥ. However, mry.ty-nt does 

survive in one instance, possibly because it is split between the bottom of line 1 and the top of 

365 For the Aten as creator deity see Redford 1984, 179; Murnane 1994, 32-40; Hornung 1999, 50-52. 
366 The literacy of the Atenists will be assessed later in section 7.2.1. 
367 See the erasure catalogue for the full bibliography for record #89. 
368 See section 4.2.2 of this chapter for discussion on the Atenists’ occasional replacement of royal names. 
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line two, which may have confused the Atenists. As discussed above, the Atenists did not 

regularly replace the names and images they erased. However, there is evidence that some 

officials who served under Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten changed their names to protect them 

from erasure, as is likely the case with Meryneith/Meryre.369 The spelling of Meryneith/Meryre 

on record #89 correlates with Raven & van Walsem’s phase 1a/1b and likely represents the 

oldest version of the tomb owner’s name, which Raven & van Walsem suggest dates to 

between years 5-8 of Akhenaten.370  

4.4.14 Nekhbet 
There are only three objects in this catalogue that bear possible Atenist erasures of 

Nekhbet: record #62, 160, and 285. On record #62, a granodiorite group statue of Amenhotep 

III between Nekhbet and Wadjet from 18th Dynasty Giza, Nekhbet’s image is attacked as well 

as her name when it appears once in the statue’s inscription; however, Wadjet’s image 

remains untouched.371 Amenhotep III’s nomen was also erased from the statue’s text and 

recarved as his prenomen, which suggests that Atenists with an unusually high level of skill 

attacked this statue.372 Record #285 is the temple of Semna that now stands in the Sudan 

National Museum. This temple includes nine erasures of Nekhbet’s name and image 

throughout the entire temple. Nekhbet’s name is overlooked twice at this temple. McClymont 

369 For Meryneith/Meryre see Raven & van Walsem 2014, esp. 46-53; Silverman 1999, esp. 382-383; Löhr 1975, 172-
175. For another such example see the case of Ptahmose/Ramose as discussed in Helck 1958, 391, n. 2; Davies 1903-
1908, IV, 21-22, 30, pl. 45. 
370 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 39-40. The authors suggest that this is the oldest phase of the tomb owner’s
name as it is found in the tomb’s central chapel, which would have been the most important part of the tomb to
finish. See chapter 5.2.1.1 for further discussion of the chronological implications of Meryneith/Meryre’s name
change. 
371 For record #62’s full bibliography see the erasure catalogue.
372 See section 4.2.2 of this chapter for discussion on the possible implications behind the recarving of royal
names. 
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did not encounter any erasures of Nekhbet on the Theban necropolis, though as discussed in 

chapter 2.3, Gabolde noted other erasures of Nekhbet at Qasr Ibrim, Amada, and Elephantine, 

indicating that the Atenists did indeed target Nekhbet, though not very consistently.373 Seidel 

argues that the Atenists attacked Nekhbet because of her close association with Mut due to 

the fact that both are vulture goddesses.374 This is likely the case with record #160, a 

fragmentary statue from the temple of Mut at Karnak, where Nekhbet appears under 

Thutmose III’s prenomen and only the vulture sign is erased. Wadjet appears under Thutmose 

III’s nomen, but is not erased, which could indicate that the Atenists confused Nekhbet with 

Mut on this object. Once again, it seems that the Atenists did not approach their tasks 

consistently, whether this was due to unequal levels of skill, knowledge, or instruction. 

4.4.15 Osiris 

Osiris’s name is targeted just once in this catalogue, on record #153, which also bears 

erasures of Amun, Amun-Re, Atum, and Ptah.375 Osiris’ name appears in the fourth of the five 

offering formulae on the statue’s garment and is defaced. Osiris’s name and image are 

included on many of the funerary objects in this catalogue, especially stela, and never faces 

persecution aside from this one instance. McClymont similarly notes a single case where 

Osiris’ name is erased from a false door in TT 18.376 In addition, McClymont reports that Osiris’ 

373 See Gabolde 1998, 32-34; Krauss 2019, 64-67. Gabolde does not go into further detail about these erasures or 
discuss why he believes Nekhbet may have been a target for the Atenists at these sites. However, he does point to 
excavation photographs and publications that make clear that these are deliberate erasures. For Qasr Ibrim see 
Caminos 1968, pl. 33; for Amada see Barguet & Dewachter 1967, 2; for Elephantine see Junge 1987, pl. 12a, 15a, 19c. 
374 See Seidel 1996, 207-208. 
375 See sections 4.2 (Amun), 4.2.3.1 (Amun-Re), 4.2 (Atum), and 4.4.16 (Ptah) for the other erasures on this 
object. 
376 See McClymont 2017, 164-165. 
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name is erased in five tombs when conjoined with the name and epithets of Amun.377 Thus, 

McClymont suggests that the defacement of Osiris’ name may have been unintentional in 

these instances. 

4.4.16 Ptah 
Four objects in the erasure catalogue bear possible Atenist attacks on Ptah: record 

#70, 72, 124, and 153. All of these objects date to the 18th Dynasty and come from either 

Memphis or Thebes. Ptah’s image appears in the lunette of record #70, a stela of Amenhotep 

II from Memphis that was later restored by Seti I. However, the entire lunette of this stela was 

hacked away, so it is not completely clear if Ptah himself was a target. The main text of this 

stela contains 9 erasures of Amun, Mut, Montu, and Amun-Re, so this stela was definitely 

subject to Atenist attack. Record #124, a granite stela of Thutmose III from the temple of Ptah 

at Karnak, also presents the erasures of Ptah’s image. Here, Thutmose III offers to Ptah in two 

symmetrical scenes with Ptah’s two figures erased from the stela’s lunette and later restored 

by Seti I. However, Ptah’s names that accompany his images in the lunette are not erased. It is 

possible that the Atenists could not recognize these signs as Ptah’s name even though they 

include a divine determinative.  

Ptah’s name is erased twice and overlooked three times from another Memphite 

object, record #72, a scribal statue of Amenhotep Huy from the Ptah Temple. This object also 

contains erasures of Amun’s name, but it is unusual that both Ptah and Amun’s names were 

overlooked so frequently from its text. Although the Atenists do not seem to have approached 

377 See McClymont 2017, 164. Erasures of Osiris in combination with Amun and his epithets occur in TT 18, TT 43, 
TT 120, TT 93, and TT 52. 
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their tasks consistently, they did not usually make so many mistakes on an individual object. I 

am therefore somewhat hesitant to ascribe the erasures of Ptah and Amun on record #72 to 

the Atenists with complete certainty. Ptḥ is also erased on record #153, a statue from the 

temple of Mut at Karnak and owned by a man named Amenemhat.378 Here, Ptah is invoked in 

an offering formula, but only ptḥ is erased while the divine determinative is untouched. It 

could be that the person(s) who attacked this statue did not understand that the divine 

determinative was part of Ptah’s name and therefore left it intact. As discussed above, this 

object contains five offering formula in five horizontal lines. The names of the deities invoked 

in the offering formula line up perfectly and were therefore easier for the Atenists to identify 

than if they had occurred elsewhere in the text.  

McClymont notes two erasures of Ptah’s name in TT 39 and TT 192, where ptḥ is erased 

from the phrase pr ptḥ and from a personal name respectively.379 She notes that in both tombs 

multiple gods are erased, which suggests that the Atenists working in those tombs sought out 

the names and images of gods other than Amun. 

4.4.17 Re 

There is only one instance in the erasure catalogue where rꜥ is erased when it is not 

part of i̓mn-rꜥ. On record #274, a stelophorous statue from the Penn Museum that dates to the 

18th Dynasty, rꜥ is erased as part of the syncretized deity Re-Khepri-Amun-Hor-Akhty.380 Here, 

rꜥ-ḫpri̓-i̓mn-ḥr is erased. It seems likely that Re was erased because of its association with the 

378 For the erasures of other deities on this object see sections 4.2 (Amun), 4.2.3.1 (Amun-Re), 4.2 (Atum), and 
4.4.15 (Osiris). 
379 See McClymont 2017, 168. 
380 For other discussions of the erasures on this objects see 4.4.5 (Horus), 4.4.7 (Khepri), and 4.4.16 (Re). 
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names of other deities, as there are no examples where Re is erased on its own in this corpus 

or in McClymont’s work. 

4.4.18 Satet 

Satet’s name is only erased once in this catalogue from record #20, a seated statue of 

Amenhotep II in jubilee garb from Bigeh Island. Here, stt is defaced from the right side of the 

king’s throne, which reads nṯr nfr ꜣꜥ-ḫprw-rꜥ mry [stt] nb(t) sn-mwt (the perfect god, 

Aakheperure, beloved of [Satet], lady of Senmut).381 In earlier publications, scholars identified 

this defaced deity variously as Khnum, Min, and Satet; based on my examination of the 

erasure I agree with Brugsch and van Siclen that Satet is indeed the most likely candidate.382 

Although Satet appears elsewhere in this corpus, this is the only object from which she is 

erased.383 Further, there are no recorded erasures of Satet in McClymont’s investigation or in 

Habachi and Delia’s studies of the First Cataract rock inscriptions, the region where Satet was 

most worshipped.384 Thus it does not seem that the Atenists regularly targeted Satet, and that 

this single instance was an anomaly caused by a particularly knowledgeable or thorough 

agent. As I previously posited when discussing the only erasure of Khnum in this catalogue, it 

could be possible that the Atenist who defaced stt was a resident of the First Cataract region 

and thus would have been more familiar with and more capable of successfully identifying 

and erasing Satet’s name.385 

381 For a line drawing of this inscription see van Siclen 1985, 87. See record #20 in the erasure catalogue for a 
photograph on the inscription. 
382 For identification as Khnum see Champollion 1844-1889, 160. For Min see Lepsius Denkmäler III, 63c; Lepsius 
Denkmäler Text IV, 174; Helck 1955, 1353.1-4. For Satet see Brugsch 1891, 1217b; van Siclen 1985, esp. 86-87. 
383 See record #45 for other occurrences of Satet in the erasure catalogue. 
384 See Habachi 1957, 90; Delia 1993, 71; Delia 1999, 104-105, 109, 112. 
385 See section 4.4.8 of this chapter for the only Atenist attack on Khnum in this catalogue. 
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4.4.19 Sobek 
Sobek’s name is erased once from record #200, a relief fragment from TT 63 at 

Gurneh. On this object sbk is erased when it appears as part of the tomb owner’s name, 

Sobekhotep. McClymont records that sbk was erased a total of nine times from Sobekhotep’s 

name in TT 63 and argues that these erasures were part of the Atenist iconoclasm instead of a 

personal damnatio memoriae since the tomb owner’s name is never fully erased. 386 Dziobek 

and Raziq’s publication of the tomb dates the erasure of sbk to the Amarna Period, further 

supporting McClymont’s interpretation.387 McClymont also notes that in TT 63 the Atenists 

focused on attacking the recumbent crocodile determinative, but sometimes missed the sbk 

that preceded it.388 It could be that it was easier for the Atenists to identify the crocodile 

determinative than the accompanying sbk. The erasure on record #200 is in the shape of a 

large square, so it is not clear if the crocodile determinative occurred in this instance.  

4.4.20 Unidentified deities 
Record #29, a painted relief fragment from Mentuhotep’s temple at Deir el-Bahari, 

bears the possible erasure of an unidentified deity. At the top left corner of the relief a yellow-

painted arm carrying an ꜥnḫ hangs down next to four vertical lines of text and appears to have 

been hacked out. Dieter Arnold attributes this damage to the Atenists, but does not attempt to 

identify the deity depicted.389 Mentuhotep’s Deir el-Bahari temple did indeed suffer Atenist 

386 See McClymont 2017, 170. 
387 See Dziobek & Raziq 1990, 46.  
388 See McClymont 2017, 170.  
389 See Di. Arnold 1974, 11 for discussions on the damage and restorations in the Mentuhotep temple; see ibid., 27 
for Arnold’s discussion of the scene. 
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damage, but without knowing which god is depicted I hesitate to draw further conclusions.390 

Further, record #81 also contains the defaced figure of an unidentified deity in its lunette. This 

stela contains four other Atenist erasures of Amun, Amun-Min, Min of Coptos, and Isis, so it is 

difficult to determine which deity may have been portrayed in the lunette. Record #85 is a 

pyramid topped false door of a man named Ptahankh that contains two offering formula and a 

further inscription. The deity’s name at the start of the second offering formula is erased and 

the area if too damaged to discern whom this god could be. 

4.5 Synthesis 

As demonstrated in the prior sections, the vast majority of erasures in this catalogue 

target the name and/or image of Amun and his syncretized forms. Table 4.7 thus illustrates 

this pattern: 
Targeted Deity/Term Confirmed number of 

erasures 
Percentage of total erasures 
(753) 

Amun 547 72.6% 
Amun-Kamutef 1 0.13% 
Amun-Min 2 0.27% 
Amun-Re 126 16.7% 
Anubis 3 0.39% 
Behedite 2 0.27% 
Hathor 3 0.39% 
i̓pt swt 13 1.73% 
Isis 2 0.27% 
Khnum 1 0.13% 
Maat 3 0.39% 
Min 1 0.13% 
Montu(-Re) 8 1.06% 
Mut 5 0.66% 
Neith 2 0.27% 
Nekhbet 12 1.6% 

390 See record #27, 28, and 29 in the erasure catalogue for all the Atenist erasures from the Mentuhotep temple at 
Deir el-Bahari. 
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nṯrw 10 1.33% 
Ptah 5 0.66% 
psḏt 1 0.13% 
Re-Khepri-Amun-Horus 1 0.13% 
Satet 1 0.13% 
Sobek 1 0.13% 
Unidentified 3 0.39% 
Table 4.7: Summary of targeted deities in the erasure catalogue 

Amun and his syncretized forms therefore make up roughly 90% of the Atenist attacks in this 

corpus.  ̓Ipt swt is the item obliterated second most frequently, though with only thirteen 

examples, it accounts for a tiny fraction of the erasures in this catalogue. In nine of these 

instances i̓pt swt is erased as part of Amun’s epithets. This might mean that in these cases the 

Atenists intended to attack Amun and his epithets and that the destruction of i̓pt swt was 

merely collateral damage. However, as i̓pt swt is erased 50% of the time when it is not directly 

linked to Amun in this catalogue, I suspect that this term was offensive on its own for the 

Atenists. nṯrw is the third most defaced term, which suggests that nṯrw was indeed a 

proscribed item for the Atenists, though it is not clear if this was an objection to the idea of 

divine plurality or if the term was deemed offensive for some other reason.  

Unfortunately, few obvious trends emerge for deities except Amun in this data. 

Montu(-Re) is the second most erased deity and fourth most erased item in this corpus with 

eight confirmed examples. It is possible that the Atenists attacked Montu because of his ties 
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to Thebes and thus, indirectly, to Amun,391 but this is unlikely as his name and image are 

targeted at similar rates to non-Theban deities. For instance, Ptah ranks as the third most 

erased deity in this corpus but is closely associated with Memphis instead of Thebes. 

Surprisingly, erasures of Mut occur infrequently here with only two confirmed examples. This 

discredits the idea that the Atenists only attacked the Theban triad as discussed in chapter 2, 

but it is possible that the low erasure rate for Mut is due to some sort of bias in my dataset. For 

instance, the Atenists may be responsible for the erasures of Senenmut’s name, which I have 

excluded from my final tallies due to the uncertainty of their origin. However, with my current 

data, deities with Theban associations are erased at similar rates to those with other origins on 

portable objects.  

By combining my data with McClymont’s it is possible to point to deities and terms 

that are more likely to be Atenist targets: Amun, Amun-Re, nṯrw, psḏt, Mut, and i̓pt swt (see 

table 4.8 below for erasure totals for the combined corpuses).  

Targeted 
Deity/Term 

Erasures in Taronas’ 
catalogue 

Erasures in 
McClymont’s 
catalogue 

Total erasures 

Amun 547 1282 1829 
Amun-Re 126 61 188 
nṯrw 10 103 113 
psḏt 1 52 53 
Mut 5 29 34 
i̓pt swt 13 11 24 
Montu(-Re) 8 2 10 

391 From the 11th Dynasty Montu appeared with the epithet nb wꜣst (lord of Thebes), thus highlighting his 
dominion over the Theban region, with four principle cult sites at Armant, Medamud, Tod, and Karnak North. 
Following reunification under Mentuhotep II, Montu was promoted to state god as Thebes became the new seat 
of royal power. Montu’s position dwindled once Amenemhat I became king and positioned Amun to become the 
new state deity. See Legrain 1916, 75-78; Bisson de la Roque 1941, 2; Werner 1986, esp. 1, 24-26; Soliman 2017, 149-
160. 
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Sobek 1 9 10 
Behedite 2 5 7 
Ptah 5 2 7 
Hathor 3 2 5 
Anubis 3 2 5 
Amaunet 0 4 4 
Maat 3 0 3 
Nekhbet 12 0 15 
Amun-Min 2 0 2 
Min 1 1 2 
Neith 2 0 2 
Osiris 1 1 2 
Unidentified 2 0 2 
Amun-Kamutef 1 0 1 
Geb 0 1 1 
Horus 0 1 1 
Isis 2 0 2 
Khepri 0 1 1 
Khnum 1 0 1 
Re-Khepri-Amun-
Horus 

1 0 1 

Satet 1 0 1 
Thoth 0 1 1 
TOTAL 753 1570 2327 
Table 4.8: McClymont and Taronas combined data erasure summaries 

As before, Amun is erased at an overwhelmingly high rate when compared to any 

other term, which suggests that Amun was indeed the primary target of the Atenist erasure 

campaign. In this combined dataset the common terms for divine plurality (nṯrw and psḏt) are 

attacked second most frequently, though their total number of erasures is ten times smaller 

than that of Amun/Amun-Re. However, the terms for divine plurality are still defaced far more 

frequently than any term besides Amun. This suggests that divine plurality was more offensive 

to the Atenists than almost any other term, with the notable exception of Amun. Although 

Mut was erased far less in my corpus, McClymont’s overwhelming evidence for Atenists 
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attacks on Mut indicates that she should be a part of this list, at least at Thebes. Finally, i̓pt swt 

ranks as the sixth most erased term in these combined datasets, which suggests that it was 

indeed an offensive term in its own right. Scholars have previously overlooked i̓pt swt as a 

term that the Atenists attacked, so this result will hopefully lead to greater focus on this issue. 

Several deities are erased in this corpus that McClymont did not find defaced from the 

Theban necropolis and vice versa, further highlighting the Atenists’ haphazard approach to 

iconoclasm. For example, erasures of Atum, Isis, Maat, Neith, Nekhbet, and Satet appear in 

this catalogue, but not in McClymont’s. In contrast, McClymont records erasures for Amaunet, 

Geb, and Thoth, though I was unable to identify any Atenist activity focused on these gods.392 

It is possible that these discrepancies are due to regional trends, as deities may appear more 

frequently on monuments from their cult centers and thus face a greater chance of Atenist 

attack. The geographic distribution of Atenist erasures in this catalogue is the topic of chapter 

6 and will thus be discussed there in greater detail.  

Although much of the data in this study highlights how indiscriminate the Atenists 

were in their iconoclasm, there are a few fairly consistent trends. First, the Atenists made an 

effort to spare symbols and terms with solar connotations. This is illustrated twenty-four times 

when the Atenists only erased i̓mn from Amun-Re’s name as well as when they attacked 

Hathor and Montu-Re’s images yet spared their sun disc headdresses. Further, the fact that the 

Behedite’s name is attacked, but never its image is also indicative of this pattern. Finally, 

Meryneith’s name change to Meryre and the almost completely hacked out cartouches that 

392 McClymont reports that Amaunet only appears seven times in Theban times and suffered erasure four times 
(see McClymont 2017, 163-164). Geb is only erased once on the necropolis in TT 109 (Ibid, 168), as is Thoth in TT 
66 (Ibid, 168-169). 
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conserve Re’s sun disc on record #24 also suggest that solar words and symbols were worthy of 

preservation for the Atenists.  

Second, the age of an object did not exempt it from Atenist attack. This is apparent 

from the erasures on the First Intermediate Period, Middle Kingdom, and Second 

Intermediate Period objects in this catalogue.393 Finally, the Atenist iconoclasm was a 

statewide phenomenon that was not limited to the Theban region, though it does seem to be 

centered there.394 Atenist erasures appear as far north as Tell el-Borg on record #104, as far 

south as Gebel Barkal on record #55, 56, 57, 58, 59, and 60, and occur at almost every major 

site in between.395 Thebes was certainly a major area for Atenist activity and thus worthy of 

the great deal of attention it has received in examinations of the Amarna Period, as there are 

154 objects in this catalogue with definite or possible Theban provenance. However, with 129 

objects from elsewhere in Egypt, the results of this study suggest that a good portion of 

evidence for the Atenist iconoclasm has long been overlooked and deserves further 

investigation. 

393 For First Intermediate Period see record #225; for Middle Kingdom see record #25, 28, 29, 53, 64, 65, 71, 105, 
115, 116, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 151, and 161; for Second Intermediate Period see record #27, 118, and 188. 
394 For objects with definite Theban provenance see record #26-43, 105-224; for objects with probably Theban 
provenance see record #225-235; for objects with possible Theban provenance see record #280-282; for objects 
with provenance at Abydos or Thebes see record #15-16. 
395 For the full geographic span encompassed in this catalogue see chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5  
Time: The chronological and temporal implications 
5.1 Introduction 

This chapter investigates the chronology of the Atenist iconoclasm based on evidence 

that is external as well as internal to the erasures in this corpus. This examination aims to 

establish a timeline of events that influenced the Atenist erasure campaign, including a date 

for its commencement and indications for shifts in its proscribed elements that may partially 

explain the indiscriminate attacks against various gods that are discussed in the preceding 

chapter. Further, this chapter will examine the age of the objects defaced as part of this 

erasure program to better understand the thoroughness of the campaign and any practical 

constraints the Atenists faced in their implementation. For instance, were certain monuments 

inaccessible because of their age? Did the Atenists overlook or spare older objects? I will thus 

begin this examination by considering scholarly arguments for the beginning of the erasure 

campaign and explore the above-discussed concepts in the succeeding sections of this 

chapter. 

5.2 Evidence for the initiation of the erasure campaign 
At present the evidence for the start date of the Atenist iconoclasm is largely 

circumstantial and often hinges on whether the author believes in a coregency between 

Amenhotep III and Akhenaten.396 As I state in section 2.5, for the purpose of this dissertation I 

take the position that there is currently not conclusive evidence that Amenhotep III and 

Akhenaten were coregents and thus I only discuss evidence that does not rely on a coregency 

396 See chapter 2 for a discussion of the evidence surrounding a coregency between Amenhotep III and 
Akhenaten. 
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between these two kings. Scholars often use several key events and pieces of evidence to mark 

the beginning of the Atenist iconoclasm, and each of these points is explored below.   

Several scholars propose that the erasure campaign coincided with the king’s name 

change from Amenhotep to Akhenaten in years 5 or 6.397 The last surviving use of the king’s 

original name dates to year 5, month 3 of Peret, day 19 in a letter from the king’s steward Ipy 

that lists Memphite institutions,398 while the name Akhenaten is first used on the “earlier 

proclamation” boundary stelae at Akhetaten that date to year 5, month 4 of Peret, day 13.399 

However, Laboury argues that the date on the earlier proclamation boundary stelae 

commemorates the date when the king initially visited the site of Akhetaten, and not the date 

when these stelae were erected.400 Instead, he suggests that the king did not take the name 

Akhenaten until the beginning of year 6. If Akhenaten’s name change marked the 

commencement of the Atenist iconoclasm, then Laboury’s argument for the date of this name 

change seems more plausible, as the last known appearance of the name i̓mn occurs on a wine 

label found at Amarna that dates to Akhenaten’s year 6.401 It seems unlikely that the king 

would allow the pr i̓mn to continue operating once the erasure campaign had begun. 

Bickel also argues for an early start date of the Atenist iconoclasm based on the 

erasures from portions of Amenhotep III’s west bank temple in Thebes that were later reused 

397 See Gabolde 1998, 29-30; Laboury 2010, 138-141. 
398 For translations of this letter see Griffith 1898, 91-92, pl. XXXVIII; Löhr 1975, 142-143, Dok. I,1.; Murnane 1995, 50-
51. 
399 Boundary stelae K, M, and X bear the “earlier proclamation.” For transcriptions and translations of these stelae 
see No. Davies 1908, 28-30; Lichtheim 1976, 48-51; Murnane & van Siclen 1993, esp. 11-69. 
400 See Laboury 2010, 138-141. 
401 The label reads rnpt 6 i̓rp n i̓trw… pr i̓mn [m wꜣst] ḥry... (Year 6, wine of the river… house of Amun [in Thebes], 
chief…). For the original publication of the wine label see Fairman 1951, 165, pl. XC. 
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in Merenptah’s mortuary temple. This temple’s gateway included depictions of Amun’s name 

and images that the Atenists erased and recarved as Ptah, Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, and the deified 

Amenhotep III.402 Some of the recarved names of the deified Amenhotep III are accompanied 

by the epithet nṯr nfr (the perfect god), a phrase that was not used following the shift to the 

Aten’s later didactic name.403 Bickel dates the Aten’s name change to year 9, and thus 

concludes that the Atenist attacks on this temple must have occurred prior to this date.404 

Dorman and Gabolde have also shown support for Bickel’s interpretation.405 

However, Bickel’s inference is largely dependent on the date for the Aten’s name 

change, which is the source of much debate. In addition, several scholars have also suggested 

that the Aten’s final name change may coincide with the beginning of the Atenist iconoclasm. 

For instance, Aldred argued that the elimination of Re-Horakhty and Shu from the Aten’s 

name was evidence for a heightened intolerance of the other deities under Atenism.406 The 

majority of Amarna Period scholars place this change at Akhenaten’s year 8/9 largely because 

of Gunn’s argument that the Aten’s name change coincided with the birth of Akhenaten and 

Nefertiti’s daughter Neferneferuaten.407 Gunn argues that Neferneferuaten was born shortly 

before the death of Akhenaten and Nefertiti’s second daughter, Meketaten. Meketaten’s tomb 

was constructed during the transition between the Aten’s didactic names, as evidenced by the 

402 See Bickel 1997, 83-94, pl. 53, 70. 
403 Here, Bickel cites Perepelkin’s dating scheme: see Munro 1986, 87. After the change in didactic name, nṯr nfr 
was usually replaced with ḥḳꜣ nfr. 
404 Bickel 1997, 93. 
405 See Gabolde 1998, 29-30; Dorman 2009, 18-19. 
406 See Aldred 1968, 195; Aldred 1973, 24-27; Aldred 1975, 62. 
407For arguments for year 8/9 see Gunn 1923, 171-172; Aldred 1959, 33; Aldred 1973, 24-27; Aldred 1975, 62; Bickel 
1997, 92-93; Dijk 2000, 270; Dorman 2009, 18, n. 58. 
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form of the Aten’s heb sed titles that appear in the tomb.408 There, the Aten is referred to as i̓mi̓ 

ḥb sd (one who is in jubilee), a title that dates this tomb to the second joint jubilee of 

Akhenaten and the Aten sometime between years 8 and 9. Further, Gunn notes that the 

Aten’s earlier didactic name appears on the addendum to text B on boundary stelae A and B, 

which date to year 8, month 4 of Akhet, day 30.409  

However, other scholars have proposed later dates for the Aten’s name change. For 

instance, Perepelkin argued for year 12 because he believed that the Aten’s name underwent a 

transitional period between its early and late forms until Akhenaten’s year 11/12.410 In addition, 

Gabolde argued for the emergence of the Aten’s later didactic name in year 14 based on the 

appearances of the Aten’s name in the royal tomb at Amarna.411 However, Dorman notes that 

Gabolde’s interpretation cannot be true considering that the Aten’s later didactic name occurs 

in scenes of the royal couple receiving foreign tribute that date to year 12, month 2 of Peret, 

day 8 from Meryre II and Huya’s tombs at Amarna.412 For the purposes of this dissertation, I 

adhere to general consensus and date the Aten’s name change to around Akhenaten’s year 9 

because at present the evidence supporting this date is (in my view) more convincing and 

based on fewer presumptions. I am particularly swayed by the presence of both names in 

Meketaten’s tomb since the dating of this tomb seems fairly secure.  

408 For this point Gunn references Sethe 1921, 116. 
409 See No. Davies 1908, 22, n. 3. 
410 For arguments in favor of year 12 see Munro 1986, 82 (summary of Perepelkin 1984 (Russian)). 
411 For year 14 see Gabolde 1998, 105-107, 110-118. Murnane and Laboury have interpreted Gabolde’s argument 
favorably: see Murnane 2001, 14-16; Laboury 2010, 321, 326. 
412 See Dorman 2009, 19.  
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Evidence for the cults of some of the traditional deities, including Amun, at Amarna 

could also suggest a date after years 8/9 for the beginning of the erasure campaign.  I̓mn 

appears twice in an inscription on a limestone door jamb from chapel 529, while chapel 525 

contains an offering formula addressed to Amun.413 These chapels also contain two stelae that 

evoke the Aten, Shed, and Isis.414 Peet and Woolley originally suggested that these inscriptions 

dated to the transition back to orthodoxy after Akhenaten’s reign, but more recent evidence 

suggests that they belong to the midst of the Amarna Period.415 For instance, Weatherhead and 

Kemp state that if the inscriptions in chapels 535 and 529 date to after the Amarna Period 

proper then these chapels must not have existed during Akhenaten’s lifetime. This is unlikely 

given that portions of the Workmen’s Village were constructed around these chapels, which 

would suggest that the chapels preceded or were contemporaneous with this village. Since the 

Workmen’s Village had to exist before Akhenaten’s death, so too did these chapels.416  

Further, Stevens notes that numerous ram figurines, statuettes, stelae, and ostraca 

originate from the Workmen’s Village, suggesting that worship of Amun (or possibly Khnum) 

continued there during Akhenaten’s reign.417 Similarly, Aldred records the existence of a ring 

bearing Mut’s name found near the royal tomb at Akhetaten, and takes this as evidence for 

the worship of the Theban triad at Akhenaten’s capital.418 However, Gabolde argues that the 

413See Peet & Woolley 1923, 95. 
414 Ibid, 96. 
415 Ibid, 97-98. Peet & Woolley believed that it was unlikely that Akhenaten would have allowed the citizens of his 
capital to worship Amun or that he would have wavered in his devotion to the Aten in his later years. This led 
them to conclude that the inscriptions date to the period following Akhenaten’s reign. 
416 See Weatherhead & Kemp 2007, 41. 
417 See Stevens 2006, 293. Stevens also notes the evidence for the worship of Ptah, Sekhmet, Wepwawet/Anubis or 
possibly Seth at the Workmen’s Village.  
418 See Aldred 1968, 196; Aldred 1975, 62.  
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reading of this ring is not clear and that its provenance is unknown, so it cannot be treated as 

proof for Mut at Amarna419  

A shrine of Queen Tiye from KV55 bearing the nomen of Amenhotep III and the late 

didactic name of the Aten is also often used as evidence for a late start to the Atenist 

iconoclasm. The original publication of the shrine notes the inclusion of Amenhotep III’s 

nomen on the right door leaf with its i̓mn portion damaged, a feature that Aldred and Giles 

propose was the result of Atenist attack on the shrine.420 These authors conclude that the 

erasure campaign thus began after the Aten’s late didactic name came into use. However, 

Bell’s detailed examination of the shrine revealed that Amenhotep III’s nomen was actually 

carved over Akhenaten’s, which was original to the piece.421 Bell suggests that Akhenaten’s 

name and image were removed from the shrine following the return to orthodoxy and later 

replaced by those of Amenhotep III. Thus, this shrine is not evidence for a late start date to the 

erasure campaign. 

5.2.1 Amarna Period name changes 
There is evidence that several individuals who lived during the Amarna Period 

changed their theophoric names to ones that were more in line with Atenist ideology. At 

present this seems to be a fairly limited phenomenon, though this could be a product of 

survival bias. The majority of the evidence for these name changes comes from excavations in 

the late 1990s and early 2000s, and thus this data has not yet been entirely published or 

419 See Gabolde 1998, 29. For more on this ring see Martin 1974, 75-81; Hari 1984, 1043-1046. 
420 For the original publication of the shrine see Daressy 1910, 13-14. For Aldred and Giles’s arguments see Aldred 
1986, 195; Giles 1970, 72; Aldred 1988 289. 
421 Bell 1990, 130-131. 
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received a great deal of attention.422 Prior to these recent discoveries scholars only knew of the 

general Ramose’s name change due to excavations of his house at Amarna during the early 

1900s.423 At present, six officials seem to have changed their theophoric names sometime 

during Akhenaten’s reign, likely as the result of a wider shift in religious or political ideology. 

If this is the case, these name changes may have occurred around the same time as the 

beginning of the Atenist iconoclasm, when the king initiated a greater degree of religious 

intolerance. Further, the deities included in these peoples’ original and chosen names provide 

more evidence for which gods were acceptable under Atenism. As chronicled in the previous 

chapter, it appears that Amun, the concept of divine plurality, Mut and Karnak bore the brunt 

of the Atenist attacks, while other deities were targeted more sporadically. Although the 

personal names discussed below do not include references to divine plurality or i̓pt swt, this is 

still an opportunity to gather further data on the treatment of Amun, Mut, and a number of 

Egypt’s other traditional gods. Below, I analyze the available information on these six 

individuals to discern when these name changes occurred and to create tentative biographies 

for these officials.  

5.2.1.1 Meryneith/Meryre  
The tomb of Meryneith/Meryre at Saqqara offers the most in depth evidence for an 

Amarna Period individual’s name change, primarily because it is thus far the most extensively 

published. Raven and van Walsem published the final excavation report for this tomb in 2014 

422 For instance, excavators discovered Meryneith/Meryre’s tomb in 2001 (Raven & van Walsem 2014, 7), 
Amunemwia/Ptahemwia’s in 2007 (Raven 2017, 583), Hatiay/Raiay’s in 2001 (Zivie 2004, 226), and 
Kenamun/Kenaten and Amunemwia/Raemwia’s in 1996 (Zivie 2013, 9).  
423 For evidence of Ramose’s name change see Borchardt 1914, 16-17. Ramose’s life and name change will be 
discussed in greater detail in section 5.2.1.2. 
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and at present it is the only comprehensive examination of such an individual’s funerary 

monument, career, and name change.424 This tomb was originally constructed at the very 

beginning of the Amarna Period, and was not completed until around year 2 of 

Tutankhamun.425 As such, the tomb inscriptions and decoration provide rare insight into the 

progression of Akhenaten’s religious revolution and the Atenist iconoclasm. 

Meryneith/Meryre is also a unique case in that the tomb owner initially changed his name to 

reflect stricter Atenist views, and later changed his name back to its original form following 

the return to orthodoxy.426 It is unclear if Meryneith/Meryre began his career before 

Akhenaten came to the throne, but it seems probable as even the oldest titles in his tomb 

indicate a fairly high rank in the Memphite Aten temple.427  

Meryneith/Meryre’s name is written in eleven different variants throughout the tomb. 

These variants can be divided into three separate phases:  

1. Variants 1-6. The oldest writings of the tomb owner’s name. These names are originally
written as mry.ty/mry-nt and later converted to mry.ty/mry-rꜥ.428

2. Variants 7-8. The tomb owner’s name after his initial name change. These names are
originally written as mry-rꜥ and remain unaltered.429

424 See Raven & van Walsem 2014. Currently, the tombs of Hatiay/Raiay and Amunemwia/Ptahemwia have not 
been published aside from preliminary reports. Zivie published the tomb that Kenamun/Kenaten shared in 2013, 
but focuses only a small portion of the publication to Kenamun/Kenaten’s name change. Ptahmose/Ramose’s 
house and tomb were published by Borchardt and Davies, but there has yet to be an examination centered on his 
name change. 
425 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 46-49 for a summary of the tomb’s chronology. 
426 See Ibid, 49 for Meryneith/Meryre’s double name change. 
427 Ibid, 41-44, 46. Throughout his career Meryneith/Meryre held the titles “Steward of the temple of Aten,” 
“Steward of the temple of Aten in Memphis,” “Steward,” “Royal scribe,” “Scribe of the temple of Aten in Akhetaten 
(and?) Memphis,” “Greatest of seers of the Aten,” “Greatest of Seers of the Aten in the temple of Aten,” and “High-
priest in the temple of Neith.” His oldest titles are “Steward” and “Steward of the temple of Aten.”  
428 For the unusual spelling of mry.ty-nt see Ibid, 39-40. Raven & van Walsem suggest that this spelling should be 
read as an exclamation as derived from the Middle Egyptian particle -wy (“how beloved is Neith”). An alternate 
explanation comes from Erman, who posited that such an ending could be analogous to the ending in Thoth’s 
name (ḏḥwty). See Erman 1933, 14, 21. 
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3. Variants 9-11. The last versions of the tomb owner’s name. These names are written as mry-
nt and remain unaltered.430

Raven and van Walsem propose that phase one of Meryneith/Meryre’s name dates to 

years 5-8 of Akhenaten’s reign. This phase appears in the central chapel and western portico 

alongside definitively Amarna-style reliefs.431 At this point in his career, Meryneith/Meryre 

held only one title, “steward of the temple of Aten,” which lends credence to this being the 

earliest phase of tomb decoration.432 It is likely that the Aten temple referred to here is the 

Memphite one, which is currently unattested before Akhenaten’s year 5, since 

Meryneith/Meryre seems to have spent most of his career in Memphis.433  

The excavators attribute Meryneith/Meryre’s phase two to Akhenaten’s year 9 to years 

1-2 of Tutankhamun.434 This phase occurs in the tomb’s southwest and northwest chapels,

vestibules, as well as on a double statue. At this time, Meryre held the same title from phase 

one as well as the more specific “steward of the temple of Aten in Memphis,” in addition to 

two new titles: “royal scribe” and “scribe of the temple of Aten in Akhetaten (and?) Memphis.” 

Although these latter titles are somewhat vague, it seems that Meryre had progressed to a 

higher level in his career. This phase is also typified by Amarna-style decoration, and appears 

to end with a hiatus in the tomb’s construction. Raven and van Walsem suggest that Meryre, 

429 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 48. 
430 For a summary of Meryneith/Meryre’s name phases see Raven & van Walsem 2014, 39, table II.1. For a more 
detailed analysis of these phases see Ibid, 39-41. 
431 See Ibid, 47 for phase one of Meryneith/Meryre’s name. The authors reason that this phase could not take 
place before Amenhotep IV’s years 3-4 due to the Amarna style reliefs.  
432 This corresponds to Raven & van Walsem’s titles 1 and 3. See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 41-42. 
433 See Löhr 1975, 142-143, Dok. I,1. The date for the Memphite Aten temple will be discussed in further detail in 
relation to Hatiay/Raiay’s career.  
434 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 48. 
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as he was then known, may have been transferred to Akhetaten, and that it is possible that he 

is the high priest Meryre I, who began building Amarna tomb 4.435 However, there are issues 

with this scenario. For instance, Meryre I at Amarna was married to a woman named Tener, 

while Meryneith/Meryre at Saqqara was married to an Anuy during all attested phases in his 

tomb.436 Thus it is not clear if our Meryre was ever transferred to Akhetaten. 

The texts on the entrances to the tomb’s vestibule and the back of the double statue437 

contain Re-Horakhty’s name written with the falcon sign and two ꜣḫt signs, which indicates 

that this text was written before the change to the Aten’s later didactic name.438 In addition, 

the southern vestibule text refers to the king as nṯr nfr; this phrase was generally used along 

with the early form of the Aten’s name, and was replaced by substitutes with the later didactic 

name.439 Confusingly, the stylistic features of the double statue suggest that it dates to the end 

of Amenhotep III’s reign or the early years of Amenhotep IV.440 For instance, this statue 

displays several features characteristic of this transitional period including Anuy’s long gown 

that covers her feet except her toes, the separately sculpted footrest, the thin cushion of 

Anuy’s chair, the way the cloth Anuy holds lies in the bend of her upper hip, and the 

435 For the Meryre I at Amarna and his tomb see No. Davies 1903 (full tomb publication); Helck 1961-1969, 149; 
Murnane 1995, 151-162; Congdon 2000, 44-59. 
436 For Tener see Ranke 1935, I, 381.18; Hari 1976, 313. For Anuy see Raven & van Walsem 2014, 7, 28, 45-47, 49, 52-
53, 64, 90, 123-124, 134, 144, 179, 185, 187-219. 
437 For the vestibule texts see Raven & van Walsem 2014, 83-87. For the double statue see Raven & van Walsem 
2014, 187-219.  
438 As noted in section 5.1, the majority of Amarna Period scholars place this change at year 9: see Gunn 1923, 171-
172; Aldred 1959, 33; Dijk 2000, 270; Dorman 2009, 18, n. 58. For arguments in favor of year 12 see Munro 1986, 82 
(summary of Perepelkin 1984 (Russian)). For year 14 see Gabolde 1998, 105-107; Laboury 2010, 321, 326. For the 
purposes of this dissertation, I date the Aten’s name change to Akhenaten’s year 9. 
439 See Munro 1986, 87. After the change in didactic name, nṯr nfr was usually replaced with ḥḳꜣ nfr. 
440 For publications on these stylistic criteria see Kozloff 1992, 125-129, 237-239, 266-282; Gessler-Löhr 1997a, 40-41; 
Gessler-Löhr 1997b, 62-70. 
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combination of Meryre’s šbyw collar and bracelets.441 However, this statue cannot date to 

earlier than around Akhenaten’s year 5, since its texts mention Akhetaten.442 To account for 

these diverging diagnostic criteria Raven and van Walsem suggest that Meryre commissioned 

this statue early in his career, but did not inscribe it until several years later, sometime 

between the founding of Akhetaten and the Aten’s name change (i.e. Akhenaten’s year 5-9).443 

Since the tomb owner’s name is written as mry-rꜥ with no signs of alteration in the vestibule 

and double statue texts, this suggests that Meryneith changed his name to Meryre shortly 

before the Aten’s didactic name change around year 9. This is slightly earlier than the time 

range Raven and van Walsem give (Akhenaten’s year 9 to Tutankhamun’s years 1-2), though 

the other phase two texts feature orthographic elements that date to after the Aten’s name 

change. For instance, on the end wall of the southwest chapel mri̓ is written with Gardiner’s 

N37, which was a typical writing in conjunction with the Aten’s later name.444 In addition, on 

the south wall of the northwest chapel the king is called ḥḳꜣ nfr, which was a common phrase 

used to replace nṯr nfr after year 9.445 This all suggests that Meryneith changed his name to 

Meryre sometime after the Memphite Aten temple opened and Akhetaten was founded 

around year 5 and before the Aten’s name change around year 9. 

441 These features also appear in the tomb of Ramose at Thebes (TT 55), which dates to the transition from 
between the reigns of Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV; see No. Davies 1941 for publication of TT 55. For an art 
historical analysis of the above listed features in Meryre and Anuy’s pair statue see Raven & van Walsem 2014, 
196, 210, 214-215, 217.  
442 For the founding of Akhetaten, which scholars generally date to between Akhenaten’s years 4-6 with the 
majority espousing year 5, see Gunn 1923, 171; No. Davies 1941, 30, n.2; Aldred 1959, 32; Murnane & van Siclen 1993, 
19, 35; Dorman 2009, fig. 3 (timeline); Laboury 2010, 138-141. 
443 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 217 for their explanation of the statue’s differing stylistic and textual indicators. 
444 See Munro 1986, 86; Raven 2005, 29, n. 16; Raven & van Walsem 2014, 135.  
445 See n. 439 of this chapter; Munro 1986, 87. 
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5.2.1.2 Ptahmose/Ramose (Amarna house P 47, 9; Amarna tomb 11) 
There is evidence that another official who served under Amenhotep III and 

Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten changed his name from Ptahmose to Ramose. This figure first 

appears as “Ptahmose” on a jar at Malkata palace dated to year 30 of Amenhotep III.446 His 

later name change is illustrated by a doorpost from his house at Amarna (P 47, 9) that 

contains an inscription where the ptḥ portion of his name is noticeably erased and recarved as 

rꜥ.447 Ptahmose must therefore have changed his name some time after construction on his 

house at Amarna began. Since house P 47, 9 is located near the edge of the city, Borchardt 

suggests that it was one of the first homes built at Amarna sometime around Akhenaten’s year 

5 when the new capital was founded.448 Since the doorpost’s inscription seems to have been 

altered following its completion, Borchardt further proposes that Ptahmose changed his name 

when his house was nearly complete, which may have been some time after regnal year 5. Ptḥ-

ms does not appear in Ramose’s tomb at Amarna (tomb 11), suggesting that his name change 

was already in effect when this tomb was constructed.449 Unfortunately the texts in Ramose’s 

tomb do not contain any firm dates and many of them are badly damaged, which limits the 

available diagnostic criteria.450 However, the form of Nefertiti’s name and its accompanying 

epithets provides a dateable starting point. Here, Nefertiti’s name appears in its later form of 

446 See Hayes 1951, 100. Here Ptahmose is designated as the “Steward of the house of Nebmaatre,” a title that 
reappears in his tomb at Amarna (see Davies 1903, 22, 30, pl. 35). During Akhenaten’s reign this individual would 
gain the title “General of the King of the Two Lands and change his name to “Ramose” (see Borchardt 1914, 15; 
Helck 1958, 390-391).  
447 See Borchardt 1914, 17, fig. 5 for photograph of the doorpost. For transcription of the text see Helck 1958, 13-14 
(n. 2023). For English translation of the text see Helck 1961, 363-364 (n. 769).  
448 Borchardt 1914, 16. 
449 See No. Davies 1903, 21-22, 30, pl. 34-35, 45. 
450 The names and epithets of the Aten are too damaged to fully read in Ramose’s tomb (only m i̓tn portion of the 
name and nḥḥ of the epithet are visible), as is Akhenaten’s name. 
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nfr-nfrw-i̓tn-nfrt-ity (Neferneferuaten Nefertiti) and is followed by the epithet ꜥnḫ.ti ḏt nḥḥ 

(may she live forever and ever), which is attested from Akhenaten’s years 6-8.451 This fits well 

with the epithets that precede Akhenaten’s cartouches in the offering scene at the entrance of 

the tomb. Here nb tꜣwy precedes the king’s prenomen and nb ḫꜥw precedes his nomen; these 

epithets often occurred in combination with the Aten’s earlier didactic name, which was in 

use prior to year 9.452 These indicators thus suggest that Ramose’s tomb dates to the Amarna’s 

initial occupation (year 5) to year 8/9.  

5.2.1.3 Amunemwia/Ptahemwia  
The tomb adjacent to Meryneith/Meryre’s also displays evidence for a potential 

Amarna Period name change. This tomb belongs to a man primarily known as Ptahemwia, 

who served as royal butler in Memphis under Akhenaten and apparently survived into 

Tutankhamun’s reign. This is reflected in the tomb’s two distinct decorative phases: the tomb 

chapel’s decoration is typical of the Amarna Period, while the peristyle courtyard reliefs are 

characteristic of Tutankhamun’s reign.453 Both of these decorative stages appear in 

conjunction with the tomb owner’s name spelled ptḥ-m-wi̓ꜣ. However, a single column portion 

from the tomb’s west portico contains a different name spelled i̓mn-m-wi̓ꜣ, or Amunemwia.454 

Here Amunemwia bears the title “royal butler, clean of hands,” the same title Ptahemwia 

holds throughout the tomb, which suggests that these two names may belong to the same 

451 See Munro 1986, 85.  
452 Ibid, 84. 
453 For art historical analyses of Ptahemwia’s tomb decoration see Raven et. al 2006-2007, 23, 27; Raven 2017, 584, 
589-590. For stylistic analysis of Bologna 1891, a pilaster from Ptahemwia’s tomb, see Berlandini 1982, 208, n. 74.
454 For this column panel see Hays 2009, 13-17; Raven 2017, 584.
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individual.455 This possibility is further confirmed, as no other male tomb owners are 

mentioned elsewhere in the texts or decoration.456  

The column panel bearing the name Amunemwia is fragmentary, but the crudeness of 

its relief is similar to those on the chapel’s north, south, and east walls, which may imply an 

early Amarna Period date.457 The text on the column panel is brief, but it contains a few 

elements that further suggest a date early in the reign of Akhenaten. For instance, at the top of 

the second column of text, the tomb owner is called an “Osiris,” which is spelled using 

Gardiner signs Q1 and A40 instead of phonetically, as would be the case if this text were 

written following the Aten’s name change to the later didactic form.458 In addition, on this 

column mrrt is written using Gardiner’s U6, but would have been written Gardiner N36 or N37 

in the latter half of Akhenaten’s reign.459 It thus seems likely that the tomb owner’s name was 

originally Amunemwia, which he subsequently changed to Ptahemwia prior to Akhenaten’s 

year 9. This explanation is most probable since i̓mn-m-wi̓ꜣ only appears once on an artifact 

that stylistically and textually dates to the early Amarna Period, while ptḥ-m-wi̓ꜣ appears 

everywhere else in the tomb, including in the sections that date to Tutankhamun’s reign.460 

Raven suggests that Amunemwia, as he was originally known, changed his name around 

Akhenaten’s year 9, though he does not explicitly state the reasoning behind this chosen 

455 For Ptahemwia’s titles see Raven 2017, 586. In addition to “royal butler, clean of hands” (which appears most 
frequently in the tomb), Ptahemwia holds the titles “count and prince, seal-bearer of the king, and unique friend” 
and “master of secrets of the two cobra goddesses.” 
456 See Hays 2009, 14.  
457 For line drawings of the column panel see Hays 2009, fig. 9; Raven 2017, fig. 2. Photographs have not yet been 
published. For discussion on the panel’s style compared to that of the rest of the tomb see Hays 2009, 13. 
458 See Munro 1986, 86. 
459 Ibid. 
460 For discussion on the possible scenarios surrounding Amunemwia/Ptahemwia’s name change see Hays 2009, 
14-15; Raven 2017, 584-585.
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date.461 Although it is plausible that Amunemwia changed his name around year 9, when the 

Aten’s late didactic name first appeared, based on the evidence currently available it seems 

that the tomb owner’s name change occurred sometime before that time. However, at present 

it is not possible to narrow the date for Amunemwia’s name change further. 

If Amunemwia/Ptahemwia did indeed change his name to better reflect Atenist 

ideology, as seems to be the case, why did he substitute the i̓mn in his original name for ptḥ 

instead of rꜥ or i̓tn? One possible explanation is that since Ptahemwia served his entire career 

at Memphis, he may have wanted to pay tribute to that city’s patron deity.462 Alternately, Hays 

suggests that replacing Amun with Re or Aten may have been inappropriate if the tomb owner 

wanted to maintain the - m-wiꜣ portion of his name. ____- m-wiꜣ (“____ is in the bark”) was a 

very common New Kingdom name formula that referenced the tradition of carrying a physical 

image of a deity in a bark during festivals. Since Re and Aten were understood as sunlight 

during the Amarna Period, referencing a terrestrial image of light may not have made much 

sense.463 However, the name Raemwia was apparently a viable name, as will be made clear in 

section 5.2.1.5 of this chapter. In any case, Ptahemwia’s choice to include Ptah in his name 

must have been acceptable under Atenism, considering that as royal butler he worked in close 

proximity to Akhenaten (at least when the king was in Memphis) and maintained this 

461 See Raven 2017, 584. Raven citation for this statement points the reader to his publication on 
Meryneith/Meryre (Raven & van Walsem 2014, 40-41, n. 24). On these pages he and van Walsem suggest that 
Meryneith/Meryre’s name change coincided with the shift to the Aten’s later didactic name, which is generally 
dated to year 9. However, neither publication explains why Amunemwia or Meryneith’s name changes should be 
linked to this date. 
462 There are no known attestations of this Amunemwia/Ptahemwia from elsewhere, suggesting that he was 
stationed at Akhenaten’s Memphite palace for most, if not all, of his career. See Raven 2017, 586-588 for an 
overview of Amunemwia/Ptahemwia’s career. 
463 For this explanation see Hays 2009, 15. 
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position into the early years of Tutankhamun.464 It is hard to imagine that someone who 

regularly interacted with the king would have changed his name to anything that rejected the 

new ideology. The data from the erasure catalogue further supports this conclusion, since 

Ptah is only erased five times out of 753 total erasures.465 Further, there are a number of 

artifacts dedicated to Ptah from Akhetaten including small stele, statuettes, jewelry, model 

ears, and ear stele.466 Thus, this case suggests that Ptah was at least somewhat acceptable 

under Atenism.  

5.2.1.4 Hatiay/Raiay (Bubasteion I.27) 
The tomb of Hatiay/Raiay at Saqqara (Bubasteion I.27) presents evidence for yet 

another official’s name change under Akhenaten. Here, the names “Hatiay” and “Raiay” occur 

multiple times in what is clearly Amarna era funerary decoration, which would not be unusual 

if these names denoted separate people. However, both Hatiay and Raiay held the same titles 

and were married to the same woman, named Maia,467 which implies that they are in fact the 

same individual.468 Since both Hatiay and Raiay were usually nicknames,469 it is possible that 

the tomb owner had a name that could be abbreviated either way. Zivie suggests that such a 

name could be “Raemhat,” but quickly dismisses this possibility because there are no known 

464 See Raven 2017, 586-588. 
465 See section 4.4.16 for erasures of Ptah in this corpus. 
466 For Ptah at Amarna see Petrie 1909, 7, pl. ix-xiii; Sadek 1988, 247-249; Stevens 2006, 283. 
467 Maia is referenced multiple times in conjunction with both the names “Hatiay” and “Raiay.” Zivie speculates 
that she may be the same Maia, who owned the nearby tomb (Bub I.20), and served as Tutankhamun’s wet nurse 
(see Zivie 2003, 59). However, at present there is no definitive evidence that proves these are the same Maias. 
468 See Zivie 2004, 227. Both “Hatiay” and “Raiay” hold the title “Scribe of the treasury of the temple of Aten in 
Memphis.” 
469 The i̓ꜣy ending generally denoted a diminutive form that was commonly included in nicknames. For instance, 
Hatiay was a common nickname for names that followed the pattern “deity name + m + ḥꜣt” (literally “deity at the 
front”).  
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attestations of this name.470 Zivie therefore suggests that the tomb owner’s full name was 

originally Amenemhat, commonly abbreviated to Hatiay, and that during Akhenaten’s reign 

he removed “i̓mn” from his name and altered it to something that included “rꜥ” and could be 

abbreviated to Raiay.471  

If this is the case, then it is unclear why the tomb owner did not amend his original 

name (Hatiay) to his chosen name (Raiay), as Meryneith/Meryre and Ptahmose/Ramose did. 

Perhaps the name Hatiay did not need to be erased because it does not explicitly reference a 

deity like the names Meryneith and Ptahmose do. If this is indeed an Amarna Period name 

change, as seems to be the case, it is difficult to pinpoint when the transition from Hatiay to 

Raiay occurred. However, based on Hatiay/Raiay’s titles a possible date range for his name 

change can be constructed. For instance, the name Raiay appears in the tomb with the title 

“Scribe of the Treasury of the Temple of Aten in Memphis.” Löhr argued that the Memphite 

Aten temple did not exist before Akhenaten’s year 5 because it is not mentioned in a letter 

from the king’s steward Ipy that lists Memphite institutions that is dated to year 5, month 3 of 

Peret, day 19.472 Of course, it is possible that the Aten temple at Memphis did exist at that time 

and was simply excluded from this list, though this seems unlikely. The earliest firm 

attestation of the Memphis Aten temple comes from a wine jar label found at Amarna that 

reads “Year 8. Wine for the Temple of Aten of Memphis,” but it is possible that the temple 

470 See Zivie 2004, 228. Here, Zivie cites that “Raemhat” does not occur in Ranke’s Personennamen. 
471 Ibid, 228. It’s important to note that Hatiay’s original full name could have been any combination of a deity’s 
name and “–emhat,” though Amenemhat and Montuemhat are some of the more popular versions. 
472 See Löhr 1975, 142-143, Dok. I,1.  
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existed before then.473 Although the tomb’s excavators have only published a few photos of its 

interior, these limited images provide further dateable criteria. For example, a fragment of 

wall relief where the tomb owner is still named Hatiay includes the cartouches of the Aten, 

Akhenaten, and Nefertiti.474 These cartouches are mutilated, so it is not possible to see 

whether they contain the Aten’s earlier or later didactic name, but the surrounding epithets 

are still legible. Once again, Nefertiti is addressed as nfr-nfrw-i̓tn-nfrt-ity ꜣnḫ.ti ḏt nḥḥ 

(Neferneferuaten Nefertiti, may she live forever and ever), a combination that is attested from 

Akhenaten’s years 6-8.475 This suggests that Hatiay had not yet changed his name to Raiay until 

sometime after Akhenaten’s year 8. Unfortunately, the other available photographs of the 

tomb do not contain easily dateable elements, so at present the timespan for Hatiay/Raiay’s 

name change cannot be further narrowed.  

5.2.1.5 Kenamun/Kenaten and Amunemwia/Raemwia (Bubasteion I.19) 

Bubasteion I.19 at Saqqara, also known as the tomb of the artists, presents evidence for 

the name changes of two more Amarna Period officials. Two artists owned the tomb: 

Kenamun/Kenaten (who is primarily identified by the nickname, Kenna) and Thutmose, who 

may be the same individual as the famed sculptor from Amarna.476 It is unclear how Kenna 

and Thumose were related, though Zivie suggests that they may have been brothers-in-law.477 

Several of Kenna and Thutmose’s family members are also mentioned in the tomb’s 
473 See Petrie 1894, pl. 22, n. 31, pl. 25, n. 93; Peet & Woolley 1923, pl. 55S; Pendlebury 1951, 166m n. 4, pl. 89, n. 127; 
Löhr 1975, 145-146, Dok. I, 3. 
474 See Zivie 2003, 52. 
475 Munro 1986, 85. 
476 The Thutmose at Amarna was the head sculptor at the workshop that produced the famous bust of Nefertiti 
(building P47.1-3). For more on this individual see Peet & Woolley 1923, ch. 1 and 2; Krauss 1983, 119-132.  
477 See Zivie 2013, 102. Zivie suggests that Kenna is most probably the brother of Thutmose’s wife, Iniy. However, 
this is speculative as Iniy’s parentage is unknown. 
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inscriptions, including Thutmose’s father who apparently changed his name from 

Amunemwia to Raemwia.  

There are four instances in the tomb’s chapel where the i̓mn of Amunemwia is clearly 

erased and rewritten as rꜥ on wall C text 7, wall D text 9, and wall E text 20.478 Kenna’s original 

full name, Kenamun, only appears once in the inscriptions on wall E text 20 of the chapel. 

Here also the i̓mn of his name is clearly defaced and subsequently replaced with i̓tn.479 Zivie 

states that the tomb likely dates to the end of Amenhotep III’s reign or the beginning of 

Amenhotep IV’s because the decoration is reminiscent of that found in pre-Amarna Period 

Theban tombs.480 He also notes that the modifications to Kenna and Amunemwia’s names 

were carried out in the same hand as the original texts, further suggesting that these 

alterations date to roughly the same time period.481 However, it is possible that the original 

tomb’s artist returned to the tomb many years later to make these alterations. Amenhotep III’s 

prenomen appears on a painter’s palette that Thutmose is depicted holding on wall D of the 

tomb chapel, indicating that this scene was likely completed when Thutmose worked for 

Amenhotep III.482 This is further bolstered by the depiction of Osiris on tomb chapel wall I, 

who was not represented in tombs during the height of the Amarna Period.483  

The titles of another individual interred in Bub. I.19 may offer additional evidence for 

the tomb’s date. Baki initially holds the title “steward of the first prophet,” which is altered to 

478 See Zivie 2013, 30 (wall C text 7, column 2), 36 (wall D text 9, column 1 and 10), 53 (wall E text 20, column 7). 
479 Ibid, 53 (wall E text 20, column 8). 
480 Ibid, 35. 
481 See Zivie 2013, 55. Zivie attributes the decoration and texts to Thutmose. 
482 Ibid, 34, pl. 15-17, 52-54, 57. 
483 For Osiris in Bub. I.19 see Zivie 2013, pl. 25, 28, 41, 45, 68-71. For Osiris’ treatment during the Amarna Period see 
Hornung 1999, 95, 98-101; Ockinga 2008, 24-35, esp. 25; Teeter 2011, 186. 
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“steward of the lord of the two lands in Memphis.”484 Zivie suggests that the first prophet 

mentioned here was that of Amun, and that Baki’s title was changed to eliminate mention of 

this deity. If this were indeed the first prophet of Amun, this would lend further credence to a 

possible date at the very beginning of the Amarna Period before the Atenists started their 

persecution of Amun.485 A different “steward of the lord of the two lands in Memphis,” the 

famous Ipy, is attested from year 5 of Akhenaten’s reign, which leads Zivie to suggest that Baki 

may have been Ipy’s predecessor in this role.486 These points are somewhat tenuous, but if 

Zivie is correct in his assumptions, he provides greater evidence that this tomb dates to the 

transitional period between Amenhotep III and Akhenaten. 

5.2.2 Synthesis of Amarna Period name changes 
There are two key themes that emerge from the data available on Amarna Period 

individuals who changed their names. First, the majority of these individuals likely changed 

their names in the few years preceding the emergence of the Aten’s later didactic name. As 

discussed above, scholars often link the name changes of such officials to the Aten’s final 

name change, a date that now appears to be slightly too late.487 Indeed, based on the data 

discussed in the preceding sections, most of the officials included in the present study 

changed their names when the Aten’s earlier didactic name was still in use, as exemplified in 

Table 5.1.  

484 Zivie 2013,103-107. 
485 See Gabolde 1998, 32-37. 
486 See Zivie 2013, 107. For Ipy’s year 5 attestation see Griffith 1898, 91-92, pl. XXXVIII., II.18-33; Murnane 1995, 50. 
Notably, this is the latest surviving document where the king is addressed by his birth name, Amenhotep.  
487 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 40-41, n. 24; Raven 2017, 584.  
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Individual Primary titles Name change date range 
Meryneith/Meryre Steward of the temple of Aten 

in Memphis; Scribe of the 
temple of Aten in Akhetaten 
(and?) Memphis 

Akhenaten years 5-9 

Ptahmose/Ramose Steward of the house of 
Nebmaatre; General of the 
King of the Two Lands 

Akhenaten years 5-9 

Amunemwia/Ptahemwia Royal butler, clean of hands Before Akhenaten year 9 
Hatiay/Raiay Scribe of the Treasury of the 

Temple of Aten in Memphis 
After Akhenaten years 6-8 

Amunemwia/Raemwia Director of painters Before Akhenaten year 9 
Kenamun/Kenaten Director of the painters in the 

place of Maat 
Before Akhenaten year 9 

Table 5.1: Summary of Amarna Period name changes 
Second, there appears to be some level of choice associated with these name changes. 

This is particularly apparent when comparing our two Amunemwias: one altered his name to 

Ptahemwia, while the other took the name Raemwia, suggesting that these individuals may 

have been able to pick their new names. It is notable that one of the Amunemwias felt that 

possessing a theophoric name that included Ptah was acceptable, while Ptahmose/Ramose 

apparently did not, especially since it seems that they changed their names ar0und the same 

time. The decisions they made could reflect their different interpretations of Atenism or their 

differing levels of devotion to the new solar cult. Their variant approaches could also be a 

product of their different careers (royal butler vs. general) or the different cities they worked 

in. Perhaps since Amunemwia/Ptahemwia was a resident of Memphis it was acceptable for 

him to include Ptah in his new name; in contrast Ptahmose/Ramose lived in Thebes and 

Akhetaten, where Ptah may have been less welcome.488  

488 However, Ptah is only erased at Memphis and Thebes in this corpus, which may cast doubt on this idea. See 
section 6.2.19 for Atenist erasures at Memphis in this catalogue and section 6.2.35 for Atenist erasures at Thebes.  
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The officials chronicled here were apparently the exception, as the majority of 

individuals attested from the Amarna Period chose not to change their names, for whatever 

reason. For example, five of the family members mentioned in the texts in Kenna and 

Amunemwia/Raemwia’s tomb have names that reference various deities, including Thutmose 

(Thoth), Mutemmusekhet (Mut),489 Ptahemwia (Ptah), and Amunawy (Amun), yet none of 

these people changed their names.490 Thutmose is the most notable of these individuals, 

considering he was later transferred to Akhetaten and became an official court sculptor under 

Akhenaten.491 Keeping his theophoric name apparently did not hurt his career. The Atenists 

did not regularly target Thoth, so it is possible that it was still acceptable to honor him in a 

personal name even when serving in a high-ranking position.492 However, neither Neith or 

Ptah were consistently attacked in the Atenist iconoclasm, but Meryneith and Ptahmose still 

changed their names.493 This could imply that changing one’s name or participating in the 

Atenist iconoclasm was a choice that individuals made, rather than something that was forced 

on the populace. With the exception of Ptahmose/Ramose and Meryneith/Meyre, all the 

individuals discussed here originally had names that contained i̓mn, which might suggest that 

there was more pressure on someone to change his or her name if it honored Amun. Thus far, 

489 The name Mutemmusekhet belongs to two separate individuals in the tomb: Amunemwia/Raemwia’s wife 
and Thutmose’s daughter. 
490 For a summary the individuals mentioned in the tomb and their relations to one another see Zivie 2013, 100-
101. It is possible that these people did in fact change their names, though the surviving data may not reflect this.
491 For Thutmose’s career at Akhetaten see Zivie 2013, 128-130.
492 Thoth is never targeted in the erasure catalogue, while Thoth is possibly only erased once in McClymont’s
study. See McClymont 2017, 168-169.
493 Neith is targeted twice in the present study, but not at all in McClymont’s investigation. Both attacks on Neith
come from Meryneith’s tomb. See section 4.4.13 of this dissertation for erasures of Neith. Ptah is erased five times
in the present study, and twice in McClymont’s corpus. See section 4.4.16 of this dissertation for erasures of Ptah.
See also McClymont 2017, 168. 
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I have not identified any high-ranking officials under Akhenaten who kept a theophoric name 

that included i̓mn; if one is eventually discovered this would help prove that such name 

changes were optional and the product of individual decisions. 

It could be that the individuals who changed their names were particularly ambitious 

and hoped to advance their careers by proving their devotion to Atenism. For instance, Raven 

suggests that Amunemwia/Ptahemwia may have been born into a lower social status since he 

does not include the names or titles of his parents in his tomb.494 This Amunemwia thus might 

have changed his name to Ptahemwia to make himself more marketable in the royal 

administration. Interestingly, the column panel with the only attestation of his original name 

also mentions that Amunemwia/Ptahemwia was “following his lord when he was a youth.”495 

i̓npw, the word translated as “youth” here, specifically refers to the king prior to his accession 

to the throne and must refer to Akhenaten, who was then prince Amenhotep.496 Raven 

suggests that Amunemwia/Ptahemwia may have attended the palace school with Akhenaten, 

since royal butlers were often selected from this group of students.497 Even if Raven’s 

assumption is incorrect, Amunemwia/Ptahemwia was likely signaling his long-standing 

relationship to Akhenaten with this phrase, a relationship that could have influenced 

Amunemwia’s name change, though this is only speculative.  

494 See Raven 2017, 585. 
495 For the column panel text line drawing and translation see Raven 2017, 584, 587. 
496 See Vandersleyen 1992 for discussion of the term i̓npw in reference to the king. 
497 See Raven 2017, 587. Raven states that this would not necessarily contradict the idea that 
Amunemwia/Ptahemwia was of lower social status, since those chosen as royal butlers often had lesser 
backgrounds. For the backgrounds of royal butlers see Helck 1958, 270. 
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However, it seems that most of these officials had already attained their primary 

title(s) before they changed their names. This is true of Amunemwia/Ptahemwia, as seen on 

the column panel bearing his original name. Here, he is already identified as “royal butler, 

clean of hands.” In addition, the doorpost text at Ramose/Ptahmose’s house at Amarna 

demonstrates that he was already “general of the king of the two lands” when construction 

began on this building and he was still known as Ptahmose.498 His title is clearly part of the 

original text and remains unaltered, though the original ptḥ of his name is visibly changed to 

rꜥ. This is also true of Hatiay/Raiay, Kenamun/Kenaten, and Amunemwia/Raemwia, who all 

hold the same titles before and after their name changes.499 In contrast, it is possible that 

Meryneith/Meryre’s career received a boost from his name change. The only title associated 

with the earliest phase of his tomb’s construction and his original name is “steward of the 

temple of Aten,” while after he took the name Meryre he gained the titles “steward of the 

temple of Aten in Memphis,” “royal scribe,” and “scribe of the temple of Aten in Akhetaten 

(and?) Memphis.”500 Therefore, the majority of these officials were already at the peak of their 

careers when they changed their names. Perhaps as members of the royal administration they 

felt pressure to change their names to fit the king’s new views.  

498See Borchardt 1914, 17, fig. 5 for photograph of the doorpost. For transcription of the text see Helck 1958, 13-14 
(n. 2023). For English translation of the text see Helck 1961, 363-364 (n. 769). 
499 For Hatiay/Raiay see Zivie 2003, 59. For Kenanum/Kenaten see Zivie 2013, 53. For Amunemwia/Raemwia see 
Zivie 2013, 30, 36, 53. 
500 See Raven & van Walsem 2014, 48. 
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5.3 Objects from Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten’s reign in the erasure 
catalogue 

There is additional evidence within the erasure catalogue for a chronology of the 

Atenist iconoclasm. For instance, the catalogue contains several objects from Akhenaten’s 

reign that may provide corroborating data for the initiation of the erasure campaign. If an 

object that bears erasures can be dated to a specific year (or year range) under Akhenaten, 

then this would prove that the erasure program began after that point in time. Four objects in 

this catalogue date to Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten’s reign, record #57, 89, 234, 245, while 

another object, record #247, may date to either the end of Amenhotep III’s reign or 

Akhenaten’s first few years on the throne.  

5.3.1 Record #57, Akhenaten’s viceroy Thutmose 
Record #57, a fragmentary standing statue of Thutmose, Akhenaten’s viceroy of Kush, 

presents one erasure of Amun in an inscription that runs down the front of the his garment 

from the phrase [i̓mn] nb nswt tꜣwy.501 In addition, Thutmose is identified as sꜣ nsw n kš (King’s 

son of Kush) multiple times on this statue, and had thus already assumed this important office 

when this statue was inscribed. Although Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten is not explicitly 

mentioned by name on this statue, it very likely dates to his reign since Thutmose is not 

attested as viceroy of Kush under Amenhotep III.502 However, recent work by Brown and Klotz 

501 See the erasure catalogue for record #57’s full bibliography. 
502 Two viceroys of Kush are known from Amenhotep III’s reign: Amenhotep and Merymose, who is attested from 
year 5 onwards. For Amenhotep see Reiser 1920, 32; Habachi 1957a, 22. For Merymose see Reisner 1920, 33-34; 
Habachi 1957a, 23-25; Helck 1957, 1659-1661. Two of Merymose’s monuments appear in the erasure catalogue: 
record #58 and 271. 
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suggests that Thutmose may have served as deputy of Wawat in Nubia for Amenhotep III’s 

long serving viceroy of Kush, Merymose before he was promoted under Akhenaten.503 

Thutmose’s biography provides a time range of about a decade for this statue’s date. 

For instance, Thutmose is last recorded on two nearly identical stelae in Buhen and Amada 

dated to year 12, month 3 of Akhet, day 20 that chronicle how he led a campaign to quell a 

rebellion of the Akuyati tribe in Nubia.504 Thutmose’s career as viceroy of Kush apparently 

began prior to Akhenaten’s name change in year 5/6, as is attested by two graffiti from Sehel 

Island. The first of these simply identifies Thutmose as “king’s son of Kush” under Amenhotep 

IV’s cartouche, while on the second Thutmose bears the additional title “overseer of the gold 

lands of Amun.”505 The fact that Amun is evoked here provides further evidence that these 

graffiti date to before Akhenaten’s year 6, when the last attested reference to Amun occurs.506 

Of course, it is possible that this evidence is the product of preservation bias and that Amun’s 

name continued to appear after year 6; thus this date may be subject to revision in the future.  

The statue’s date can be further narrowed down based on its provenance. Record #57 

was discovered at Gebel Barkal in temple B 500 trench A with a cache of Napatan royal 

statues, though it belonged to the layer just below containing three small structures made of 

503 Klotz & Brown attribute a stelophorous statue (MFA 24.743) with cryptographic inscriptions to Thutmose. 
Their reading of the text attributes the title “deputy of Wawat” to Thutmose on this statue, which appears in the 
erasure catalogue as record #93. In addition, Brown also attributes a graffito in the Wadi Alliqi to our Thutmose, 
who is also called the deputy of Wawat in this inscription. See Brown 2015, 362, 605; Klotz & Brown 2016, esp. 281. 
504 Although the stelae are fragmentary, the general consensus is that the year number is indeed 12. For 
transcriptions and translations of the stelae see Smith 1976, 124-129, pl. XXIX, LXXV, 3,4; Helck 1980, esp. 122-124; 
Murnane 1995, 101-103. For commentary see Darnell & Manassa 2007, 118-119; Darnell 2014, 246, n. 39. 
505 For the graffiti see Lepsius Denkmäler Text IV, 125, n. 11; Reisner 1920, 34-35; Habachi 1957a 25-26.  
506 See section 5.2, esp. n. 401 for this last reference to Amun during Akhenaten’s reign. 
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talatat.507 These structures are likely contemporaneous to temple B 500 phase I, which Kendall 

dates to Akhenaten’s first five years on the throne when he still acknowledged Re-Horakhty as 

a solar aspect of Amun.508 Although the talatat in this temple do not bear decoration or 

inscriptions, the temple has a tripartite sanctuary like Akhenaten’s temples at Dokki Gel and 

Sesebi.509 Such tripartite architecture does not feature in Akhenaten’s later Aten temples, 

which suggests that these three temples date to early in the king’s reign. Further, the talatat 

piers in temple B 500 are nearly identical to those in the Gem-pa-Aten at Karnak, which dates 

to between Akhenaten’s years 2 and 3.510 Record #57’s features work well with Kendall’s 

proposed date since the inscription on the front of the statue is dedicated to Amun instead of 

the Aten or Re-Horahkty and orthography is characteristic of the very early years of 

Akhenaten’s reign.511 This all suggests that this early phase of talatat construction at Gebel 

Barkal dates to Akhenaten’s years 1 to 5, a date range that is likely shared by record #57. The 

Atenist attack on this object therefore most likely occurred after year 5. 

Another statue of Thutmose (MFA 16-3-337, 19-1-240, 16-4-292.1) was also found in the 

remains of a Meroitic palace at Gebel Barkal, but since this statue bears no erasures it is not 

included in the erasure catalogue.512 Its texts mention Ptah, Sokar, and Anubis, but none of 

507 See Dunham 1970, 28, n. 8; Kendall et al. 2017, 172-173. 
508 See Kendall 2009, 14; Kendall et al. 2017, 173. 
509 For the Gebel Barkal temple see Kendall 2009, 2-16; Kendall et al. 2017, 169-174. For the Dokki Gel temple see 
Badawy 1968, 201-214; Wilkinson 2000, 140-141; Bonnet et al. 2007, 197; Bonnet 2019, 133-138. For the Sesebi temple 
see Fairman 1938, 153-154; Morkot 1988, 160; Valentin & Bedman 2014, 19, 21. 
510 See Kendall 2009, 14. 
511 For instance, mri̓ is written using Gardiner’s U6 instead of N36/N37 as is usual for Akhenaten’s years 5 onwards. 
See Munro 1986, 86. 
512 For this second statue of Thutmose see Dunham 1970, 28, n. 10, fig. pl. 28 A-B (called unknown viceroy); 
Goedicke 1972, 89; Kendall et al. 2017, 173. 
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these deities’ names are defaced. This second statue originally portrayed Thutmose seated, but 

it was later smashed into pieces. It is unclear if the damage the statue suffered was intentional. 

5.3.2 Record #89, a relief from Meryneith/Meryre’s tomb 

Record #89 is a fragmentary wall relief from Meryneith/Meryre’s tomb at Saqqara.513 

Meryneith’s original name occurs three times on this object and is altered to Meryre twice. 

The surviving mry.ty-nt is split between the end of line 1 and the beginning of line two, and 

was thus probably easy to overlook or was the product of illiteracy. This spelling reflects phase 

one of the tomb owner’s name, which corresponds to Akhenaten’s years 5 to 8 as discussed 

above. On record #89 Meryneith/Meryre is only identified by his earliest title, i̓my-r pr n i̓tn 

(steward of the Aten temple), which lends further credence to a phase one attribution, 

particularly since the Aten temple in Memphis is not attested before year 5.514 As discussed 

above, Meryneith seems to have changed his name to Meryre and likely altered the texts in his 

tomb to reflect this decision sometime between Akhenaten’s years 5 to 9.515 It is unclear if 

Meryneith/Meryre was responsible for altering his name in his tomb, but it seems like a 

reasonable explanation since the Atenists rarely replaced the items they erased, as 

demonstrated in the erasure catalogue. As such, the alterations in Meryneith/Meryre’s tomb 

and those of the other individuals who changed their names may not have occurred at the 

same time as the rest of the Atenist iconoclasm in the region. Although the Atenists do not 

seem to have targeted the private tombs in Saqqara and Memphis as systematically as they 

513 See section 5.2.1.1 for discussion of Meryneith/Meryre’s tomb. 
514 See Löhr 1975, 142-143, Dok. I,1. 
515 See section 5.2.1.1 for Meryneith/Meryre’s name change as well as table 5.1 for a summary of the proposed 
dates of all name changes discussed in this study. 
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did in Thebes, there are eleven nonroyal items in the erasure catalogue from the Memphite 

region aside from record #89.516 Unfortunately, all of the other objects from the Memphite 

region in this corpus date to Amenhotep III’s reign or earlier, and thus cannot be used to 

pinpoint a date for the start of the erasure campaign.	

5.3.3: Record #234, 245, 247 
The information available on the three remaining objects is somewhat limited, which 

thus presents substantial problems for determining when the Atenists may have attacked 

them. Record #234 is the bust of an unknown man that bears the erased cartouche of 

Amenhotep IV as well as a text that evokes i̓mn nb i̓pt swt, from which only i̓pt swt is partially 

erased. However, record #234’s provenance is not certain, though it may be from Karnak and 

its owner is unidentified.	Record #245 is a partial bust of an official bearing Amenhotep IV’s 

erased nomen, also with uncertain provenance and an unknown owner. Both of these objects 

include Amenhotep IV’s original nomen, which dates them to the first five years of 

Akhenaten’s reign or so. Without further information on the people who commissioned these 

objects or their provenance, the dates that the Atenists attacked them cannot be narrowed 

down beyond sometime after year 5.	

Record #247 is a votive stela containing a hymn to the sun with an unknown owner 

and unknown provenance that may date to the end of Amenhotep III’s reign or the early years 

516 See record #72 (Memphis), 82-88 (Saqqara), and 90 (Saqqara). See chapter 6 for discussion on the geographic 
distribution of Atenist erasures.  
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of Akhenaten. The stela contains a hymn to the sun that appears to be inspired by parts of the 

Book of the Dead:517 

wꜣ rꜥ ḫft wbn=f r ḫpr r ḥtp=f m ꜥnḫ  i̓nḏ ḥr.k rꜥ m wbn=f i̓tm m ḥtp=f  di̓=k wnn=i̓ m tꜣ n 
mꜣꜥtyw ḥr mꜣꜣ nfrwt=k r rꜥ nb n kꜣ n nby n (i̓mn) 
“Praising Re when he rises until his setting from life occurs: Greetings, Re, when you 
rise yourself; Atum, when you descend to rest. Grant me life in the land of the 
righteous to look upon your beauty every day. For the ka of the goldsmith of 
(Amun)…” 

Since the hymn does not contain references to Aten, it cannot be firmly linked to Akhenaten’s 

reign, though such solar hymns devoted to Re were common during his first few years on the 

throne.518 However, such solar hymns are also known from periods preceding Akhenaten’s 

rule, so without further information this stela cannot be dated more firmly. 

5.3.4 Synthesis 
The information derived from the objects that date to Akhenaten’s reign in this corpus 

suggests that the erasure campaign did not begin until after year 5. As chronicled in earlier 

sections of this chapter, an initiation after year 5 is widely accepted, so this data is 

unsurprising. Since none of the objects discussed in this section bears an explicit date, the 

range for the commencement of the campaign cannot be narrowed down further. However, 

this information does corroborate the proposed start date of between years 5 and 9 that I 

arrived at based on the data available on personal name changes.  

5.4 The structure and length of the erasure campaign 
Compared to the breadth of material concerning the initiation of the Atenist 

iconoclasm, scholars have devoted less attention to the amount of time it took the Atenists to 

517 See Limme 1979, 27.  
518 For solar hymns from the reigns of Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV see Stewart 1960, 83-90; Murnane 1995, 
54-57; Lichtheim 2006, 86-89.
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complete the erasure campaign and the organization of this program. In general, scholarship 

treats the Atenist iconoclasm as a single event that was carried out by a homogeneous group 

of people, which I suggest is another product of Egyptology’s tendency to study this campaign 

on a site by site basis, with particular focus on Thebes.519 The geographic scope and differences 

of the Atenist erasure campaign is the focus of chapter 6, but in the following section I 

examine the evidence for the duration of this iconoclasm, the ways in which it 

changed/progressed through time, and its organization, i.e. whether it was a single, 

continuous event or a more sporadic phenomenon. As for the initiation of the campaign, the 

evidence for the structure and length of the Atenist iconoclasm is largely circumstantial, but is 

nonetheless worth examining. 

Thus far, Gabolde is the only scholar to estimate the total time required for the 

Atenists to carry out the erasure campaign. In order to reach this conclusion, Gabolde used 

the erasures at the temple of Amada as a case study to extrapolate the duration of the 

iconoclasm as a whole. Gabolde estimates that in the sanctuary of the Amada temple the 

Atenists erased about thirty images and fifty names, which he suggests would have taken one 

519 See chapter 2 for a brief review of the literature that deals with the Atenist iconoclasm and the ways in which 
scholars have approached investigating this phenomenon.  
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or two people two to three days to complete.520 He then uses this figure to estimate that the 

entire campaign took no more than three months for “small local teams” to complete.521  

However, there are a number of issues with Gabolde’s proposal. For instance, the 

number of erasures he records for the Amada temple are estimates, not exact figures and he 

does not explain how he calculated that it would take a pair of people two or three days to 

complete this task. Further, he doesn’t explain how he used this calculation to reach a total 

time of three months for the Atenist iconoclasm or how many sites he included in this 

estimate. Using the data amassed in my erasure catalogue, it quickly becomes clear that 

Gabolde’s evaluation is too short a time span if the iconoclasm was a single continuous event, 

as he seems to conceive with his calculations. For instance, my erasure catalogue includes 

Atenist attacks from thirty-seven distinct sites.522 If the Atenists took two to three days to 

complete their assignment at all thirty-seven sites, then the entire campaign would have 

lasted for about seventy-four to 111 days, or about 2.5 to 3.7 months to accomplish, which is 

already more than Gabolde suggests. Further, the sites included in the erasure catalogue do 

not represent all of the known sites that present Atenist erasures: for instance, Atenist 

erasures appear at Amada, Gebel el-Silsila, and Sehel Island, but I was not able to find portable 

520 Gabolde states: “En somme, bien que la campagne iconoclaste ordonnee par Akhenaton ait affecte l'ensemble 
des sanctuaires egyptiens, elle ne semble pas avoir mobilise des ressources aussi grandes qu'on pourrait le penser 
au premier abord : mutiler une trentaine d'images et une cinquantaine de noms dans un sanctuaire comme celui 
d'Amada ne dut guere employer plus d'un ou deux ouvriers pendant au maximum deux ou trois Jours; un peu 
plus s'il fallut utiliser des echelles. Si l'on extrapole a l'ensemble de l'Egypte, deux ou trois mois tout au plus 
furent, sans doute, necessaires a plusieurs petites equipes locales - un peu plus si elles furent diligentees par 
l'administration centrale -, (sic) pour achever ce travail. L'entreprise qui se voulait certainement exhaustive 
epargna par negligence, lassitude ou respect de nombreux monuments secondaires.” See Gabolde 1998, 33-34. 
521 Ibid, 34. 
522 See chapter 6 for the complete list and discussion of the sites included in the erasure catalogue. 
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museum objects from these sites to include in the erasure catalogue.523 This suggests that 

there are probably other sites that are missing from my corpus, which would further extend 

the length of the erasure program beyond Gabolde’s estimate. In addition, these sites all differ 

in size and the number of monuments that bore erasable elements, and thus the amount of 

time the Atenists had to spend at them would have varied significantly. It is also likely that 

these sites contained more ancient monuments during the Amarna Period that have since 

been destroyed, moved, reused, or lost, which would also increase the duration of the Atenist’ 

work. Different monuments would require variable amounts of time to erase as well; for 

instance, it may have taken the Atenists more time to attack elements that they had to use 

ladders to reach or gain permission to access, such as the inner precinct of a temple. Lastly, 

the Atenists may have had to travel between different sites or take days off to rest, work in 

other jobs, attend to family matters, etc., all of which would extend the time they needed to 

clear a site of erasable elements. Thus, I suggest that Gabolde’s estimate does not account for 

all current data on the erasure campaign and is too short of a timespan for the entire Atenist 

erasure campaign if it were a single event.  

However, there is evidence that the Atenist iconoclasm was not a single, continuous 

event, but was instead an intermittent phenomenon that underwent a series of changes. For 

instance, Manuelian argued that the iconoclasm was carried out in phases with Amun as the 

523 For Amada erasures see Barguet & Dewachter 1967, 2; Gabolde 1998, 33. For Gebel el-Silsila erasures see 
Lepsius Denkmäler III, 110; Legrain 1902, 262-266; Porter & Moss 1937, 220; Sandman 1938, 143; Redford 1984, 60; 
Bommas 2004, 25. For Sehel erasures see Lepsius Denkmäler Text IV, 125, n. 11; Reisner 1920, 34-35; Habachi 1957a 
25-26.
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initial target as evidenced by the massive number of erasures of this deity.524 Bryan echoes this 

sentiment, proposing two waves of iconoclasm that coincided with the Aten’s name change. 

She agues that in the first iconoclasm the Atenists targeted Amun, but then expanded their 

attacks to other deities around the time the Aten’s later didactic name appears.525 This 

observation matches up with the data in my and McClymont’s erasures catalogues where 

Amun is by far the most attacked deity/term.526 Further, as I discuss in section 5.5, the objects 

that bear erasures in this corpus all date from the end of the First Intermediate Period 

onwards — an era that parallels Amun’s ascent from lesser deity to official state god.527 This 

could suggest that Amun was the primary Atenist target, since objects that date to the period 

before he became a significant deity do not bear erasures.  

There are also several instances where the Atenists replaced Amun’s image with that 

of a different deity, suggesting that Amun was at least initially viewed as more worthy of 

erasure than other gods. For instance, Krauss notes that the Atenists recarved an image of 

Amun into Ptah-Sokar-Osiris at Amenhotep III’s Theban memorial temple.528 In addition, the 

Atenists replaced Amenhotep III’s nomen with his prenomen on the back pillar of record #55, 

thus replacing a cartouche referencing i̓mn with one referencing mꜣꜥt.529 The evolution of the 

Aten’s name throughout Akhenaten’s reign also suggests that the king’s ideology gradually 

524 See Manuelian 1999, 286. 
525 See Bryan 2012, 372-373. 
526 See section 4.2 (erasures of Amun’s name), 4.2.1 (erasures of Amun’s epithets), 4.2.2 (erasures of Amun from 
cartouches), 4.2.3 (erasures of syncretized names of Amun), and 4.2.4 (erasures of the image of Amun) for 
Amun’s treatment in the erasure catalogue. 
527 See section 5.5 below for further discussion on this topic. 
528 See Krauss 2000, 95. 
529 See record #55 in the erasure catalogue for this object’s full bibliography. 
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became more restrictive. As mentioned above, the Aten’s early didactic name referred to Re-

Horakhty and Shu, but these two deities do not appear in the Aten’s later didactic name.530 

Perhaps an increasing number of gods became unacceptable under Atenism as time went on, 

which may have manifested in an expansion of targeted deities in the iconoclasm.  

Further, both Dorman and McClymont analyzed the style of erasures to ascertain if 

these variations could provide evidence for multiple waves of iconoclasm. In his examination 

of the defacement of Senenmut’s name, Dorman noted that the attacks on Amun in 

Senenmut’s tomb were carried out in a shallow, careful style that did not stray too far from the 

boundaries of the erased element.531 This differed from the erasures of Senenmut’s name in the 

tomb, which Dorman describes as “more violent swipes of a broad chisel, leaving deep gouges 

that remove most traces of the hieroglyphs except at their edges.”532 These two erasure styles 

led Dorman to suggest that Amun was originally the primary target for the Atenists, who later 

added Mut to their list of prescribed deities and thus had to complete a second round of 

iconoclasm. However, Dorman admits that this possibility is not convincing and that these 

variant erasure styles could be the result of other factors.  

McClymont also ultimately rejects various erasure styles as evidence for multiple 

waves of iconoclasm.533 She notes that the appearance of erasures, especially the percussion 

type, largely depends on the attacked medium.534 For instance, soft mediums like plaster break 

apart easily and homogeneously, and thus do not reveal much about the tool used to deface 

530 See Gunn 1923, esp. 168, 176. 
531 See Dorman 1988, 154.  
532 Ibid, 154. 
533 See McClymont 2017, 234. 
534 Ibid, 26-27; 233-235. 
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them.535 This makes it very difficult to assess differences in erasure style when examining 

plaster and soft stones. Although various erasure styles appear in McClymont’s corpus as well 

as mine, these disparities do not reveal any obvious patterns that suggest one term was 

defaced before another.536 Further, the various erasure styles do not necessarily indicate 

multiple rounds of Atenist iconoclasm, and could instead be the result of more than one 

person erasing a particular monument simultaneously or an individual trying different 

techniques or tools.  

Although the circumstantial evidence listed above does not provide a definitive length 

for the Atenist iconoclasm, a graffito from the tomb of Pairy at Thebes (TT 139) indicates that 

the persecution of Amun was over by year 3, month 3 of Akhet, day 10 under Ankhkheperure 

Mery… Neferneferuaten Mery…537 This graffito was written for Pawa, who is served in the ḥwt-

nṯr n i̓mn m tꜣ ḥwt ꜥnḫ-ḫprw-rꜥ (the sanctuary of Amun in the estate of Ankhkheperure) as wꜥb 

sẖꜣw ḥtpw-nṯr n i̓mn (cleaner and scribe of the divine offerings of Amun), and also contains a 

hymn to Amun. Giles initially interpreted the ruler referenced in the graffito as Smenkhkare, 

and believing that Smenkhkare and Akhenaten ruled as coregents, took this as evidence for 

the reinstatement of Amun’s cult while Akhenaten was still alive.538 However, the majority of 

scholars now identify this ruler as Neferneferuaten, a female king who succeeded 

535 McClymont 2017, 234. 
536 See McClymont, 235. See section 4.2.4 and 4.4.12 for discussion on erasure styles in my corpus. 
537 See Gardiner 1928, 10-11; Tawfik 1975, 166-167; Murnane 1995, 207-208; Gabolde 1998, 161; Reeves 2001, 164. 
Dodson argues that the graffito’s date reads as year 3, month 4 of Akhet, day 3, though his proposed date is only 
23 days different. See Dodson 2009, 34. 
538 See Giles 1970, 88, 91-92, 113. 
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Akhenaten.539 Although it is not clear if Smenkhkare or Neferneferuaten ruled directly after 

Akhenaten, given that Smenkhkare seems to have ruled only a year,540 it seems that the 

Atenist iconoclasm was over a few short years after Akhenaten’s death.541 

5.5 The age of objects bearing erasures 
The age of the objects that the Atenists targeted has received comparatively little 

attention. As discussed in chapter 2, the majority of scholars focus their studies of Atenist 

erasure on New Kingdom monuments, which ignores a large percentage of the artifacts that 

the Atenists actually attacked. The age of the objects bearing erasures deserves consideration 

since it reveals more information on what the Atenists were tasked with defacing as well as 

what monuments were accessible during the Amarna Period. Table 5.2 summarizes the age of 

erased objects below: 

Kingdom/Period Dynasty Reign # of 
objects 

Record # 

First 
Intermediate 
Period 

11 Intef II 1 225 

Middle 
Kingdom 

Unknown 3 130, 151, 161 
11 Mentuhotep II 2 28, 29 
12 Senwosret I/Amenemhat II 2 115, 116 

Senwosret III 1 126 
Amenemhat III 7 25, 53, 64, 65, 71, 105, 

127 
13 Neferhotep II 

Mersekhemre 
1 128 

539 For Neferneferuaten as a separate individual from Smenkhkare see Allen 1988; Allen 2009, 9-12; Dodson 2009, 
29-32.
540 For Smenkhkare’s length of time on the throne see Gabolde 1998, 219-221; Allen 2009, 9-10; Dodson 2009, 34;
Allen 2016, 10. 
541 Year 17 is the highest attested date under Akhenaten. Evidence that Akhenaten died during year 17 comes from
a wine jar label from Amarna originally inscribed as being from Akhenaten’s year 17 and later changed to year 1 of
his successor. For the original publication of the wine label see Fairman 1951, 159, pl. XCV. For discussion of the
label see Gabolde 1998, 88-89; Laboury 2010, 325; Allen 2016, 10-13. 
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Sobekhotep V Merhotepre 1 129 
Second 
Intermediate 
Period 

17 Sobekemsaf I 1 118 
Intef VI 1 27 
Kamose 1 188 

New Kingdom 18 Unknown 69 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 32, 37, 
42, 43, 68, 75, 77, 80, 
82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 
88, 90, 91, 107, 141, 142, 
156, 157, 160, 170, 173, 
180, 184, 197, 199, 201, 
203, 206, 221, 224, 228, 
230, 232, 233, 237, 238, 
242, 243, 248, 249, 251, 
254, 255, 258, 259, 
260, 261, 264, 267, 
270, 272, 275, 284 

Ahmose I 1 9 
Amenhotep I 2 78, 183 
Thutmose I 3 39, 164, 207 
Thutmose I/Thutmose II 1 67 
Thutmose II 2 31, 34 
Hatshepsut 12 17, 18, 26, 33, 36, 38, 

40, 41, 159, 182, 185, 
216 

Thutmose III 52 19, 21, 22, 30, 35, 46, 
52, 56, 59, 79, 114, 119, 
120, 123, 124, 131, 132, 
133, 136, 138, 154, 155, 
162, 163, 165, 166, 171, 
172, 174, 175, 187, 189, 
190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 
195, 196, 198, 208, 209, 
215, 222, 226, 246, 256, 
262, 269, 280, 281, 282, 
285 

Thutmose III/Amenhotep 
II 

3 135, 266, 286 

Amenhotep II 20 8, 20, 45, 48, 51, 70, 76, 
81, 101, 104, 134, 153, 
158, 186, 204, 217, 235, 
238, 253, 257 
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Thutmose IV 9 47, 60, 61, 176, 200, 
239, 250, 274, 278 

Thutmose IV/Amenhotep 
III 

1 252 

Amenhotep III 81 23, 24, 44, 49, 50, 54, 
55, 58, 62, 63, 66, 69, 
72, 73, 74, 92, 93, 94, 
95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 
102, 103, 106, 108, 109, 
110, 111, 112, 113, 117, 121, 
122, 125, 137, 139, 140, 
143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 
148, 149, 150, 152, 167, 
168, 169, 177, 178, 179, 
181, 202, 205, 210, 211, 
212, 213, 214, 218, 219, 
220, 223, 227, 229, 231, 
236, 240, 241, 244, 263, 
265, 268, 271, 273, 276, 
279 

Amenhotep 
III/Amenhotep IV 

1 247 

Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten 4 57, 89, 234, 245 
Table 5.2: Dates of erased objects 

The oldest object bearing Atenist erasures is the famous dog stela of Intef II that dates 

to the First Intermediate Period. As mentioned in chapter 4, tomb robbery papyri confirm 

that this stela was still in place in Intef II’s tomb during the 20th Dynasty, which suggests it was 

also accessible to the Atenists.542 Seventeen objects in the erasure catalogue date to the Middle 

Kingdom, encompassing Dynasty 11, 12, and 13, while the Second Intermediate Period is 

represented by three objects. Although these non-New Kingdom objects only account for 

7.4% of the entries in the erasure catalogue, it is still significant that the Atenists targeted 

objects created hundreds of years before the Atenist iconoclasm. This suggests that the age of 

542 See For Papyrus Abbott translation and commentary see Birch 1859, 257-281;  Peet 1930, 1-45; Peden 1994, 228-
243. 
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an object was not a limiting factor for the Atenists if that object bore an unacceptable deity, a 

fact that has yet to receive much attention. This oversight may be a product of the modern 

segmentation of Egyptian history into kingdoms and dynasties, with scholars assuming that 

because an object precedes the New Kingdom that it was not a part of the erasure campaign. 

These artificial divisions of history did not exist for the Atenists, and thus it seems that any 

object was fair game for erasure regardless of when it was created. Many Atenists may not 

have been aware that some of the objects they were erasing were hundreds of years old, 

especially if these people were illiterate or uneducated.  

It is notable that only two out of the twenty-one objects predating the New Kingdom 

do not bear erasure of Amun. This may be indicative that Amun was indeed the primary target 

of the Atenist iconoclasm, since Amun began his rise to prominence at the end of the First 

Intermediate Period and the beginning of the Middle Kingdom.543 This could explain why 

there are no Old Kingdom objects in the erasure catalogue: these objects did not include 

mention of Amun and were thus not of concern to the Atenists. I am hopeful that this 

information will prompt other scholars to investigate more First Intermediate Period, Middle 

Kingdom, and Second Intermediate Period objects for Atenist erasures. 

The vast majority of the objects in the erasure catalogue come from the New 

Kingdom, with a total of 260 artifacts, accounting for 92.5% of the corpus. This is unsurprising 

considering these objects are the closest in date to the Atenist iconoclasm and therefore were 

likely to be the most easily accessible. Of these New Kingdom artifacts Amenhotep III’s reign 

543 See Warburton 2012, esp. 211 for Amun’s rise and eventual replacement of Montu as Thebes’ patron deity. See 
also Goedicke 1992, esp. 197-200 for Mentuhotep II’s role in establishing Amun as the chief god of Thebes. 
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is best represented with eighty-one objects, followed by sixty-nine objects that could not be 

assigned to a particular king’s rule, and fifty-two objects that date to the time of Thutmose III. 

Objects created under every 18th Dynasty king from Ahmose I to Amenhotep IV appear in the 

erasure catalogue, though the number of artifacts for the early 18th Dynasty kings remains in 

the single digits until Hatshepsut, for whom there are twelve objects in this corpus. Thus, the 

majority of objects in the erasure catalogue date to the reigns of Thutmose III through 

Amenhotep IV (160 objects), or a span of roughly one hundred years. If this study is 

representative of the Atenist erasure campaign as a whole,544 then this data somewhat justifies 

the focus scholars give to New Kingdom artifacts, and particularly to objects that date most 

closely to Akhenaten’s reign. However, studying the most prevalent trends in a dataset is not 

sufficient and could create unforeseen biases in the resulting evidence.  

5.6 Synthesis 

The preceding discussion has laid out the current evidence for the chronological 

development of the Atenist erasure program, including its start date and length. Although, at 

present it is not possible to pinpoint an exact date for the initiation of the Atenist iconoclasm, 

I suggest that it likely began between Akhenaten’s years 5 and 9 based on the data 

surrounding name changes of Amarna Period officials. Further, I posit that there may have 

been multiple waves of iconoclasm with Amun as the Atenists’ primary target, though the 

evidence for this is circumstantial and could be explained by other factors. Finally, the objects 

that the Atenists attacked date as far back as the First Intermediate Period, a point that has yet 

544 It is possible that this study is somehow misrepresentative of the Atenist iconoclasm considering its relatively 
small sample size. Preservation bias may also be at play here, so I very much hesitate to say that this examination 
is representative of the erasure campaign as a whole. 
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to receive much scholarly attention. Focusing studies of the Atenist iconoclasm solely on New 

Kingdom objects thus misses a good deal of the available evidence and may bias data 

interpretation of this phenomenon.  
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Chapter 6 
Space: The geographic distribution of Atenist erasures 
6.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines the spatial scope of the Atenist iconoclasm and the ways in 

which the region’s geography affected this campaign. This chapter thus begins with an 

overview of the modes of transport available to the Atenists, including water and land travel, 

to consider the ease with which these agents could access and move between sites. Next, this 

chapter analyzes the erasures at each of the thirty-seven sites represented in this corpus, as 

well as an additional “uncertain provenance” category, to assess if there are any regional 

trends in the available data. If disparate patterns emerge in particular regions this could 

indicate that different teams worked in these areas or that Atenist ideology changed over time 

in a way that required an expanded list of offensive terms. An understanding of these patterns 

would allow for a better understanding of the organization of the erasure campaign both in 

space and time. Finally, this chapter demonstrates the enormous geographic spread that the 

Atenist campaign covered, ranging from the northern Nile Delta to the Sinai Peninsula to just 

past the Sixth Cataract in Nubia.  

6.1.1 Transportation methods: introduction 
The Atenists were probably non-elite members of society; I suggest this based on the 

evidence for their probable illiteracy discussed in chapter 4 and because it seems unlikely that 

high status Egyptians would be tasked with such manual labor. It is possible that educated 

elites supervised larger, non-elite task forces of iconoclasts, but I suggest that at least the 
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majority of the Atenists were lower ranking Egyptians.545 Thus, below I discuss forms of 

transportation that were available to the average Egyptian, and not just the prerogative of the 

ruling class. 

6.1.2 Water travel 
Since the Nile was such a dominant feature of the ancient Egyptian landscape, boats 

were a major form of transportation.546 The majority of evidence for boats in ancient Egypt 

comes from the funerary sphere, with tomb scenes of boat building, papyrus skiffs in the 

marshes, and fishing expeditions. For water transport the average Egyptian likely used rafts or 

small boats made of papyrus, much like the papyrus fishing boat models from Meketre’s tomb 

(Theban Tomb 280).547 These crafts were fairly inexpensive and were made by lashing together 

papyrus bundles that were fashioned with wooden platforms for the boat’s occupants.548 This 

process is illustrated in the tomb of Ukhhotep II at Meir where a scene shows men cutting 

papyrus reeds and then tightening the bundles together with ropes.549 Tomb models of 

papyrus skiffs, like Meketre’s, are generally painted green, likely indicating that the papyrus 

was fresh and not dried.550 Although the sail had been in use since Predynastic times, papyrus 

rafts were usually propelled via paddling and could carry around one to five individuals 

545 The identities of the Atenists, including their social statuses, places of origin, education levels, and ideological 
leanings are discussed in greater depth in chapter 7. 
546 See Vinson 2013b, 1. 
547 For papyrus rafts and fishing boats see Jones 1995, 44-45; Vinson 2013a, 1, 8-9.For the papyrus boats in 
Meketre’s tomb see Winlock 1955, 102-103. 
548 See Dawson 1924, 46; Jones 1995, 45; Vinson 2013a, 8. 
549 For the original publication of this scene see Blackman 1915, pl. III, IV. 
550 Of course, this could be an artistic convention, but it seems likely that this convention was tied to reality in 
some way. See Partridge 1996, 14. 
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depending on the boat’s size.551 It is unclear how widespread boat ownership was in ancient 

Egypt, though given how readily available the materials needed to build a papyrus skiff were, 

it seems reasonable that the Atenists had easy access to such crafts.  

It is not clear if the Atenists had to travel great distances by boat, but if they did it is 

unclear if a papyrus skiff was durable enough to make the journey. For instance, Heyerdahl 

successfully crossed the Atlantic from Morocco to Barbados in his replica of an ancient 

Egyptian papyrus boat, which suggests that these vessels could make long trips (i.e. journeys 

that took multiple days) if necessary.552 If papyrus skiffs were not suitable, the Atenists may 

also have used larger, wooden fishing or river crafts that were often equipped with sails. 

Wooden boats were generally constructed with acacia wood, which is native to Egypt but is 

generally too small to produce large planks.553 Cedar was used for boat construction in later 

periods, but had to be imported and was thus probably too expensive for non-elite use.554 

These wooden vessels were built with edge-joined planks and internal bracing, and were 

generally better suited for long journeys than papyrus skiffs.555 For instance, such boats often 

included a small shelter for the crew that could thus accommodate overnight trips.556 

551 For propulsion methods see Vinson 1994, 14-16; Vinson 1998, 15-21; Vinson 2013a, 2. 
552 There are some key differences between Heyerdahl’s boats and the simple papyrus skiffs that the average 
Egyptian used. For instance, Heyerdahl’s papyrus boat used a sail in addition to oars and was able to 
accommodate a crew of seven, making it larger than the skiffs discussed above. Despite these differences 
Heyerdahl’s expeditions at least suggest that crafts constructed from papyrus were able to withstand long trips. 
For Heyerdahl’s journey see Heyerdahl 1969, 80-84; Heyerdahl 1971, 44-71. 
553 See Partridge 1996, 24. 
554 Ibid. 
555 See Jones 1995, 36. 
556 See Jones 1995, 36-37; Partridge 1996, 46. 
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6.1.3 Land travel 
Walking was the most basic form of land travel available to the Atenists and they 

likely utilized most frequently. It was probably easiest to walk around the majority of sites in 

the erasure catalogue, since many of the defaced monuments were located close together and 

the Atenists’ task likely required near constant close inspection to locate erasable elements. 

By the New Kingdom, Egypt had a well-developed road system built on embankments 

between its various towns, temples, and cemeteries, which allowed the Atenists to move 

easily between various sites if necessary.557 

If the Atenists had to travel longer distances, move heavy objects to access all of the 

object’s sides, or carry cumbersome tools they may have employed animals, such as donkeys, 

to accompany them.558 In order to complete their work the Atenists only required hammers 

and chisels, though they might have needed a pack animal’s assistance in transporting 

ladders, step stools, or sledges if they needed to access difficult-to-reach artifacts. Although 

donkeys were the preferred pack animal in Egypt, donkeys are very rarely shown carrying 

people in Egyptian art, which suggests that this was not a common activity for Egyptian 

elites.559 It is possible that average Egyptians rode donkeys, though this is only speculation.560 

Domestic donkeys appear in Egypt as early as the Predynastic Period, though it appears that 

donkeys were fairly expensive during the 18th Dynasty, and thus were probably not readily 

557 See Partridge 1996, 79; Köpp-Junk 2015, 52-66. 
558 For use of pack animals see Köpp-Junk, 2013, 6. 
559 See Partridge 1996, 97; Mitchell 2018, 46. Mitchell suggests that elite Egyptians viewed donkey riding as the 
activity of foreigners, thus why they are not shown using donkeys as personal vehicles.  
560 Egyptian texts, such as the Eloquent Peasant, certainly confirm that non-elite Egyptians used donkeys for 
transport, but they do not specifically state that such people rode their donkeys. For instance, in the Eloquent 
Peasant Khunanup “loads” (ꜣtp) his donkeys before he sets off to market, but the text never notes him actually 
riding them. For this text see Simpson 1972, 25-44; Parkinson 1991; Parkinson 2012; Allen 2014, 229-326. 
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accessible to non-elites.561 It was possible to hire donkeys for a period of time, though it is not 

clear if this was something that the average Egyptian could afford.562 Although horses were 

available in Egypt during the New Kingdom they were the prerogative of elites, and were not 

used as draft animals.563 Thus the Atenists likely utilized very basic modes of transportation in 

order to complete their assignment. 

6.2 Sites 

Below I examine the Atenist erasures in this corpus by site. There are thirty-seven sites 

included in this investigation, as well as a category for objects with uncertain provenance, 

which are arranged alphabetically so that the reader can easily find a site of interest without 

needing to know its exact location. In addition, figure 6.1 below provides the reader with a 

clear illustration of all of the sites included in this analysis as well as the sheer spread of the 

erasure campaign.   

561 Donkeys cost around 20 deben of copper, which was about the same price as a cow. See Brewer 2002, 447; 
Mitchell 2018, 50. 
562 See Mitchell 2018, 50-51. 
563 For horses in ancient Egypt see Partridge 1996, 100-104; Köpp-Junk 2015, 166-171. 
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Figure 6.1: Map of Atenist erasure sites in this corpus 
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6.2.1 Abydos 
Located on the western bank of the Nile in the eighth Upper Egyptian nome, Abydos is 

one of Egypt’s oldest cities as well as the cult center of Osiris. The site itself is relatively flat 

and small, stretching across five square miles, which suggests that the Atenists could easily 

walk across the site.564 At the time of the Atenist iconoclasm, the structures that currently 

define the Abydene landscape, including the Osireion and the temples of Seti I and Ramesses 

II, had not yet been built, and thus the necropolis looked vastly different than it does today. 

During Akhenaten’s reign, the major monuments at Abydos included the royal and private 

necropolises, the tomb complex of Senwosret III, the tomb complex of Ahmose, the chapel of 

Tetisheri, the temple complex of Thutmose III, though artifacts in this corpus with secure 

provenances are only linked to the private necropolis and the Tetsheri chapel.  

Thirteen objects in the erasure catalogue have firm Abydene provenance (record #1-11, 

50, 275), while five others likely originate from this Upper Egyptian city (record #12-16). Of 

these only four artifacts have more specific find spots: record #1 comes from the south side of 

the central necropolis, record #3 and 5 come from the northern necropolis, and record #9 

comes from the Tetisheri chapel. The three objects from the necropolises at Abydos are 

funerary stelae and only contain erasures of Amun. For instance, record #1 is a limestone 

funerary stela owned by a man named Tusy and bears two erasures of i̓mn from the owner’s 

titles.565 This stela contains images of Osiris and Behedety, references to Osiris and Anubis in 

its texts, and the vulture sign that the Atenists often mistook for Mut, but none of these 

564 See Wegner 2001, 7. 
565 Tusy’s erased title is sš n pꜣ sꜣ ꜥꜣ n i̓mn or “scribe of the great phyle of Amun.” 
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elements is erased.  I̓mn is erased twice from personal names on record #3, though the stela 

also bears untouched depictions of Osiris and Behedety, as well as the names of Osiris and 

Anubis. Record #5 bears an erasure of i̓mn from its owner’s name, Amunipetperet, but does 

not contain the names or images of other deities. Record #9 is the donation stela of Ahmose 

and Tetisheri found in the shrine of Tetisheri. It is the only royal monument from Abydos in 

this corpus and contains a single erasure of Amun’s name from line sixteen of the text. 

However, there are several other erasable terms in the text that remain untouched including 

Horus, psḏt, and the vulture sign. 

The remaining eight objects that definitely originate from Abydos (record #2, 4, 6-8, 

10-11, 275), but do not have more specific provenances are private stelae with the exception of

record #6, a limestone naos owned by the high priest of Osiris, Hekanefer. It is likely that 

these objects belong to the tombs in the northern and central necropolises considering they 

all contain offering scenes/formulae or hymns, though it is also possible that they were left as 

votive offerings in the various temple complexes in Abydos. Amun(-Re) is the only targeted 

element on six of these seven objects; record #6 is once again the outlier and also contains 

one erasure of the vulture sign from the word for “mother.”  

On record #2 i̓mn is erased four times from its owner’s titles and a woman’s personal 

name.566 Record #4 bears two erasures of i̓mn from private names.567 Record #6 includes four 

erasures of i̓mn from its owner’s titles and his brother’s name, while the vulture sign is erased 

once from the word “mother,” and mwt is erased three times from the personal name, 

566 The tomb owner’s defaced titles are sḏm-ꜥš n i̓mn (servant of Amun) and sḏm pr-ḥḏ n i̓mn (servant of the 
treasury of Amun); the erased woman’s name is i̓mny (Ameny). 
567 The erased names are sꜣ-i̓mn and i̓mn-m-ḥb (Siamun and Amenemhab). 
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Mutnefret.568 Record #7 contains three erasures of i̓mn from the titles of its owner.569 Record 

#8 includes a hymn to the deified Amenhotep II and i̓mn is erased once from the king’s 

nomen, while i̓mn-rꜥ is erased twice from the phrase mry i̓mn-rꜥ and i̓t=f i̓mn-rꜥ. Record #10 

possesses three erasures of i̓mn from the owner’s name i̓mn-r-ḥꜣt=f (Amunerhatef). Record #11 

bears a single erasure of i̓mn from the name of one of the owner’s sons. Record #50 is a stela of 

a man named Sobeknakht who was i̓my-r pr n i̓mn.  ̓Imn is erased eight times for Sobkenakht 

or his relatives’ titles and a final time from the epithet i̓mn nb nswt tꜣwy. Finally, record #275 

bears two erasures of i̓mn from the owner’s name, Amenhotep. Numerous other erasable 

terms appear on these objects, but all remain untouched including Osiris, Behedety, nṯrw, the 

vulture sign, Wadjet, Nekhbet, psḏt, and Isis. Thus, if these results are reflective of the other 

Atenist activity at Abydos, then it appears that Amun was the Atenists’ primary target at this 

site. The attacks against Mut on record #6 could be the work of a particularly thorough 

Atenist, though it makes sense that Amun’s consort faced some persecution due to their close 

association with one another. 

6.2.2 Armant 

Armant is located just south of Thebes and served as a cultic home to Montu.570 Three 

objects in the erasure catalogue come from Armant: record #17 and 18, two kneeling statues of 

Senenmut, and record #19, a stela of Thutmose III. All three objects likely originate from the 

Temple of Montu, though the original locations of the Senenmut statues are not certain. Both 

statues were purchased by the institutions where they are now housed, but their provenances 
568 The erased titles are i̓t nṯr n i̓mn (god’s father of Amun); Hekanefer’s brother’s name is sꜣ-i̓mn (Siamun). 
569 The erased title is wꜥw n sꜣ n i̓mn (soldier of the company of Amun). 
570 For Montu’s cult centers see Mond & Myers 1940, esp. 2; Werner 1985, esp. 1, 9-10. 
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are fairly certain given that they are dedicated to Renenutet and evoke Armant several times 

throughout their texts.  

The texts on record #17 and 18 are virtually identical, though the number of erasures 

they bear is not. On record #17 i̓mn is erased four times from Senenmut’s titles i̓my-r pr wr n 

i̓mn (overseer of the granaries of Amun) and i̓my-r (nbt) kꜣt n i̓mn (overseer of works of Amun), 

while on record #18 Amun’s name is defaced only twice from the same titles. It is notable that 

the Atenists overlooked three instances of Amun’s name on record #17 and 18, particularly as 

one of these i̓mns occurs on the front of record #17’s base. Since the original locations of these 

statues are unknown it is difficult to say why the Atenists made such an obvious mistake. 

Perhaps these portions of the statues were obstructed or the Atenists simply overlooked these 

instances of Amun’s name for some other reason. Interestingly, the erasure styles on record 

#17 and 18 are different: on record #17 the defacements are rougher and adhere to the borders 

of the erased elements, while on record #18 the hackings are square shaped. The uniformity of 

the erasures was probably affected by the hardness of the stones used since record #17 is 

granite, while record #18 is made of the softer stone, schist. However, the different erasure 

shapes on these statues suggest that different people defaced these statues, though it is not 

clear why this would be the case. To further complicate matters, a third nearly identical statue 

of Senenmut from Armant is located in Munich (ÄS 6265), but it does not bear any erasures of 

Amun.571 All instances of Senenmut’s name are erased on record #17 and 18, but as mentioned 

in section 4.4.12 it is not clear if these attacks can be attributed to the Atenists.  

571 See Dorman 1988, pl. 21 for a transcription of the text on the Munich statue. 
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Record #19, a stela of Thutmose III, presents one erasure of i̓mn from line four of its 

text from the phrase pr i̓mn, though it has since been restored. This is the only time i̓mn 

appears on the stela, though there are numerous instances of other erasable terms that remain 

untouched. For instance, Montu, Tjenenet, and nṯrw occur on the stela, but the Atenists did 

not attack them. It appears that the Atenists who defaced on this object were careful in their 

work, since they did not mistake the combination of mn + i̓ in the phrase mn i̓ry (an example 

thereof) in line four for i̓mn. Because these Atenists were not fooled by this difficult example, I 

am more confident that they did not simply overlook the occurrences of Montu, Tjenenet, and 

nṯrw on the stela due to sloppiness or illiteracy. This suggests that at Armant the Atenists 

primarily targeted Amun, though if the erasures of Senenmut’s name can be ascribed to the 

Amarna Period iconoclasm Amun’s consort may have also been a principal target as well.572 

6.2.3 Bigeh 
Bigeh is an island in the Nile’s First Cataract region located near modern day Aswan, 

as well as the historic border between Egypt and Nubia. This portion of the Nile is populated 

with a number of small islands clustered closely together, including Elephantine, Sehel, and 

Philae Islands in addition to Bigeh. These islands must have been fairly easily accessible in 

ancient times, as the many rock inscriptions and monuments they house demonstrate. In 

order to access Bigeh or the other surrounding islands the Atenists likely traveled by boat, 

though this journey would have been short since Bigeh is less than a mile from the mainland 

and even closer to its neighboring islands. The Atenists probably used papyrus skiffs to make 

the trip to Bigeh, since the waters in First Cataract area were often shallow and only passable 

572 See section 4.4.12 for further considerations on the targeting of Senenmut’s name. 
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via small watercrafts.573 The island itself is small enough that the Atenists could have easily 

traversed it by foot (about .4 miles long and .3 miles wide), and likely would have been able to 

cover the entire island in several hours.574 

Record #20 is the only object in the erasure catalogue that originates from Bigeh. As 

discussed in chapter 4, this artifact is a seated statue of Amenhotep II in jubilee garb that 

bears erasures of Khnum, Satet, and Amun.575 Porter and Moss record that the statue was 

discovered in the island’s temple precinct, and Lepsius states that it was situated behind the 

temple’s second gateway amidst rubble.576 It is somewhat doubtful that this was the object’s 

original location considering that the temple was constructed during Ptolemaic times, though 

the object is clearly from Bigeh as the island is evoked in its inscriptions.577  

Atenist activity in the First Cataract region is fairly well documented, largely thanks to 

the work of Habachi, Delia, and Bommas, though none of these authors specifically mention 

Amarna Period erasures at Bigeh.578 It is notable that almost all of the published Atenist 

erasures from the First Cataract region are of i̓mn or i̓mn-rꜥ, particularly because many of these 

573 See Partridge 1996, 3; Köpp-Junk 2015, 30. 
574 The island’s dimensions were not readily available in published sources, so I calculated the above dimensions 
using Google Maps measure distance feature. Since Bigeh is so small, the Atenists were probably able to walk to 
and deface any available monuments in a matter of hours. I do not give a more precise time estimate because it is 
not clear how many monuments the Atenists had to attack on Bigeh, how many Atenists visited the island, or 
how slowly they worked. 
575 See sections 4.4.8 (Khnum) and 4.4.18 (Satet) for further discussion of record #20. 
576 See Lepsius Denkmäler Text IV, 174; Porter & Moss 1962, 258. 
577 The inscriptions on the front of Amenhotep II’s throne refer to Khnum and Satet as nb(t) sn-mwt, i.e. lord/lady 
of Bigeh. 
578 Delia does discuss a case of post-Amarna erasure at Bigeh, but does not mention Atenist activity on the island. 
See Delia 1999, 112. 
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attacks occur on objects that include references and depictions to other deities.579 For 

instance, in his Denkmäler, Lepsius records a number of erasures of Amun on Bigeh, though 

the names of Anuket, Khnum, Satet, Mut, Nekhbet, Wadjet, Maat, and Thoth remain 

untouched.580 Record #20 bears the only erasures of Khnum and Satet in this corpus or 

McClymont’s, as well as in any of the publications I have reviewed, making it a unique case. It 

thus seems likely that the erasures on record #20 are not typical of the Atenist erasure 

campaign as a whole, in the First Cataract region, or at Bigeh.  

6.2.4 Buhen 
Located in the Second Cataract region, Buhen was an Egyptian settlement in Nubia 

and first appears in texts in the Middle Kingdom.581 Five objects in this corpus originate at 

Buhen, record #21-24 and 278, all of which exclusively bear erasures of Amun. Record #23 is a 

fragment of a sandstone stela that bears Amenhotep III’s cartouches, of which the king’s 

nomen has been sloppily recarved into his prenomen. The Atenists did not erase the original 

nomen, and simply recarved the prenomen directly over it, though it is not clear why they did 

this. This is one of the few cases in this corpus where the Atenists replaced an offensive 

element with a neutral alternative, a practice that required a greater degree of skill and 

knowledge than just hacking something out.  

Record #24 is another sandstone stela that bears the cartouches of Amenhotep III, 

though this time the stela is complete and broken in two sections, while the cartouches are 

579 For erasures of Amun in the First Cataract region see Habachi 1957a, 24-25; Habachi 1957b, pl. xvi-xvii, 89-91, 
96-97; Delia 1999, 104-111; Bommas 2004, 31. The majority of these erasures occurs on Elephantine Island and is
discussed in greater depth in section 6.2.9 (Elephantine) below.
580 For erasures at Bigeh see Lepsius Denkmäler Text IV, 173-175.
581 See Randall-MacIver & Wooley 1911, 2.
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entirely erased except for the rꜥ in in the king’s prenomen. This case is difficult to interpret 

since it seems the Atenist who attacked these cartouches did not distinguish between the 

king’s offensive nomen and his acceptable prenomen. This might suggest that this Atenist was 

not literate enough to recognize Amenhotep III’s nomen from his prenomen; however, this 

Atenist was able to correctly identify rꜥ and understand that this sign should be preserved.582 It 

is possible that this Atenist was particularly knowledgeable/thorough and thought that 

Amenhotep III’s should also be erased since it contains the name of the goddess Maat. 

Regardless of the reasons behind this Atenist’s actions, it is clear that he/she intended to 

attack Amun’s name.  

On record #21, a sandstone stela dating to year 23 of Thutmose III discovered on a 

pillar at Buhen’s south temple, Amun’s name is erased from the phrase nsw nṯrw i̓mn in line 

eleven of the text. However, Amun-Re’s name is mentioned in line one (i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy), 

but does not show signs of Atenist attack. It could be that the stela was located too high on the 

pillar for the Atenists to see or to reach the reference to Amun-Re in line one since the pillar is 

271 cm tall. Another from Buhen is somewhat tentative and appears on record #22, a stela of 

Thutmose III that is now split in two parts that are divided between London and Cairo. In the 

second line of the London portion the word after nṯr nfr looks to be hacked out and Klug 

suggests that i̓mn was erased here.583 Although this possible erasure is on the bottom edge of 

the London portion, it is fairly uniform and square shaped, which is typical of Atenist erasures 

582 See sections 4.2.3.1, 4.4.4, 4.4.11, 4.5 for the Atenist privileging of solar elements. 
583 See Klug 2002, 186. 
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of small-scale inscriptions in soft stone.584 Finally, record #278 is a limestone stela of the 

viceroy Amenhotep, from whose name and titles i̓mn is erased three times. These erasures are 

thus likely the work of the Atenists, and since Amun was by far their most frequent target it 

seems likely that Klug’s assumption is correct. As with the other sites discussed thus far in this 

chapter, numerous other erasable terms appear on the objects from Buhen including, Maat, 

Behedety, nṯrw, psḏt, Horus, and Montu, yet all of these elements remain intact. Thus, it seems 

that at Buhen Amun was the primary target of the Atenist iconoclasm. 

6.2.5 Dahshur 
Located on the west bank of the Nile just south of modern Cairo, Dahshur was a 

southern necropolis in the Memphite region.585 The site is small, spanning about three miles in 

area, and was thus easily traversable to ancient visitors. One object in the erasure catalogue 

originates from Dahshur, record #25, the pyramidion from Amenemhat III’s Black Pyramid. 

Amenemhat III’s nomen appears six times on this artifact and each time the i̓mn portion is 

scratched out. This suggests that the pyramidion was not in place atop Amenemhat III’s 

pyramid when the Atenists attacked it, since they would have had to scale a height of 58m to 

reach it, though it was likely in some other place of cultic significance.586 It is possible that the 

Atenists climbed the pyramid to reach the pyramidion, but it seems very unlikely since they 

probably were not aware of the contents of its inscription if it was positioned so high up. 

Further, record #25 was discovered in the debris at the eastern base of the Black Pyramid, and 

Lehner suggests that it was never placed atop the pyramid since it was found in such good 

584 This stela is made from limestone. See record #22 in the erasure catalogue for the full record. 
585 See Stadelmann 2001, 355. 
586 For the original dimensions of the Black Pyramid see Lehner 1997, 181. 
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condition.587 A number of other erasable elements are featured on the pyramidion including 

Nekhbet, Wadjet, Behedety, nṯrw, and Horus, but all of these are intact. It thus seems that 

Amun was the main target for the Atenists who attacked this pyramidion. 

6.2.6 Deir el-Bahari 

Although Deir el-Bahari is technically part of the Theban necropolis, I have created a 

separate subsection for it due to the high volume of erasures there. The majority of Atenist 

attacks at Deir el-Bahari occur in Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple, though a number also come 

from Mentuhotep II and Thutmose III’s temples as well as the Senenmut quarry.  

Sixteen objects in the erasure catalogue come from Deir el-Bahari, record #26-41, and 

account for forty-nine separate erasures. The majority of these Atenist defacements appear on 

record #26, a wooden naos dedicated to Amun from the Anubis shrine in Hatshepsut’s 

mortuary temple. Twenty-nine references or depictions of Amun(-Re) are erased from this 

naos, though the Atenists overlooked three i̓mn-rꜥs.  ̓Imn is erased from a variety of contexts 

and epithets including ḫnty ḏsrwt, nsw nṯrw, nb pt, and ḥry-tp nṯrw, though the epithets 

themselves are never erased on this naos.588 Although the Atenists were thorough, their work 

is sloppy and many of the attacks on Amun are only partial erasures. Perhaps these Atenists 

were illiterate, not particularly interested in their task, or under some sort of time pressure.  

Record #27 is a wooden altar of Nubkheperre Intef found in the Mentuhotep II temple 

and includes an erasure of the phrase i̓mn nb i̓pt swt (Amun lord of Karnak). This is one of the 

nine cases in this corpus where Amun’s name and the following epithet linking him to Karnak 

587 See Lehner 1997, 180; el-Shahawy 2005, 122-123. 
588 For erasures of these epithets see section 4.2.1. 
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are erased.589 It is unclear if the Atenist attacked this phrase because it characterized Amun or 

because Karnak was also a target in its own right. As discussed in section 4.2.1.4 there are 

several instances where the Atenists erased Karnak’s name even when it was not associated 

with Amun, which suggests that it was indeed an erasable term, though it is impossible to 

know why the Atenist who worked on record #27 chose to erase this epithet.  

An erasure of Hathor occurs on record #28, a relief from the Amun sanctuary of 

Mentuhotep’s temple. This object is discussed in section 4.4.4 (erasures of Hathor), so I will 

only briefly summarize its relevant features. This relief depicts Hathor from the waist up 

standing behind Mentuhotep II at the very edge of where the block was removed from the 

temple wall. Ramesses II later restored this relief, but the plaster used has since fallen away 

exposing the Atenist hackings below.590 Record #29 is another fragmentary relief from the 

Mentuhotep temple and includes the erased arm of an unidentified goddess holding an ꜥnḫ. 

However, it is difficult to draw further conclusions without more information on which deity 

is depicted. One of Amun’s syncretized forms, Amun-Min, is likely erased from record #30, a 

fragment of relief from Thutmose III’s temple. The relief was later restored under Horemheb 

and is the only erasure of Amun-Min in this corpus.591 Record #39 presents the only other 

attack on a deity who is not Amun(-Re). This object is a false door of Thutmose I from 

Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple and the phrase “the Behedite, the great god” is erased twice 

589 These epithets include nb i̓pt swt (lord of Karnak), m i̓pt swt (in Karnak), ḫnty i̓pt swt (foremost of Karnak). See 
section 4.2.1.4 for full discussion of the erasure of these epithets in association with Amun. 
590 See Arnold 1974a, 62. 
591 See Romano 1979, 57. 
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from its upper lintel. This example was discussed previously in section 4.4.3, so I will not go 

into further depth here. 

Record #31 is a partial relief depicting Thutmose II and Hatshepsut on a boat trip, and 

contains three erasures, though one of them is erroneous.  ̓Imn appears twice in the 

inscriptions that accompany the scene and is defaced both times. In addition, the term mni̓t 

(landing post) is erased, most likely because the combination of mn + i̓ looks similar to i̓mn. 

Amun is also erased once from record #32, a fragment of a limestone scribal statue with 

uncertain provenance at Deir el-Bahari. Here, i̓mn is defaced from the epithet nsw nṯrw, 

though the epithet itself remains intact. Record #33 presents yet another erasure of i̓mn, this 

time from a small portion of wall relief from Hatshepsut’s mortuary temple that displays 

Hatshepsut’s cartouches.  ̓Imn is attacked in the king’s nomen, Khenemet Amun Hatshepsut. 

Indeed, Amun and Amun-Re are the only deities targeted on record #34-38, 40-41 where i̓mn 

is erased seven times and i̓mn-rꜥ is attacked twice.  

Deir el-Bahari presents the most diverse set of erasures from any site thus far, though 

attacks on deities who are not Amun(-Re) are very sporadic. This suggests that as with the 

other sites discussed above, the Atenists probably primarily targeted Amun(-Re) at Deir el-

Bahari. 

6.2.7 Deir el-Medina 

Deir el-Medina is the only workmen’s village to appear in this catalogue, and was a 

small settlement that housed between forty to seventy highly skilled artisans and their 
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families.592 The site is located in a desert valley on the edge of the cliffs that surround the 

Valley of the Kings and would have been easily walkable for the Atenists due to its small size. 

Only two objects in the erasure catalogue come from Deir el-Medina, and both only 

bear erasures of Amun. For instance, record #42 is a painted limestone stela from the tomb of 

Kha (TT 8) that presents an erasure of i̓mn from the phrase i̓mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw and from a 

personal name. The stela also contains the names and images of Osiris and Anubis, Re-

Horakhty’s name, and the term nṯrw, but none of these elements is erased. Record #43, a 

stelophorous statue, also contains the erasure of i̓mn from a personal name (Amenemopet) 

from line two of its stela text. Hathor, Osiris, and Atum also appear in the text, but their names 

are all intact. Although these are the only two objects from Deir el-Medina in this corpus, it is 

perhaps telling that the Atenists only targeted Amun in these cases when they could also have 

attacked other deities/terms. 

6.2.8 Edfu 
Located roughly midway between modern Luxor and Aswan, Edfu served as the 

capital of the Second Upper Egyptian nome and was home to the cult of Horus the Behedite.593 

Record #44 is a glazed steatite statuette of Amenhotep III as the god Neferhotep and contains 

an erasure of i̓mn from Amenhotep III’s nomen when it appears once on the back pillar. This 

statuette likely originates from Edfu since its inscription refers to the king as mry ꜣst ḥry-i̓b 

bḥdt (beloved of Isis, who dwells in Edfu). The object’s exact provenance at Edfu is unclear, 

592 See Haring 2001, 368. 
593 For Edfu’s geographic features see Cauville 2001, 436; Moeller & Marouard 2013, 3. 
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though it is possible that it was left at the Horus temple as an offering to Isis.594 Although this 

is the only object in this corpus from Edfu, the erasure it bears fits well with the trends from 

the above discussed sites. Even though record #44 contains the names of Amun and Isis and 

takes the form of Neferhotep, only Amun is attacked, suggesting that Amun was the primary 

target for the Atenists who worked on this artifact. 

6.2.9 Elephantine 

Like Bigeh, Elephantine is an island in the First Cataract region, though Elephantine is 

substantially larger (0.94 miles x 0.31 miles).595 As the capital of the Upper Egyptian first nome, 

Elephantine housed a settlement that included temples dedicated to Khnum and Satet and 

likely sprung up because of the island’s position along a central trade route between Egypt 

and Nubia.596 As discussed in sections 2.3 and 4.4.14, the Atenists were indeed active at 

Elephantine, and Gabolde notes that they targeted Amun and Nekhbet on this island.597 I did 

not encounter erasures of Nekhbet on the objects from Elephantine in this corpus, though 

Atenist attacks on Amun, Amun-Re, and Amun-Kamutef do appear. 

There are six objects in the erasure catalogue from Elephantine, record #45-49, and 51, 

that contain nineteen defacements in total. Record #45 is a stela of Amenhotep II that is now 

broken in half and split between Cairo and Vienna. This stela comes from the temple of 

Khnum and bears nine erasures of Amun and Amun-Re, including attacks on Amun’s image, 

594 There is evidence that a temple to Horus the Behedite at Edfu from the Predynastic Period onward. For this 
temple see Cauville 2001, 436; Moeller & Marourard 2016-2017, 158. 
595 For Elephantine’s dimensions see Franke 2001, 465. 
596 See Franke 2001, 465; Bommas 2004, 25. 
597 See Gabolde 1998, 32-34. Gabolde does not go into further detail about these erasures or discuss why he 
believes Nekhbet may have been a target for the Atenists at these sites. However, he does point to excavation 
photographs and publications that make clear that these are deliberate erasures. 
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Amenhotep II’s nomen, and the epithet i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy. In addition, i̓mnywt (daily 

offerings) is mistakenly erased from line twelve of the stela likely because it so closely 

resembles the spelling of i̓mn. The stela also contains the vulture sign and references to nṯrw, 

though these all remain intact. Record #46 is a relief block from the Satet temple and portrays 

Amun-Kamutef, who was erased and later restored by Seti I.598 As such, this object shows little 

evidence of erasure today. Record #47 is another stela that may have originally come from the 

Khnum of Satet temples and was erected by Thutmose IV. It contains two erasures of Amun(-

Re), including an attack on Amun’s figure in the stela’s lunette and the erasure of the phrase 

i̓mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw. Record #48 may also originate from the temple of Khnum. This small relief 

fragment contains Amenhotep II’s nomen, which is erased.  

The final two objects from Elephantine in this corpus do not have more specific 

provenances, but undoubtedly come from the island. Record #49 is a basalt statuette of 

Amenhotep III that bears the king’s erased nomen. Finally, record #51 is a granite obelisk of 

Amenhotep II from which the king’s nomen is erased once and overlooked once. The 

overlooked nomen occurs at the very top of the obelisk’s shaft and is far smaller than the 

erased nomen. The obelisk is about 215 cm tall, so it is possible that the people who attacked 

this object could not see the smaller nomen at the top and thus overlooked it. Khnum-Re’s 

figure also appears at the top of the obelisk’s shaft but remains intact, suggesting either that 

the people who erased this obelisk were not concerned about Khnum-Re’s presence or that 

they could not see or identify him. At Elephantine, Amun and his syncretized forms once 

598 For the restoration of this block see Brand 2000, 109-110. For further discussion of record #46 see section 4.2.4. 
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again bear the brunt of the Atenist iconoclasts, while other deities and erasable terms are 

ignored or overlooked.  

6.2.10 Ellesijia 
Ellesijia was located just south of modern Aswan that is now submerged beneath the 

Nile due to the creation of the Aswan dam. This was the site of a temple constructed by 

Thutmose III that was dismantled and moved to the Egyptian Museum in Turin. Only one 

item in the erasure catalogue comes from Ellesijia, record #52, a stela of Thutmose III from his 

festival temple that was later restored during Ramesside times. This stela contains two 

erasures of i̓mn once in line two and once from the epithet i̓mn nb nswt tꜣwy in line three of 

the inscription. The lunette of the stela includes the king offering before Amun-Re and Horus 

of Maim, but neither shows signs of erasure.  

6.2.11 Faiyum 
This region in Middle Egypt centered on ancient Lake Moeris (modern Lake Qarun) 

and connected to the Nile by the Bahr Yussef, a natural canal that was expanded during the 

reign of Amenemhat III.599 The Faiyum was the cult center for Sobek, perhaps because its 

marshy environment was a suitable habitat for the crocodile deity.600 Two objects in the 

erasure catalogue either definitively or likely come from the Faiyum. Record #53 is a relief 

fragment from the Sobek temple that bears Amenemhat III’s nomen, which is erased.601 In 

addition, record #54 is a seated statue of the treasurer, Sobekhotep, holding Amenhotep III as 

599 In ancient times the Bahr Yussef was called the mr wr (the great canal). See Wilfong 2001, 496. 
600 For Sobek in the Faiyum region see Zecchi’s recent volume on the worship of Sobek throughout Egyptian 
dynastic history (Zecchi 2010). 
601 For this temple under Amenemhat III see Petrie 1889, 57-59. 
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a child on his lap. Although record #54 does not have an exact provenance, it likely originates 

from the Faiyum since its inscriptions mentions three specific sites in that region. This statue’s 

text refers to the prince Amenhotep III as i̓mn-ḥtp mr ḫpš (Amenhotep who desires strength) 

from which i̓mn is erased. The statue’s text also mentions Sobek of Shedet (the Egyptian name 

for the Faiyum), Horus in Crocodilopolis, and Osiris in the Faiyum, but none of these deities’ 

names is erased.   

6.2.12 Gebel Barkal 
Gebel Barkal is the modern name of a small mountain located roughly halfway 

between modern Khartoum and the current Egyptian border on the west bank of the Nile near 

its Fourth Cataract. In antiquity the Egyptians designated Gebel Barkal as Amun’s residence in 

Nubia, and the site became a cult site dedicated to Amun that had the same name as Karnak, 

i̓pt swt.602 Due to the religious importance of Gebel Barkal, there was much construction at the 

site during the 18th Dynasty, including during the early years of Akhenaten.603  

Six objects in the erasure catalogue originate from Gebel Barkal, record #55-60, and all 

exclusively contain erasures of Amun(-Re). All of these objects come from buildings B500, 

B700, and B900 that are in close proximity to each other and thus these items represent a very 

small geographic portion of the site. Record #55 is a peridotite standing statute of Amenhotep 

III found in temple B700, a Meroitic temple, which suggests that this was not the statue’s 

602 For the temples at this religious site see Kendall 2009, 2-16; Kendall & Mohamed 2016, esp. 3; Kendall et al. 
2017, 169-174. 
603 For New Kingdom construction at Gebel Barkal see Kendall et al. 2017, esp. 169-174 for Akhenaten at Gebel 
Barkal. See also Kendall 2009 for the use of talatat, the building material of chose during the Amarna Period, at 
Gebel Barkal. 
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original location.604 The statue’s inscription contains five references to Amun, four of which 

occur in the king’s nomen. Curiously, the people who attacked this statue recarved 

Amenhotep III’s prenomen over the hacked out nomen on the statue’s back pillar, but did not 

alter the four other erased nomens on the statue. The final attack on Amun occurred as part of 

the epithet i̓mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw, from which only i̓mn is defaced. Record #60 also comes from 

building B700, and was found in a pile of debris. This object is most likely a statue fragment of 

Thutmose IV and contains the inscription mry i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy (beloved of Amun-Re, lord 

of the thrones of the two lands) with visible hack marks over i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt. These hackings 

were not particularly effective at hiding the text beneath, perhaps because the fragment is 

made of green greywacke, which is roughly as hard as granite.605  

Record #56 is the lower half of a seated statue of Thutmose III that excavators located 

in court B501, part of the Amun temple constructed by Piankhy, where it was found positioned 

on top of a boat shrine (MFA 23.728).606 As with record #55, this is unlikely to be the statue’s 

original location at Gebel Barkal, and Kendall suggests that it might have initially been a part 

of a small chapel constructed by Thutmose III.607 This statue bears two erasures of Amun from 

the identical inscriptions running down the sides of the king’s throne: mry i̓mn nb nswt tꜣwy 

(beloved of Amun, lord of the thrones of the two lands) from which only i̓mn is erased. Record 

#57 was also excavated from the temple of Amun at Barkal, and comes from building B500 

604 For the original excavation description of building B700, see Reisner 1918, 101-112. 
605 Both greywacke and granite rank around 6-7 on the Mohs scale of mineral hardness.  
606 For the Harvard-MFA excavation of this object see Dunham 1970, 17. 
607 Kendall notes that at present the extent of Thutmose III’s building activities at Gebel Barkal are unknown. 
However, since record #56 portrays the king wearing his heb sed cloak, Kendall suggests that the building that 
originally housed this statue likely dates to Thutmose III’s year 30, when he celebrated his jubilee. See Kendall et 
al. 2017, 164. 
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trench A. This statue of Akhenaten’s viceroy of Kush, Thutmose, is the subject of section 5.3.1 

and thus will not be discussed in detail here. This object contains one attack on Amun from 

the epithet i̓mn nb nswt tꜣwy of which only i̓mn is defaced.  

Record #59, the famous victory stela of Thutmose III, was also discovered in outer 

court B501, though its original location at Gebel Barkal is likely the same as record #57. This 

stela contains eleven erasures of Amun-Re’s name or image. For instance, in the lunette, the 

two depictions of Amun-Re receiving offerings from the king are hacked out so that only their 

wꜣs scepters are still visible. In the stela’s text i̓mn-rꜥ is erased nine times from various contexts 

including three examples where the epithet i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy is entirely erased. Montu 

appears multiple times in the stela’s text but is never attacked. Finally, excavators found 

record #58 in the debris in the Meroitic portion of building B900. This object is a fragment of 

a seated statue of Amenhotep III’s viceroy of Kush, Merymose, and bears one erasure of what 

appears to be i̓mn-rꜥ from an offering formula, though it is possible that the original text 

simply reads i̓mn.608  

As with most sites discussed above, the Atenist iconoclasts only attacked Amun(-Re) 

on the objects from Gebel Barkal in the erasure catalogue even though other erasable terms 

appear on these artifacts. It is also noteworthy that the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy is either fully or 

partially erased four out of the seven times it appears on objects at Gebel Barkal. This epithet 

is erased 57.1% of the time at Gebel Barkal, an erasure rate that is much higher than for the 

entire erasure catalogue (28.6%), though this sample size is likely too small to draw definitive 

608 See record #58 in the erasure catalogue for a photo of the erasure. See also Dunham 1970, 29, fig. 22 for 
Dunham’s line drawing of the erasure. 
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conclusions.609 However, this percentage is closely in line with the combined erasure rate from 

McClymont and my catalogues (55.5%), which could possibly indicate that the Atenists 

targeted nb nswt tꜣwy at higher rates in cities that were cult centers for Amun.610 

6.2.13 Giza 

The Giza plateau is best known for its Old Kingdom structures, the site was still active 

in the New Kingdom leading up to the Atenist iconoclasm, as evidenced by the 18th Dynasty 

objects from Giza in this catalogue. Two objects in the erasure catalogue come from Giza, 

record #61 and 62. Record #61 is a stela of Thutmose IV dedicated to Amun-Re and Hor-em-

akhet that was found in the Khafre Pyramid Temple. This stela contains two erasures of 

Amun-Re, including a depiction of the god from the lunette and an attack on the entire 

epithet i̓mn-rꜥ nb pt (Amun-Re, lord of the sky).611 However, Hor-em-akhet’s name and image 

remain intact on the stela.  

Record #62 is a granodiorite group statue of Amenhotep III between Nekhbet and 

Wadjet on which the king’s nomen was recarved into his prenomen. As discussed in section 

4.2.2, the Atenist iconoclasts did not usually replace an offensive nomen with a neutral 

prenomen, which suggests that the Atenist who worked on this statue may not have been 

particularly skilled. This case is even more unusual because both Nekhbet’s figure and name 

are hacked away while Wadjet’s remain untouched. I have already examined this statue in 

section 4.4.14 (erasures of Nekhbet), and will thus reiterate that the people who attacked 

609 See section 4.2.1.1 of this dissertation for further discussion of the erasure of this epithet. 
610 For this epithet at Thebes in this erasure catalogue see section 6.2.35. 
611 See section 4.2.1.3 for erasures of the epithet nb pt in relation to Amun(-Re). 
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Nekhbet here may have mistaken her for Mut.612 There are only eleven other erasures of 

Nekhbet in this catalogue, which suggests that regardless of why the Atenists targeted 

Nekhbet, they did so inconsistently.613  

6.2.14 Hatnub 
Hatnub was an ancient Egyptian travertine quarry located roughly ten miles southeast 

of Tell el-Amarna.614 Only one object in the erasure catalogue may originate from the Hatnub 

area, record #63, though its provenance is not entirely certain. This artifact is a stela of the 

steward of Amun, Sobeknakht, who lived during the reign of Amenhotep III. There are four 

erasures of Amun from the stela’s inscriptions including two attacks on Amenhotep III’s 

nomen and two attacks on Sobeknakht’s title i̓my-r pr n i̓mn (overseer of the temple of Amun). 

i̓mn is overlooked once in line four of the text, which is strange considering it is located in the 

same line as the two erased i̓mns in the stela owner’s titles. In addition smn (to establish) is 

erroneously erased from the right outer frame of the stela, likely because of its resemblance to 

i̓mn.615 It is also noteworthy that Sobek is never erased from Sobeknakht’s name, nor are the 

depictions of Anubis and Osiris. However, considering this object’s provenance is not definite 

and it represents a single example, I am hesitant to draw further conclusions. 

612 For the argument that Nekhbet may have been mistaken for Mut see Seidel 1996, 207-208.  
613 As noted in section 4.4.14, Gabolde argued that Nekhbet was attacked at Qasr Ibrim, Amada, and Elephantine, 
and Krauss recently reiterated this observation. See Gabolde 1998, 32-34; Krauss 2019, 64-67. However, neither 
mentions erasures of Nekhbet at Giza. For erasures of Nekhbet at Qasr Ibrim see Caminos 1968, pl. 33; for Amada 
see Barguet & Dewachter 1967, 2; for Elephantine see Junge 1987, pl. 12a, 15a, 19c.  
614 For this distance, see Harrell 2012, 320. 
615 For further discussion of this case and for other erroneous erasures of Amun see section 4.2.5. 
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6.2.15 Hawara 
Hawara is located near the entrance of the Faiyum oasis and is thus part of the Faiyum 

region. The site is probably best known as the location of one of Amenemhat III’s pyramids, so 

it is perhaps unsurprising that both objects from Hawara in the erasure catalogue come from 

Amenemhat III’s labyrinthine mortuary temple complex, record #64 and 65.616 The objects 

from Hawara in the erasure catalogue both date to the 12th Dynasty, making this the only site 

thus far that is represented solely by Middle Kingdom objects. Record #64 is an offering table 

of Amenemhat III that bears the king’s nomen twice, and both are defaced. Record #65 also 

contains Amenemhat III’s erased nomen, and is a small fragment of what appears to be relief. 

Thus, as with the other objects from the Faiyum region discussed in section 6.2.11, there is 

only evidence for attacks against Amun at Hawara.  

6.2.16 Heliopolis 
Although Heliopolis was one of ancient Egypt’s most prominent cities, little is known 

about the archaeology of the site, as it now largely lies beneath modern suburban Cairo.617 This 

may explain why only one object in the erasure catalogue originates from Heliopolis, record 

#66. Akhenaten was active at Heliopolis throughout his reign and constructed Aten temples 

there, which suggests that the Atenists probably worked to rid the city of offensive terms 

too.618 Record #66 is a partially broken faience vase that depicts Amenhotep III offering a 

616 Lepsius was the first to correctly identify Amenemhat III’s mortuary temple at Hawara as the famous 
“Labyrinth” mentioned by Herodotus. See Lepsius 1843, 204-209. For a summary of the complex see also Lehner 
1997, 181-183. 
617 For a summary of the geography of Heliopolis and its relation to modern Cairo see Kákosy 1977, 1111-1113; Allen 
2001, 88.  
618 For the Aten temples at Heliopolis, one of which was called wṯs i̓tn m i̓wnw n rꜥ (Elevating Aten in Heliopolis of 
Re), see Löhr 1974, 34-38; Munro 1981, 359-367; Hoffmeier 2015, 176-177. 
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statue of Maat to Atum and does not have a more specific provenance than the city itself. The 

king’s nomen is defaced from the text above this scene, though Atum’s name and image are 

intact. Further, the statue of Maat that the king holds is also untouched, as is the mꜣꜥt in his 

prenomen. Thus, this is indicative that Amun was the primary target for the person who 

attacked this vase. However, with only one example, I will not draw conclusions for Heliopolis 

as a whole.  

6.2.17 Kumma 

Kumma, or Semna East, is located on the east bank of the Nile at the Second Cataract 

in ancient Nubia roughly fifty miles south of Wadi Halfa.619 The site served as a fort from the 

12th Dynasty and was in use throughout the New Kingdom, though during this later period 

priests who served the temple of Khnum there likely occupied the fort instead of soldiers.620 

Kumma is now submerged under the Nile due to the construction of the Aswan Dam, and as a 

result the temple of Khnum there was salvaged and moved to the Sudan National Museum in 

Khartoum where it now stands in the museum’s garden.621 Although this temple is the only 

artifact from Kumma in this corpus (record #67), it presents twenty-nine erasures, twenty-

eight of which target Amun(-Re). The majority of the erasures from the temple of Khnum 

consist of Amenhotep II’s defaced nomen with twenty-six hacked out examples.  ̓Imn-rꜥ is also 

defaced once from scene 31 in room D. In addition, jamb 16 on the façade of the temple, 

619 For geographic information see Dunham’s original publication of the Harvard-MFA excavation at 
Semna/Kumma. See Dunham 1960, 2. For erasures in this corpus at Semna see section 6.2.28. 
620 Ibid, 113-114. 
621 For the modern salvaging of the temple of Kumma see Caminos 1998a, 5, n.5; Caminos 1998b, 1. 
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presents one erasure of i̓mn as well as the only attack on psḏt in this catalogue.622 This single 

erasure of psḏt is difficult to explain considering that psḏt occurs numerous times throughout 

the temple, as does nṯrw, but these references to divine plurality remain intact. Perhaps the 

iconoclast who worked on that portion of the temple was particularly knowledgeable or 

thorough in their work. In contrast, there are three instances where i̓mn remains intact in the 

king’s nomen, once in room D and twice in rear court E.  I̓mn-rꜥ survived the Atenist attack 

once on the west side of column 10 in room B in conjunction with the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy. It 

is worth noting that numerous other deities and erasable terms occur throughout the temple 

including Khnum, Nekhbet, Wadjet, Horus, Dedun, Hathor, Behedety, Thoth, Anukis, and Re-

Horakhty, but none of these show signs of Atenist attack. Further, the Atenists were 

apparently able to access all portions of the temple at Kumma, as even the inner areas of the 

temple contain erasures. 

6.2.18 Meidum 
Meidum is an area in Lower Egypt that is perhaps best known as the site of one of 

Snefru’s pyramids.623 Only one artifact in the erasure catalogue comes from the Meidum area, 

record #68, a portion of a limestone stela owned by a private individual. Hayes notes that the 

stela was a gift to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, but that “it is said to have come from near 

the pyramid of Meidum.”624 The stela owner holds the title “servant of Amun” from which the 

i̓mn is erased. The stela also depicts the owner and his wife before Osiris, who remains intact. 

622 For discussion on the Atenist treatment of divine plurality see sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
623 For Snefru’s pyramid at Meidum see Lehner 1997, 97.  
624 This should not be taken as definite proof of the object’s provenance, though it is the best information 
available on this item’s origin. See Hayes 1959, 171.  
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This suggests that the person who attacked this stela intended to target Amun over divinities. 

However, since this is the only object from Meidum I am hesitant to draw further conclusions 

from this example.   

6.2.19 Memphis 

Memphis served as Egypt’s capital for much of dynastic history and is located 14 miles 

south of modern Cairo. At present the ruins of Memphis are about one tenth of the city’s peak 

size, since the majority of the site is now located beneath modern towns and thus largely 

inaccessible.625 Memphite artifacts are very underrepresented in modern museum collections 

as well as in this corpus.  

There are five objects in the erasure catalogue that originate in Memphis, record #69-

73, three of which have definite provenance in the city’s great Ptah temple enclosure. Record 

#70 is the first artifact from the Ptah temple and is a stela of Amenhotep II that was later 

restored under Seti I.626 For instance, the figures of Amun-Re and Ptah in the lunette are 

carved visibly deeper than the surrounding area, which is often a sign of erasure and 

subsequent restoration. The stela’s inscription contains eleven more Atenist attacks including 

two erasures of Amenhotep II’s nomen in lines one and thirty-four, two erasures of i̓mn in 

lines one and four, one erasure of mwt in line four, two erasures of mnṯw in lines two and six, 

and two erasures of i̓mn-rꜥ in lines twenty-one and thirty-two. This stela is the most 

thoroughly erased artifact discussed thus far considering that all references of Amun, Amun-

Re, Montu, Mut, and Ptah are defaced, except for one i̓mn and one mnṯw that remain intact. It 
625 Jeffreys estimates that what remains of Memphis spans about 2.5 miles north to south and almost one mile 
east to west. See Jeffreys 2001, 373; Staring 2019, 207-223. 
626 For Seti I’s restorations and restoration formula on this stela see Brand 2000, 52-53; Klug 2002, 242. 
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seems that the Atenist iconoclasts who attacked this stela did not primary target Amun, and 

instead attacked all mentioned deities. Unfortunately, there are no references to divine 

plurality on the stela, so it is not clear how these Atenists would have handled terms like nṯrw 

or psḏt.  

Record #72 also comes from the Ptah temple and is a quartzite scribal statue of a man 

named Amenhotep Huy, son of Heby. This statue is an unusual case, as it presents more 

overlooked than erased terms, though the defaced terms appear to have been deliberately 

hacked out. For instance, i̓mn occurs three times in the statue’s inscription, but is only erased 

in the last line as part of Amenhotep Huy’s name. In addition, ptḥ occurs five times in the text, 

but is only erased twice, seemingly deliberately. It is unclear why the person who attacked this 

object did such a cursory job; perhaps he or she was under time pressure, were not invested in 

their task, or were not very literate. In contrast, record #73, a quartzite relief fragment also 

from the Ptah temple, bears a definite erasure of Amenhotep III’s nomen. This fragment 

portrays the king in front of Ptah, but this time Ptah remains intact.  

The remaining artifacts in the erasure catalogue from Memphis do not have exact 

provenances. Record #69 is a now headless statue of a kneeling Amenhotep III holding an 

offering table and presents a single erasure of the king’s nomen. Record #71 is a granodiorite 

sphinx that dates to the end of Amenemhat III’s reign and features a line of text running down 
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its chest.  I̓mn is erased from beneath the king’s prenomen, but the text breaks off afterwards, 

so it is impossible to tell the context of the erased reference to Amun.627  

The data from Memphis is the most complicated discussed so far, though there is still 

a noticeable trend. For instance, Amun is erased on all five of the artifacts from Memphis, 

while Ptah, Mut, and Montu are targeted sporadically. It is possible that record #70 is an 

outlier and that the consistent attacks against multiple deities that it bears are the work of a 

particularly skilled, thorough, or devoted Atenist. It is clear that Memphis was an important 

site for Akhenaten, as he erected an Aten temple in this city, and this importance may also 

have manifested in a more intense iconoclasm.628 This could suggest that the Atenist agenda 

was intensified at Memphis, and may thus have resulted in attacks against many gods instead 

of just Amun. However, it is not possible to draw further conclusions without more erasures 

from Memphis to examine. 

6.2.20 Mirgissa 
Mirgissa is located in ancient Nubia near the Nile’s Second Cataract. The site is 

probably best known for its Middle Kingdom fort, which led the earlier town in the area to 

grow into an important trade post.629 There are two objects in the erasure catalogue that most 

likely come from Mirgissa, record #74 and 277, both of which are fragmentary clay stelae of 

Amenhotep III. In his Catalogue Général, Lacau assigns these stelae to Amada, but Klug 

627 See record #71 in the erasure catalogue for photograph, line drawing, and bibliography for this fragmentary 
text. 
628 For the Memphite Aten temple see Löhr 1975, 142-143, Dok. I,1. See also chapter 5 for greater discussion of the 
dates for the Aten temple at Memphis. 
629 For history and excavations at Mirgissa’s town and fortress see Dunham 1967; Vercoutter 1970. The 
necropolises at Mirgissa are treated in Vercoutter’s volumes II and III, though it is unlikely that either object in 
this catalogue originated there. 
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argues that Mirgissa is the more likely find spot, as these stelae are similar to stelae recovered 

from the temple of Mirgissa.630 The texts on both fragmentary stelae are nearly identical and 

record #74 bears one erasure of Amenhotep III’s nomen, while record #277 contains two 

defaced nomens that were later restored. Since the provenances of these objects are not 

definite it is impossible to draw conclusions about the Atenist erasure program at Mirgissa.  

6.2.21 Naga ed-Deir 
Naga ed-Deir is an Upper Egyptian site on the east bank of the Nile that consists 

mostly of a series of cemeteries that date primarily to the Predynastic Period to the Middle 

Kingdom.631 Although the site is most famous for its Predynastic and Old Kingdom remains, 

the area was still active during the New Kingdom when the Atenist iconoclasts visited.632 

Record #75 is the only object in the erasure catalogue to originate at Naga ed-Deir. This 

artifact is a limestone stela without exact provenance that was owned by a man named Nakht 

and bears a single erasure of i̓mn from an offering formula. This stela also references or 

portrays Osiris, Anubis, Behedety, and nṯrw, but all of these terms remain intact. 

6.2.22 Naqada 

Naqada is located about 18 miles north of Luxor on the Nile’s west bank and is best 

known as a center of Predynastic Egyptian culture.633 A single object in the erasure catalogue 

comes from Naqada, record #76, a granodiorite block statue of a man named Sennefer that 

comes from the Temple of Seth. In the last line of the statue’s text i̓mn is erased from one of 

630 For the provenance of these stelae see Lacau 1909, 62-63; Lyons 1916, 182-183; Klug 2002, 436-437. 
631 For excavations at these cemeteries see Reisner 1908; Mace 1909; Reisner 1932; Lythgoe 1965; Podzorski 1990; 
Brovarski 2018. 
632 For the Predynastic and Old Kingdom cemeteries at Naga ed-Deir see Reisner 1908; Mace 1909; Reisner 1932. 
633 For geographic location of the site see Hassan 2001, 493. 
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Sennefer’s titles, which is damaged and difficult to read. Seth is also mentioned in the text but 

is not defaced. Since this is the only erasure that comes from Naqada, it is not appropriate to 

draw further conclusions about the Atenist iconoclasm at this site.  

6.2.23 Nebesheh 

Nebesheh is located about six miles south of Tanis in the Nile Delta and is perhaps 

best known as the site of a temple of Wadjet.634 The only object in this corpus from Nebesheh 

is record #77, a group statue of a man named Minmose who served as i̓my-r i̓wꜣ n i̓mn 

(overseer of the cattle of Amun). Amun’s name is erased from this title when it appears in line 

seven of the statue’s inscription. However, nṯrw appears once in line six, Montu’s name 

appears once in line five, Wadjet’s name appears in lines two and eleven, and Min’s name 

appears three times as part of Minmose’s name, but all of these elements remain untouched.  

6.2.24 Qasr Ibrim 

Located almost midway between the First and Second Cataracts, Qasr Ibrim is one of 

the few Lower Nubian sites to survive the flooding created by the construction of the Aswan 

Dam and is now an island in the midst of the Nile.635 Although the site is best known for its 

medieval artifacts, Qasr Ibrim was occupied from at least the New Kingdom onwards.636 Qasr 

Ibrim is also only represented by one object in the erasure catalogue, record #78. This artifact 

is a sandstone stela of Amenhotep I that shows the king and queens Meritamun and Ahmose-

Nefertari offering to Horus of Miam. The stela includes seven lines of text, which are now 

634 For the original excavations at Nebesheh see Petrie 1888, 4-45. 
635 See Rose 2011 for a summary of the Qasr Ibrim today and the results of the past 26 excavation seasons at the 
site. 
636 For geography and a brief history of the site see Rose 2011, 4. 
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badly damaged and nearly impossible to read. In the stela’s lunette Meritamun’s cartouche 

was erased and later incorrectly restored,637 while in the first line of the inscription the 

Atenists replaced Amenhotep I’s nomen with his neutral prenomen. This object is one of only 

two cases in the erasure catalogue where a queen’s cartouche is attacked and one of the few 

instances where the Atenists replaced an erasable term with a neutral one.638  

6.2.25 Quft 
Quft, also known as Coptos or gbtyw to the ancient Egyptians, is located about twenty-

five miles north of modern Luxor on the east bank of the Nile. In antiquity the town served as 

a major Upper Egyptian trade center, as it linked the Nile Valley to the routes that led to the 

Red Sea and Eastern Desert.639 The city was a cult center to Min, but also held special 

significance for Isis.  

Three objects in the erasure catalogue originate from Quft, record #79-81. Record #79 

is a massive offering table in the shape of a ḥtp sign from the Temple of Amun and Renenutet. 

In the text that encircles the edge of the offering table i̓mn appears twice, once as part of the 

intact epithet nb nswt tꜣwy. Renenutet’s name and nṯrw are also untouched in the inscription. 

Record #80 is the lower portion of a scribal statue commissioned by a man named Minnakht 

and contains the erasure of Amun-Re’s name from the phrase i̓mn-rꜥ ḥry-tp nṯrw. This object’s 

exact provenance is unknown. Min is never attacked as part of Minnakht’s name nor is Isis’s 

name on the right side of the statue’s base.  

637 See record #78 in the erasure catalogue for this incorrect restoration. 
638 Sitamun is the other queen to be persecuted in the erasure catalogue. For the Atenist practice of replacing a 
nomen with a prenomen see section 4.2.2. 
639 For Quft’s geography see Pantalacci 2012, 15. 
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Record #81 is the most complex example of Atenist erasures from Quft and contains 

five erasures of five different deities. This artifact is a granite stela of Amenhotep II from the 

Min temple and features an attack on a deity’s image in its lunette, though unfortunately the 

god’s figure is too damaged to assess his or her identity. In addition, the Atenists attacked the 

depiction of Isis in the lunette, though her name remains untouched. Amenhotep II’s nomen 

was also attacked in the lunette but was later restored. In line three of the text Min of Coptos’s 

name was hacked out, while in line thirteen Amun-Min’s name was also defaced but later 

restored. The iconoclasts who attacked this stela destroyed every divine image or name, aside 

from the Isis’s overlooked name, which suggests that they were unusually literate or thorough 

in their work for whatever reason. Since record #80 and 81 present conflicting evidence for 

the Atenist treatment of Min and Isis it is difficult to discern if there was a standardized 

approach to dealing with these deities. Perhaps it was up to the individual iconoclast to 

decide how thorough he or she would be or not all Atenists received the same directions from 

their supervisors, though without further evidence from Quft this is only speculation. 

6.2.26 Saqqara 
Saqqara served as the primary necropolis for Memphis and is the only burial ground in 

Egypt to be used from the 1st Dynasty to the Christian era.640 Ten objects in the erasure 

catalogue have definite or almost definite provenance from Saqqara, record #82-91. Record 

#82 is a limestone stela owned by a man named Ahmose and contains one erasure of i̓mn from 

the name of one of the man’s relatives, i̓mn-m-i̓n (Amunemin). The stela also includes Osiris’s 

640 For surveys of Saqqara’s history and excavation see Spencer 1974, 1-11 (focuses on the area’s topography); Lauer 
1976; Zivie 1988 (specifically for Saqqara in the New Kingdom); Chauvet 2001, 176. 
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name and image as well as the vulture sign, but none of these elements is defaced. Record #83 

is another limestone stela, this time commissioned for a man named Wesy that bears a single 

erasure of Amun from one of this wife, Ipuy’s titles. The stela also includes Ptah-Sokar-Osiris’s 

name and image and Khentyimentiyu’s name, but none of these is defaced. The three erasures 

on record #84, another privately owned stela, all occur in the personal names of the people 

depicted. Record #85 is a pyramid topped false door of a man named Ptahankh that contains 

two offering formula and a further inscription. The deity’s name at the start of the second 

offering formula is erased, but the area is too damaged to discern the identity of the god. The 

names of Ptah, Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, and Anubis all remain intact, so this unknown deity is likely 

someone whose name is not otherwise mentioned on the stela. Record #86 is another stela, 

this time owned by a man named Amenemhab. Amenemhab’s name is erased twice, his 

relative Siamun’s name is erased once, and Anubis’s name is partially erased once from an 

offering formula. However, the iconoclasts who attacked this stela also overlooked 

Amenemhab and Siamun’s name on one occasion each. Osiris, Ptah, Khentyimentiyu, and Re 

also appear on the stela, but remain untouched.  

A man named Nehemawy, who served high up in the Nubian administration under 

Amenhotep III, owned the next stela, which unfortunately lacks a more exact provenance, 

record #87.641  ̓Imn is erased five times throughout the stela’s inscription including three times 

from Nehemawy’s son’s name, Amenmose, as well as twice from two different offering 

formula. Osiris’s name and image appear on record #87, but they remain intact. I discussed 

641 For a brief summary of Nehemawy’s position and family see Bryan 1991, 254-255. 
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the erasures of Anubis on record #88, another privately owned stela, in section 4.4.1, so here I 

simply summarize that the two images of Anubis on the stela’s lintel are defaced though their 

accompanying names are intact. Further, i̓mn is partially erased once from the name 

Amenmose on this stela. However, Osiris and Ptah’s names also appear on the stela, but they 

are never attacked.  

The next object, record #89, a wall fragment from the tomb of Meryneith/Meryre 

bears two erasures of Neith from the tomb owner’s original name and is the only artifact from 

Saqqara that does not include erasures of Amun. This object is discussed in greater detail in 

section 5.3.2.642 Record #90 is yet another privately owned stela that comes from Saqqara 

north. A man named Amenemhat commissioned the stela, which contains three erasures of 

i̓mn from Amenemhat’s name throughout the stela’s text. As is often the case with funerary 

stelae, Osiris and Anubis are both referenced on record #90, but escaped Atenist attack each 

time. Finally, record #91 is a wall relief fragment from the tomb of a scribe also called 

Amenemhat, whose name is erased once in the top register of the surviving relief. The stela’s 

second register depicts Renenutet in the form of a cobra, but her image is completely intact.  

Thus, Amun appears to have been the primary target of the Atenist iconoclasm at 

Saqqara, as is the case at the other sites discussed thus far. Amun is defaced nineteen times 

out of the twenty-five erasures at Saqqara, and was thus the focus of 76% of the Atenist 

attacks at the site in this catalogue. Although the Atenists erased Ptah, Mut, and Montu at 

Memphis as well as Nekhbet at Giza, there are no recorded attacks against these gods at 

642 For discussion on Meryneith/Merye’s name change see section 5.2.1.1. 
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Saqqara. The fact that different gods are defaced at Memphis, Giza, and Saqqara could suggest 

that different people carried out the Atenist iconoclasm at these sites even though they are 

essentially adjacent to one another. In contrast, this could be further evidence of the 

haphazard nature of this erasure campaign. Thus, Amun was likely the primary target of the 

iconoclasm. 

6.2.27 Sedeinga 

Sedeinga is located on the west bank of the Nile about 100 miles north of Dongola in 

Nubia. The site’s major archaeological features include a temple dedicated to Queen Tiye and 

a Meroitic cemetery that did not yet exist at the time of the Atenist iconoclasm.643 One object 

in the erasure catalogue comes from Sedeinga, record #92, a fragment of the lunette of a stela 

that was reused in a later tomb. The stela comes from the temple of Queen Tiye nearby and 

contains a depiction of Amenhotep III offering incense to Amun of Soleb and his own deified 

image, which wears a headdress associated with Khonsu. On the stela Amenhotep III’s nomen 

was erased and recarved into his prenomen, as were the image of Amun, and the column of 

text that reads i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy. The only other references to deities on the stela fragment 

are portions of Behedety’s wings, Maat’s name in Amenhotep III’s prenomen, and the Khonsu 

headdress that the deified Amenhotep III wears, but none of these bears erasures. 

6.2.28 Semna 

Semna is the twin site of Kumma, located on the east side of the Nile by the Second 

Cataract. As at Kumma, the fortress at Semna was erected in the 12th Dynasty and was used 

into the New Kingdom when Hatshepsut and Thutmose III renovated its temple. Semna 

643 For an overview on the site’s location and landscape see Riley & Francigny 2013, 61-65. 
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temple was also salvaged from the Aswan Dam’s flooding and is now located in the Sudan 

National Museum in Khartoum.644  

There are two objects in the erasure catalogue that originate from Semna, record #93 

and 285. Record #93 is a steatite statue of Akhenaten’s future viceroy of Kush, Thutmose, who 

stands behind a round-topped pillar. This statue likely dates to the reign of Amenhotep III 

when Thutmose served as the deputy of Wawat.645 It was found in room Q of the Taharqa 

portion of the temple, which did not yet exist during Thutmose’s lifetime and thus, this is 

likely not the statue’s original location. Record #93 bears a single erasure of i̓mn from the 

epithet i̓mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw. Record #285 is what survives of the temple of Semna in the Sudan 

National Museum, which contains twenty erasures of the names and images of Amun, Amun-

Re, and Nekhbet. Amun(-Re) is attacked eleven times, while Nekhbet is defaced nine times 

throughout the temple. Curiously, I was not able to identify any deliberate erasures of 

Nekhbet at Kumma temple, nor are there any examples of the erasure of terms denoting 

divine plurality at Semna. Considering that these two temples were located just across the 

Nile from one another, it is strange that their erasures are not more similar. These deviations 

suggest that there were important differences in the way that the Atenist iconoclasm was 

carried out at Semna and Kumma. However, it is not clear whether these variable results are 

due to different teams working in the temples at various times or the members of the same 

team interpreting their orders differently.  

644 For a summary of the temple’s history and appearance see its original excavation report: Dunham 1960, 1-110; 
Caminos 1998a 
645 For Thutmose as the deputy of Wawat see Brown 2015, 362, 605; Klotz & Brown 2016, esp. 281. For Thutmose’s 
career and other artifacts in the erasure catalogue see section 5.3.1. 
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6.2.29 Soleb 
Located on the west bank of the Nile just north its Third Cataract, Soleb served as the 

seat of the Egyptian government in Kush during the 18th Dynasty.646 There are three objects in 

the erasure catalogue that come from Soleb, record #94-96. Record #94 is a colossal statue of 

Horus of Nekhen that was made for the Amenhotep III temple at Soleb in honor of the king’s 

jubilee. However, its exact location is unknown as Piye later moved this statue to his 

constructions at Gebel Barkal. The statue bears one erasure of Amenhotep III’s nomen from 

the front of its base. Record #95 and 96 are the two “Prudhoe lions” now housed in the British 

Museum. Like record #94, these statues were also later transported to Gebel Barkal, so their 

original locations at Soleb are unknown. Each statue bears an erasure of Amenhotep III’s 

nomen and an additional i̓mn and were later restored and reinscribed by Tutankhamun. Thus, 

all Atenist erasures from Soleb in this corpus target Amun. 

6.2.30 Tabo 
Tabo was the site of a New Kingdom temple just south of the Nile’s Third Cataract and 

is located the south side of what is now called Argo Island. It appears that the temple was 

constructed during the 18th Dynasty and was originally dedicated to Amun, though it 

eventually fell into disrepair and was rebuilt during the 25th Dynasty.647 Record #97 is the only 

item in this corpus from Tabo and was found in the 25th Dynasty temple, though this is 

obviously not its original location. This object is a reused block that bears Amenhotep III’s 

cartouches in raised relief from which the king’s nomen is crudely hacked out. Thus it seems 

646 See Francigny, David & De Voogt 2014. 
647 For the temple at Tabo see Jacquet-Gordon, Bonnet & Jacquet 1969, 103-111; Jacquet-Gordon 1999, 257-263; 
Rocheleau 2008, 60-61, 76-77, 90-91. 
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that the Atenists were active at the temple of Tabo during the 18th Dynasty and were likely 

targeting the temple’s patron deity. However, without further evidence it is inappropriate to 

draw firm conclusions. 

6.2.31 Tanis 
Record #98 is a commemorative scarab of Amenhotep III now located in a private 

collection, which the vendor states originated in the Tanis area.648 Although the city of Tanis is 

not attested before the 19th Dynasty, this region in the Nile Delta was occupied from the Old 

Kingdom onwards and is the northernmost area in the erasure catalogue.649 Record #98 is one 

of Amenhotep III’s bull hunt scarabs and contains an erasure of the king’s nomen from its 

fourth line. The scarab also contains the names of Nekhbet, Wadjet, and Maat, but none of 

them is defaced.  

6.2.32 Tell el-Amarna 
Tell el-Amarna is the modern name for Akhenaten’s capital city, Akhetaten, located 

roughly halfway between the ancient cities of Memphis and Thebes. The two objects in the 

erasure catalogue from Amarna, record #99 and 100, date to the reign of Amenhotep III and 

were thus created elsewhere and later transported to the new capital. Record #99 consists of 

four alabaster fragments that each contains Amenhotep III’s cartouches. The king’s nomen is 

erased all four times that it appears. Record #100 is one of Amenhotep III’s commemorative 

648 See Blankenberg-van Delden 1969, 61. 
649 For an overview on the region’s history and occupation see Petrie 1885, 1-25; Graham 2001, 348. Tanis only just 
beats Nebesheh and Tell el-Borg as the northernmost site in the erasure catalogue. For the geographic span of the 
Atenist iconoclasm see section 6.3 of this chapter. 
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lion hunt scarabs and was excavated from house R. 41.14(a) in 1933.650 The king’s nomen is 

erased from line four of the scarab’s eight-line text. The scarab’s text also references Maat, but 

her name is not attacked. 

6.2.33 Tell Basta 
Tell Basta or Bubastis was a city located in the Nile Delta near the modern town of 

Zagazig.651 Two objects in this corpus come from Tell el-Basta, record# 101 and 102. Record 

#101 is a lintel of Amenhotep II that the Atenists largely defaced and that was later restored 

and partially reinscribed by Seti I.652 This lintel was found in the hall of Nakhthoreb in the 

temple of Bastet, which did not exist during the 18th Dynasty or when the Atenists visited the 

site. The Atenists erased the two symmetrical images of Amun-Re on the lintel as well as two 

of Amenhotep II’s nomens, and two mentions of i̓mn-rꜥ. Seti I restored all of these elements, as 

he recorded in the restoration formula that now runs down the center two columns of text on 

the lintel. Record #102 bears another erased king’s nomen, this time belonging to Amenhotep 

III. This item is the upper portion of a statue of an official that was originally part of a dyad

and does not have a more specific provenance.  

6.2.34 Tell el-Borg 
Tell el-Borg was the site of a New Kingdom military outpost in northern Sinai located 

about three miles east of the Suez Canal at modern Qantara Sharq.653 Two New Kingdom forts, 

the earlier of which dates to the reign of Thutmose III or Amenhotep II, occupied the area and 

650 For the excavation reports on this objects see Pendlebury 1934, 135; Pendlebury 1951, 122, 189. 
651 For the history and excavations at Tell Basta see Naville 1891, 1-29; Habachi 1957; El-Sawi 1977, 127-131. 
652 For Seti I’s alterations to record #101 see Brand 2000, 50-52. 
653 For geographic information on Tell el-Borg see Hoffmeier & van Dijk 2010, 191. 
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remained in use through the Amarna Period.654 It is significant that Amarna Period erasures 

occur at this site, as it indicates that the Atenist iconoclasm was not just focused on sites in 

Egypt and Nubia. Record #104 consists of four doorjambs dating to the reign of Amenhotep II 

that were reused in a Ramesside moat at the second fort. The four doorjambs present four 

erasures of Amun including two erased nomens of Amenhotep II and two erasures of i̓mn 

from the phrase i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy. It is notable that these iconoclasts spared Re’s name in 

these examples and only attacked Amun. These objects do not mention other deities or divine 

plurality so it is unclear how the Atenists at Tell el-Borg would have dealt with such cases.  

6.2.35 Thebes 

Nearly half of all the objects in the erasure catalogue are of Theban origin, with 133 

objects out of 285 from this Upper Egyptian city. Because the corpus of Theban objects is so 

large, I organize these objects into subcategories based on the specific monuments they were 

found in at Thebes. The objects that do not have a more specific provenance are included in a 

separate category. Karnak temple holds the most Atenist erasures from Thebes, which is 

unsurprising given that it was the cult center for the worship of Amun-Re in Egypt. However, I 

am focusing solely on the objects that were removed from the temple and are now located in 

museum or private collections.655 I divide the erasures at Karnak according to the precinct in 

which they occur in an effort to better examine any patterns within the temple subsections. 

654 For these forts see Hoffmeier & Bull 2005, 79. 
655 Ramadan Saad produced an unpublished dissertation on all erasures in the precinct of Amun-Re at Karnak, 
including the Atenist erasure campaign and the iconoclasms against Hatshepsut, Akhenaten, Tutankhamun, and 
Ay. The dissertation, titled Les martelages de la XVIIIe dynastie dans le temple d'Amon-Re à Karnak, is now housed 
in the library of the Centre Franco-Égyptien d'Étude des Temples de Karnak in Cairo.  
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Luxor temple, Amenhotep III’s mortuary temple, and the Theban necropolis also contain a 

high volume of erasures in this corpus and are thus treated in their own sections below. 

6.2.35.1 Karnak temple 
Twenty-one objects in the erasure catalogue originate from Karnak temple, though 

these items do not have more specific provenance: record #107, 118, 119, 133, 136, 137, 141, 146, 

147, 148, 152, 154, 155, 162, 163, 164, 190, 191, 215, 217, and 223. Three other objects likely come 

from Karnak including record #174, 180, and 234. All of these objects date to the 18th Dynasty, 

except for record #118, which dates to the 17th Dynasty. Of these objects, only four present 

erasures of terms/deities that are not Amun(-Re): record #119, 146, 147, 163, and 234.  

Record #119 is a group statue consisting of two Hathors, two Montu-Res, and two 

Thutmose IIIs all holding hands in a circle. The Atenists smashed in Hathor and Montu-Re’s 

faces and erased i̓mn-rꜥ twice from the statue’s text. Record #146, a statue of Amenhotep son 

of Hapu in scribal pose, bears four erasures of Amun’s name and one erasure of Karnak when 

it is not explicitly associated with Amun from the base of the statue. However, Karnak occurs 

a second time in the text on the statue’s lap in the phrase i̓mn m i̓pt swt, but neither Amun nor 

Karnak is erased. This discrepancy may be because this part of the statue’s text was obstructed 

during the Amarna Period or it could be due to human error. Record #147 is a very similar 

scribal statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu, but with an alternate text. This statue presents four 

erasures of Amun and one erasure of nṯrw from the texts on the statue’s base and lap.  I̓mn m 

i̓pt swt also occurs on record #147, and the entire phrase is once again overlooked. It is not 

clear why this epithet remains intact on both record #146 and 147, and could simply be 
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coincidence. Record #163 is an obelisk of Thutmose III now known as the Lateran obelisk. 

This object includes six erasures of Amun and two erasures of Karnak, both times when it is 

not part of Amun’s epithets. Finally, record #234 is the bust of an unknown man that bears the 

erased cartouche of Amenhotep IV as well as a text that evokes i̓mn nb i̓pt swt, from which 

only i̓pt swt is partially erased. As these examples demonstrate, the Atenist erasures from 

Karnak are fairly erratic, even when dealing with Karnak’s name. However, once again, 

Amun(-Re) is by far the most consistently attacked term. 

6.2.35.1.1 Precinct of Amun-Re 
Seventeen objects in the erasure catalogue originate from the precinct of Amun-Re: 

record #114, 115, 116, 120, 121, 123, 130, 172, 175, 185, 187, 188, 189, 194, 207, 208, and 209. Of these, 

three date to the Middle Kingdom, one dates to the 17th Dynasty, and the remainder date to 

the 18th Dynasty.656 All seventeen objects bear at least one erasure of Amun(-Re) each, and 

thirteen of these only present erasures of Amun(-Re). Amun(-Re) is targeted in a variety of 

contexts on these objects including personal names and titles,657 on its own,658 in cartouches,659 

figural portrayals, 660 and the epithets nb nswt tꜣwy,661 nsw nṯrw,662 nb pt,663 m i̓pt swt,664 m ꜣḫ 

mnw.665  

656 Record #115, 116, and 130 date to the Middle Kingdom, while record #188 dates to the 17th Dynasty. 
657 See record #120. 
658 For erasures of Amun(-Re)’s name on its own see record #114, 130, 172, 187, 188, 194, and 209. 
659 See record #121. 
660 Amun(-Re)’s image is erased on record #114, 175, 207, 208, and 209. 
661 Erasures of nb nswt tꜣwy occur on record #114, 120, 130, and 209. 
662 For erasures of nsw nṯrw see record #114. 
663 For erasures of nb pt see record #114. 
664 See record #120. 
665 See record #189. 
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The four objects that include Atenist attacks against other erasable terms are record 

#115, 116, 123, and 185. Record #115 and 116 are both seated statues of the 12th Dynasty vizier, 

Mentuhotep, and bear erasures of Amun, Montu, Maat, and i̓pt swt.666 It is notable that record 

#115 and 116 include erasures of Karnak’s name in conjunction with Mentuhotep’s titles and 

thus with no explicit association with Amun. However, these are the only two instances from 

the precinct of Amun-Re in this corpus where i̓pt swt is erased. For instance, Karnak’s name 

appears five times on record #123, four times as part of Amun(-Re)’s epithets and once on its 

own, but it remains intact each time. Record #123 is a granite stela of Thutmose III that 

commemorates the foundation of the Akh Menu, which was the stela’s original home. Record 

#115 and 116 do not have more specific provenances, but given that they date to the 12th 

Dynasty it seems likely that they were located in a different part of the precinct of Amun-Re 

than record #123. If this is the case, then it is possible that different Atenists attacked these 

objects, and that their different levels of literacy, commitment to their task, or knowledge led 

them to erase i̓pt swt or not. The final object from the precinct of Amun-Re is record #185, a 

statue of Senenmut and Neferure found at the 9th Pylon. Amun(-Re) is erased eleven times 

from Senenmut’s titles and once from the epithet nsw nṯrw. Additionally, Senenmut’s name is 

erased fifteen times on the statue, but as discussed in section 4.4.12, it is not clear if these 

erasures should be attributed to the Atenists.  

666 The Atenist attacks on these two statues are discussed in depth in sections 4.2.1.4 (erasures of m/ḫnty/nb ip̓t 
swt (in/foremost of/lord of Karnak)), 4.4.9 (erasures of Maat), and 4.4.11 (erasures of Montu(-Re)).  
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6.2.35.1.2 Precinct of Mut 
Twenty objects in the erasure catalogue come from the Mut precinct at Karnak: 

record #106, 108, 110, 112, 113, 125, 143, 144, 149, 151, 153, 159, 160, 161, 178, 179, 181, 205, 221, and 

222. One other item, record #145, may originate from either the precinct of Mut or Amenhotep

III’s mortuary temple, known as Kom el-Hettan. Thirteen of these objects are seated statues of 

Sekhmet that were prolifically commissioned for Amenhotep III and feature in most major 

Egyptian museum collections.667 Since these thirteen objects are nearly identical, about a third 

of the erasures from the precinct of Mut are uniform and consist of attacks on Amenhotep III’s 

nomen (13/44 or 29.5%). The remaining thiry-one erasures from the precinct of Mut are 

slightly more variable and include attacks against Atum, Ptah, Osiris, Maat, and Nekhbet, 

though these deities are targeted inconsistently. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the majority (38/44 

or 86.4%) of erasures from the precinct of Mut are against Amun(-Re). 

Record #149 contains the most erasures per object with ten attacks against Amun. 

This item is a block statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu, from whose name i̓mn is erased ten 

times. Psḏt and i̓mn occur once each on the back pillar of the statue, but neither is erased, 

which may indicate that the statue’s back was somehow obstructed during the Amarna 

Period. Since Amun’s name is overlooked as well in this example, it seems likely that this area 

of the statue was overlooked, and thus it is not clear how these Atenists would have handled 

the concept of divine plurality. These Atenists were apparently unbothered by the presence of 

other deities, as Wadjet and Bastet’s names appear on record #149 but remain intact.  

667 The Sekhmet statues from the precinct of Mut are record #106, 108, 110, 112, 113, 125, 143, 144, 145, 178, 179, 181, 
and 205. 
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Similarly, the Atenists targeted Amun-Re twice on record #151, a fragment of a seated 

statue of a man named Tjuty. In these cases i̓mn-rꜥ is erased from the epithets nsw nṯrw and nb 

nswt tꜣwy. However, Amun-Re’s name occurs one more time on the back of the statue’s chair 

but is overlooked. Additionally, the epithet ḫnty i̓pt swt occurs in reference to Amun-Re, but 

Karnak’s name remains untouched. Osiris’s name and the vulture hieroglyph also appear on 

record #151, but remain intact. Record #221 also exclusively bears erasures of Amun(-Re), but 

in slightly more varied contexts. This object is a standing statue of a man named Hapuseneb, 

from whose titles i̓mn is erased four times. Additionally, Amun’s name is erased from the 

epithet nb nswt tꜣwy. Sekhmet, Wadjet, and i̓pt swt are also mentioned in the inscription, but 

they remain intact. Record #222, a seated statue of Minnakht, the owner of TT 87, contains an 

erroneous attack against Amun with the erasure of mn from smnḫ (advance/make 

effective).668 The texts on this statue also include Khonsu and nṯrw, but these terms are not 

defaced.  

Record #153 is an unusual case in that it presents the erasure of five different deities as 

well as at least five erasable terms that the Atenists overlooked. This object is a crouching 

statue of a man named Amenemhat and includes individual erasures of Atum, Ptah, and 

Osiris from multiple offering formulas, two erasures of Amun-Re from offering formulas, one 

erasure of Amenhotep II’s nomen, and one other erasure of Amun. Strangely, Amun’s name 

occurs five other times in Amenemhat’s name on the front of the statue’s garment lined up in 

a single column and are all overlooked. It could be that this area of the statue was somehow 

668 See section 4.2.5 for further discussion of erroneous erasures of Amun. 
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obscured or the Atenist who attacked it was not thorough in his or her work for whatever 

reason. Mut and Karnak also appear in the inscriptions on record #153, but are intact. 

Record #159, a headless kneeling statue of a man named Puimre, also bears erasures of 

multiple deities. For instance, Hatshepsut’s nomen, Maatkare, appears twice on the statue and 

each time only mꜣꜥt is defaced from its cartouche. As discussed in section 4.4.9, the fact that 

only mꜣꜥt is erased from Hathshepsut’s name suggests that this is the work of the Atenists and 

not part of the damnatio memoriae against Hatshepsut. In addition, i̓mn is erased from the 

phrase i̓mn-rꜥ nb pt and twice more from Puimre’s titles. Karnak appears outside of Amun’s 

epithets and is not targeted, while Nekhbet’s name occurs multiple times and remains intact, 

which contrasts with Nekhbet’s treatment on record #160. On this object Nekhbet’s name is 

erased once, Amun’s name is erased once from the phrase i̓mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy, and Amun’s 

name is overlooked once. In addition, Karnak occurs outside of Amun’s epithets and remains 

intact, as do Osiris, Wadjet, and psḏt.  

6.2.35.1.3 Karnak cachette 
In 1903 Legrain discovered thousands of statues buried near the 2nd pylon in the 

precinct of Amun-Re, a find that is now referred to as the Karnak cachette.669 It is unclear 

when these objects were buried, and thus it is very likely that they were located in other 

portions of the temple when the Atenists visited Karnak. Fourteen objects in the erasure 

catalogue come from the cachette: record #105, 126, 127, 128, 129, 131, 132, 134, 135, 165, 166, 192, 

193, and 211. Of these, three objects date to the 12th Dynasty (record #105, 126, 127), two date to 

669 For further discussion on the Karnak cachette see Coulon’s recent compilation that includes a history and 
introduction to the cachette as well as more specific studies of some of the individual objects. See Coulon 2016, 
esp. 1-3. 
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the 13th Dynasty (record #128 and 129), while the remainder date to the 18th Dynasty. The items 

from the cachette present the most homogeneous erasures from Karnak discussed thus far, as 

thirty-two of the thirty-three Atenist attacks from the cachette target Amun(-Re). Record 

#165, a group statue of a vizier and his wife, bears the lone non-Amun(-Re) erasure and 

includes an attack on nṯrw from the phrase ḥs-ṯn mr-ṯn nṯrw-ṯn (…may you praise, may you 

love your gods) in line six of the statue’s offering table text.670 However, the phrase psḏt nw i̓pt 

swt (the Ennead of Karnak) appears in line one, but neither psḏt nor i̓pt swt is erased. This 

contradictory approach to divine plurality could be the result of multiple Atenists working on 

this object, though the erasures on this object are all fairly uniform in shape and depth, which 

lends less credence to this possibility. Perhaps the person doing the erasing was rushed in his 

or her work or was unsure how to treat divine plurality for whatever reason. It is also possible 

that this person did not know what psḏt meant, though this is also unlikely since in this 

instance the word is written with the three flagstaff hieroglyphs that can also spell nṯrw. At the 

very least, this case suggests that the Atenist approach to divine plurality at Karnak was 

haphazard. 

6.2.35.1.4 Other Karnak  

There are three other objects from Karnak with more specific provenances in this 

corpus. Record #150 is a statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu from the temple of Khonsu that 

bears a single erasure of i̓mn from Amenhotep’s name. Amenhotep III’s nomen also appears 

on the statue but is overlooked, possibly because of the statue’s positioning during the 

Amarna Period. Record #210 is a kneeling statue of Amun-Re and Amenhotep III from the 

670 For erasure of nṯrw in this corpus see section 4.3.1. 
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temple of Montu at Karnak. The Atenists smashed Amun-Re’s figure so that now only his torso 

is visible and erased i̓mn from Amun-Re’s name twice in the inscription. Amenhotep III’s 

nomen is also overlooked once on record #210, but as these mistakes occurred in separate 

parts of Karnak, it is unclear if they are linked in any way. Finally, record #124 comes from the 

temple of Ptah and is a stela of Thutmose III. The Atenists who worked on this stela were 

unusually thorough and erased Amun(-Re)’s name eleven times along with his epithets 

including nb nswt tꜣwy and m i̓pt swt, the latter of which is erased on three separate occasions. 

In addition, the image of Ptah in the stela’s lunette was likely subject to Atenist attack, but was 

later restored. Finally, i̓mnywt (daily offerings) is also erased on this stela, likely because it is 

visually similar to i̓mn.671 These examples further indicate that the Atenist iconoclasm at 

Karnak was erratic, but further suggest Amun(-Re) was likely the primary target. 

6.2.35.2 Luxor temple 

Only eight objects in the erasure catalogue come from Luxor temple, though their 

provenance within the temple is unknown: record #167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 212, 219, and 220. All 

of these objects exclusively bear erasures of Amun(-Re). For instance, record #167 is a large 

statue of Amenhotep III standing on a sledge and contains twelve erasures of Amun(-Re) from 

various contexts including the king’s nomen as well as the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy. Record #168 is 

a statue of Hathor with one erasure of Amenhotep III’s nomen. The statue’s text also contains 

Hathor’s name, which remains intact. A very similar case occurs with record #169, a statue of 

Iunyt, where only Amenhotep III’s nomen is erased from the statue’s inscription even though 

Iunyt’s name also occurs. Record #170 is a seated statue of Isis and includes an inscription that

 

671 For erroneous erasures of Amun see section 4.2.5. 
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mentions both Amun-Re and Isis. However, only i̓mn is erased from this inscription, leaving 

Re and Isis’s names intact. This type of erasure also occurs on record #171, a kneeling statue of 

Thutmose III where only i̓mn is erased from Amun-Re’s name. Record #212, 219, and 220 all 

bear single erasures of Amun from Amenhotep III’s nomen. Record #212 and 219 are both 

statues of Amenhotep III and do not include more text than just the king’s cartouches. Record 

#220 is a statue of Anubis, but his figure does not display any signs of intentional damage. 

6.2.35.3 Mortuary temple of Amenhotep III, Kom el-Hettan 
Four objects in the erasure catalogue come from Amenhotep III’s now mostly 

destroyed mortuary temple at Thebes: record #109, 117, 214, and 218. Record #145, a seated 

statue of Sekhmet, may come from Kom el-Hettan or the Mut precinct at Karnak. In addition, 

record #139 and 140 were found in the mortuary temple of Merenptah at Thebes, but were 

originally located at Kom el-Hettan. In total, these seven objects include twenty-three 

erasures of Amun(-Re), and one erasure of nṯrw outside of Amun’s epithets on record #139. 

Nine of the twenty-three erasures are of Amenhotep III’s nomen, which is unsurprising as 

these objects were created for his mortuary temple. Record #139 contains an erasure of 

Amenhotep III’s nomen in addition to the defaced nṯrw discussed above. Record #140 

includes eight attacks against Amun(-Re), including two images of Amun, three nomens of 

Amenhotep III, one erasure of i̓mn without any following epithets, and two erasures of i̓mn-rꜥ 

from the epithet nb pt. Record #145 is a seated statue of Amenhotep III and contains three 

erasures of Amenhotep III’s nomen, one erasure of Amun-Re, and four erasures on Amun. 

Record #117, 145, and 218 all only bear erasures of Amenhotep III’s nomen and are seated 
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statues of Nephthys, Sekhmet, and Amenhotep III respectively. Record #214 is a standing 

statue of Amenhotep III and also contains an attack on the king’s nomen as well as two 

erasures of Amun, though it is not clear if any epithets follow Amun’s name in these cases. 

6.2.35.4 Theban necropolis 
Twenty-one items in this corpus originate from parts of the Theban necropolis 

including Dra Abu el-Naga, Gurneh, El Khokha, Asasif. Five of these objects do not have more 

specific provenance, but likely come from some part of the Theban necropolis. Where 

possible, I discuss the objects according to the specific part of the necropolis where they were 

discovered and examine any erasure patterns that they present. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 

Amun and Amun-Re bear the brunt of the Atenist attack at the Theban necropolis. 

6.2.35.4.1 Dra Abu el-Naga 
Three objects in the erasure catalogue likely come from Dra Abu el-Naga, record #198, 

206, and 213, and in total they bear eight erasures of Amun. Record #198 consists of two large 

portions of a doorjamb owned by a man named Rau, who was steward for queen Ahmose-

Nefetari. The inscription on the doorjamb pieces recount that Thutmose III gave Rau his tomb 

as a gift, though the tomb’s exact location remains unknown. Amun’s name is erased twice in 

connection with Rau’s title i̓my-r pr n i̓mn, once in the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy, and once from an 

offering formula. Nṯrw occurs once in the text but remains intact. Record #206 is a sandstone 

statue of a man named Wensu, whose tomb is likely Theban tomb A.4, and who served as a 

scribe of the accounts of grain of Amun. i̓mn is erased once from this title, as well as from the 

name of Wensu’s wife, Amenhotep. Finally, record #213 is a relief owned by a man named 
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Tjawy, who lived under Amenhotep II. Amun’s name is erased from the phrase mry i̓mn and 

from a personal name. Ptah’s name also appears in the stela’s text but remains intact. 

6.2.35.4.2 Gurneh 

Eleven objects in the erasures catalogue originate from Gurneh, record #138, 142, 156, 

157, 158, 196, 199, 200, 204, 216, and 226, and account for nineteen erasures in total. Once 

again, attacks on Amun(-Re) make up the majority of the erasures at this site with seventeen 

erasures, while Sobek and Isis are the targets of one erasure each. The attack against Sobek 

occurs on record #200, a relief fragment from TT 63, the tomb of Sobekhotep, and depicts two 

men holding lotuses and fowl. Sobek is erased from Sobkehotep’s name in the text that runs 

down the right edge of the fragment. McClymont also records nine attacks against Sobek in 

Sobekhotep’s name from TT 63.672 These attacks against the tomb owner’s name do not seem 

to be part of a damnatio memoriae against him since his full name is never targeted within the 

tomb – only the sbk portion is erased, which is in line with the Atenist style of erasure of 

personal names.673 Isis’s name is erased from the cartouche of Thutmose III’s queen, Isis on 

record #138, a quartzite stela fragment from the funeral temple of Thutmose III at Gurneh. 

This is the only instance in this corpus where the Atenists attacked Isis’s name.674 Record #138 

also bears two erasures of Amun-Re’s name and image from the stela’s lunette. The Atenists 

who worked on this stela were unusually thorough, as all references to divinities are erased 

672 For erasure of Sobek on the Theban necropolis see McClymont 2017, 170. For erasures in TT 63 see McClymont 
2017, 66. 
673 For Atenist treatment of personal names see section 4.4.12. See also record #2-5, 10-13, 15-16, 43, 72, 82-84, 86-
88, 90-91, 115-116, 122, 135, 137, 146-150, 153, 156-157, 165-166, 180, 186, 199-201, 204-205, 213, 232, 237-241, 243, 250-
252, 255, 258-261, 266-270, 272, 278 for attacks on personal names.  
674 For an attack on Isis’s image see section 4.4.6. 
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from this object. The remaining objects from Gurneh exclusively bear attacks against Amun(-

Re), which occur in a variety of contexts including from the epithet nsw nṯrw, the epithet nb 

nswt tꜣwy, the phrase mry i̓mn, personal names, and personal titles.  

6.2.35.4.3 Other Theban tombs 

Seven other objects in the erasure catalogue come from specific areas or tombs on the 

Theban necropolis: record #122 comes from the tomb of Nebamun, record #173 comes from 

the tomb of Ineny, record # 182 comes from TT 71, record #183 comes from Asasif, record #203 

comes from El Khokha, record #224 comes from TT 52, and record #225 likely comes from the 

tomb of Intef II. All of these objects exclusively bear erasures of Amun(-Re), except for record 

#224, a stelophorous statue from the tomb of Nakht that was lost at sea during its shipment to 

the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Amun’s name is erased once in line five of the stela’s 

text from one of Nakht’s titles, while nṯrw is defaced from the epithet nsw nṯrw, here referring 

to Re. Record #182 is a false door owned by Senenmut, and thus it is not clear if the erasures of 

Mut from Senenmut’s name should be attributed to the Atenists.675 The remaining 

monuments bear erasure of Amun(-Re) from personal titles and Amenhotep I’s nomen.  

6.2.35.5 Unknown Theban provenance 

Eight other objects come from Thebes, but their exact provenance is unknown: record 

#111, 177, 184, 186, 195, 197, 201, and 2o2. Record #197 includes an erasure of the entire epithet 

i̓mn ḫnty i̓pt swt, and thus bears the only erasure of Karnak’s name in this section. Otherwise, 

all objects only include attack on Amun(-Re) from a number of contexts including from 

675 See sections 4.4.12 for Senenmut’s monuments in the erasure catalogue. 
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Amenhotep III’s nomen, from offering formulas, from personal names and titles, and from the 

phrase sꜣ i̓mn. 

An additional eight objects likely come from Thebes, but this attribution is not totally 

certain: record #227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, and 235. Record #228 presents the only 

erasure of nṯrw in this category from the phrase i̓mn sḫmw nṯrw (Amun, powerful one of the 

gods). Curiously, Amun’s name is not erased in this context, which was likely an error made by 

the Atenist who attacked this object. Perhaps the Atenist who worked on record #228 was 

rushed for time, not particularly literate, or not very devoted in their task, as they made 

another mistake in line eight of the text when they erased mn.ti̓ (moored), which they likely 

mistook for i̓mn. The other objects listed above only include erasure of Amun(-Re) including 

erasures of the god’s image, erasures of Amenhotep III’s nomen, erasures of personal titles, 

and erasures of personal names. 

6.2.36 Turah 

Turah was an ancient Egyptian mining town located roughly halfway between modern 

Cairo and Helwan.676 Record #236 is the only object in this corpus that comes from Turah and 

is a fragment of a stela from year two of Amenhotep III. This scene depicts the king offering 

incense before a deity who does not appear on the relief fragment; in the top left corner his 

nomen is visibly erased, though it was later restored. No other erasable terms appear on this 

object, so it is unclear how the iconoclasts at Turah would have dealt with references to other 

676 For history and excavation of the Turah quarries see Naville 1912, 404-407; el-Khouli 1968, 73-76; Charlton 1978, 
128; Yacoub 1983, 103-106; Harrell 2016, 199-214. 
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deities or divine plurality. Since this is the only example of an Atenist erasure from Turah, I 

refrain from drawing conclusions concerning Atenist activity at this site.  

6.2.37 Uncertain 

Forty-four items in the erasure catalogue have uncertain provenance: record #237-274, 

276, 279-282, 284, and 286. Although these objects cannot contribute to an understanding of 

the regional trends of the Atenist iconoclasm, they are still worth examining so as to better 

interpret the Atenists’ practices writ large. All of the objects with uncertain provenance date 

to the 18th Dynasty, and all but two (record #242 and 274) exclusively bear erasures of Amun(-

Re), who is targeted seventy-six times in total. In addition to a partial erasure of Amun-Re’s 

name, mwt nbt is erased from the phrase “Mut, lady of heaven” on record #242, a group statue 

of a married couple and their son. It could be that nbt was inadvertently damaged when the 

Atenist iconoclast attacked Mut’s name, which would explain why only part of the epithet is 

defaced. In any case, the person who attacked this object was fairly sloppy since he or she 

overlooked Amun’s name once and only partially erased Amun-Re’s name in another 

instance. Rꜥ-ḫpri-i̓mn-ḥr is erased from the name of the syncretized deity Re-Khepri-Amun-

Hor-Akhty on record #274, as is Amun’s name in one of the owner’s titles.677 The remainder of 

the objects with uncertain provenance in this corpus only contain attacks on Amun(-Re). 

These attacks occur in various contexts including in images,678 personal names,679 personal 

677 For further discussion of record #274 see sections 4.2.3.2, 4.4.5, 4.4.7, and 4.4.17. 
678 See record #262 
679 See record #237, 238, 239, 240, 243, 250, 251, 252, 255, 258, 259, 260, 261, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 272, 278, and 
284. 
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titles,680 Amenhotep II’s nomen,681 Amenhotep III’s nomen,682 Amenhotep IV’s nomen,683 

Sitamun’s cartouche,684 mry i̓mn,685 nb nswt tꜣwy,686 nb pt,687 offering formulas,688 and on its 

own.689 

6.2.38 Wad Ben Naga 
The final site in this corpus, Wad Ben Naga, is also the southernmost site that presents 

Atenist erasures. Akhenaten’s agents were thus active just south of the Nile’s Sixth Cataract, 

highlighting the impressive geographic span of this campaign. The site spreads over about 2.5 

miles and consists of a town and two cemeteries.690 A single item represents Wad Ben Naga in 

the erasure catalogue, record #283, a kneeling statue of Amenhotep II. The king’s nomen is 

erased from the statue’s back pillar, which suggests that Amun was one of the Atenist targets 

at this site. However, without other examples of Atenist activity, it is not possible to draw 

further conclusions. 

6.3 Synthesis of regional trends 
This review of the regional trends of Atenist erasures leaves little doubt that Amun 

and his syncretized forms were the primary targets of this iconoclasm. As illustrated in table 

6.1 below, Amun(-Re) is the only deity attacked at twenty-five out of the thirty-seven sites in 

680 See record #237, 241, 247, 248, 254, and 278. 
681 See record #257. 
682 See record #244, 263, 265, 273, 276, and 279. 
683 See record #245. 
684 See record #263. 
685 See record #246, 253, 256, 269, and 271. 
686 See record #257 and 280. 
687 See record #262. 
688 See record #264. 
689 See record #257, 281, and 282. 
690 For an overview of the history and excavation of the site see Onderka & Vrtal 2013 (chronicles the history of 
modern excavations at Wad Ben Naga); Onderka 2014, 83-92; Onderka 2016 (most comprehensive study of the 
site’s history currently available); Onderka 2017, 38-43. 
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this corpus, even though the names and images of multiple divinities occur at every one of 

these sites. 

Site # of objects with 
erasures 

Record # Targeted terms 

Abydos 18 1-16, 50, 275 Amun, Amun-Re, 
Mut 

Armant 3 17-19 Amun, Mut? 
Bigeh 1 20 Amun, Khnum, Satet 
Buhen 5 21-24, 278 Amun 
Dahshur 1 25 Amun 
Deir el-Bahari 16 26-41 Amun, Amun-Min, 

Amun-Re, Behedety, 
Hathor, i̓pt swt, 
unknown goddess 

Deir el-Medina 2 42-42 Amun 
Edfu 1 44 Amun 
Elephantine 6 45-49, 51 Amun, Amun-

Kamutef, Amun-Re 
Ellesijia 1 52 Amun 
Faiyum 2 53-54 Amun 
Gebel Barkal 6 55-60 Amun, Amun-Re 
Giza 2 61-62 Amun, Amun-Re, 

Nekhbet 
Hatnub 1 63 Amun 
Hawara 2 64-65 Amun 
Heliopolis 1 66 Amun 
Kumma 1 67 Amun, Amun-Re, 

psḏt 
Meidum 1 68 Amun 
Memphis 5 69-73 Amun, Amun-Re, 

Montu, Mut, Ptah 
Mirgissa 2 74 Amun 
Naga ed-Deir 1 75 Amun 
Naqada 1 76 Amun 
Nebesheh 1 77 Amun 
Qasr Ibrim 1 78 Amun 
Quft 3 79-81 Amun, Amun-Min, 

Amun-Re, Isis, Min 
of Coptos, unknown 
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deity 
Saqqara 10 82-91 Anubis, Amun, 

Neith, unknown 
deity 

Sedeinga 1 92 Amun 
Semna 2 93, 285 Amun, Amun-Re, 

Nekhbet 
Soleb 3 94-96 Amun 
Tabo 1 97 Amun 
Tanis 1 98 Amun 
Tell el-Amarna 2 99-100 Amun 
Tell Basta 3 101, 102 Amun, Amun-Re 
Tell el-Borg 1 104 Amun 
Thebes 133 105-235 Amun, Amun-Re, 

Atum, Hathor, i̓pt 
swt, Isis, Mut?, Maat, 
Montu, Montu-Re, 
Nekhbet, nṯrw, 
Osiris, Ptah, Sobek 

Uncertain 44 237-274, 276, 279-
282, 284

Amun, Amun-Re, 
Mut, Re-Khepri-
Amun-Horus 

Wad Ben Naga 1 283 Amun 
Table 6.1: objects in the erasure catalogue by site 
Further, Amun is the only erasable term attacked at every site in this corpus. The geographic 

preeminence of Amun erasures is unrivaled by the Atenist treatment of any other deity or 

term; for instance, the second most erased term, Amun-Re, is only attacked at twelve sites. 

Mut is attacked at five sites, while Nekhbet, nṯrw, and unidentified deities are erased at three 

sites each. Every other erasable item in this corpus only appears at one or two sites that are 

generally in the Theban or Memphite regions. However, this trend is extremely general since 

Quft, the Semna area, and the First Cataract region are also represented fairly frequently 

among terms that occur at one or two sites, as evinced in table 6.2 below. 
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Erasable term Number of sites where 
erased 

Sites 

Amun 38 Abydos, Armant, Bigeh, 
Buhen, Dahshur, Deir el-
Bahari, Deir el-Medina, Edfu, 
Elephantine, Ellesijia, 
Faiyum, Gebel Barkal, Giza, 
Hatnub, Hawara, Heliopolis, 
Kumma, Meidum, Memphis, 
Mirgissa, Naqada, Nebesheh, 
Qasr Ibrim, Quft, Saqqara, 
Sedeinga, Semna, Soleb, 
Tabo, Tanis, Tell Basta, Tell 
el-Amarna, Tell el-Borg, 
Thebes, Turah, Uncertain, 
Wad Ben Naga 

Amun-Re 12 Abydos, Deir el-Bahari, 
Elephantine, Gebel Barkal, 
Giza, Kumma, Memphis, 
Quft, Semna, Tell Basta, 
Thebes, Uncertain 

Mut 5 Abydos, Armant?, Memphis, 
Thebes?, Uncertain 

Nekhbet 3 Giza, Saqqara, Semna 
nṯrw 3 Elephantine, Sedeinga, 

Thebes 
Unknown deity 3 Deir el-Bahari, Quft, Saqqara  
Amun-Min 2 Deir el-Bahari, Quft 
Hathor 2 Deir el-Bahari, Thebes 
i̓pt swt 2 Deir el-Bahari, Thebes 
Isis 2 Quft, Thebes 
Montu(-Re) 2 Memphis, Thebes 
Ptah 2 Memphis, Thebes 
Amun-Kamutef 1 Elephantine 
Anubis 1 Saqqara 
Behedety 1 Deir el-Bahari 
Khnum 1 Bigeh 
Min of Coptos 1 Quft 
Neith 1 Saqqara 
Osiris 1 Thebes 
psḏt 1 Kumma 
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Satet 1 Bigeh 
Maat 1 Thebes 
Re-Khepri-Amun-Horus 1 Uncertain 
Sobek 1 Thebes 
Table 6.2: Erasable terms by number of sites where they are defaced 

The data in this catalogue indicates that deities have a marginally higher chance of 

being erased in their cult centers. For instance, the only erasure of Min of Coptos occurs in 

Quft, while the only erasures of Khnum and Satet are from Bigeh in the First Cataract region. 

It is notable that Khnum appears multiple times on record #67 from Kumma and remains 

intact each time; Min of Coptos and Satet only appear on objects from their cult centers in this 

corpus and they are erased each time they appear. Further, most of the attacks on Ptah in this 

catalogue come from Memphis, while most of the erasures of Montu come from Thebes. 

However, this does not necessarily mean that the Atenists intended to attack gods in their cult 

centers and could instead just derive from the fact that a god appears more frequently in his 

or her centers of worship and thus has a higher chance of being erased accidentally. In 

addition, this proposed trend does not hold true for all the deities in this catalogue. For 

instance, in this catalogue there are no erasures of Sobek from the Faiyum region, no erasures 

of Osiris from Abydos, and no erasures of Montu from Armant.  

It is also worth noting that i̓pt swt is only erased at Thebes, which makes sense 

considering that inscriptions outside of the Theban area are more unlikely to reference 

Karnak’s name. It would be interesting to know if i̓pt swt is ever erased at Gebel Barkal, 

considering that the complex dedicated to Amun there shared Karnak’s name. However, at 

present I have not found any cases in this corpus or elsewhere where i̓pt swt is attacked at 
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Gebel Barkal, which shared the name with i̓pt swt Karnak. Erasable terms in this catalogue in 

general also have a higher chance of being defaced at Thebes, but this is likely because Theban 

objects are represented substantially more in this corpus than artifacts with provenance from 

other sites. At present it is still unclear if the Atenists centered their efforts at Thebes or if 

modern studies are biased because they often focus examinations of the Amarna Period on 

this capital city. The present examination is likely also biased in that it relies on museum 

collections, which can over-represent sites depending on the excavations the institution 

is/was affiliated with, the interests of curators, and funding opportunities. As mentioned 

above, two major Egyptian cities, Memphis and Heliopolis, are mostly inaccessible to 

archaeologists since they are now located below modern towns. These two cities most closely 

mirrored Thebes in terms of scale, importance, and construction activity, so it is unfortunate 

that the extent of Atenist activity cannot be more accurately assessed for these locations. 

It is notable that in this corpus nṯrw is only erased at three sites and that nṯrws 

unrelated to Amun are only erased at Thebes, as this could indicate a different approach to 

divine plurality at this capital. Outside of this corpus, Krauss reports that at Amada temple 

nṯrw is only erased in Amun’s epithets, but remains untouched in the epithets of the king, 

Hathor, and Nekhbet.691 Further, at Thebes McClymont, Ockinga, and Manuelian cite 

numerous examples of erased nṯrws that are unrelated to Amun.692 At present I am aware of 

691 Krauss states that nṯrw is erased from the epithets mry nṯrw (beloved of the gods) and ḥnwt nṯrw (mistress of 
the gods). See Krauss 2000, 93, 100, n.6. 
692 See McClymont 2017, 174, table 6.1 See Manuelian 1999, 290. Manuelian cites TT 192, TT 21, TT 82, TT 55, TT 93, 
TT 52, TT 39, TT 181, and TT 71 as examples where nṯrw was erased when not related to Amun or his epithets. See 
Ockinga 2001, 127, where Ockinga notes that nṯrw was erased from a text about the Opening of the Mouth 
ceremony. 
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one Atenist attack on nṯrw when unassociated with Amun outside of Thebes: in this case the 

Atenists converted nṯrw into nṯr on a block at Gebel Barkal. This block was reused in the 

southwest wall of Kushite building 602 and shows clear hack marks over two of the three 

flagstaff hieroglyphs in nṯrw.693 This example is especially unusual because it is only case I am 

aware of where the Atenists converted nṯrw into nṯr instead of erasing the entire word. It is 

possible that since Gebel Barkal and Thebes were Amun’s cult centers in Egypt and Nubia, any 

reference to “gods” in these complexes was implicitly linked to him and thus offensive to the 

Atenists. However, this theory is complicated by the erasure of psḏt at Kumma in this 

catalogue, which once again speaks to the haphazard nature of the Atenist iconoclasm.  

Indeed, the lack of trends, aside from the clear targeting of Amun, is perhaps the most 

obvious pattern to emerge from this analysis as well as McClymont’s.694 It may be overly 

optimistic to expect conspicuous patterns from what was apparently an enormous geographic 

operation most likely carried out by agents who may not have been particularly literate, 

knowledgeable, or invested in their task. It seems unlikely that the royal administration could 

have provided enough oversight and organization to ensure perfect consistency in the 

erasures created across a span of nearly 1500 miles/2414 km, and thus scholars may never be 

able to adequately explain some disparities. After all, the Atenists were only human with their 

own agency, identities, organization, and beliefs; all of these factors are the topic of the next 

chapter.  

693The fragment originally read …st=k r nṯrw (your seat among the gods). For the excavation report on this object 
see Kendall & Wolf 2011, 246, fig. 8a & b. 
694 For McClymont’s main conclusions see McClymont 2017, 267-277. 
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Chapter 7 
The Atenists: Their identities, abilities, and beliefs 
7.1 Introduction 

The evidence presented in the preceding chapters suggests that the Atenist 

iconoclasm was a state organized campaign carried out by people who were prone to making 

mistakes either because of illiteracy, disinterest, physical inability, or inadequate working 

conditions. This chapter examines the data in the erasure catalogue and other scholarly 

sources to better understand who the Atenist iconoclasts may have been and how they were 

organized. I investigate possible indicators of the Atenists’ mental and physical ability in the 

erasure catalogue in conjunction with available evidence for literacy and laborers during the 

Amarna Period and in ancient Egypt in general. I address the base skill level necessary for 

workers to participate in the erasure campaign to better understand what subsets of the 

population were capable of working as iconoclasts and to establish a possible range of profiles 

for the Atenists. Further, I consider what methods were available to the state in drawing 

together large workforces and what subsets of the population generally participated in such 

projects. To begin this survey, I first explore the ways in which other scholars talk about the 

Atenists and how these ideas may influence understandings of the Atenist iconoclasm and the 

people who participated in it.  

7.1.1 The Atenists in scholarly literature 
Scholars use numerous terms to characterize the people who created these erasures, 

including “followers of Akhenaten,”695 “zealots,”696 “iconoclasts,”697 “Akhenaten’s agents,”698 and 

695 See Bommas 2004, 31. 
696 See Aldred 1975, 62; Hoffmeier 2005, 81. 
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“Atenists.”699 In addition, some scholars use phrases lending the impression that Akhenaten 

created these erasures himself,700 while others discuss the Atenist iconoclasm in the passive 

voice and thus avoid ascribing any particular identity to these individuals.701 Essentially all of 

the terms that authors assign to these people imply something about their identities. For 

instance, “zealots” and “followers” suggest that these people subscribed to Akhenaten’s new 

religion, as do “Atenists,” “iconoclasts,” and “agents” to a lesser extent. In contrast, using the 

passive voice or attributing the erasures to Akhenaten alone ignores the role these people 

played and the work they did in the Atenist campaign. I use “Atenists” and “iconoclasts” 

throughout this dissertation because I feel that they focus more on the act of erasing than the 

beliefs these people held, though I realize this is subjective and that readers will likely have 

different opinions. I choose to use these (at least in my mind) more neutral terms because a 

good deal of scholarship treats the people who carried out this campaign as fully 

indoctrinated members of Akhenaten’s religion. For instance, Erman, Hari, and Iversen 

separately argue that parts of the Atenist erasure program were not the product of state 

policy, but rather the work of true believers who took it upon themselves to organize this 

campaign.702 Iversen suggests that although Akhenaten likely sanctioned the offensive against 

697 See Myśliwiec 1982, 288, fig. 73; Gabolde 1998, 32; Hoffmeier & Van Dijk 2010, 197. 
698 See Weigall 1922, 168-169; Shedid & Seidel 1991, 9; Eaton-Krauss 1998, 208; Manuelian 1999, 294; Brand 1999b, 
113. 
699 See No. Davies 1943, 7; Säve-Söderbergh 1957, 22; Fischer 1976, 131; Manuelian 1999, 286; Kendall & Wolf 2011, 
246. 
700 See “… this king erased the name of Amon everywhere he could conveniently do so” in Kamal 1938, 19; 
“Akhenaten’s attacks” in Delia 1999, 106. 
701 See Badawi 1943, 1; Bothmer 1966-1967, 82; Seipel 1989, 258; Eaton-Krauss 1993, 48; Brand 1999a, 37; Krauss 
2000, 93; Eaton-Krauss 2003, 194; Redford 2013, 27; Klotz & Brown 2016, 272. 
702 For a campaign organized by religious believers outside the state see Erman 1934, 116; Hari 1984, 1040; Iversen 
1996, 56. 
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Amun, the king’s followers took his orders a step further by attacking divine plurality, though 

Iversen does not explain his reasoning for this theory.703 As stated above, this possibility seems 

unlikely given that Atenist erasures appear from the Sixth Cataract in Nubia to the northern 

Nile Delta and there are no known institutions in ancient Egypt that had the infrastructure 

necessary to implement such a large-scale project aside from the state.  

Other scholars favor the model of the Atenist iconoclasm as a state-led campaign, but 

few discuss potential labor sources besides the army or go into detail about who the 

iconoclasts might have been.704 However, claims of military involvement in the Atenist 

iconoclasm are currently based on tenuous evidence. For instance, Van Dijk states that the 

idea of Akhenaten as a pacifist prevented Egyptologists from recognizing the military’s role in 

the erasure campaign, but does not cite examples to bolster his argument.705 Further, Bryan 

argues that police supervision was likely necessary to access certain monuments, but does not 

specifically say that the police did the erasing or address the identities of the iconoclasts.706 In 

addition, Redford and Gabolde hypothesize that there was not one labor force that traveled 

across the country, but rather local teams who were responsible for erasures in certain regions 

or monuments.707 However, neither addresses who the people working on these local teams 

could have been or where they came from.  

703 Iversen cites Erman (1934, 117) here, but Erman does not offer further evidence for why these erasures must be 
the result of Atenist devotees. 
704 For the involvement of the army in the Atenist erasure campaign see Schulman 1964, 67; Hari 1984, 1039, 1041, 
1985; Van Dijk 2000, 270; Assmann 2002, 217. 
705 See Van Dijk 2000, 270. 
706 See Bryan 2012, 376. 
707 See Redford 1984, 175-176; Gabolde 1998, 34. 
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In the following sections of this chapter, I investigate what the data in this corpus 

reveals about the Atenists’ abilities, organization, and beliefs. I assess their literacy levels, the 

physical requirements of their job, and use this evidence to construct possible profiles for the 

average Atenist including his or her economic standing, level of education and religious belief, 

living conditions, and the degree of choice this person had in engaging in this campaign. 

However, it is important to remember that the Atenists’ identities were not uniform; no 

matter who these people were they each had slightly different abilities, experiences, and 

beliefs that informed their approaches to the erasure campaign. In reviewing the scholarly 

literature on the Atenist iconoclasm I often felt that authors overlooked this human element 

and I hope to remind readers that although the Atenists lived thousands of years ago, they 

were still people with their own diverse identities, not just homogeneous instruments of the 

king.  

7.2 Literacy 
Before examining evidence for Atenist literacy levels, I discuss literacy in ancient 

Egypt in general and consider definitions of literacy. Several Egyptologists have explored this 

topic in recent years, including Baines, Eyre, Te Velde, Lesko, Bryan, and Manuelian, though 

few have applied the study of literacy to the Amarna Period. In one of his two seminal works 

on the topic, Baines notes that in ancient Egypt “elite status was completely identified with 

literacy” and that “literacy [was] necessary for high status.”708 Thus, it is perhaps unsurprising 

that current estimates suggest that between 1% and 5% of the Egyptian population was 

literate. Baines and Eyre estimate that in most periods of Egyptian history around 1% of the 

708 See Baines 1983, 580. 
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population was literate709 and reach this conclusion by assessing the number of scribes and 

elite Egyptians in comparison to estimated figures for the total Old Kingdom population.710 

The figures they use are fairly generous considering the available evidence, which leads them 

to suggest that even the lowest calculation for total literacy rates that they reach is too high. 

Although Baines and Eyre’s estimate is fairly well accepted amongst Egyptological literary 

studies,711 Lesko argues that it is far too small given the available evidence for writing in 

ancient Egypt, but does not offer a counter figure.712 Bryan echoes Baines and Eyre, stating that 

literacy levels in Egypt were indeed very low and were likely less than 5% of the population, 

though she does not explain how she reached this figure.713 Thus, the number of educated 

people who read and wrote as part of their profession was extremely small, making it unlikely 

that many of these people participated in the Atenist iconoclasm.714 

However, it is important to bear in mind that literacy exists on a scale, and thus 

individuals can have differing degrees of literacy, as Baines acknowledges and Janssen deems 

709 See Baines & Eyre 1983, 65-72; Baines 1983, 584. 
710 For the figures Baines and Eyre use to reach this calculation see Baines & Eyre 1983, 65-67. 
711 For acceptance of Baines & Eyre’s 1% see Te Velde 1986, 254; Bryan 1996, 166, n. 14; Manuelian 1999, 285. 
712 Although Lesko does not offer his own calculation for the number of literate people in ancient Egypt, he levels 
a number of relevant criticisms against Baines & Eyre’s work. First, Lesko states that Baines and Eyre do not 
supply a clear definition of literacy (this was before Baines & Eyre republished this work with their clarification) 
and base their calculations on a population estimate that is “totally unsecured.” Further, Lesko argues that the 
other figures Baines & Eyre use in their calculations are “embellished” and not scientifically useful. See Lesko 
1990, 656-659; Lesko 2018, 134. 
713 See Bryan 1996, 166, n. 14. 
714 Baines and Eyre clarify that they only counted educated people who applied their education to their careers as 
fully literate in the republication of their earlier study. See Baines & Eyre 2007, 63-64. 
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“semi-literacy.”715 For instance, some Egyptians may have received a cursory education or been 

able to read and write certain words, such as their names. Others might have been able to 

recognize the name of their city’s patron deity or the cartouches of certain kings, which could 

have proven useful for the Atenists. Manuelian applies this idea to the Atenist erasure 

campaign and discusses how some individuals may have had trouble identifying variant 

writings of the same words. For instance, some Atenists might have had difficulty recognizing 

the short form of nṯrw where plurality is signaled by plural strokes.716 Bryan takes this idea a 

step further and suggests that Egyptians would have understood the imagery around them to 

differing degrees as well.717 For instance, some Egyptians would have been able to better 

understand the textual content of a monument based on the representations around it even if 

they could not read hieroglyphs.718 Likewise, some Atenists might have been more familiar 

with the appearance of certain deities and thus been better at identifying and erasing them. In 

addition, if an Atenist could recognize divine determinatives then he or she increased their 

chances of correctly erasing the name of the gods in a text even if they could not actually read 

said text. Thus the Atenists were likely textually and visually literate to varying degrees that 

influenced the level of accuracy with which they performed their task. Below I explore 

715 Baines states “Several levels of literacy are possible: reading, of various degrees of competence; reading and the 
physical ability to write; reading and narrow composing ability, especially in accounting; reading and the full 
ability to compose texts; and, at the other extreme, the carving of signs with limited reading ability, probably the 
condition of many relief sculptors.” See Baines 1983, 584. For Janssen’s concept of “semi-literacy” see Janssen 1992, 
81-82. 
716 See Manuelian 1999, 290. See also section 4.3.1 of this dissertation for Atenist erasures of the short and long
form of nṯrw. 
717 See Bryan 1995, 28-29; Bryan 1996, 161-168.
718 Bryan 1996, 163.
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possible indications for the literacy levels of the people who attacked the objects in this 

corpus. 

7.2.1 Evidence for literacy levels amongst the Atenists 
The Atenists’ literacy is perhaps the most informative aspect of identity discussed 

here, as it is likely more directly linked to social status and education than physical ability or 

religious belief. There are several ways to gauge how literate the Atenists were, including 

investigating examples of erroneous erasures, overlooked erasable terms, cases where images 

are erased but words are not, and cases where words are written with different orthographies.  

As noted in section 4.2.5, the Atenists mistakenly erased neutral words seven times, 

likely because they misidentified them as i̓mn. These erroneous erasures occur in a number of 

cases, though each misidentified word contains the mn sign( ). For instance, i̓mnywt (daily 

offerings) is erased on record #45 and 124, mn(i̓)t (landing post) is erased from record #31 and 

225, mn.ti̓ (moored) is erased from record #228, smn (establish) is erased from record #63, and 

smnḫ (advance/make effective) is erased from record #222.  

Record # Hieroglyphic 
writing  

Erroneous 
erasure 

Object Site Date 

31 mni̓t (landing 
post) 

Relief 
fragment 

Deir el-
Bahari, 
Mortuary 
temple of 
Hatshepsut 

18th 
Dynasty 

45 i̓mnywt (daily 
offerings) 

Stela of 
Amenhotep 
II 

Elephantine, 
Temple of 
Khnum 

18th 
Dynasty 

63 smn (establish) Private Stela Hatnub 18th 
Dynasty 

124 i̓mnywt (daily 
offerings) 

Stela of 
Thutmose III 

Thebes, 
Karnak, 

18th 
Dynasty 

ƒ
C∆ ∑Ô∏

∆C
ƒ

∆∆
∑¿» » »

Cƒ¿Ã

∆C
ƒ

∆∆
∑¿» » »
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Temple of 
Ptah 

222 smnḫ 
(advance/make 
effective) 

Private statue Thebes, 
Karnak, 
Temple of 
Mut 

18th 
Dynasty 

225 mn(i̓)t (landing 
post) 

Stela of Intef 
II 

Thebes 11th Dynasty 

228 mn.ti̓ (moored) Private 
stelophorous 
statue 

Thebes? 18th 
Dynasty 

Table 7.1: Erroneous erasures from this corpus 

Five out of the seven (likely) come from the Theban area, though they all come from different 

monuments, so I hesitate to draw any conclusions about the Atenists working in this region. 

As Table 7.1 illustrates, there is not much that unites these erroneous erasures aside from their 

inclusion of the mn sign. McClymont proposes that some of the Atenists may have used the 

mn sign as an identifier for Amun’s name, a hypothesis that the data in this catalogue seems to 

support.719 However, the mn sign appears at least one other time in the texts on record #45, 

124, 225, and 228 but these words all remain intact, which detracts from McClymont’s theory. 

McClymont reports that words containing the mn sign in words other than i̓mn are erased in 

twenty-four Theban tombs, though she does not include the total number of such erroneous 

erasures in her corpus. Manuelian also references at least four other instances where the 

Atenists mistook words containing the mn sign for i̓mn (mni̓= to perish, mn = be established, 

mnꜥt = nurse, i̓mntyw = westerners) from the Theban necropolis.720 However, it is possible that 

erroneous Atenist erasures are underreported in this corpus and elsewhere because it is fairly 

easy to dismiss them as accidental or unrelated damage. It must also be noted that I only 

719 See McClymont 2017, 248. 
720 See Manuelian 1999, 287-289. 

Cƒ¿Ã ◊^

ƒ
C∆ ∑Ô∏

CƒÄ ∆i
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consider erroneous erasures of i̓mn in this discussion since Amun is by far the most frequently 

attacked term in the Atenist campaign and thus the most likely to have been incorrectly 

targeted. Therefore, the total number of erroneous erasures may be higher when all deities 

and terms are taken into consideration.  

Such erroneous erasures of i̓mn are not the only mistakes that the Atenists made. In 

addition, they sometimes overlooked terms that were defaced elsewhere on the same object, 

which could suggest relatively poor sign recognition abilities. For instance, there are ninety-

five cases of overlooked terms in this corpus as illustrated in Table 7.2. I only consider erasable 

terms to be “overlooked” if they remain intact on one part of an object but are elsewhere 

defaced on that same object. I make this distinction because it is unclear if terms that are 

never erased on an object were proscribed in the first place or if particularly devoted Atenists 

went beyond the call of duty in these few instances.  

Record # Items erased Items 
overlooked 

Object 
description 

Site 

2 4 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private stela Abydos 
6 4 i̓mn, 4 mwt 2 i̓mn Private naos Abydos 
13 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private stela Abydos? 
17 4 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Armant, Temple 

of Montu? 
18 2 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Armant, Temple 

of Montu? 
21 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal stela Buhen, South 

Temple 
26 14 i̓mn, 15 i̓mn-rꜥ 3 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal naos Deir el-Bahari, 

Mortuary Temple 
of Hatshepsut, 
Shrine of Anubis 

38 2 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Royal statue Deir el-Bahari, 
Senenmut Quarry 

51 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Royal obelisk Elephantine 
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63 4 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private stela Hatnub 
67 26 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-rꜥ, 

1 psḏt 
3 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal temple Kumma, Temple 

of Khnum 
70 4 i̓mn, 4 i̓mn-rꜥ, 1 

mwt, 2 mntw, 2 
ptḥ 

1 i̓mn, 1 mntw Royal stela Memphis, Ptah 
Enclosure 

72 1 i̓mn, 2 ptḥ 2 i̓mn, 3 ptḥ Private statue Memphis, Ptah 
Temple 

81 1 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-mn, 
1 mn gbtyw, 1 ꜣst, 
1 unknown deity 

1 ꜣst Royal stela Quft, Min Temple 

86 3 i̓mn, 1 i̓npw 2 i̓mn Private stela Saqqara 
88 1 i̓mn, 2 i̓npw 2 i̓npw Private stela Saqqara 
89 2 nt 1 nt Private relief Saqqara, Tomb of 

Meryneith/Meryre 
104 4 i̓mn 2 i̓mn Royal relief Tell el-Borg 
120 6 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak, 

Tempe of Amun-
Re 

121 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Royal statue Thebes, Karnak, 
Tempe of Amun-
Re 

123 2 i̓mn, 3 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn Royal stela Thebes, Karnak, 
Temple of Amun-
Re, Akh Menu 

134 2 i̓mn, 3 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn Royal statue Thebes, Karnak 
cachette 

136 4 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak 
140 6 i̓mn, 2 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn Royal stela Thebes, originally 

Amenhotep III 
mortuary temple 

141 1 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-rꜥ 2 i̓mn Private stela Thebes, Karnak 
146 4 i̓mn, 1 i̓pt swt 3 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak 
147 3 i̓mn, 2 nṯrw 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak 
148 5 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak 
149 10 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak, 

Temple of Mut 
150 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak, 

Temple of Khonsu 
151 2 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Private statue Thebes, Karnak, 

Temple of Mut 
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153 2 i̓mn, 2 i̓mn-rꜥ, 1 
i̓tm, 1 ptḥ, 1 wsi̓r 

5 i̓mn, 1 mwt Private statue Thebes, Karnak, 
Temple of Mut 

157 2 i̓mn 5 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Gurneh 
158 2 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn Royal statue Thebes, Gurneh 
160 1 i̓mn, 1 nḫbt 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak, 

Temple of Mut 
163 6 i̓mn, 2 i̓pt swt 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal obelisk Thebes, Karnak 
166 5 i̓mn 2 i̓mn Private statue Thebes, Karnak 

cachette 
174 2 i̓mn-rꜥ 4 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal stela Thebes, Karnak? 
183 1 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn Royal offering 

table 
Thebes, Asasif, 
causeway area C 

186 16 i̓mn 6 i̓mn Private stela Thebes 
187 1 i̓mn 2 i̓mn Royal statue Thebes, Karnak, 

Temple of Amun-
Re 

197 1 i̓mn, 1 i̓pt swt 4 i̓mn Private statue Thebes 
204 2 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private 

funerary cone 
Thebes, Gurneh, 
TT 45 

207 1 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal statue Thebes, Karnak, 
Temple of Amun-
Re 

210 2 i̓mn, 1 i̓mn-rꜥ 1 i̓mn Royal statue Thebes, Karnak, 
Temple of Montu 

228 2 i̓mn, 1 nṯrw 1 i̓mn, 1 mwt Private statue Thebes? 
229 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal statue Thebes? 
234 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Thebes?, Karnak? 
235 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn-rꜥ Royal stela Thebes? 
242 2 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private statue Uncertain 
252 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private stela Uncertain 
257 1 i̓mn-rꜥ 2 i̓mn Royal statue Uncertain 
260 1 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private stela Uncertain 
261 2 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private stela Uncertain 
270 3 i̓mn 1 i̓mn Private relief Uncertain 
285 5 i̓mn, 6 i̓mn-rꜥ, 

9 nḫbt 
1 i̓mn-rꜥ, 2 nḫbt Royal temple Semna 

 Table 7.2: Objects with overlooked erasable terms (rows with only white background represent cases where 
the Atenists overlooked equal or more items than they erased).
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As Table 7.2 demonstrates in the majority of cases (40/56 = 71.4%)the Atenists erased 

the same number of items or more items than they overlooked, though a 30% error rate would 

be fairly high for a fully literate group. In total the Atenists who attacked the objects in this 

corpus missed ninety-six erasable terms, or about a tenth of the possible erasable terms that 

appear in this catalogue (95 + 752 = 847 → 95/847 = 11.2%). This is a sizeable error rate and 

illustrates that the Atenists were fairly prone to making mistakes. A number of these examples 

also suggest that some of the Atenists were better able to recognize the image of a god than 

the name of a god. For instance, record #235 is the top portion of a stela and depicts 

Amenhotep II offering before Amun-Re who is accompanied by a column of text that includes 

the god’s name. Amun-Re’s figure is carved more deeply into the stela and in a different style 

than Amenhotep II, which indicates that the god’s image was likely defaced. However, i̓mn-rꜥ 

remains intact in the text column above the god’s erased figure. It is difficult to explain this 

mistake because Amun-Re’s image and name are located so close together on the stela, 

though this could imply that the Atenist who attacked record #235 could not read hieroglyphs 

but was able to recognize the god’s depiction.  

This also seems to be the case with record #207, a group statue of Thutmose I, Amun-

Re, and queen Ahmose. Amun-Re’s figure was completely smashed from this statue, but both 

i̓mn-rꜥ and i̓mn appear in the statue’s accompanying inscription and remain intact. Another 

parallel example occurs on record #88, a rectangular stela from Saqqara where the two 

depictions of Anubis flanking the stela’s central eye motif are defaced, but Anubis’s name 

remains intact next to each erased image. However, the person who attacked this stela was at 
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721 See Table 4.6 for this data. 
722 See McClymont 2017, 181, Table 6.2. 
723 See McClymont 2017, Master Table 5. See also Manuelian 1999, 290 for TT 100 and TT 110. 

least somewhat textually literate, as he or she were able to correctly identify and hack out i̓mn 

when it appears as part of the name Amenmose. Perhaps Amun’s name was easier for this 

Atenist to recognize since he bore the brunt of the erasure campaign and thus, the iconoclasts 

probably had more practice locating and attacking Amun’s name than those of other deities. 

However, in this case i̓npw is written with a recumbent jackal determinative, , which seems 

like it would have helped the Atenist correctly identify these signs as part of Anubis’s name, 

but perhaps this person did not understand the function of determinatives.  

The Atenists’ ability to recognize plurals and variant spellings is yet another possible 

indicator for literacy. As discussed in section 4.3.1 the Atenists seem to have had more trouble 

recognizing the short form of nṯrw, written …ö , versus its long form,ööö.  In this corpus 44%

of erased nṯrws are written in the long form, while 33% are short form, and 22% are unknown 

form.721 However, I suspect that erased short form nṯrws are overrepresented in my corpus 

because of the relatively few erased nṯrws I was able to locate. For instance, 91% of erased 

nṯrws and psḏts in McClymont’s corpus are written in the long form, a percentage that seems 

more secure given the larger sample size of nṯrws in her catalogue.722 My catalogue does not 

contain any instances where there are both long and short form writings of nṯrw on a single 

object, but McClymont and Manuelian reference several such cases. McClymont notes eleven 

Theban tombs that contain long and short form nṯrws, including TT 161, TT 192, TT 110, TT 82, 

TT 84, TT 85, TT 100, TT 69, TT 127, TT 125, and TT 55.723 In each of these tombs, except TT 69, 
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724 See Manuelian 1999, 290. 
725 See Manuelian 1999, 290. 
726 See McClymont 2017, 161-162, Master Table 4. 

more short form nṯrws remain intact than long form nṯrws, which indicates that the Atenists 

had a more difficult time identifying the short form of this term. Manuelian provides a few 

specific examples from TT 110, including the tomb’s north wall stela where i̓mn is defaced at 

least six times, but nsw nṯrw written in the short form survives four times even though it is 

written directly next to the hacked out i̓mns.724 However, the long form of nṯrw is erased from 

the stela’s main text, which once again points to the Atenists having difficulty recognizing 

short form plurals. Further, on TT 100’s north wall Manuelian cites an instance where the long 

form of nṯrw is erased from Amun’s epithet nb nṯrw, though a short form nṯrw remains 

untouched in the very next column.725  

Finally, as discussed in section 4.4.12, the Atenists also had difficulty differentiating 

cases where the vulture sign d should be read as “mother” or “Mut.” There is only one 

example in this corpus where “mother” is mistakenly erased, while McClymont reports twenty 

such cases in Theban tombs, including TT 17, TT 39, TT 181, TT 295, TT 71, TT 72, TT 79, TT 84, 

TT 96, TT 100, and TT 55.726 Considering that there are thirty-four instances of attacks against 

Mut in both my and McClymont’s corpuses, twenty mistaken erasures of “mother” is very high 

and suggests that while the Atenists were able to recognize the mwt vulture sign, they did not 

understand the contexts in which it appeared. In addition, Manuelian and McClymont cite 
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cases where is erased from other neutral words, such as ssmwt (horses) and mwt 

(measurement of weight).727   

7.2.2 Synthesis 
As the above discussion indicates, there are a number of data points in my and 

McClymont’s corpuses that suggest that the Atenists had fairly low levels of literacy. This is 

not surprising considering that the vast majority of ancient Egyptians likely could not read or 

write well, as chronicled in section 7.2. The Atenists were fairly prone to making erroneous 

erasures, overlooking erasable terms, and struggling with variant orthographies, all of which 

can be interpreted as indications of relative illiteracy. However, considering how monumental 

their task was it is somewhat surprising that the Atenists’ error rate is not higher. In 

undertaking this dissertation I have learned how easy it is too misread or misidentify erasable 

terms when scanning through texts, particularly after many hours on the job, so I sympathize 

with the difficulties that the Atenists experienced. My Egyptian reading ability likely qualifies 

as literate by ancient standards, but I have made my share of mistakes in amassing this 

catalogue, including misreading neutral terms as i̓mn and mwt and overlooking erasable 

terms. Thus, even being fully literate would not prevent the Atenists from making mistakes, 

especially if they had to scan large blocks of text, complete their task quickly, work long hours, 

work with low light levels, or if they were not particularly interested in their job.  

It is also worth noting that for all the instances where the Atenists made mistakes, 

there are still more examples for where they correctly identified erasable terms. There are also 

727 The erasure of ssmwt comes from TT 55, while the erasure of mwt as a unit of weight comes from TT 100. See 
Manuelian 1999, 292-293; McClymont 2017, 163. 

d
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indicators of varying ability or interest amongst the Atenists, with some more thorough in 

their work than others. For instance, Atenists spared the rꜥ portion of i̓mn-rꜥ twenty-four times 

in this corpus, which suggests that the people who carried out these attacks were able to 

distinguish i̓mn and rꜥ and possibly understood the meanings of these words.728 These people 

likely spared Re because of his solar connections, though it is not clear if they did so because 

they had higher levels of theological understanding or different directions from their 

supervisors.  

Record #70 provides a case where an Atenist correctly identified and erased the 

names of Amun, Amun-Re, Ptah, Mut, and Montu, which is impressive considering how few 

times erasures of most of these gods take place in this catalogue or McClymont’s. Although 

this Atenist overlooked Amun and Montu’s names in two instances on this object, his or her 

ability to identify the names of five different deities sets him or her apart from his or her peers. 

Perhaps this Atenist was more literate, more theologically astute, or just more thorough in his 

or her work. Record #81 presents a similar case where an Atenist correctly identified the 

names of Amun, Amun-Min, and Min of Coptos as well as the depictions of Isis and an 

unidentifiable deity. However, this Atenist either overlooked or did not recognize Isis’s name 

near her figure in the stela’s lunette. Cases like this one where an Atenist is able to identify the 

name of a fairly specific god like Min of Coptos makes me wonder if the Atenists had a sort of 

master list with all possible offensive terms that they were able to refer to as they worked. A 

master list would eliminate some of the problems with using a fairly illiterate workforce but 

728 For more on the Atenist’s sparing Re, see section 4.2.3.1. 
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could also allow for plenty of the mistakes that appear in the available data. For instance, 

some Atenists would have been more thorough than others for a variety of reasons and could 

have spent more time checking the master list against the object they were working on. Other 

Atenists may not have been interested in their task or interpreted the directions differently 

and so they might have consulted a master list very infrequently. These people may have been 

content to just erase Amun’s names and images and thus left other deities intact. Of course, 

this is just speculation, but it is tempting to think that these particularly thorough Atenists 

may have received some help in their work, either because they took full advantage of 

available resources or because they were simply better educated than their peers. 

It is possible that these more thorough or literate Atenists functioned as supervisors to 

a large group of workers. These thorough Atenists, who identified and attacked the names of 

all present gods, are in the minority, so it is tempting to see them as the leaders of gangs of 

iconoclasts who might have disseminated directions to other workers. However, if their 

intention was to erase all gods on an object, they obviously did not convey this effectively to 

their underlings. It could also be that more literate iconoclasts were expected to deface more 

erasable terms per object than their less literate counterparts. Perhaps there were tiers of 

Atenists who attacked terms based on their skill level, with the least literate only taught to 

identify and hack out Amun. This would explain why Amun is by far the most attacked deity, 

while all other terms are attacked sporadically. However, this is yet again speculation and 

cannot be proven given the available evidence. Regardless of these unknowns, it is apparent 

that the Atenists were not fully literate and made a variety of mistakes in their work that 
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indicate reading comprehension problems, disinterest in their task, or suboptimal working 

conditions. However, considering the geographic span of the Atenist iconoclasm and the low 

literacy levels in ancient Egypt in general, it is fairly impressive that the Atenists were able to 

be as thorough as they were.  

7.3 Physical ability 
Most of the Atenist erasures in this catalogue are fairly small, vaguely rectangular, and 

occur on soft stones, such as limestone or sandstone.729 Such hackings would not seem to 

demand a great deal of physical ability or prior experience, and if this is the case, then the 

majority of the Egyptian populace could have taken part in the Atenist iconoclasm. Stocks’s 

attempts to manufacture and test his own copper and bronze chisels modeled on the tools 

used in ancient Egypt largely confirm that such chisels were hard enough to easily cut soft 

stone, though it remained unclear to me if an inexperienced person could effectively wield 

these chisels.730 I tested this hypothesis by creating Atenist style erasures of my own, as I had 

never used a chisel or done any sort of stonework prior to this experiment, so I was able to 

assess the capabilities of a totally unskilled individual. I created my erasures in a raw block of 

Vermont limestone that the Harvard Materials Lab purchased from a Boston area tile store. 731 I 

chose limestone as my test stone because the plurality of the stone objects in the erasure 

catalogue are made of soft stones, such as alabaster, sandstone, and limestone.  

729 272 out of the 285 objects in this catalogue are made of stone. 86 of these stone objects are limestone, while 31 
are made of sandstone.  
730 For Stocks’s experimental manufacture of copper and bronze chisels see Stocks 2003, 56-66; Stocks 2016, 446-
460. 
731 I would like to extend my gratitude to Dr. Francesca Bewer and Alexandra Gaydos of the Harvard Art 
Museums Materials Lab for supplying me with the equipment and space used in this experiment as well as aiding 
me in documenting the process. 
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Before the Greco-Roman Period, ancient Egyptian chisels were made from copper 

alloys or bronze that was generally pounded with bell shaped wooden mallets or stone 

hammers.732 Such chisels are not readily available for purchase in modern times, and thus I 

had to construct my own using a piece of ¾ inch diameter copper pipe. I cut the pipe down to 

5.375 inches in length and used a hammer to gradually flatten one end of the pipe by 

repeatedly pounding the two sides that formed from the tube in order to approximate the 

shape of New Kingdom copper chisels found at Gurob or Amarna.733 Eventually the ends of the 

pipe flattened together into a 0.1875 inches wide edge that was then smoothed using plumbers 

abrasive sand paper.734 However, my homemade chisel differs from its ancient Egyptian 

counterparts in a number of important ways. For instance, since my chisel originated from a 

modern copper pipe, it is almost pure copper and is hollow, while ancient Egyptian copper 

chisels are made from a copper alloy and are solid. Ancient Egyptian copper chisels contained 

small amounts of tin, iron, arsenic, and antimony with the percentages of these metals varying 

considerably from tool to tool.735 These differences made my copper chisel softer and less 

durable than the versions the Atenists likely used, and thus I reasoned that if I was still able to 

create erasures using this relatively weak tool, then unskilled Egyptians likely would have 

been able to do so with their implements. I approximated inscriptions by drawing various 

732 For the materials used to make stone carving chisels and mallets in the Dynastic Period see Colson 1903, 190-
192; Gilmore 1986, 447-487; Stocks 1986, 25-29; Arnold 1991, 257-258, 264-265; Stocks 2003, 56-58; Harrell & 
Storemyr 2013, esp. 21-25; Chudzik 2015, 30-31; Stocks 2016, 446-460. 
733 In particular, see Petrie Museum 63046 and 7742. For UC63046 see Petrie 1917, pl. XXII, c. 67. For UC7742 see 
Petrie 1890, pl. XVII, 24; Petrie 1917, 20, pl. XII, c.87; Brunton & Engelbach 1927, v.I, cat. N. 484.  
734 I would like to extend many thanks to my father, Mark Taronas, for constructing this chisel and for using his 
own supplies to create it. 
735 See Lucas 1948 228-256; Gilmore 1986, 458; Ogden 2000, 148-176; Stocks 2003, 57. 
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erasable terms onto the limestone block with a permanent marker and then took my chisel to 

it. 

Before I tested my copper chisel, I attempted to erase a number of shapes using a 

standard, modern steel chisel to get a sense what how easy it is to carve with professional 

implements. I used both flat and pointed chisels and hammered with a 2 lb weighted bell 

hammer made of steel and wood. As Figure 7.1 illustrates, I was able to erase the desired terms 

fairly well and in a way that is mostly consistent with the erasure styles in this corpus with the 

steel flat chisel and bell hammer. 

Figure 7.1 Experimental erasure of im̓n from im̓n-rꜥ with steel flat chisel and bulb hammer 
Since I was able to easily create erasures with these professionally manufactured steel tools, I 

next attempted to deface erasable terms using my homemade copper chisel. I used a variety of 

mallets to hammer the copper chisel, including a rubber mallet with a steel shaft, a smaller 

rubber mallet with wooden shaft, the steel end of the bulb hammer, and the wooden shaft of 

the bulb hammer (see Figure 7.2). I employed this array of hammers so that I could see how 
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the different weights, materials, and manufactures of these tools affected my ability to chisel 

in limestone and so that I had a better chance of mirroring the size, shape, and density of the 

hammers the Atenists used. 

Figure 7.2: Rubber mallets, bulb hammer, and homemade copper chisel 

Using the copper chisel was more difficult than the professionally made steel chisels, 

but after a few minutes of experimenting with different carving angles and hammering 

strengths, I was able to fairly competently erase the terms and shapes I made in the limestone 

block. I was able to hack out erasable items regardless of the hammer I used, though the 

heavier implements did make the process faster. The copper chisel held up surprisingly well 

throughout the process and displayed minimal warping to the hammering end and slight 

flaking at the sharp end.  
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Figure 7.3  : im̓n erased with copper chisel and wooden shaft of bulb hammer 
My results matched well with Stocks’s experiments. Stocks created twenty-six copper and 

bronze chisels of varying metallurgical composition and performed various tests with them to 

determine their hardness and durability. The chisels containing at least 8% tin exceeded the 

hardness of mild steel (the steel used to make nails, structural steel, cars, etc.), which indicates 

that these tools are hard enough to cut most stone.736 Next, Stocks subjected his chisels to 

stonecutting tests with sandstone, limestone, calcite, granite, diorite, and steatite using beech 

and mahogany mallets.737 The chisels suffered a good deal of damage in these tests, but they 

736 To determine hardness Stocks used a Vickers Pyramid Hardness testing machine, which uses a diamond 
indenter to test a material under a known load for a known period of time. The resulting indentation left on the 
material is then divided into the load, and this quotient is thus the Vickers Pyramid hardness number for the 
tested material. See Stocks 2003, 60-62, esp. Table 2.4; Stocks 2016, 448. 
737 See Stocks 2003, 63; Stocks 2016, 448. 
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easily cut the steatite, sandstone, and limestone; they were also able to cut the other stones, 

though with what Stocks deems an “unacceptable level” of damage.738  

Because I was able to deface erasable items with no prior skill and with a chisel that 

was softer and weaker than those used in ancient Egypt, this suggests that inexperienced and 

unskilled individuals would have been able to create the Atenist erasures, especially if using 

tools made by professionals. Of course, it is more difficult to erase items carved in hard stone, 

such as granite or granodiorite, and it seems that many of the Atenists struggled to do this. For 

instance, a number of objects made from hard stone in this corpus bear erasures that are 

shallow and inconsistently shaped, which suggests that the person wielding the chisel in these 

cases faced difficulties hammering these materials.739 Record #25, the granite pyramidion of 

Amenemhat III, is a good example since the erasures of Amun on this object resemble 

scratches more than the deep chisel marks seen on objects made of softer materials. Record 

#102, a granite statue of an official, provides another instance of a shallow and irregularly 

shaped erasure of i̓mn. As long as the person erasing could see his or her subject, had enough 

strength to operate a chisel, and had enough patience to troubleshoot if faced with difficulties, 

they were likely capable of physically erasing aspects of artifacts. A skilled or knowledgeable 

person may thus have only been necessary to disseminate directions or double-check the 

work of the people wielding the chisels.  

However, there are at least six cases in this catalogue that were apparently carried out 

by skilled stone workers on record #23, 24, 55, 62, 78, and 92. In these instances the Atenists 

738 See Stocks 2003, 64-65; Stocks 2016, 449. 
739 For examples of shallow, irregular erasures in hard stone see record #25, 35, 44, 49, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 71, 73, 
79, 93, 94, 100, 102, 106, 111, 117, 125, 137, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 183, 215, 234, 265, 275, and 282.  
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erased the offensive nomens of Amenhotep III or Amenhotep I and then replaced these 

defaced cartouches with the king’s neutral prenomen.740 The hardness of the object’s stone 

does not seem to have been a factor in whether it was recarved, as these six objects are made 

from a variety of stones including sandstone, limestone, granodiorite, and peridotite. Because 

of their high quality these replacement prenomens appear to be the work of professional 

stone workers, though instances where the Atenists recarved erased items into neutral ones 

are very unusual.741 Perhaps skilled stone carvers were uncommon amongst the Atenists or the 

Atenists who recarved these items understood their directions differently or felt some sort of 

respect/affinity for the king’s whose names they attacked. It seems possible that the majority 

of the iconoclasts were not high-ranking or skilled individuals, as it does not make much sense 

to employ skilled artisans/officials with this sort of menial work that could be completed by 

inexperienced people. 

With this in mind, I next examine some of the possible labor forces that Akhenaten’s 

administration could have deployed for the Atenist iconoclasm, including the army and other 

evidence for laborers during the Amarna Period. I primarily investigate the roles that laborers 

filled during the construction of Akhetaten to better understand who carried out similar large-

scale projects and how they were treated during Akhenaten’s reign. Additionally, I examine 

the possibility that the Atenist iconoclasts were conscripted as a form of corvee labor.  

740 For more on the Atenist treatment of cartouches in this corpus see section 4.2.2. 
741 The Atenists only recarved 0.79% of erasures in my catalogue (6/752 = 0.79%). McClymont notes a handful of 
cases where the Atenists recarved items in her corpus but does not provide a total figure. 
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7.3.1 Army conscription and corvée 
As discussed in section 7.1.1, scholars sometimes assume that the Atenists were 

members of the Egyptian army who were deployed to enact the erasure campaign. Groups 

carrying out large projects are often referred to as part of the army in Egyptian texts, though 

this term encompasses both professional soldiers as well as people conscripted to perform 

military and non-military labor, called ḏꜣmw or nfrw.742 A variety of written sources shed light 

on the activities that these troops engaged in, including the satirical Papyrus Anastasi I, which 

chronicles the tasks of an army scribe who must administer army work gangs.743 Scribes of the 

army apparently organized and calculated the necessary provisions for the army as it worked 

on various projects, and in Papyrus Anastasi I they discuss the registration, payment, and 

rationing of these army troops.744 The scribe records that the troops worked for six hours a day, 

including a meal break, and that they undertook a variety of tasks including building a brick 

ramp, transporting and erecting a royal obelisk, and digging a lake.745 Other administrative 

texts detail how army units transported stelae, statues, and construction materials to their 

chosen locations.746 It seems that the scribe of recruits kept track of Egyptian men fit for 

service and organized them into units according to the regions from which they hailed.747 For 

instance, the well-known official Amenhotep son of Hapu served as a scribe of recruits and 

742 See Hayes 1973, 366; Eyre 1987, 187; Murnane 1998, 197-198.  
743 For translation and commentary of Papyrus Anastasi I see Gardiner 1911, 1-34; Fischer-Elfert 1983; Wente 1990, 
98-110. 
744 See Anastasi I 11:8-12:6 (registering), 13:5-8 (payment), 17:2-18:2 (rationing).
745 See Anastasi I 14:1-17:2. For further interpretation of these tasks see Gardiner 1911, 31-34; Reineke 1975, 5-9;
Badawy 1983, 12-15; Schwela 2012, 115-121. 
746 See Gardiner 1937, 69-70, 126, 134-135.
747 See Helck 1939, 18-21; Schulman 1958, 5-6, 81; Hayes 1973, 366.
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recounts that he registered “millions” of ḏꜣmw and posted such crews on roads to control 

nomad populations.748  

Thus, in addition to combat duties, military conscripts apparently carried out an array 

of projects, most of which revolved around construction. It is certainly possible that such 

levies were deployed for the Atenist iconoclasm, since there is evidence for the army fulfilling 

non-military activities early in Akhenaten’s reign as illustrated by the then Amenhotep IV’s 

decree to assemble workers to quarry stone for an obelisk.749 This order appears on a stela 

from Gebel Silsila in which Akhenaten calls for men to be gathered “from Elephantine to 

Sambehdet” to carry out “a great forced-labor-duty of quarrying sandstone, in order to fashion 

the great benben” for the Aten at Karnak.750 However, it is not entirely clear if army recruits 

came from all segments of the population, and thus if some were more educated and literate 

than the data suggests the Atenists were. It seems that during the New Kingdom corvée labor 

only excluded the highest class Egyptians, so perhaps these elites were also exempt from 

military conscription due to the similarities between these two systems of labor 

organization.751 Corvée was another state-coordinated mode to raise work forces from lists of 

eligible men and women who carried out agricultural or building projects, but were not also 

subject to military service.752 Although there is more evidence for corvée labor in earlier 

periods, this system was still in use during the Amarna Period, as illustrated by the contents of 

748 For translation of this text see Varille 1968, 36, 41. 
749 See Legrain 1902, 259-266; Hayes 1973, 378. 
750 This stela also features a few Atenist erasures against Amun-Re’s image, Amenhotep IV’s name, and the name 
of a general. For translation of the Gebel Silsila stela see Legrain 1902, 259-266; Murnane 1995, 29-30. 
751 For the corvée system see Helck 1939, 20-21; Hayes 1973, 378: Loprieno 2012, 1-19. 
752 See Hayes 1973, 378; Loprieno 2012, esp. 4. 
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Amarna Letter EA 365 where Biridiya of Megiddo tries to ingratiate himself to the Egyptian 

king by stating that he is the only mayor in the region who furnishes corvée labor to harvest 

crops.753 

Thus, the systems to coordinate state controlled workforces were clearly in place 

during Akhenaten’s reign, though it remains unclear if army conscripts or corvée laborers 

were actually deployed for the Atenist iconoclasm. The available evidence suggests that the 

people drawn together to serve in these levies were not from the upper classes, which matches 

with the data in this examination that indicates that the Atenists were not fully literate or 

skilled. There is much evidence for army and police activity during the Amarna Period, though 

these men are most often depicted as a sort of security detail for the royal family.754 It is 

therefore possible that either of these modes of forced labor supplied the iconoclasts who 

took part in the erasure campaign, though there is not enough evidence to definitively 

conclude that this was the case.  

7.3.2 Labor at Amarna 
At present there are no known texts that reveal the identities of the Atenist 

iconoclasts or the way in which their campaign was organized. However, information is 

available on how the Egyptians managed and carried out several other large-scale projects 

that could serve as models for how labor was coordinated during the Atenist iconoclasm. The 

construction of Akhenaten’s new capital city at modern Tell el-Amarna is perhaps the best 

parallel example, as this enterprise was roughly contemporaneous with the Atenist 

753 For translation of Amarna Letter EA 365 see Rainey 1970, 24-27; Moran 1992, 363. 
754 For depictions of soldiers and police officers during the Amarna Period see Schulman 1964, 62; Healey 2012, 27-
39.  
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iconoclasm and was likely organized by the same royal administration. Although building 

Akhetaten concerns construction rather than destruction, the evidence surrounding this 

project currently offers the best insights into how Akhenaten’s government completed large 

projects and who performed the necessary labor. There is evidence for several distinct 

communities of workers at Amarna that range from the relatively elite residents of the 

Workmen’s Village to the manual laborers buried in the South Tombs Cemetery and North 

Tombs Cemetery. The identities of the people who lived in these communities, the work they 

did, and their living conditions are discussed below. 

7.3.2.1 The Main City 
 There is evidence for a variety of industries in the Main City at Amarna, though it 

seems that much of production took place in the home and as well as in separate 

workshops.755 Faience production seems to have been common in this part of the city, as 

illustrated by the large quantities of blue faience fragments that likely come from the process 

of shaping large sheets into geometric tiles.756 These fragments are especially concentrated in 

squares T5, T6, and U6, of which T5 also contained the greatest number of ceramic oven liner 

fragments, which may indicate that this area contained faience ovens.757 Building O45.1 in the 

northwest section of the Main City was apparently used as a faience workshop, as it included 

numerous clay molds and misfired faience objects, indicating that this was a point of 

755 Kemp and Stevens note that two buildings from Grid 12 in the Main City, N50.36 and N50.40, contain larger 
amounts of manufacturing debris than neighboring structures, which might indicate that they were primarily 
workshops and not dwellings. However, these buildings have floor plans that closely mirror those of homes. 
Building N50.37 also contained large amounts of manufacturing debris, including faience inlays, and has a simple 
ground plan. See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 492-496. 
756 See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 481; Kemp & Stevens 2010b, 254-261. 
757 See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 481. 
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production.758 This building also served as a pottery and glass-manufacturing site, as it was 

equipped with a variety of kilns and crucibles as well as numerous glass beads and unfired 

vessels.759 There is also evidence for glass production at Grid 12, though it seems that the glass 

was being reworked from ingots instead of being manufactured from raw materials.760  

Residents in this area also appear to have engaged in metalworking based on the 

presence of ceramic crucibles, tuyère fragments, pieces of scrap copper alloy, and copper alloy 

that has been shaped into small objects.761 There is no evidence for stone sculpting at Grid 12, 

though is seems that people likely produced small stone implements used in everyday life in 

this segment of the city.762 For example, excavators located a number of unfinished quern 

stones and partially worked quartzite lumps in this area, as well as personal items including 

vessels and jewelry that could have been produced there.763 The people living in the main city 

likely also engaged in wood working, but at present there is not enough evidence to draw 

further conclusions, largely because people seem to have taken the metal tools used in wood 

working with them when Amarna was abandoned.764  

The homes in the main city and suburbs vary in size and complexity that reflect the 

personal preferences and circumstances of their owners. These houses generally cluster in 

groups around wells and with other households of similar standing and do not follow the grid 

758 See Nicholson 2007, 133-146; Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 483. 
759 For glass working at O45.1 see Nicholson 2007, 117-132. For pottery production at O45.1 see Nicholson 2007, 149-
156. 
760 See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 485-488. 
761 See Kemp & Stevens 2010a 488-450; Kemp & Stevens 2010b, 343-360, 361-400. 
762 See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 491. 
763 See Kemp 1994, 141; Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 491. 
764 Kemp & Stevens argue that there must have been some sort of wood working at Amarna because of the need 
to manufacture wooden prestige items, such as coffins and shrines. See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 481; Kemp & 
Stevens 2010b, 437-441. 
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pattern seen at in other settlements at Amarna.765 People also often built their homes near the 

people whom they served, which created clusters of lower ranking people around a more 

powerful patron. Kemp designates this pattern the “fuzzy grid” and likens it to modern 

settlements that appear in areas of loose government control.766 Kemp and Stevens attribute 

the close quarters that people at all stages of the social spectrum shared at the main city and 

suburbs to its “relatively uniform culture,” which manifests in the finely made objects that 

even people living in small homes possessed.767 These include imported goods such as pottery 

and incense, high quality leather sandals and jewelry, and statuettes and faience tiles likely 

made by professional artisans.768  

It also seems that fairly expensive meat was available to the residents of the main city, 

as large quantities of pig and cattle bones derive from this area of Amarna.769 It is notable that 

there are far fewer mortars, querns, and ovens in the main city than at the Workmen’s Village, 

though it is unclear what the implications of this might be.770 Perhaps the people of the main 

city shared bread-making facilities or, as Kemp suggests, perhaps they had access to the bread 

used as offerings in the Aten temples in the central city.771 Overall it appears that the 

occupants of the main city lived fairly comfortably in homes that they had the resources to 

personalize and with access to high quality goods. Many of these people seem to have been 

765 The grid pattern is most noticeable at the Workmen’s Village and suggests some sort of state involvement in 
the construction of this site.  See the succeeding section for life at the Workmen’s Village. 
766 See Kemp 2012, 166-177. 
767 See Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 513. 
768 See Kemp & Stevens 2010b: for imported pottery see 53-57; for imported incense see 545-554; for leather 
sandals see 208; for jewelry see 75-192; for statuettes see 215-217; for faience tiles see 251-253.  
769 See Samuel 1989, 253-290; Kemp 2012, 219-220. 
770 See Samuel 1999, 121-144; Kemp & Stevens 2010a, 496-499; Kemp 2012, 221. 
771 See Kemp 2012, 221. 
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skilled in some sort of craft, such as glass making or metal working, and could afford a higher 

quality of life than some of their counterparts who lived in other parts of the site. 

7.3.2.2 The Workmen’s Village 

The Workmen’s Village at Amarna was a planned settlement surrounded by a square 

wall at the base of a large plateau near the site’s eastern plain.772 The village’s houses were 

organized on a grid pattern and share a standard ground plan, with the exception of a larger 

home at the corner of the housing area that likely belonged to an overseer.773 The overall 

layout of the site suggests a high degree of state involvement in its planning and construction, 

which is further demonstrated by the network of Amarna Period roads that surround the 

village.774 This is fairly unusual for Amarna, since it seems that the main city and suburbs 

sprung up organically with almost no state planning.775 In addition, there are no natural water 

supplies nearby the Workmen’s Village, so the site was provisioned by a large well at the edge 

of the city that was also likely maintained by the state.776 Peet and Woolley initially proposed 

that this village housed the people responsible for constructing Amarna’s tombs, which is one 

possible explanation that takes into account the area’s fairly remote location.777 Kemp echoes 

Peet and Woolley’s suggestion, citing that the site’s location and layout is paralleled at Deir el-

Medina, the Theban settlement of artisans who constructed and decorated the tombs in the 

772 See Kemp 1987, 21; Stevens 2011, 101, esp. fig. 1. 
773 Stevens 2011, 101-102; Kemp 2012, 191-194. 
774 For this road network see Fenwick 2004, 880-885. 
775 See section 7.3.2.1 for the Main City. 
776 See Kemp, Samuel, & Luff 1994, 138. 
777 Peet & Woolley suggest that the Workmen’s Village is located so far outside of the main city because the 
people living there were engaged in a stigmatized occupation such a grave digger or embalmer. However, the 
site’s location is more likely so that its inhabitants had easy access to the Royal Wadi or the surrounding desert. 
See Peet & Woolley 1923, 52. 
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Valley of the Kings.778 However, Kemp notes that none of the typical tools used by artisans in 

tomb creation appear at the Workmen’s Village, though it is possible that these people took 

their tools with them when Amarna was eventually abandoned.779  

Alternatively, Kemp also suggests that the village could have housed police who 

patrolled Amarna’s perimeter.780 Evidence indicates that a limited number of community 

members held titles, which suggests that they were not members of the elite, though they 

were not particularly poor either.781 The chapels surrounding the Workmen’s Village are richly 

decorated, which indicates that these people were able to put many resources into non-

essential activities. Further, the homes within the village itself are larger than many in the 

main city, signaling that this community was relatively well off compared to others at 

Amarna.782 Finally, this community raised goats and pigs in pens around their homes, which 

speaks to some degree of independence from the state.783 Overall, the community at the 

Workmen’s Village was likely one of the more affluent groups of workers at Amarna, though it 

is still unclear what function they performed at the city. 

7.3.2.3 The Stone Village 
The Stone Village is located on the north side of the same plateau that abuts the 

Workmen’s Village but is more isolated and smaller than this neighboring settlement. In 

778 See Kemp 1984a, 1-4; Kemp 1987, 43. 
779 Kemp 1987, 73. 
780 See Kemp 1984a, 1-4; Kemp 1987, 44-49. 
781 A stela from Chapel 525 in the Workmen’s Village discusses a man named Ptahmay, who bears the title 
“Servant in the Place.” House Main Street 10 contains fragments of mud plaster that bear an inscription with the 
words “herdsman” and “brother” that could belong to a title. Finally, the name Sennefer appears on a potsherd 
from the village with the title “scribe.” See Černý 1973, 101, fig. 15; Kemp 1987, 45.	
782 See Kemp & Stevens 2010, 477, fig. 10.2; Stevens 2011, 116. 
783 See Kemp 1984a, 9; Kemp 1984b, 40-59; Eyre 1987, 179. 
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contrast to the Workmen’s Village, the layout of the Stone Village is irregular and marked by 

structures of uneven size, and occasionally rounded walls.784 This suggests that the state was 

less involved in planning and constructing this village, especially as the majority of structures 

were made out of locally quarried limestone blocks.785 This site likely housed another 

permanent population given that it contains areas for food preparation, a cemetery 

containing fairly sophisticated burials, hearths, and a wide variety of artifacts including 

furniture, ceramics, amulets, and other ritually related items.786 There is no sign of a well in 

this area, but it seems likely that water was transported here from the main city as with the 

Workmen’s Village.787 The Main Site at the Stone Village contains a number of deposits of large 

quantities of basalt waste flakes, some of which are coated in a green residue likely from a 

copper alloy. This sort of material also appears at the Workmen’s Village and Stevens proposes 

that the residents of these sites used basalt lumps to manufacture hammerstones, which were 

used in the construction of rock cut tombs.788  

It seems that the worker’s families also lived in at the Stone Village, as one of the 

excavated graves contained the skeletal remains of a child between the ages of eight and ten 

who was in overall good health. Further, a man of fifty years or more with minor osteoarthritis 

in his hands and arms and possible bone cancer in his spine was found in another grave 

784 See Stevens 2011, 107. 
785 See Stevens 2011, 108. 
786 See Stevens 2011, 109.  
787 See Rose 1989, 82-101. 
788 See Boyce 1995, 98-104; Stevens 2011, 110. 
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shaft.789 Both individuals were wrapped in textiles and sashes, while the man’s grave also 

contained a possible offering of dôm-nuts.790 Thus, the evidence available at the Stone Village 

suggests that it housed people who received less state support than the residents of the 

Workmen’s Village, as illustrated by the haphazard layout of the site. It is unclear if the state 

was less involved in life at the Stone Village because this community sought out a greater 

degree of independence than the people at the Workmen’s Village or if the state viewed their 

work as less important.  

It seems that these people were responsible for the production of hammerstones and 

lived in family units with enough resources to bury their dead in moderately elaborate graves. 

The human remains from the Stone Village suggest that the people there were relatively 

healthy, as both recovered individuals come from vulnerable subsets of the population and 

present relatively few pathologies for their age groups.791  

7.3.2.4 The South Tombs Cemetery 
The evidence from the non-elite cemeteries at Amarna (the South Tombs Cemetery 

and North Tombs Cemetery) presents a grim picture of the treatment of the city’s remaining 

workers. The adults and subadults buried in these cemeteries display signs of hard manual 

labor, which suggest that they were involved in the city’s construction in some sense. In 

789 This child presented enamel hypoplasia on the only tooth recovered from his or her body, as well as a small 
muscle strain on his or her right clavicle. Otherwise the child did not present further pathologies. The older man 
also presented osteoarthritis and degenerative joint disease in his spine, which might be connect to his possible 
bone cancer. See Kemp 2009, 8. 
790 See Kemp 2009, 7. 
791 Given the small sample size of human remains from the Stone Village it is unclear if these two individuals are 
representative of the health of the other villagers. However, the ages and pathologies that these individuals 
present are more in line with the results from other Egyptian populations than those of the South and North 
Tomb Cemeteries, as is discussed below. 
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general, the human remains recovered from both cemeteries demonstrate that the non-elite 

adults at Amarna were shorter than those from other comparable Egyptian and Nubian sites, 

which speaks to overall poor health.792 In addition, the children recovered from the South 

Tombs Cemetery present significant growth delays that extended to 23.7 months at its most 

severe, which further illustrates that these individuals experienced unusual levels of physical 

and nutritional stress.793 Additionally, growth trends indicate that individuals who matured 

before they moved to Amarna reached a greater stature than their younger counterparts who 

grew up primarily at Amarna, which suggests these people’s lives at Akhenaten’s new capital 

were marked by generally poor living conditions.794 The people at the South Tombs Cemetery 

also died at a younger age than is expected for a healthy urban population, as 70% of these 

individuals died before reaching the age of thirty-five.795 

The overall health and treatment of the individuals at the South Tombs Cemetery is 

largely better than that of their counterparts in the North Tombs Cemetery. These people 

were generally wrapped in textiles and placed in simple wooden, plant, or pottery burial 

containers. Their graves were often marked with limestone cairns or funerary stelae and 

occasionally contain grave goods such as ceramics or cosmetic materials.796 Their graves are 

792 At the South Tombs Cemetery females are on average 154.02cm tall and males are 163.75cm. The figures for the 
North Tombs Cemetery are similar with females standing at 153.7cm and males 161.0cm. For the stature of adults 
at Amarna see Kemp et al. 2013, 71; Kemp 2015, 31; Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 11. For comparison of statures for 
Egyptian adults at other sites see Zakrzewski 2003, 219-229, esp. table 3. Only the Predynastic Egyptian adults 
possess comparable statures to those at Amarna, while on average females from all other sites are at least 2cm 
taller and males are 3cm taller than their Amarna counterparts.  
793 See Kemp et al. 2013, 71-72. 
794 See Zabecki & Dabbs 2010, 3. 
795 Kemp notes that this low age at death is consistent with populations that faced epidemics, though it is not 
clear that this fate befell the people at the South Tombs Cemetery. See Kemp 2012, 228. 
796 See Kemp et al. 2013, 68. 
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generally simple and the lack of tomb or deliberate mummification suggests that these people 

were non-elite.  

In addition, the people at the South Tombs Cemetery apparently suffered a good deal 

of nutritional stress, as 42.7% present cribra orbitalia797, while 2.9% present porotic 

hyperostosis798, and 5.2% show signs of scurvy (vitamin C deficiency).799 Physical stress is also 

widespread amongst the individuals at the South Tombs Cemetery, as 77.2% of these 

skeletons present some form of degenerative joint disease and 67.4% show signs of physical 

trauma.800 Further, 30% of the males from the South Tombs Cemetery and 38% of the females 

present at least one healed fracture to the spine, bolstering evidence for strenuous 

workloads.801 In general, the adults in the South Tombs Cemetery experienced heavier 

physical stress on their lower bodies than their upper bodies, which Kemp et al. suggest could 

be the result of transporting talatat.802 This data suggests that the population buried at the 

South Tombs Cemetery were non-elites who carried out physically demanding tasks, likely in 

conjunction with the construction of Akhetaten. At present, it is not clear where these people 

lived at Akhetaten. 

797 These are small holes that form as the result of deficiencies in certain nutrients such as iron, vitamin C and 
vitamin D and are often interpreted as a signal that the individual suffered from anemia, as it has long been 
accepted that these lesions are caused by the inflation of red bone marrow. See Walper el al. 2004, esp. 338. 
798 Porotic hyperostosis is porosity of the cranial bones that is generally linked to anemia and nutritional 
deficiency. See Walker et al. 2009, 109-125. 
799 See Kemp et al. 2013, 72. 
800 See Rose 2006, 73-76; Kemp et al. 2013, 73-74. 
801 See Zabecki & Dabbs, 2010, 5. 
802 These results come from an examination of musculoskeletal markers, which are the areas where muscle 
attaches to bone. These areas become more pronounced as the result of heavier workloads. See Kemp et al. 2013, 
73-74.
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7.3.2.5 The North Tombs Cemetery 
Although it appears that the individuals at the South Tombs Cemetery experienced 

difficult lives marked by nutritional and physical stress, the situation at the North Tombs 

Cemetery is still bleaker. For instance, the majority of skeletons at the North Tombs Cemetery 

belong to people aged between seven and twenty-five years old, a discovery that is opposite of 

what is expected from a typical ancient, urban population.803 These individuals apparently 

suffered high degrees of physical stress as 17.9% display spinal fractures, 10.3% possess 

Schmorl’s nodes (signs of spinal degeneration), and 5.4% present arm injuries.804 These levels 

of degeneration and trauma are unusually high for such a young population, which signals 

that these people worked under especially arduous conditions. Nutritional stress is also 

widespread amongst this population, as 42.1% present cribra orbitalia. Additionally, 85.7% of 

North Tombs Cemetery individuals show skeletal lesions associated with malarial infection.805 

It is notable that the majority of individuals at the North Tombs Cemetery are young females, 

which might indicate that these workers performed a specific function for which girls were 

viewed as preferable.806 These young people could have worked in the quarries at Amarna, 

manufactured mud bricks, or carried supplies, though it is unclear why any of these jobs 

would be better suited to females. However, as Stevens and Dabbs note, it is possible that 

young males from this population were conscripted into the army and thus did not participate 

803 Typically youths and young adults are the least represented in such cemeteries, as these individuals are the 
least susceptible to illness. See Kemp et al. 2015, 25; Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 1, 9. 
804 See Kemp et al. 25; Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 10. 
805 See Kemp et al. 2015, 25-26; Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 10. 
806 Stevens and Dabbs argue that if males were not being correctly identified due to their young age then the 
percentage of individuals with indeterminate sex would be noticeably higher. See Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 10.  
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in the city’s construction.807 The people at the North Tombs Cemetery were usually wrapped 

in textiles in graves that did not contain goods or burial markers. Many of these people were 

interred in group graves where individuals were cloaked in the same textile, demonstrating 

that all bodies were deposited at the same time.808 Group graves were usually only the width of 

a single burial, so those placed inside were often stacked on top of one another.  

The general lack of care that characterizes these graves and the limited age span found 

at the North Tombs Cemetery suggest that these people were not buried with or by their 

families, which begs the question as to where they came from. It is unclear where these people 

lived at Amarna, though it is possible that they resided in temporary work camps that left no 

trace in the archaeological record. Kemp notes that it is possible that this community lived in 

some of the particularly basic dwellings in the city’s North Suburb, but at present this is only 

speculative.809 Stevens and Dabbs hypothesize that the North Tombs Cemetery contains the 

graves of a conscripted workforce who were selected based on their age and sex and lived 

under harsh conditions that resulted in their unusually high levels of disease and nutritional 

and physical stress.810 If this is the case these young people were likely very low ranking 

members of society, such as servants, peasants or prisoners of war. There is evidence for 

prisoners of war serving as labor forces during the New Kingdom, though they were often 

placed in specialized roles that would not contribute to the levels of overwork seen at the 

807 Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 12. 
808 See Kemp et al. 2015, 23-25; Steven & Dabbs 2018, 8-9. 
809 See Kemp et al. 2015, 26. 
810 See Kemp et al. 2015, 26; Stevens & Dabbs 2018, 12. 
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North Tombs Cemetery.811 For instance, northern prisoners of war (likely members of the 

Mitanni) are depicted manufacturing chariots and composite bows, making wine, and 

engaging in agricultural pursuits.812 However, it is possible that the more menial tasks that 

prisoners of war carried out were simply not portrayed in Egyptian art. 

There is also evidence for child labor in the New Kingdom, but none of the available 

data suggests that children undertook arduous physical workloads.813 These children were 

foreign prisoners of war and worked in temples, though it is not entirely clear what their roles 

were.814 However, the lives of children in ancient Egypt have historically been understudied in 

Egyptology, which suggests that there is likely other information on child labor that has not 

yet come to light.815 Thus, at present there is not sufficient data to conclude whom the young 

people buried in the North Tombs Cemetery were or where they came from. Regardless, it is 

fairly clear that these were the lowest ranking and most poorly treated individuals at Amarna: 

badly overworked, under fed, sick with malaria, and likely living apart from their families.  

7.4 Synthesis 
As the above summary demonstrates, there was a wide variety of available workforces 

during Akhenaten’s reign with variable skill levels and qualities of life. Thus, following this 

model it is possible to envision very different identities for the Atenist iconoclasts ranging 

811 See Morris’s excellent study on depictions of prisoners of war in the New Kingdom for an examination of the 
identities, origin, and treatment of northern prisoners of war (Morris 2014, 361-379). 
812 For an overview on the types of work these men are shown engaging in see Morris 2014, 367-371. 
813 See Matić 2017, esp. 54, n. 10. 
814 Matić cites evidence from the tomb of Rekhmire that states that these foreign children worked as mrwt in the 
šnꜥ of the temple. It is not totally clear what people designated as mrwt did, though it seems that they were tasked 
with weaving, as noted in the Annals of Thutmose III, as well as agriculture. See Matić 2017, 58-61 for discussion 
on the work done by these foreign children. 
815 Matić cites that some previous studies on labor in ancient Egypt even discuss the available evidence for child 
labor, but do not note that these workers were children. See Matić 2017, 53, n. 8. 
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from fairly high-ranking artisans to conscripted laborers to prisoners of war. However, given 

that their task did not require a great deal of physical ability or high degrees of literacy, it 

seems likely that the majority of the iconoclasts could have been drawn from unskilled 

populations, which makes it less likely that the Atenists were trained artisans. Because elite 

members of society did not perform corvée labor during the New Kingdom, and likely did not 

face military conscription, the likelihood that the Atenists were members of the peasantry or 

lower classes further increases. As mentioned above, it is possible that skilled and educated 

people supervised crews of iconoclasts, but it seems unlikely that trained artisans or scribes 

would be used en masse on a task that required little specialized ability.  

The above survey also raises the possibility that the Atenists might have been forced 

laborers, a point that is often missing from scholarly discussions on the identities of the 

iconoclasts. Although scholars sometimes argue that the Egyptian army enacted the erasure 

campaign, they do not discuss the possibility that these people were conscripted workers or 

that the Egyptian state had access to a variety of other forced laborers through the corvée 

system and prisoners of war. As evidenced by the human remains at the North Tombs 

Cemetery, some of the laborers serving the state during Akhenaten’s reign lived and worked 

under grim conditions, and thus the possibility that the Atenists were similarly mistreated 

should not be discounted. The evidence from the North Tombs Cemetery also indicates that 

Amarna Period laborers were not necessarily males or adults, and so the prospect exists that 

women and children also took part in the erasure campaign. Further, the Atenists may not 
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even have been Egyptians if they were conscripted prisoners of war and thus may not have 

been able to read hieroglyphs or been familiar with Egyptian deities.  

With these possibilities in mind, it is more difficult to suppose that the Atenists 

carried out this campaign because of their own genuine belief. The work forces examined 

above likely engaged in labor either because they were forced to or because they needed to 

support themselves, and although it is possible that some of these people were true believers 

in Atenism, it seems more likely that the majority of the iconoclasts carried out this work 

because of some other motive. It appears most likely that the Atenists were mostly unskilled 

and uneducated members of the general populace, and as such it is unclear how interested 

they may have been in Akhenaten’s new religion or if this change in orthodoxy even effected 

their daily lives.  

There may be evidence for varying degrees of theological understanding amongst the 

Atenists in the erasure catalogue, as when the iconoclasts spared the rꜥ of i̓mn-rꜥ or when they 

attacked deities who did not regularly face Atenist persecution.816 However, these types of 

erasures do not necessarily indicate that the person who created them understood the 

significance of Re or that the Aten was the preeminent god under Akhenaten’s religion. These 

people may have been following directions or they may have been able to identify Re or some 

other deity’s name because they were more literate or more interested in doing their task well. 

There are a multitude of factors to consider when thinking about why certain Atenists created 

more thorough work and these cases cannot be definitively ascribed to genuine belief. 

816 For the Atenist practice of sparing rꜥ from i̓mn-rꜥ see sections 4.2.3.1 and 7.2.2. 
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Likewise, many of the mistakes that other scholars and I tentatively attribute to illiteracy 

could have been the products of a workforce that was not interested in their task whether 

because they were forced into their job, treated poorly, uneducated, or generally unaware of 

religious and political occurrences. Thus, I caution other researchers from taking for granted 

that the Atenists were devoted followers of Akhenaten and suggest that these iconoclasts may 

have been less privileged than is often considered in scholarly literature.  
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion: New perspectives on the Atenist iconoclasm 

The Atenist erasure program is one of the few key elements of the Amarna Period and 

Akhenaten’s religion that Egyptological scholarship has not treated with the required depth to 

better understand the phenomenon. Authors often only pay the Atenist iconoclasm passing 

attention and this practice has led to the acceptance of some false impressions about 

Akhenaten’s campaign and Atenism in general.  

This dissertation explored what elements are erased and with what frequency from 

portable objects that are now housed in museum and private collections. I recorded the 

erasure of twenty-two separate terms including the names and images of various deities, 

references to divine plurality, and references to Karnak.817 Amun and his syncretized forms 

account for the vast majority of erasable terms in this catalogue and represent over 90% of 

Atenist attacks. All other terms are targeted sporadically and at a vastly lower frequency. 

When my data is combined with McClymont’s, which is currently the only other fairly 

comprehensive catalogue of Amarna Period erasures, Amun accounts for 78.6% of erasures, 

while the second most erased term, Amun-Re, accounts for 8.1%. In McClymont’s and my 

combined datasets Amun and his syncretized forms (including Amun-Re, Amun-Mun, Amun-

Kamutef, and Re-Khepri-Amun-Horus) make up 86.8% of Atenist defacements. We can 

conclude that Amun was the primary target of the Atenist erasure campaign. 

The concept of divine plurality is attacked most frequently of the terms that do not 

include i̓mn and make up 7.1% of erasures in McClymont’s and my combined results, with 

817 For a complete list of the twenty-two erased terms in this corpus see chapter 4, table 4.7. 
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nṯrw accounting for 4.9% and psḏt representing 2.3%. The only other erasable terms that 

comprise more than 1% of the combined corpuses are Mut with 1.5% and i̓pt swt with 1.03%. It 

is tempting to think that the Atenists attacked terms such as nṯrw, mwt, and i̓pt swt because of 

their associations of Amun, but this is not always borne out by the data. For instance, in the 

combined dataset nṯrws that occur in Amun’s epithets only make up 17.7% of all attacked 

nṯrws. This evidence largely disproves the idea that nṯrw was only attacked as part of Amun’s 

epithets. It is more difficult to assess if the erasures of Mut and Karnak were due to their 

associations with Amun, since Mut served as Amun’s consort and Karnak was his cult center 

at Thebes and these terms thus carry an implicit connection to Amun even if he is not 

explicitly referenced with them. Of the twenty-four erasures of Karnak in the combined 

datasets, at least five with no explicit association to Amun are erased, so it is tempting to see 

i̓pt swt as an erasable term in its own right.  

All other deities who appear in the combined datasets account for less than 1% of 

erasures, which likely illustrates that it was not the aim of the Atenist iconoclasm to attack the 

names and images of all gods.818 It appears that Amun was the unambiguous target of the 

erasure campaign, while divine plurality faced marginal persecution.  

With a clearer view of the proscribed terms, I next examined indications for a 

chronology of the Atenist iconoclasm as well as the age of the objects that the Atenists 

attacked. In my view, the name changes of some Amarna Period officials provide the best 

evidence for the initiation of the Atenist iconoclasm because these people created tombs, 

818 For all erasures in the combined datasets see chapter 4, table 4.8. 
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homes, and other artifacts throughout their lives that allow scholars to track roughly when 

they changed their names and thus, when a heightened intolerance under Atenism was 

accepted. The tombs of these individuals are particularly invaluable because they contain 

enough textual and pictorial dating criteria to establish a rough timespan for the owner’s 

name change. There are few other types of material culture that can be securely dated to 

Akhenaten’s reign and contain enough evidence to create a timeline for heightened Atenist 

intolerance. The available data on six Amarna Period officials suggests that these men 

changed their names in the few years preceding the emergence of the Aten’s later didactic 

name.819 Scholars have often suggested these name changes coincided with or occurred after 

the Aten’s final name change, though most of these studies are focused on only one of these 

Amarna Period officials and are sometimes based on presumptions that do not match the 

available data.820 My analysis suggests that the time before the Aten’s final didactic name 

change was characterized by a heightened intolerance of deities who did not have solar 

connotations, and thus it seems possible that the Atenist iconoclasm began around this time, 

most likely between Akhenaten’s years 5 and 9. This finding is significant because it places the 

initiation for the erasure campaign in a fairly narrow four-year span that is generally earlier 

than is often suggested.  

An analysis of these officials’ name changes also reveals a few points that could have 

bearing on the erasure campaign and Atenism in general. For instance, there seems to have 

been some degree of choice associated with changing one’s name to better reflect Atenist 

819 See chapter 5, table 5.1 for the date ranges for each official. 
820 See section 5.2 for the (sometimes tenuous) evidence scholars use to assign dates to these name changes. 
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views, as evinced by the name changes of Amunemwia/Ptahemwia, Amunemwia/Raemwia, 

and Ptahmose/Ramose in particular. The fact that the two men named Amunemwia did not 

change their names to the same thing suggests that there was some sort of variability in what 

was acceptable under Atenism. This could be taken as further evidence that Amun was the 

primary target of Akhenaten’s religious reforms and that it did not matter so much which 

deity replaced Amun in personal name changes. However, this idea is complicated by the 

general Ptahmose’s name change to Ramose. It seems that Ptahmose or those around him 

viewed Ptah as unacceptable, while one of the Amunemwias evidently did not agree since he 

changed his name to Ptahemwia. It remains unclear if these differing name change strategies 

were the product of these individuals’ different careers, home cities, or personal choices. 

However, it is important to remember that these six officials are outliers in that the vast 

majority of people who lived during Akhenaten’s reign did not change their names and that 

many of the known officials and artisans from this era possessed theophoric names.  

In addition to these chronological implications, I also examined the age of the objects 

that bear Atenist erasures. These objects date to as early as the First Intermediate Period and 

span all the way up to the early years of Akhenaten’s reign when he was still Amenhotep IV. 

Although the vast majority of objects in this corpus date to the New Kingdom (92.5%), it is 

still important to acknowledge that the Atenists did not limit themselves to only attacking 

objects from the recent past. It is notable that no Old Kingdom objects bear Atenist attacks, 

which I largely attribute to the fact that the iconoclasm’s primary target, Amun, only gained 

prominence during the late 11th Dynasty. This evidence thus indicates that scholars should not 
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focus solely on New Kingdom objects when discussing the erasure campaign, as it seems that 

the Atenists targeted artifacts that cover a roughly 750 year span.  

I next explored the geographic span of the Atenist iconoclasm to determine if there 

were any regional trends in the available data. The objects in this corpus come from thirty-

seven different sites from Egypt, Nubia, and the Sinai Peninsula in addition to one category for 

objects of unknown provenance. In total these sites covered a geographic span of roughly 1500 

miles extending from the Tanis area in the northern Nile Delta to Wad Ben Naga just past the 

Nile’s Sixth Cataract in Nubia. It is also significant that Amarna Period erasures occur at Tell 

el-Borg in northern Sinai, since it indicates that the Atenist iconoclasm was not just focused 

on sites along the Nile. The enormity of the ground the Atenists covered leaves little doubt 

that the Atenist iconoclasm was a state-organized campaign, since there is no other known 

institution from ancient Egypt that would have had the resources necessary to disseminate 

orders so far and wide, let alone coordinate the necessary laborers and supplies.  

The most obvious geographic trend in this corpus is that Amun is the only erasable 

term attacked at all sites, as well as in the unknown provenance category. In addition, the 

geographic span of Amun erasures far exceeds that of any other term, including Amun’s 

syncretized forms. For example, the second most prevalently erased term, Amun-Re, is only 

attacked at twelve sites. Mut is attacked at five sites, while Nekhbet, nṯrw, and unidentified 

deities are erased at three sites each. Every other erasable term is only targeted at one or two 

sites in this catalogue, once again pointing to the sporadic nature of the erasure campaign 
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when dealing with almost all terms except Amun.821 Deities have a slightly greater chance of 

being erased in their cult centers, though this pattern could be explained by the fact that 

deities appear more frequently in their cult cities and thus have a greater chance of Atenist 

attack or accidental erasure.  

All erasable terms are more likely to be erased at Thebes than at any other site, though 

it is not clear if this is because the Atenists centered their efforts at Thebes or because Theban 

objects are over-represented in the museum collections that make up this corpus. Since Amun 

is the obvious target of the Atenist iconoclasm it makes sense that there would have been 

increased Atenist activity in this deity’s cult center in Egypt. This possibility is further 

strengthened by the fact that Gebel Barkal, Amun’s cult center in Nubia, presents the largest 

number of erasures for any Nubian site in this catalogue. However, the total number of 

erasures from Nubian sites is markedly lower than those from Egyptian sites, which could 

create misleading data trends due to small sample size. This small sample size is likely due to 

the underrepresentation of Nubian objects in most museum collections and not necessarily 

because the Atenists neglected this region. In addition, it is notable that nṯrw is only erased at 

three sites (Elephantine, Sedeinga, and Thebes) and that nṯrws unassociated with Amun are 

only erased at Thebes. This may point to different treatment of nṯrw at Amun’s cult centers, 

though further investigation is certainly required to reach any firm conclusions.  

Lastly, I considered who the Atenists might have been and what skills they needed to 

carry out their task. I assessed the clues in this corpus and elsewhere to determine the 

821 See chapter 6, table 6.2 for sites where each erasable term appears. 
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Atenists’ literacy levels, including erroneous erasures of i̓mn, overlooked terms that were 

defaced elsewhere on the same object, erasures of images but not terms on the same object, 

and the Atenists’ abilities to recognize variant orthographies. This data gives the impression 

that the Atenists were prone to making mistakes and were likely not particularly literate, 

though there is evidence for differing levels of ability among these workers. It could be that 

the most literate Atenists functioned as supervisors for gangs of iconoclasts or that the most 

literate Atenists were expected to erase more elements than their less able colleagues, with 

the least literate only taught to identify and hack out Amun. This could explain why Amun is 

by far the most erased term with all other terms attacked on occasion. It could also be that the 

teams of Atenists had master lists with all offensive terms to be erased that they consulted 

during their work. Some Atenists might have been more thorough and thus made more of an 

effort to erase every term that appeared on the master list, while others may have been 

content to erase what they viewed as the most offensive term(s) (i.e. Amun). However, 

without more evidence the above hypotheses on Atenist organization are merely speculation. 

I also examined the degree of physical ability the Atenists needed to create erasures 

through experiments with my own homemade copper chisel. Without any prior stone carving 

experience I was able to largely mimic the style of erasures the Atenists made in soft stones, 

such as limestone and sandstone. My findings match those of experimental archaeologists, 

including Stocks, who manufactured and tested the strength of their own copper chisels in 
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soft and hard stones, suggesting that the Atenists likely did not need prior training or skill to 

complete their assigned task.822  

With the knowledge that the Atenists were likely largely illiterate and unskilled, I next 

investigated the ways in which the state organized laborers for large-scale projects and what 

segments of the population took part in these forms of conscripted labor. During the New 

Kingdom the Egyptian government levied non-elite groups to serve in the army or as corvée 

labor, both of which often completed construction projects such as digging canals or lakes, 

erecting statues, or transporting obelisks. It is certainly possible that Akhenaten’s 

administration utilized the army or corvée system to complete the Atenist iconoclasm, though 

at present there is no definitive evidence either way.  

Lastly, I surveyed the communities of laborers who took part in constructing Amarna 

to gain a better understanding of what subsets of the population Akhenaten’s administration 

drew on to complete complex projects, such as the Atenist iconoclasm, and how these people 

were treated. The workers residing at Amarna were a diverse group with differing skill levels 

and qualities of life ranging from the artisans in the main city, the relatively affluent people of 

the Workmen’s Village and Stone Village, and the overworked and malnourished laborers 

buried in the South Tombs and North Tombs Cemeteries. Because the Atenists did not need 

much skill to complete their assignment, it seems probable that the people who carried out 

the erasure campaign were closer in lifestyle and ability to the lower ranking workers at 

Amarna. Thus, the possibility exists that the Atenists were laborers akin to those buried at the 

822 See section 7.3. For Stocks’s experimental manufacture of copper and bronze chisels see Stocks 2003, 56-66; 
Stocks 2016, 446-460. 
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North Tombs Cemetery, who were mostly sick, overworked, and underfed youths living away 

from their families. The evidence from the North Tombs Cemetery illustrates that Amarna 

Period workers could be women, children, forced laborers, and even foreigners, and scholars 

should thus keep these segments of the population in mind when considering the Atenist 

iconoclasm. Further, since it is possible the Atenists may have been conscripted workers, it 

seems increasingly unlikely that they carried out the erasure campaign because of genuine 

belief in Akhenaten’s religious reforms.  

As the above analysis indicates, there are many possible avenues for future study of 

the Atenist iconoclasm. Examinations focused on cataloging the erasures at various sites 

outside Thebes would likely be the most beneficial in addressing whether Thebes really is a 

special case for heightened Atenist activity. Further, such regional investigations could shed 

further light on whether deities did in fact suffer a higher degree of Atenist attack in their cult 

centers or if this observation is purely coincidental. I would be particularly interested in a 

catalogue of the erasures at Gebel Barkal since this site provides a useful parallel to Thebes as 

Amun’s Nubian cult center and may thus lend further credence to the potential trends from 

Thebes in this corpus. Was there increased Atenist activity at Amun’s cult cities in Egypt and 

Nubia? Is nṯrw also erased without explicit association to Amun at Gebel Barkal? Is i̓pt swt 

ever erased in the context of Gebel Barkal’s temple to Amun? Any effort at cataloging 

additional Atenist erasures and thus increasing the available sample size and strengthening 

data trends would be beneficial regardless of site.  
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I am also hopeful that more evidence for Amarna Period name changes will emerge 

with future archaeological excavations, as at present this seems to be the most fruitful data for 

pinpointing the timing of increased intolerance of deities under Atenism, and thus the 

possible initiation of the erasure campaign. I would encourage other scholars to devote more 

attention to the study of these name changes and to attempt to locate additional Amarna 

Period individuals who changed their names. Further, more in-depth investigations into the 

identities of the Atenists are sorely needed; there are numerous possible avenues for 

exploration. For instance, more concerted study of the army’s activities during Akhenaten’s 

reign could help to assess if this institution was involved in the erasure campaign. Other 

experimental archaeologists could conduct their own tests with copper chisels and different 

types of hard and soft stone to determine if my findings are accurate and indicative of an 

unskilled population of iconoclasts. The roles of children and prisoners of war as laborers in 

New Kingdom Egypt are also in need of further examination since such studies could prove 

(or disprove) my suggestions that the Atenists may have been drawn from these pools of 

conscripted workers.  

There is evidently much work left to be done on the Atenist iconoclasm and its 

implications for the Amarna Period writ large. The present investigation aimed to advance a 

better understanding of the erasure campaign and to dispel some of the old, apparently 

mistaken interpretations of Akhenaten’s iconoclasm. It now seems clear that Amun was 

indeed the primary target of the erasure campaign, and perhaps Atenism in general, while 

most of the other gods and even divine plurality was, at least to some degree, acceptable. My 
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hope is that this analysis contributes to a greater appreciation of the complexity of this 

campaign, including its geographic and temporal spans, as well as the diversity in skill, ability, 

belief, motivation, and life experiences of the Atenists themselves. I hope that, if nothing else, 

this dissertation shines a brighter light on these people and their work, which I hope will be 

the topic of much future scholarship.  
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Appendix: Erasure Catalogue 
Database Key 
Site: The site where the object was originally located in antiquity. If an object was found in a 
different place than its original location this is noted in the description field. 

Provenance: The monument or specific area where the object was originally located. I.e. 
Karnak temple, tomb #, shrine of Tetisheri, etc. 

Date: The Dynasty during which the object was created. When the Dynasty is unclear the 
Kingdom it dates to is noted. 

Artifact type: This is a broad category used to divide the records based on object type. This 
category includes the groupings of statues, reliefs, stela, painting, and other. 

Primary Material: The material that the object is made of in the broadest terms. I.e. stone, 
wood, ceramic, metal, faience, plaster, etc. 

Sub Material: The specific type of stone, wood, metal, etc. from which the object was made. 
I.e. granite, limestone, acacia, etc.

Medium: The technique used to create and decorate the object such as carving, painting, or 
inlaying. When the object is carved I note if the carving is sunk or raised.  

Royal or private: Denotes whether the object was made for a royal person or a private 
individual. 

Text or image: Denotes whether the erasure is of hieroglyphs/written script or a figural 
representation of a deity. 

Item targeted: Which deity/deities or term(s) are attacked. 

Museum: Where the object is now housed and its museum/inventory number if known. 

Mistaken erasures: Erasures of what I believe to be neutral terms that the Atenists mistook for 
erasable terms. 

Overlooked erasures: I only consider erasable terms to be “overlooked” if they remain intact 
on one part of an object but are elsewhere defaced on that same object. 

Record number: Number I have assigned the object for clearer organization. This is the 
number by which I refer to the object through out the dissertation. 
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Number of erasures: The total number of likely erasures on the object. 

Dimensions: The size of the object in centimeters. Weight is noted in grams/kilograms when 
known. When dimensions are unknown this is denoted by a ? 

Description: A general description of the object and the erasures that it bears. 

Bibliography: Each record in the erasure catalogue contains a bibliography of the sources I 
consulted to create the object record. Within that bibliography the sources are arranged in the 
order of how useful they were to me when building that object record. For instance, the first 
source cited is the work that allowed me to identify that object as bearing Atenist erasures. 

Photo/Drawing: When possible I provide a photo or depiction of the object and credit the 
source of these representations. 
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Site Abydos

Provenance South side of central necropolis

White limestone stela of "Tusy." I҆mn occurs in the first and third register
and as part of the tomb owner's titles and are erased both times.
However, Lacau indicates that the erasure in the first register is
incomplete.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34073

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1926, p. 120-121, pl. XXXIX; Mariette 1880, n. 1076; Schneider
1992, p. 294;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, pl. XXXIX Lacau 1926, p. 120 (1st register)

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

1Record number

29 x 21 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance

Limestone stela of Nebunetjer. In the first register i҆mn occurs once as
part of the the owner's titles. However only the reed leaf appears to be
erased in this instance. In the second register i҆mn appears four times. It
first appears again as part of the owner's titles, this time with only the
mn of i҆mn erased. Next i҆mn appears as part of the tomb owner's titles
and the name i҆mn-ḥtp, but the former is overlooked. Finally i҆mn appears
as part of a woman's name (i҆mny) and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34085

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Lacau 1926, p. 134-135, pl.XLII; Gabolde 1998, p. 33;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, pl. XLII Lacau 1926, p. 134 (2nd register)

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

2Record number

48 x 30.5 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance Northern necropolis

Limestone stela with unknown owner. In the second register i҆mn occurs
once and is erased as part of a man's name. In the third register i҆mn
occurs once and is erased as part of another man's name.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34094

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1926, p. 145-147, p. XLV; Mariette 1880, n. 1106;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, pl. XLV

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

3Record number

49 x 35 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance

Limestone stela of Neferhab, owner of CG 34099. In the second register
i҆mn appears twice and is erased in both instances, each time appearing
as part of the names of the tomb owner's relatives.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34101

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1926, p. 157-158, pl. XLIX; Quirke 1990, p. 173, n. 16; Fischer
1974, p. 32; Bryan 1991, p. 277, 322, n. 268;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, pl. XLIX

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

4Record number

70 x 49 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance Northern necropolis

Limestone stela of Amenipetperet. In the first register the i҆mn in the
tomb owner's name is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34104

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1926, p. 159-160, pl. L; Mariette 1880, n. 1093;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, pl. L Lacau 1926, p. 160

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

5Record number

33 x 37 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance

Limestone naos of the high priest of Osiris, Hekanefer. On the front of
the naos i҆mn appears once as part of Hekanefer's titles and is erased. On
the right outer wall i҆mn appears in one of Hekanefer's titles and is
partially chiseled out, but does not seem to be erased when it appears in
the name i҆mn-ms. On the left wall mwt (mother) is mistaken for the
goddess Mut and is partially erased; i҆mn appears partially chiseled out
twice in a man's name. On the roof one instance of i҆mn is overlooked.
The name mwt-nfrt is erased three times on this object and is likely the
work of the Atenists, though this may be the result of a personal attack
on this individual.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Mut

Museum Cairo CG 70039, JE 12617

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Roeder 1914, p. 129-133, pl. 42; Mariette 1880, n. 1428; Eichler 2000,
p. 308; Assem 2004, p. 138-147; Bryan 1991, p. 277, 319, n. 218;
Rummel 2008, p. 146, n. 217;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Roeder 1914, pl. 42

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

8
Number of

erasures

6Record number

45 x 26 x 24 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance

Limestone stela lunette of Iniuy. I҆mn appears as part of the tomb
owner's titles in the first, second, and fourth registers and is erased
each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34059

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 106-107, pl. xxxv;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xxxv

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

7Record number

63 x 42.5 cm

Dimensions
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Site Abydos

Provenance

Sandstone stela of an unknown person containing a hymn to the deified
Amenhotep II. In the inscription in the lunette above the king, i҆mn
appears once in Amenhotep II's nomen and is erased. I҆mn-rꜥ also occurs
once and is erased in the lunette's text. The inscription above the tomb
owner also contains one erased i҆mn-rꜥ.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 34170

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Helck 1956, p. 1511-1512 (#483); Lacau 1926, p. 208-209, pl. LXII;
Baines 2007, x, n. 1; Collombert & Coulon 2000, p. 203;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, pl. LXII

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

8Record number

52 x 84 cm

Dimensions

353



Site Abydos

Provenance Shrine of Tetisheri

Limestone donation stela of Ahmose and Tetisheri. I҆mn appears in line 16
of the inscription as part of an offering formula and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34002, JE 36335

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 15-21; Myśliwiec 1985, p. 31, pl. III; Hawass 2010, p.
132, 135; Breasted 1906, p. 14-17; Lambelet 1981, p. 76-77; Lacau
1909, p. 5-7; Krauss 2018, p. 61-69; Harvey 2006, p. 20-21;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hawass 2010, p. 135

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

9Record number

225 x 106 cm

Dimensions

354



Site Abydos

Provenance

Limestone stela of a man named i҆mn-r-ḥꜣt=f. The tomb owner's name
occurs three times and each time the i҆mn portion is erased in columns 5
and 10 and line 25.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Vienna ÄS 137

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hüttner & Satzinger 1999, p. 43-48; Lieblein 1871, p. 315, n. 976;
Bergmann 1887, p. 38, n. 8; Ranke 1935, p. 372, 376; Schulman 1964,
p. 166, n. 495h; Giveon 1986, p. 143-144; Manuelian 1987, p. 54-55;
Cheverau 1994, p. 111; Malek 2012, p. 194;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hüttner & Satzinger 1999, p. 48 Hüttner & Satzinger 1999, p.47

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

10Record number

62 x 37 x 6.5 cm

Dimensions

355



Site Abydos

Provenance

Limestone stela of ḥr-ms. The name of one of his sons contains i҆mn and
has been erased from the text in between the third and fourth from left
sons in the bottom register.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Musées d'art et d'histoire de Genève, D49

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Wiedemann & Pörtner 1906, p. 10, pl. IV; Wiedemann 1895, p. 152;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Wiedemann & Pörtner 1906, pl. IV

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

11Record number

66 x 33 cm

Dimensions

356



Site Abydos?

Provenance

Round topped stela of Nebamun of Memphis and mayor of the great
river. Nb-i҆mn appears at the end of column 2 and the top of column 3 of
the lunette with i҆mn erased. Nb-i҆mn also occurs in the second to last line
of the main text with only the reed leaf fully erased. Nb[-i҆mn] appears
again at the bottom of the stela in the text accompanying two
symmetrical scenes. Nṯrw appears three times in the main text and
remains untouched.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Avignon, Musée Calvet, inv. A 1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 38; Moret 1910, p. 154-159, pl. iv; Foissy-Aufrère 1985,
p. 32-35, 268 fig. 12; Aufrère, Bosson, & Landes 1992, p. 168-169;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Avignon, Musée Calvet

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

12Record number

122 x 72 cm

Dimensions

357



Site Abydos?

Provenance

Round topped stela with three registers. In the second register a man
named Amenmosi appears seated with his wife. The i҆mn portion of his
name is erased in line 5. However, i҆mn appears once in the name Amun-
Kay in line 6 but is overlooked.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Vienna ÄS 174

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Malek 2012, p. 196; Hüttner & Satzinger 1999, p. 73-76; Randl 2002, p.
Vienna ÄOS 174; Hamernik 1985, p. 111-112, 114; Satzinger 1991a, p.
40; Satzinger 1991b, p. 371, 381;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hüttner & Satzinger 1999, p. 76 Hüttner & Satzinger 1999, p. 75

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

13Record number

40.2 x 25.3 x 7 cm

Dimensions

358



Site Abydos?

Provenance

Limestone stela of Iuna divided into three registers. It contains no
cartouche to provide an exact date. I҆mn appears in line 1 and line 10 and
is erased each time. Nṯrw appears in the caption accompanying a scene
of Iuna with his parents at an offering table, but is not erased. Nṯrw also
appears in line 12, but is not touched.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA 1332

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Helck 1957, p. 1630-1632; Edwards 1939, pl. 33; Pasquali 2009, p. 73;
Kozloff 2012, p. 259; Iskander 2010, p. 159;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

14Record number

100 x 54 cm

Dimensions

359



Site Abydos? or Thebes?

Provenance

Limestone stela of a scribe named Bakenamun. Bakenamun's name
occurs five times in the inscription and each time the i҆mn portion has
been erased from columns 4, 14, 24, 40 and 41.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Rio de Janeiro, National Museum inv. 661
[2449]

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Museu Nacional (Brazil) 1990, p. 74-77, pl. 53-54; Childe 1919, p. 43;
Childe 1922, p. 91-92; Malek 2012, p. 169;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Museu Nacional (Brazil) 1990, pl. 53 Museu Nacional (Brazil) 1990, pl. 54

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

15Record number

96 x 71 x 10 cm

Dimensions

360



Site Abydos? or Thebes?

Provenance

Round topped limestone stela naming Amenmosi, Nefertin, and Ipy.
Amenmosi stands before the two seated women. The i҆mn in Amenmosi's
name is erased from the first column of text in the lunette.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA367

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 122; James 1909, p. 7, pl. iv, ivA;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

16Record number

42 x 27 cm

Dimensions

361



Site Armant

Provenance Temple of Montu?

Granite kneeling statue of Senenmut presenting what has been
interpreted as a cryptogram for Hatshepsut's prenomen. I҆mn appears
four times in the Senenmut's titles and is fully erased three times and
partially erased once from the text on the front and top of the statue's
base. Senemut's name has also been erased the nine times that it
occurs, but it is not clear if this can be attributed to the Atenists (and
thus are not included in the number of erasures for this record).
Hatshepsut's nomen is intact.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Mut?

Museum Brooklyn 67.68

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Dorman 1988. p. 121 n. 52, 127-128, 146-147, 158-162, 166 n. 11,
220; Schulman JARCE 8 (1969-1970), p. 42; James 1974, p. 75-76, pl.
XLVI; Bothmer 2004, p. 170-173; Roehrig, Dreyfus, & Keller (eds) 2005,
p. 128-129, n. 70; Schulman 1987-1988, p. 61-81;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Brooklyn Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

17Record number

47.6 × 17.8 × 29.2
cm, 30.62kg

Dimensions

362



Site Armant

Provenance Temple of Montu?

Grey green schist statue of Senenmut kneeling while offering an image
of Renenutet. In the inscription on the back pillar i҆mn appears three
times as part of Senenmut's titles and is erased twice (once as part of
i҆mn m ḏsrwt) and overlooked once. Sn-n-mwt is also erased all three times
that it appears, but it is unclear if this is the work of the Atenists (these
erasures are thus not included in the number of erasures category for
this record).

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Mut?

Museum Fort Worth Kimbell Art Museum AP
1985.02

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Helck 1995, p. 36; Dorman 1988, p. 127-128, 150-151, 158-162, 166
n. 11, 172 n. 46, 193, 221, pl. 21; Bothmer 1969-1970, p. 124; Ratié
1979, p. 248; Meyer 1887, p. 48, 214-217; Hari 1984, p. 143;
Schulman 1987-1988, p. 61-81;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Kimball Art Museum online Helck 1995, p. 36

Private monumentRoyal or private

SchistSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

18Record number

47.6 × 17.8 × 29.2
cm, 30.62kg

Dimensions

363



Site Armant

Provenance Temple of Montu

Pink granite stela of Thutmose III, later restored. In line 4 the area
around Amun's name is much rougher and more deeply carved than the
rest of the stela, suggesting that this instance was erased and later
restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 67377

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 151-158; Helck 1955, p. 1243-1247; de Buck 1970, p. 64
-65; Mond & Myers 1940, pl. 103; Beylage 2002, p. 157-169, 648-651;
Busch 2006, p. 95; Cline & O'Connor 2006, fig. 12.7;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Cline & O'Connor 2006, fig. 12.7

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

19Record number

156 x 130 cm

Dimensions

364



Site Bigeh

Provenance Temple precinct

Pink granite seated (now headless) seated of Amenhotep II in jubilee
garb, holding crook and flail. Amemhotep II's nomen is erased on the
right side of the throne and was later restored, as is ẖmn. Satet is erased
from the left side of the throne. Mwt appears twice as part of Senmut,
but is not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Khnum, Satet

Museum Cairo JE 35878

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Sourouzian 1991a, p. 57, 61, 65; van Siclen 1985; Lepsius Denkmaeler
III, 63c; Lepsius Denkmaeler Text IV, 174; Helck 1955, 1353.1-4;
Porter & Moss 1962, 258;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

J. Puglisi

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

20Record number

148 cm

Dimensions

365



Site Buhen

Provenance South Temple

Sandstone stela of Thutmose III from year 23 of a pillar from the South
Temple. Sethe alleges that in line 11 i҆mn is erased by the Atenists. Here
it appears as part of the epithet nsw nṯrw i҆mn (short nṯrw form). I҆mn-rꜥ nb
nswt tꜣwy is overlooked in line 1.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Khartoum Museum

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

Klug 2002, p. 177-185; Sethe 1907, p. 806-810; Breasted 1906, p. 178,
260;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

21Record number

271 x 122 x 114
cm

Dimensions

366



Site Buhen

Provenance

Limestone stela of Thutmose III that split in half with the halves divided
between London and Cairo. Klug suggests that the mutilation on line 2
of the London half could have been an erased i҆mn.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA1021, Cairo CG 34014

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 186-190, Abb. 16; Porter & Moss 1975, p. 141; Lacau
1909, p. 30-31; Sethe 1907, p. 820-821; David 2006, p. 8, 268, 310;
Iwaszczuk 2015, p. 52; Cline & O'Connor 2006, p. 214;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

22Record number

59cm x 26.5cm
(London);
53.5cm x 40cm
(Cairo)

Dimensions

367



Site Buhen

Provenance Near Hatshepsut Temple

Sandstone fragment of a stela containing the prenomen and nomen of
Amenhotep III. The nomen has been recarved into the prenomen, which
was a typical practice the Atenists used to cover up the offensive i҆mn in
Amenhotep III's nomen.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Penn Museum E10993

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Randall-MacIver & Wooley 1911, p. 80, 239;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Penn Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

23Record number

50 cm?

Dimensions

368



Site Buhen

Provenance Near Hatshepsut Temple

Sandstone stela, now broken into two sections, containing the prenomen
and nomen of Amenhotep III. Both cartouches have been erased,
presumably by the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Penn Museum E10995A, E10995B

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Randall-MacIver & Wooley 1911, p. 81, 239; Kozloff 2012, p. 264;
O'Connor & Cline 2001, p. 11;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Penn Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

24Record number

?

Dimensions

369



Site Dahshur

Provenance

Pyramidion of Amenemhat III's Dashur pyramid. Amenemhat III's
nomen appears six times across the pyramidion's four faces and each
time it occurs the i҆mn portion is scratched out. These erasures are very
light and may be do to the hard granite from which the pyramidion is
made. The pyramidion was found in 1900 in debris at the eastern base
of the pyramid. It has been suggested that the pyramidion was never
put in place due to its good condition.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 35122

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

al-Miṣrī 2005, p. 122-123; Lehner 1997, p. 180-181; von Falck 2006, p.
131, n. 35; Krauss 2019, p. 61, fig. 8;

Portable Object: cult objectArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

6
Number of

erasures

25Record number

1.87m x 1.31m

Dimensions

370



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut - Shrine of
Anubis

Ebony shrine, dedicated to Amun by Hatshepsut, reused by Thutmose
IV, found on the roof of the temple. Anterior side: i҆mn is erased from the
text at the left corner. I҆m of i҆mn-rꜥ erased once, i҆mn erased from i҆mn-rꜥ
once, i҆mn-rꜥ erased three times, i҆mn erased once, mn of i҆mn-rꜥ erased
once. Left outer wall: i҆mn-rꜥ erased once. I҆mn-rꜥ ḫnty ḏsrwt erased four
times. Outer rear wall: i҆mn-rꜥ overlooked. Left inner wall: three images of
Amun erased, figure of ithyphallic Amun-Re erased, i҆mn-rꜥ erased twice,
symbol of ithyphallic Amun-Re behind his figure erased, figure of Amun-
Re erased, n of i҆mn erased from i҆mn ḥry-tp nṯrw nb pt, i҆mn erased, i҆mn(-rꜥ?)
of nsw nṯrw epithet erased, 1 i҆mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw overlooked, i҆mn of i҆mn-rꜥ nb pt
erased. Inner side of door wing: figure of Amun and i҆mn erased, figure of
Amun-Re and i҆mn-rꜥ erased.
*erasure notes abbreviated to accommodate space

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 70001, JE 30739-40

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 3 i҆mn-rꜥ

Porter & Moss 1972, p. 355; Roeder 1914, p. 1-11, pl. 1-3; Maspero
1915, p. 510, 524; Fischer 1996, p. 91, 99;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief)Medium

WoodPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Roeder 1914, pl. 3

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

29
Number of

erasures

26Record number

173 x 114 cm

Dimensions

371



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mentuhotep Temple

Wooden altar or panel of Nubkheperre Intef. I҆mn nb i҆pt swt (Amun lord of
Karnak) is erased from the panel's right inscription.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Karnak

Museum Cairo JE 67857

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Porter & Moss 1972, p. 392; Kamal 1938 pl. iv, p. 19-20; Edwards 1965,
p. 18, n. 3;

Portable Object: cult objectArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

WoodPrimary Material

17th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

27Record number

92.5 x 82 cm

Dimensions

372



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mentuhotep Temple - southwest corner of
Amun sanctuary

Hathor stands on the right hand side of the fragment facing the king.
Her face and the right part of her body is erased. Hathor's sun disc
headdress remains untouched likely because of its solar connection.
Hathor was later restored by Ramesses II, but the restoring plaster has
since fallen away.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Hathor

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 07.230.2

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lythgoe 1907, p. 196; Naville 1910, p. 2, 21, pl. 5(B, C); Hayes 1953,
p. 157-158, fig. 94; Arnold, Do. 1995, p. 23, n. 22; Freed 2015, p. 47
-49, n.5; Grajetzki 2015, 307; Arnold, Di. 2015, p. 13; Arnold, Di. 1974,
p. 27, 42, 54, pl. 25-26;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

11th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

28Record number

36 x 98 cm

Dimensions

373



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mentuhotep Temple

The arm of an unknown goddess carrying an ꜥnḫ is erased from the left
side of the fragment. Dieter Arnold attributes its destruction to the
Atenists.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Unknown goddess

Museum Brussels E.04984

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Arnold, Di. 1974, (n. 4979) p. 27, 42, 46-53, 55 pl. 27, 58b; Naville
1896, pl. VI;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

11th DynastyDate

Brussels Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

29Record number

27 x 38 cm

Dimensions

374



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Temple of Thutmose III

Painted relief showing the face and torso of a god (believed to be Amun-
Min, aspects of Amun and Min merged together, who was the primordial
fertility god of Coptos/Quft) as well as the lower half of his crown. It
appears the the god's face was erased during the Amarna period and
was most likely restored by Horemheb.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Min

Museum Luxor J. 139

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Romano 1979, p. 43, 57; Linpińska 1968, p. 180-181, pl. XXVI, fig. 44;
Michałowski 1969, p. 451, fig. 350;

Portable Object: paintingArtifact Type

PaintedMedium

PlasterPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

via Romano 1979, p. 43

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

30Record number

74 x 102 x 26 cm

Dimensions

375



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mortuary temple of Hatshepsut

Fragment that is part of a relief depicting a boat trip of the royal couple
(Thutmose II and Hatshepsut) on the occasion of a celebration. An
inscription accompanies the scene: i҆mn appears in the inscription under
the oars of the rowers and in front of the king's boat and is erased and
restored both times. Mni҆t seems to be mistaken for i҆mn and is also
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 1636

Mistaken erasures mni҆t

Overlooked erasures 0

Sethe 1906, p. 308-310; Lepsius Denkmäler III, p. 17a; Roeder 1913
(Äg Inschr V), p. 111-112; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 113;
Iwaszczuk 2017, p. 130;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

31Record number

?

Dimensions

376



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance

Small limestone fragment of a scribal statuette owned by a man named
Aahmes. The fragment contains prayers to Amun and Ptah-res-anbu-f.
On this fragment i҆mn appears once as part of the nsw nṯrw epithet and is
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA40961

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Budge 1914, p. 8, pl. XXIV; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 394;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Budge 1914, pl. XXIV

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

32Record number

9.5 x 12.6 cm

Dimensions

377



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut, west wall
of the second southern niche in Sanctuary

A limestone relief fragment displaying the two cartouches of Hatshepsut.
The i҆mn on her nomen appears to have been mutilated by the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 1635

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913 (Äg Inschr V), p. 97; Ausf. Verz. 1899, p. 115;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DyanstyDate

Egyptian Museum and Papyrus Collection of the
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin - Preußischer
Kulturbesitz
Photographer:  Sandra Steiß

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

33Record number

25.5 x 30 x 4.5 cm

Dimensions

378



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut

Relief of Inmutef with offerings and list before Thutmose II. I҆mn-rꜥ occurs
once in the inscription to the right of the bread loaves on the offering
table and the i҆mn portion is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 1623

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913 (Äg Inschr V), p. 97-98; Ausf. Verz. 1899; p. 114;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

34Record number

100 x 113 cm

Dimensions

379



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Temple of Thutmose III

Quartz diorite seated statue of Thutmose III. On the right and left side
of the king's chair two inscriptions contain i҆mn-rꜥ and both instances were
erased and were later restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Magazine of Djeser-akhet excavations F
6721

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 257-259; Leclant 1966, p. 141, pl. 13; Lipinska 1966,
p. 129-138; Lipinska 1968, p. 154-156, n. 1; Michalowski 1969, pl. 9;
Porter & Moss 1972, p. 379; Tefnin 1974, p. 14-16; Tefnin 1979, p. 111,
n. 2, 157, n. 5, 171, 173; Lipinska 1984, n. 1; Mcfarlane et al. 1983, p.
718-723; Wilson-Yang et al. 1985, p. 52-54; Lipinska 1993, p. 121;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, p. 257

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Quartz dioriteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

35Record number

196 cm

Dimensions

380



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut

Painted limestone portion of a relief from Hatshepsut's mortuary temple
depicting a group of soldiers taking part in a ceremonial procession. I҆mn
appears in the upper right hand corner of the relief and was erased and
subsequently restored during the reign of Seti I.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin inv. 14507

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Priese 1991, p. 76-77; Roehrig (ed.) 2005, p. 154; Porter & Moss 1972,
p. 375-376; Lipinska 1974, p. 166-167; Wildung 1997, p. 146-147, n.
146, 147;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Priese 1991, p. 76

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

36Record number

43 x 63 cm

Dimensions

381



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance

Limestone, round topped stela of a man named Sen-nefer. The stela
depicts Sen-Nefer, his wife, and his mother seated before an offering
table and an attendant named Hapu. I҆mn is erased from one of Hapu's
titles ("the hall keeper of Amun").

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Yale Peabody Museum 98852

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Scott 1986, p. 94-95; Scott 1983, p. 18;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Scott 1986, p. 94

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

37Record number

43 x 53.9 x 17.8
cm

Dimensions

382



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Senenmut Quarry

Pink granite seated statue of Hatshepsut. The back pillar contains an
inscription from which i҆mn appears three times and is erased twice (from
mry i҆mn-rꜥ and i҆mn nsw nṯrw though the epithets remain intact). The i҆mn in
Hatshepsut's nomen, however, was overlooked.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 29.3.3, Leiden
inv. F 1928/9.2

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Vandier 1958, p. 301; Hayes 1959, p. 101; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 373;
Tefnin 1979, p. 6-11, pl. Ib-c, II, IIIa; Roehris, Dreyfus, & Keller 2005,
p. 170; Arnold, Do. 1996, p. xiv, 145;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

38Record number

170 × 41 × 90 cm,
620.5 kg

Dimensions

383



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Hatshepsut

Red granite false door of Thutmose I. The name of the winged disk are
erased on both ends of the upper lintel and probably read "the Behedite,
the Great God." Roth suggests that this was erased during the Amarna
Period.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted The Behedite, the Great God

Museum Louvre, C48

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roehrig, Dreyfus & Keller 2005, p. 156-157; Ratié 1979, pl. 4; Boreux
1932, p. 68; Lepsius 1932, p. 68; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 361; Sethe
1948, p. 5; Winlock 1929, p. 57, 64-65, pl. XI [2], XIII;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Roehrig, Dreyfus & Keller 2005, p. 157

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

39Record number

151 x 269 x 19.5
cm

Dimensions

384



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance Senenmut Quarry

Colossal granite sphinx of Hatshepsut from her mortuary temple. It was
later smashed into many pieces and moved into the Senenmut quarry.
The text on the sphinx's chest contained mry i҆mn and was erased by the
Atenists according to Hayes.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 31.3.166

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Vandier 1958, p. 300; Hayes 1959, p. 95, fig. 52; Glubok 1962, p. 20
-21; Metropolitan Museum of Art 2012, p. 47; Roehrig, Dreyfus & Keller
2005, p. 276, n. 23;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

40Record number

164 x 343 cm,
6758.6 kg

Dimensions

385



Site Deir el-Bahari

Provenance

Red granite kneeling statue of Hatshepsut. On the back pillar the i҆mn in
Hatshepsut's nomen is erased, but the rest of the nomen remains intact.
The back pillar also contains  i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy and the i҆mn appears to be
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo JE 53115

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roehrig, Dreyfus & Keller 2005, p. 274, n. 1; Bedman & Martín Valentín
2009, p. 214; Lepsius Denkmäler III 1900, p. 102a; al-Miṣrī. 2005, p.
160, n. 95, fig. 95; Tefnin 1979, p. 71-72, 74, pl. XIXa; Winlock 1928,
p. 18-19, fig. 21-22; Winlock 1930, p. 11, fig. 12; Vandier 1958, p. 301;
Porter & Moss 1972, p. 372;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hajor [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)]

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

41Record number

214 cm

Dimensions

386



Site Deir el-Medina

Provenance Tomb of Kha (TT 8)

Painted sandstone stela of Kha. I҆mn-rꜥ appears as part of the epithet  i҆mn-
rꜥ nsw nṯrw and only the i҆mn portion is erased. I҆mn appears a second time
directly above the standing man's head in the lower register and is
erased. It appears to be either part of the man's name or title. Nṯrw
appears multiple times and remains untouched.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Turin Museo Egizio Cat. 1618

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Moiso 2008, p. 87; Del Vesco & Moiso 2017, p. 257; Donadoni Roveri
2003, p. 45; Fabretti & Lanzone 1882, p.172; Lieblein 1871, n. 805;
Maspero 1881, p. 143; Orcurti 1855, ii, p. 32; Peis 2017, p. 107, 113,
162; Porter & Moss 1960, p. 17; Schiaparelli 1924, ii, p. 184 (fig. 165);
Tosi & Roccati 1972, p. 38-39; Vandier & Jourdain 1939, p. 13-14, pl.
XI; Vassilika 2010, p. 31-32;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Turin Museo Egizio

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

42Record number

?

Dimensions

387



Site Deir el-Medina

Provenance

Painted limestone stelophorous statue of Amenemopet. The i҆mn portion
of Amenemopet's name has been erased when it appears in line 2 of the
stela he holds.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Turin Museo Egizio Cat. 3038

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, p. 575-576; Curto 1984, p. 187; Donadoni 1989, p. 168,
pl. 255 (as dynasty 19); Roccati 1988, p. 133; Maspero 1880, p. 163;
Connor 2016, p. 97; Fabretti & Lanzone 1882, o. n. 3038, p. 413-414;
Fiore Marocchetti 1999, p. 31; Museo Egizio di Torino 1988, p. 141;
Tiradritti 1999, n. 16, p. 30, 161; Vassilika 2009, p. 41; Vidua 1880, p.
288;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Turin Museo Egizio

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

43Record number

16.7 cm × 28.4 cm

Dimensions

388



Site Edfu (probably)

Provenance Temple of Edfu (possibly)

Glazed steatite statuette of Amenhotep III as the god Neferhotep. On
the back pillar Amenhotep III's nomen is erased. Originally glazed a
lustrous blue-green, but this has worn away.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 1970.636

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 198; Simpson 1970, p. 260-269; Vandersleyen
1975-1976, p. 535-542; Müller 1988, p. IV-7, pl. 4a; Vandersleyen
1990, p. 7;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SteatiteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

44Record number

13 x 3.8 x 5.3 cm

Dimensions

389



Site Elephantine

Provenance Temple of Khnum

Stela of Amenhotep II upon the end of his first Syrian war. The upper
portion is in Vienna and the lower portion is in Cairo.

Upper: Amun's figure was erased and later restored in the lunette. I҆mn
was also erased from the two nomens of AII in the lunette, i҆mn is erased
once from the text, as is i҆mn-rꜥ.
Lower: i҆mn appears four times and is erased each time it occurs. I҆mn is
erased twice from Amenhotep II's nomen, once on its own, and once in
the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy (entire epithet erased). I҆mnywt is also
mistaken for i҆mn and erased.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 34019, Vienna ÄS 5909

Mistaken erasures i҆mnywt

Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 38-40, pl. xll; Kuentz 1925; Beylage 2002, p. 267-281;
Bommas 2004, p. 31-32; Manuelian 1987, p. 47-51; Cummings 1982, p.
24; Helck 1961, p. 28-32; Klug 2002, p. 278-285; Hüttner & Satzinger
1999, p. 125-136; David 2006, p. 310;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xll (lower portion) Lacau 1909, p. 40 (lower portion)

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

9
Number of

erasures

45Record number

152.3 x 116 x 35
cm (Vienna)

Dimensions

390



Site Elephantine

Provenance Temple of Satet

A block portraying Amun-Kamutef and Thutmose III's arm holding a pot
of incense. The figure of Amun-Kamutef was erased and subsequently
restored by Seti I.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Kamutef

Museum Louvre B 73, E 12921 bis 0

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Brand 2000, p. 109-110; Desroches Noblecourt et al. 1981, p. 242 cat.
n. 262;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

46Record number

72.5 x 82.5 cm

Dimensions

391



Site Elephantine

Provenance Khnum or Satet temples?

Black granite stela of Thutmose IV now broken into four fragments.
Amun's figure has been erased from the lunette as has the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ
nsw nṯrw.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re, nṯrw

Museum Aswan Elephantine Museum

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 342-344;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

47Record number

176 x 89 x 18 cm

Dimensions

392



Site Elephantine

Provenance Temple of Khnum?

Sandstone temple relief from Elephantine. Amenhotep II's nomen occurs
on side B and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 20736

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913 (Äg Inschr V), p. 90;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

48Record number

43 cm

Dimensions

393



Site Elephantine

Provenance

Black basalt statuette of Amenhotep III standing with a back pillar. The
inscription on the back pillar contains Amenhotep III's nomen, which
was erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Moscow, Pushkin Museum I.1.a.1857

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hodjash & Berlev 1982, p. 118-119; Turayev 1917, p. 2, n. 3; Pavlov
1949, p. 61 f., pl. 39; Pavlov 1979, p. 108, fig. 38;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hodjash & Berlev 1982, p. 118 Hodjash & Berlev 1982, p. 118

Royal monumentRoyal or private

BasaltSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

49Record number

7.5 x 3.5 cm

Dimensions

394



Site Abydos

Provenance

Alabaster stela of a man named Sobeknakht. I҆mn is erased eight times
as part of Sobeknakht or his relatives' titles (Sobeknakht was i҆my-r pr n
i҆mn). I҆mn is erased one more time from the epithet i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy from
an offering formula in the first line of the stela's text.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst,
Munich, Ant. 38

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Dyroff & Pörtner 1904, p. 24-25;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Osama Shukir Muhammed Amin (https://www.
ancient.eu/image/3417/stela-of-sobeknakht-
abydos/) CCA

Private monumentRoyal or private

AlabasterSub Material

9
Number of

erasures

50Record number

40 x 62 cm

Dimensions

395



Site Elephantine

Provenance

Red granite obelisk of Amenhotep II depicting the king kneeling before
Khnum-Re. The obelisk is only inscribed on one face. Amenhotep II's
nomen occurs at the very top of the obelisk above the king's figure
offering to Khnum-Re and appears to have been overlooked, maybe
because it is fairly small or because of the obelisk's height. Amenhotep
II's nomen also occurs midway down the obelisk and was erased and
later restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Durham EG6789

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Porter & Moss 1962, p. 244; Bonomi 1843, p. 170-175; Dodson 2014, p.
177, n. 71; Reeves 2001, p. 28;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Durham Oriental Museum Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature I
1843, p. 170

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

51Record number

24.5 x 215 x 27.5
cm; 350 kg

Dimensions

396



Site Ellesijia

Provenance Festival Temple of Thutmose III

Sandstone stela of Thutmose III later restored in Ramesside times.
Known as the northern festival temple stela of Thutmose III or
restoration stela. In the lunette Thutmose III offers wine to Amun-Re
and Horus of Maiam. I҆mn appears in line 2 and is erased. I҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy
appears in line 3 with only the i҆mn portion erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Turin Museo Egizio S. 18016

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 169-171; Curto 1999, p. 32, 58; Lepsius Denkmäler V, p.
115; Weigall 1907, p. 114; Curto 1965, p. 263; Desroches-Noblecourt et
al. 1968, I p. 1, 3, 16, 19-20, pl. 36, II pl. 7-8, 38-39; Dewachter 1984
-5, p. 80-83; Gundlach 1994, p. 76; Laboury 1998, p. 98-100;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Oriental Institute of Chicago

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

52Record number

?

Dimensions

397



Site Faiyum

Provenance Temple of Sobek

Relief fragment from the temple of Sobek displaying the nomen of
Amenemhat III, which has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 11584

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 78; Zecchi 2010, p. 40; Porter &
Moss 1968, p. 98; Hirsch 2004, p. 346, n. 290;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

53Record number

?

Dimensions

398



Site Faiyum?

Provenance

Black granite statue of Sobekhotep seated on the ground with the future
Amenhotep III as a child seated on his lap. Amenhotep III is named as
Amenhotep-merkhepesh with the i҆mn in his name erased. Text also
mentions Sobek[-shedty] and Horus in Crocodilopolis and Osiris in el-
Faiyum, but these deities are not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Brussels E.6856

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, p. 555; Capart 1938, p. 83-86, fig. 8; Vandier 1958, p.
654, pl. clviii [6]; Hornemann 1953 (v), pl. 1232; van de Walle 1963, p.
77-85, pl. 12; De Meulenaere & Limme 1984, p. 12-13, fig. 3; Dodson
2014, p. 29, fig. 24; Shirley 2015, p. 440, n. 42; Bryan 1991, p. 70, 91
n. 222, 128 n. 67, 306 n. 28 & 35, 349,

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Dodson 2014, p. 29, fig. 24

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

54Record number

?

Dimensions

399



Site Gebel Barkal

Provenance Temple B700

Peridotite, standing statue of Amenhotep III. Every occurrence of i҆mn is
erased, including Amenhotep III's nomen on the top and front of the
base of the statue and the king's belt. On the back pillar Amenhotep
III's prenomen occurs twice, as the second one was carved over his
nomen to eliminate the offensive i҆mn. I҆mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw also occurs on the
back pillar with only the i҆mn erased. Excavated by the Harvard-MFA
expedition in 1916.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 23.734

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Manuelian 1999, p. 287; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 131; Stevenson Smith
1942, p. 116; Dunham 1970, p. 17; Reisner 1918, p. 102-104; Krauss
2019, p. 60, fig. 7;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

PeridotiteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

55Record number

108 cm

Dimensions

400



Site Gebel Barkal

Provenance Temple of Amun, B501

Lower half of a black granodiorite seated statue of Thutmose III wearing
a heb sed cloak. The sides of the leg portion of his throne are inscribed
with mry i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy, which just the  i҆mn erased each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 23.737

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 87-89; Porter & Moss 1952, p. 216 (16); Reisner
1931, p. 80; Dunham 1970, p. 17; Sourouzian 1994, p. 517, n. 32;
Kendall et al. 2017, p. 164, n. 12;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

56Record number

72.5 cm

Dimensions

401



Site Gebel Barkal

Provenance B500 Trench A

Granodiorite fragment of standing statue of viceroy Thutmose, who
served under Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten. The statue survives from
Thutmose's waist down. On the front of his kilt there is an inscription
that contains the epithet i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy, of which i҆mn is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 16.476

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Emberling 2011, p. 54; Dunham 1970. p. 28, 30; Klotz & Brown 2016,
p. 206; Reisner 1920, p. 34-35; Reisner 1917, p. 216; Kendall et al.
2017, p. 172-173;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

57Record number

51.8 × 20.3 × 33
cm

Dimensions

402



Site Gebel Barkal

Provenance B900 Ex.2 debris

Fragment of a granodiorite seated statue of Merymose, king's son of
Kush (the same individual as Vienna ÄS 36). Contains a ḥtp di҆ nsw formula
to Amun-Re where i҆mn-rꜥ is erased. Nb follows i҆mn-rꜥ, but it is not clear
which epithet is used here.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Boston MFA 20-1-109

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Dunham 1970, p. 29, fig. 22

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston MFA online Dunham 1970, fig. 22

Private monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

58Record number

23 x 19.4 x 15.2
cm

Dimensions

403



Site Gebel Barkal

Provenance Temple B501 II-V, VI

Granite victory stela of Thutmose III. In the lunette the two figures of
(most likely) Amun-Re in front of the king have been erased so that only
their wꜣs scepters are still visible. In the inscription i҆mn-rꜥ appears and is
erased five times; i҆mn(-rꜥ) nb nswt tꜣwy appears and is erased three times
and is only partially erased a fourth time (i҆mn-rꜥ nb is erased).

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Boston MFA 23.733

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 193-208; Beylage 2002, p. 171-203; Porter & Moss 1952,
p. 217; Barns 1972, p. 162, n. 8; Reisner 1928, p. 75-79; Dunham
1970, p. 25, n. 2, pl. 24a; Helck 1981, p. 241-244; Moret 1933, p. 326
-339; Reisner 1931, p. 79-80; Reisner & Reisner 1933, p. 24-33, pl. 3
-5; Shirun-Grumach 1982, p. 117-186; Spalinger 1978, p. 35-41;
Spencer 1978, p. 53; Helck 1955, p. 1227-1243;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston MFA

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

11
Number of

erasures

59Record number

172 x 90 x 18 cm

Dimensions

404



Site Gebel Barkal

Provenance B700 trench debris

Green greywacke fragment of a statuette of Thutmose IV. This fragment
most likely belongs to the base of the statuette and contains  i҆mn-rꜥ nb
nswt tꜣwy, of which the i҆mn shows clear signs of hacking.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Boston MFA 16-2-134

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Bryan 1991, p. 204;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston MFA

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GreywackeSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

60Record number

3.3 x 6.5 x 3.2 cm

Dimensions

405



Site Giza

Provenance Khafre Pyramid Temple

Fragment of a small limestone stela of Thutmose IV for Amun-Re and
Hor-em-akhet. The figure of Amun-Re in the lunette has been erased,
but is still discernible, as is the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb pt. It seems that the text
was restored, but it is unclear if the image was.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Leipzig Ägyptisches Museum 2427

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 318;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

61Record number

42 x 44 x 12.2cm

Dimensions

406



Site Giza

Provenance

Granodiorite group statue of Amenhotep III between Nekhbet and
Wadjet. On the base of the throne Amenhotep III's nomen has been
recarved into his prenomen in order to remove the i҆mn portion. The
figure and names of Nekhbet have also been erased, but it is unclear if
this was the work of the Atenists. Seidel suggests that Nekhbet may
have been closely associated with Mut as they are both vultures or that
her named could be a synonym for the cult center of the persecuted
state god in Upper Egypt.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Nekhbet

Museum Cairo JE 39507

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Seidel 1996, p. 207-208; Porter & Moss 1974, p. 305; Müller 1988, p. IV
-19f; Sourouzian 1994, p. 522 (50); Wildung 1972, p. 35, Anm. 15;
Zivie 1976, 168f, pl. 11; Hornemann 1951, p. 1399;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

J. Puglisi Seidel 1996, p. 207

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

62Record number

97 cm

Dimensions

407



Site Hatnub (probably)

Provenance

Stela of Steward of Amun, Sobeknakht. Upper offering formula: i҆mn-ḥtp
is erased from Amenhotep III's nomen. Right outer frame: smn appears
to be erased, could be a mistake for i҆mn. Only imn is erased from
Amenhotep III's nomen this time. Offering scene in second register: In
line 4 i҆mn is erased twice and overlooked once from the owner's titles.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst,
Munich, Gl.WÄF 28

Mistaken erasures smn

Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Helck 1957, p. 1887-1889; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 296-296; Schoske
1995, p. 82-83, n. 58; Bryan 1990, fig. 9 on pl. 19; Dyroff & Pörtner
1904, p. 20-24;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

CC-BY-SA Khruner via WikiCommons (https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
Stele_prince_Sobeknakht.JPG)

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

63Record number

64 x 98 cm

Dimensions

408



Site Hawara

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Amenemhat III

Offering table of Amenemhat III, which bears his nomen and prenomen.
The nomen appears twice and is erased each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 1195

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 152; Lepsius Denkmäler II, 140l; Königliche Museen zu
Berlin 1899, p. 85;

Portable Object: cult objectArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

Lepsius Denkmäler II, 140l

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

64Record number

105 cm

Dimensions

409



Site Hawara

Provenance Mortuary Temple of Amenemhat III

Small fragment featuring the upper right portion of Amenemhat III's
nomen, which has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 1168

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 153; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 86;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

65Record number

?

Dimensions

410



Site Heliopolis

Provenance "Area of temple" - Schiaparelli

Fragment of a vase showing Amenhotep III offering a statue of the
goddess Maat to Atum. In the text above the imagery, Amenhotep III's
nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Soprintendenza Museo Antichità Egizie,
Turin, Italy, no. 17136

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 404-405; Myśliwiec 1979b, p. 242-243;

(Inv. ms. Schiaparelli no. 3591)

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

InlaidMedium

FaiencePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Myśliwiec 1979b, p. 242-243

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

66Record number

11.5 x 7 x 4 cm

Dimensions

411



Site Kumma (Semna East)

Provenance Temple of Khnum

Facade jamb 16: Inscription of the Viceroy of Kush, Senishepses, located
on the left post on the outer wall of the temple of Khnum from Kumma.
I҆mn is defaced at the very bottom of the first column. Psḏt occurs on the
same post and is erased.

Amenhotep II's nomen is erased at least 26 times. I҆mn-rꜥ is erased from
scene 31 in room D.

Amenhotep II's nomen is overlooked once in scene 30 in room D, once
in scene 46 in rear court E, once on the south side of column 55 in rear
court E. I҆mn is overlooked on the north side of main building rear court
E. I҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy is overlooked on the west side of column 10 in court
B.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, psDt, Amun-Re

Museum Sudan National Museum (garden)

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 3 i҆mn, 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

Sethe 1906, p. 141-142 (#56); Lepsius Denkmäler Text V, p. 206-222,
Abth III Bl.58, 59a, 64b, 66-67; Dunham 1960, p. 116-122; Caminos
1998b;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

29
Number of

erasures

67Record number

?

Dimensions

412



Site Meidum

Provenance Near pyramid?

Upper portion of a limestone stela of an official and his wife,
Henutnefret. The official bears the title "servant of Amun" from which
i҆mn has been erased. The Met online record for this object dates it to the
19th Dynasty, but Hayes suggests it can only come from before the
reign of Akhenaten due to the erasure of Amun's name.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 06.1232.20

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 171;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

New KingdomDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

68Record number

31 x 28 cm

Dimensions

413



Site Memphis

Provenance

Headless quartzite statue of Amenhotep III with offering table.
Amenhotep III's nomen is erased on the front of the offering table.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum E.82.1913

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Porter & Moss 1981, p. 863; Morkot 1990, p. 323-337; Bourriau 1982,
p. 55-56; Müller 1988, p. IV-7; Pasquali 2011, p. 31;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Fitzwilliam Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

69Record number

85 x 45 x 35.7 cm

Dimensions

414



Site Memphis

Provenance Ptah Enclosure

Sandstone stela of Amenhotep II restored by Seti I. The entire lunette
has been erased and recarved; this is particularly apparent with the two
figures of Amun-Re and Ptah. In the main text Amenhotep II's nomen is
erased twice, i҆mn is erased twice, mwt is erased once, mnṯw is erased
twice, i҆mn-rꜥ is erased twice, i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy is overlooked once, mnṯw is
overlooked once.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re, Ptah, Mut, Montu

Museum Cairo JE 86763

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn, 1 mntw

Porter & Moss 1972, p. 846; Badawi 1943, p. 1-23; Brand 2000, p. 52
-53; Beylage 2002, p. 119-139; Klug 2002, p. 242-254; Pasquali 2011,
p. 107-108; Helck 1955, p. 1299-1309;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

13
Number of

erasures

70Record number

285 x 143 x 41.5
cm

Dimensions

415



Site Memphis

Provenance

Granodiorite sphinx with missing head. A line of text runs down the
sphinx's chest containing i҆mn once, which is erased. From the end of
Amenemhat III's reign.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Vienna ÄS 5753

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 49-54; Reinisch 1865, p. 230, n. 5, Taf. 9.5;
Schweitzer 1948, 44f, Taf. 9.5; Dessenne 1957, p. 21, n. 6; Porter &
Moss 1981, p. 868; Sourouzian 1981, p. 449 fig. 5;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 51 Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 49

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

71Record number

41.5 x 24.5 x 62
cm

Dimensions

416



Site Memphis

Provenance Ptah Temple

Quartzite scribal statue of Amenhotep Huy, son of Heby, now missing it's
head. The statue contains a long inscription in which Ptah is mentioned
five times and is erased twice. I҆mn appears three times but is erased
only once in the final instance of Amenhotep's name in a portion of text
that is otherwise undamaged. Nṯrw appears twice and is untouched.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Ptah, Amun

Museum Ashmolean Museum 1913.163

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn, 3 ptḥ

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 237; Helck 1958, p. 1793-1801; Berlandini-
Keller 1993, p. 16-27; Goedicke 1991, p. 119-125; Morkot 1990, p. 323
-337; Lange 1925, p. 82-90;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Berlandini-Keller 1993, p. 18

Private monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

72Record number

90 cm

Dimensions

417



Site Memphis

Provenance Ptah sanctuary

Red quartzite fragment of relief portraying Amenhotep III and Ptah. Ptah
extends an ankh sign to the nose of the king. Amenhotep III's nomen
appears on the right side of the fragment and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 34558

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Berlandini-Keller 1993, p. 18; Porter & Moss 1981, p. 843; Maspéro
1890-1900, p. 8-9, pl. VII; Pasquali 2011, p. 31;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Berlandini-Keller 1993, p. 18

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

73Record number

93 x 120 cm

Dimensions

418



Site Mirgissa (or possibly Amada)

Provenance

Fragment of a stela of Amenhotep III. Amenhotep III's nomen is erased
and not restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34028, JE 30309

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 436-437, Abb. 34; Beylage 2002; Lacau 1909, p. 62-63;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

CeramicPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Klug 2002, p. 436-437, Abb. 34 Lacau 1909, p. 62

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

74Record number

18 x 16.5 x 7 cm

Dimensions

419



Site Naga ed-Deir, Girga

Provenance

Limestone stela of a man named Nakht. I҆mn is erased from the start of
the offering formula in the final 3 lines of text.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst,
Munich, no. Ant. 15

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Dyroff & Pörtner 1904, p. 33-35, pl. XVI;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Dryoff & Pörtner 1904, pl. XVI

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

75Record number

60 x 89.5 cm

Dimensions

420



Site Naqada

Provenance Temple of Seth

Black granodiorite block statue of an official named Sennefer. Page
suggests that the erasure of Amun's name as part of the owner's titles in
the closing lines of the offering formula may have been the work of the
Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Petrie Museum UC 14639

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Petrie & Quibell 1896, p. 68, pl. LXXVIII; Page 1976, p. 59-60;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Petrie Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

76Record number

42 cm

Dimensions

421



Site Nebesheh

Provenance

Statue group of a man name Minmose. I҆mn appears in line 7 and is
erased from Minmesu's title i҆my-r i҆wꜣ n i҆mn (overseer of the cattle of
Amun). Nṯrw appears in line 6, Montu appears in line 5, and Min appears
several times in Minmesu's name but all are untouched. The text on the
statue's back pillar is destroyed.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Ashmolean Inv. Nr. 1888.298

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Helck 1956, p. 1445-1446; Petrie 1885, pl. X, 5; Hölzl 2001;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

77Record number

76 x 55 x 51 cm

Dimensions

422



Site Qasr Ibrim

Provenance

Pink sandstone stela of Amenhotep I with seven rows of text. The
lunette shows Amenhotep I accompanied by Meritamun and Ahmose-
Nefertari offering to Horus of Miam. Meritamun's cartouche has been
erased and later restored incorrectly as Ahmose-Nefertari. In line 1 of
the inscription the Atenists seem to have replaced Amenhotep I's nomen
with his prenomen.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA1835

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 52-54, Abb. 3;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

78Record number

115 x 68 x 17 cm

Dimensions

423



Site Quft

Provenance Temple of Amun and Renenutet, Mistress
of the Granary

Massive granodiorite offering table in the shape of the ḥtp hieroglyph
made during the reign of Thutmose III. An offering formula inscription
runs around edge of the offering table. I҆mn appears twice in the offering
formula and is erased both times. I҆mn appears once in the epithet i҆mn nb
nswt tꜣwy and a second time on it's own.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 24.980

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Davies 2018, p. 4, n. 25;

Portable Object: cult objectArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

79Record number

21.6 x 92.8 x 49
cm

Dimensions

424



Site Quft

Provenance

The lower part of a diorite scribal statue of Minnakht. On the right
portion of the base of the statue the inscription contains i҆mn-rꜥ ḥry-tp nṯrw,
of which i҆mn-rꜥ is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Turin Museo Egizio, Cat. 3027

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Sethe 1909, p. 1187-1188; Newberry 1900, p. 151-154; Connor 2016,
p. 53; Fabretti & Lanzone 1882, p. 411; Helck 1958, p. 497; Maspero
1881-82-83, p. 133; Museo Egizio di Torino 1997, p. 25; Vidua 1880, n.
6, p. 289; Malek 1999, p. 563;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Museo Egizio di Torino Newberry 1900, p. 252

Private monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

80Record number

20 x 20 x 25 cm

Dimensions

425



Site Quft

Provenance Min Temple

Grey granite or greywacke stela of Amenhotep II. The figure of an
unknown god appears to have been erased from the lunette. Amenhotep
II's nomen was also erased and later restored. In line 3 Min of Coptos'
name has been erased, but it is unclear if it has been restored. In line
13 Amun-Min's name has been erased and restored. In the lunette, the
figure of Isis has also been erased while her name remains untouched.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Min, Min of Coptos, Isis,
unknown deity

Museum Lyon Musée des Beaux-Arts, Inv. 1969
-184

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 ꜣst

Klug 2002, p. 256-270; Porter & Moss 1962, p. 129; Reinach 1913, p.
41-42; Barucq 1950, p. 35-49;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

81Record number

?

Dimensions

426



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Limestone stela in the form of a door of a man named Ahmose. I҆mn
occurs in the personal name i҆mn-m-i҆n in the second register and is
erased while the rest of the name is visible.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34049, JE 18181

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 84-86, pl. xxix; Porter & Moss 1981, p. 736; Mariette
1872, p. 18, pl. 56a;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xxix

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

82Record number

66 cm

Dimensions

427



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Limestone stela of a man named Wesy. The name of Amun is erased
when it appears in the title of a woman in the upper left portion of the
stela.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst,
Munich, no. Ant. 11

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Dyroff & Pörtner 1904, p. 32-33; Bryan 1990, p. 76;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Matt Davies (https://www.flickr.
com/photos/127735911@N08/34119324200/in/a
lbum-72157680407811253/)

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

83Record number

?

Dimensions

428



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Fragment of a stela of a man named Amenhotep. I҆mn is erased in the
the stela owner's name as well as in the names of his wife and daughter.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Florence, Museo Archeologico 2528

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Bryan 1990, p. 75; Bosticco 1959, p. 49-50;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

84Record number

?

Dimensions

429



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Pyramid topped false door style stela of a man named Ptahankh. The
name of the deity at the start of the second offering formula is erased.
Bryan agrees that this is likely Atenist damage. The names of Ptah,
Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, and Anubis all remain intact, so this unknown deity is
likely someone whose name is not otherwise mentioned on the stela.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Unknown deity

Museum Leiden AP 18

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Bryan 1990, p. 74; Boeser 1913, cat. n. 42 p. 12, pl. 22; Gessler-Löhr
2007, p. 85, n. 30; Metawi 2018, p. 39, n. 40; Binder & Ockinga 2013,
p. 502, n. 2;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boeser 1913, pl. 22 Boeser 1913, p. 12

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

85Record number

89 x 55 cm

Dimensions

430



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Cornice topped false door stela of a man named Amenemhab. I҆mn is
erased from the stela owner's name twice and overlooked once. One of
Amenemhab's relatives is named Siamun and their name is erased once
and overlooked once. Anubis' name is erased from an offering formula.
Osiris, Ptah, Khentyimentiyu, and Re are also mentioned but remain
intact.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Anubis

Museum Florence, Museo Archeologico 2592

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Bryan 1990, p. 77; Bosticco 1959, cat. n. 31, p. 36-39;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Bryan 1990, pl. 19, fig. 8

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

86Record number

58.5 x 36 cm

Dimensions

431



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Limestone stela of Nehemawy. I҆mn is erased from the name Amenmose
three times in the first, second, and third registers and twice from two
different offering formula in the first and second registers.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34098

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1926, p. 151-152, pl. xlvi;  Bryan 1991, p. 254-255, 259, n. 101,
137; Schulman 1963, p. 94; Löhr 1975, p. 176;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

87Record number

75 x 50 cm

Dimensions

432



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Limestone stela of Nebansu. I҆(mn) is partially erased from the name
Amenmose in the second register. The two images of Anubis flanking the
central eye motif are erased. However, the i҆npws accompanying these
images are not erased. Ptah's name also appears, but is not erased.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Anubis, Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34055, JE 33107

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆npw

Lacau 1909, p. 98-99, pl. xxxiii; Löhr 1975, p. 176; Gessler-Löhr 2007,
p. 72-73, pl. 7; Bryan 1990, p. 70; Staring 2014, p. 485, n. 169;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xxxiii

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

88Record number

82 x 69 cm

Dimensions

433



Site Saqqara

Provenance Tomb of Meryneith/Meryre

Painted limestone relief fragment from the tomb of Meryneith/Meryre at
Saqqara, dating to the reign of Amenhotep IV/Akhenaten. The scene
contains seven lines of text and two human figures making offerings. In
lines 3 and 5 nt is replaced with rꜥ, while the original spelling of the tomb
owner's name survives in lines 1-2 as mry.ty-nt.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Neith

Museum Berlin ÄM 2070

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 nt

Silverman 1999, p. 383-384; Porter & Moss 1981, p. 666; Raven & van
Walsem 2014, p. 106-107; Löhr 1975, p. 172-173;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

89Record number

41.5 x 52 x 10.5
cm

Dimensions

434



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Rectangular limestone stela of Amenemhat, head of gold workers, and
his wife Tentisheru. The i҆mn portion of Amenemhat's name is erased
twice from the stela's outer edge and in the last line of its text.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Grenoble, Musée des Beaux-Arts, inv. MG
1963

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 90; Kueny & Yoyotte 1979, n. 20; Gourlay 1979, p. 87
-92, pl. xxxv; Moret 1919, p. 166-169; Tresson 1933, p. 14-16;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Ville de Grenoble / Musée de Grenoble-J.L.
Lacroix

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

90Record number

89 x 61.5 x 19.5
cm

Dimensions

435



Site Saqqara

Provenance

Portion of a limestone relief from the tomb of a scribe named
Amenemhat. The relief depicts various agricultural activities arranged in
two registers. The goddess Renenutet appears in the second register in
the form of a cobra. I҆mn is erased once from the second column in top
register of the stela.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Bologna MCA-EGI-EG_1912, KS 1912

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Curto 1961, p. 135, pl. 61; Ferrari & Piacentini 1990, p. 9-15; Pernigotti
1994, p. 37; Nizzoli 1827, p. 21-22; Kminek-Szedlo 1895, p. 187-188;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynstyDate

Museo Civico di Bologna

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

91Record number

62 x 51 cm

Dimensions

436



Site Sedeinga

Provenance Great necropolis, sector II, tomb II T77 -
stela of Amenhotep III

Upper portion of a lunette of a stela that was reused in the construction
of a tomb in the Sedeinga cemetery. Most likely originally from the
Temple of Queen Tiye nearby. Amenhotep III offers incense to Amun of
Soleb and his own deified image (wearing the headdress associated with
Khonsu). Amenhotep III's nomen has been erased and changed to Neb-
maat-re, his prenomen. Amun and the two columns of inscriptions that
accompany him have been erased and restored possibly as early as the
reign of Tutankhamun. The first of these columns contains i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣ
wy... nsw nṯrw.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re, nṯrw

Museum Sudan National Museum 31216

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Welsby & Anderson 2004, p. 106-107;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Welsby & Anderson 2004, p. 107

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

92Record number

59.7 x 70.3 x 14.6
cm

Dimensions

437



Site Semna

Provenance Taharqa Temple, room Q

Steatite, striding statue of the viceroy Thutmose standing behind a
round topped pillar. On the front of the pillar i҆mn of i҆mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw is
erased. Most likely dates to reign of Amenhotep III. Owned by
Thutmose, deputy of Wawat and viceroy of Kush.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 24.743

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klotz & Brown 2016, p. 269-302; Hornemann 1951-1969, pl. 280; Clère
1955, p. 37, n.2; Fuscaldo 1982-1984, p. 84; Leitz LGG V, p. 528;
Darnell 2013, p. 825, n. 120; Darnell 2014, p. 273, n. 148; Dunham &
Janssen 1960, p. 33-42, pl. 89-1-e;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston Museum of Fine Arts Klotz & Brown 2016, p. 278

Private monumentRoyal or private

SteatiteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

93Record number

17.7 x 11.9 cm

Dimensions

438



Site Soleb

Provenance Amenhotep III temple

Granodiorite, colossal statue of Horus of Nekhen. Made for Amenhotep
III's temple at Soleb in celebration of his jubilee. Piye eventually moved
this object to decorate the newly renovated temple of Amun at Gebel
Barkal. Found in Temple B 502, area III-4. Amenhotep III's nomen is
present on the front of the statue base and is completely erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 23.1470

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Simpson, W. K. 1971, p. 152-164; Dunham 1971, p. 272-273; Dunham
1968, p. 35-36; Reisner 1931, p. 81, item 11; Porter Moss 1952, p. 219,
n. 35;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

94Record number

172 x 52.5 x 105
cm

Dimensions

439



Site Soleb

Provenance

Red granite recumbent lion, one of the Prudhoe lions. Originally from the
reign of Amenhotep III, but inscribed with a dedicatory text of
Tutankhamun on the pedestal and the names of Amanislo on the chest.
I҆mn is erased when it appears in Amenhotep III's nomen and once on its
own. It appears that these were recarved in antiquity. Found at Gebel
Barkal, but originally from Soleb.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Edwards 1939, p. 13-14; Ruffle 1998, p. 82-87; Berlandini 1986, p. 1,
n.5, 11, n. 49; Hofmann 1985, p. 1748 [585]; Porter and Moss 1951, p.
212; Bryan & Kozloff 1992, p. 220, fig. 30a; Winstone 1991, p. 257;
Reeves 1990, p. 29; Davies 1991, p. 314; Aston et al. 2000, p. 36;
Taylor 1991, p. 36, fig. 42; Aldred 1988, p. 41; Vandier 1958, p. 433;
Fitzenreiter 2012, p. 112-113; Russmann 2001, p. 130-131; Wilson
1989, p. 62, 64;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum Online

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

95Record number

117 x 250 x 87 cm

Dimensions

440



Site Soleb

Provenance

Red granite recumbent lion, one of the Prudhoe lions. Originally from the
reign of Amenhotep III, but inscribed with a dedicatory text of
Tutankhamun on the pedestal and the names of Amanislo on the chest.
Brand notes that this statue was attacked by the Atenists and later
restored by Tutankhamun, who wrote that he was renewing it for
Amenhotep III.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA2

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Edwards 1939, p. 13-14; Ruffle 1998; Berlandini 1986, p. 1, n.5, 11, n.
49; Hofmann 1985, p. 1748 [585]; Porter and Moss 1951, p. 212; Bryan
& Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 219-220, fig. 30a; Winstone 1991, p. 257;
Reeves 1990, p. 29; Davies 1991, p. 314; Aston et al. 2000, p. 36;
Taylor 1991, p. 36, fig. 42; Aldred 1988, p. 41; Vandier 1958, p. 433;
Fitzenreiter 2012, p. 112-113; Russmann 2001, p. 130-131; Wilson
1989, p. 62, 64; Brand 1999, p. 114;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum Online

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

96Record number

117 x 216 x 93 cm

Dimensions

441



Site Tabo

Provenance Temple of Taharqa

Reused block bearing the name of Amenhotep III. The bottom half of his
nomen appears and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Sudan National Museum

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Welsby & Anderson 2004, p. 97;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Welsby & Anderson 2004, p. 97

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

97Record number

?

Dimensions

442



Site Tanis?

Provenance

Vendor claims the object is from the region of Tanis. Hypersthene wild
bull hunt scarab of Amenhotep III containing 16 lines of text.
Amenhotep III's nomen is erased in line 4.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum A.M.A. Bianchi, private collection, Cairo

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Blankenberg-van Delden 1969, p. 61, pl. X, B4; Drioton 1947, p. 85-89,
91-92, pl. XIV; Helck 1957, p. 1738-1740;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

CeramicPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Blankenberg van Delden 1969, pl. X, B4

Royal monumentRoyal or private

HyperstheneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

98Record number

10.5 x 7 x 3.5 cm

Dimensions

443



Site Tell el-Amarna

Provenance

Four alabaster fragments containing the prenomen and nomen of
Amenhotep III. Each time Amenhotep III's nomen has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 10588, ÄM 10587, ÄM 17955,
ÄM 17956

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1914 (Äg Inschr VI), p. 242;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin (10588)

Royal monumentRoyal or private

AlabasterSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

99Record number

?

Dimensions

444



Site Tell el-Amarna

Provenance House R. 42.14(a)

Hypersthene commemorative scarab of Amenhotep III with bright blue-
green glaze. In line 4 of the text Amenhotep III's nomen is erased
presumably by the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 62821

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Reeves 2001, p. 154; Blankenberg-van Delden 1969, p. 122, pl. XXVII,
C97; Pendlebury 1934, p. 135; Leeuwenburg 1946, frontispiece
(photograph); Pendlebury 1951, p. 122, 189;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Reeves 2001, p. 154

Royal monumentRoyal or private

HyperstheneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

100Record number

7 x x 2.8 cm

Dimensions

445



Site Tell Basta

Provenance Hall of Nakhthoreb

Red granite lintel of Amenhotep II restored by Seti I with two scenes of
the king offering to Amun-Re. Amun-Re's figures were erased and
subsequently restored by Seti. Seti restored the left and right texts for
Amenhotep II and replaced the center two columns with a restoration
formula. I҆mn-rꜥ was erased and restored twice, as was the king's nomen.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum British Museum EA1103

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Naville 1891, p. 30-31, pl. XXVI A, XXV(D); Porter & Moss 1968, p. 30;
Kitchen 1993, p. 227, n. 98(a); Brand 2000, pp. 50-52; Strudwick 2006,
p. 138-139; Pasquali 2011, p. 16;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

6
Number of

erasures

101Record number

91.5 x 200 cm

Dimensions

446



Site Tell Basta

Provenance

Black granite upper portion of an official of Amenhotep III from a dyad.
Amenhotep III's nomen is inscribed on his shoulder with the i҆mn portion
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Petrie Museum UC 14632

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Page 1976; p. 74; Naville 1891, p. 33, pl. XXXVG; Trope 2005, p. 29;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Page 1976; p. 74 Page 1976; p. 74

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

102Record number

43 cm

Dimensions

447



Site Tell el-Borg

Provenance Ramesside moat, most likely originally
from Amenhotep II's fort

Seven limestone door jambs were recovered for a Ramesside period
moat. Four of these door jambs show instances of Amun's name being
erased. TBO 0715 and TBO 0726 present erasures of i҆mn in Amenhotep
II's nomen and in the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy. On TBO 0714 i҆mn
survives in the former epithet, but is erased in Amenhotep II's nomen.
In TBO 0727 i҆mn survives in the nomen but is erased in the epithet.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Storage magazine

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Hoffmeier & van Dijk 2010, p. 197-198; Hoffmeier & Bull 2005, p. 81,
83, 84, pl. xiv, xv;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hoffmeier & Bull 2005, pl. xiv (TBO 0714) Hoffmeier & van Dijk 2010, p. 198

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

104Record number

?

Dimensions

448



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Granite statue of Amenemhat III. Base with feet trampling the Nine
Bows with Amenemhat III's nomen erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42019/JE 37387

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Porter Moss 1972, p. 136; Legrain 1906, p. 12; Siesse & Connor 2015,
p. 233 n. 25, pl. XXVII; De Meulenaere 1998, p. 339; Evers 1929, p. I,
pl. 131; Jambon 2016, p. 142, n. 45, 170; Legrain 1905, p. 68; Polz
1995, p. 238, n.68; Quirke 1997, p. 37; Scharff 1939, p. 541, n. 5;
Sourouzian 1988, p. 241, n. 59; Vandier 1958, p. 197-198, 592;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak Cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

105Record number

23 x 22.5 x 32.5
cm

Dimensions

449



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Granodiorite seated statue of Sekhmet with erased nomen of
Amenhotep III on the left side of the throne's leg rest.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 75.7

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Porter & Moss 1972, p. 263;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

106Record number

126.6 x 53.3 x
66.7 cm

Dimensions

450



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Sandstone statue of a seated official with with an inscription running
down the front of the man's kilt containing an offering formula to i҆mn,
which was erased and restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 612

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Porter & Moss 1972, p. 284; Borchardt 1925, p. 159-160;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

107Record number

57 cm

Dimensions

451



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Granodiorite seated statue of Sekhmet. Amenhotep III's nomen is
erased on the left side of the front leg area of her throne.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Vienna ÄS 77

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 112-116; Wreszinski 1906, p. 131; Dedekind
1907, p. 7; Gauthier 1920, p. 193 n. 73; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 267f,
262-268;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

108Record number

186 x 46 x 99.2 cm

Dimensions

452



Site Thebes

Provenance Amenhotep III mortuary temple, Kom el-
Hettan

Granodiorite, seated statue of Amenhotep III. Amenhotep III's nomen
appears three times and was erased and eventually recut in antiquity.
The i҆mn in i҆mn-rꜥ is erased twice from the the foot rest of the throne. On
the back pillar i҆mn appears two other times and is erased both times,
while i҆mn-rꜥ occurs once and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum British Museum EA5

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

James 1988, fig. 119; Müller 1988 IV, p. 9. 26, 33, 39, 151, figs. 2, 3a-
b, I p. 20; Edwards 1939, p 10-11; Bryan & Kozloff 1992, p. 143, fig.
V.25, ref. 69, p. 145, p. 144, ref. 72, p. 148 ref. 92, p. 160 ref. 7, p.
172 ref 2; Porter & Moss 1929, p. 165; Vandier 1958 pp. 318, 322, 327;
Aston et al. 2000, p. 37; Kozloff et al. 1993, p. 396 tab. 1, p. 402 tab.
4a, p. 406 tab. 5; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 452; Vandersleyen 1990, p. 5;
Habachi & Haeny 1981, p. 52, n. 177; Bryan 1987, p. 8, n. 15; Arundale
& Bonomi 1842, pl. 35; Strudwick 2006, p. 151-152; McNaught 1978, p.
227-228;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

8
Number of

erasures

109Record number

290 x 83 x 141 cm

Dimensions

453



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Granodiorite, seated statue of Sekhmet. Amenhotep III's nomen is
erased on the left leg rest portion of her throne.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 15.8.1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 238; Lythgoe 1919, p. 3-22

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

110Record number

176 x 45.7 x 94 cm

Dimensions

454



Site Thebes

Provenance

Granite statue base with feet broken at ankles. Possibly a statue of
Maat/Sekhmet. In the inscription Amenhotep III's nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA91

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

James 1909, p. 289, pl. 3;

Portable ObjectArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

111Record number

36 x 75 cm

Dimensions

455



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Granodiorite, seated statue of Sekhmet. Amenhotep III's nomen appears
to be erased on the left leg rest portion on the throne.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA57

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

James 1909, pl. 1; Studwick 2006, p. 156-157;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

112Record number

192 x 49 x 85 cm

Dimensions

456



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Granodiorite, seated statue of Sekhmet. Amenhotep III's nomen appears
on the left leg area of her throne and appears to be erased. On loan to
Walters Art Gallery since 2001.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA37

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

James 1909, pl. 1; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 264;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

113Record number

147 x 46.5 x 100.5
cm

Dimensions

457



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, between
the 6th pylon and the Akh Menu

The poetical stela of Thutmose III. The lunette shows Thutmose III
offering to Amun in two symmetrical scenes. The figures of Amun were
defaced, but later restored. I҆mn-rꜥ is partially defaced once and fully
erased four times from the lunette and lines 1 and 25, nsw nṯrw is defaced
twice in the lunette, nb pt is erased once in the lunette, nb nswt tꜣwy is
erased once in line 1. All of Amun's names and epithets were
subsequently restored in the 19th Dynasty.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 34010

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

el-Shahawy 2005, p. 172-173; Lichtheim 1976, p. 35-39; De Buck
1970, pp. 53-56; Sethe 1906, p. 610-619; Breasted 1906, p. 262-266;
Simpson 1972, p. 285-288; Lacau 1909, p. 17-21; Beylage 2002, p. 329
-341; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 94; Birch 1860, p. 379-388; Klug 2002, p.
111-120;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

el-Shahawy 2005, p. 173

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

11
Number of

erasures

114Record number

170 x 103 cm

Dimensions

458



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Black granite seated statue of the vizier Mentuhotep, who served under
Senwosret I and Amenemhat II. This piece does not give Mentuhotep's
title of vizier, so it is most likely that it was carved before he assumed
office. References to Amun, Montu (2x), Maat, and Karnak (m i҆pt swt as
part of titles, not Amun's epithets) were all erased and later restored by
the Third Prophet of Amun named Roma who lived during the Ramesside
Period.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Montu, Maat, Karnak

Museum Luxor J. 37

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Romano 1979, p. 26-27; Lauffray 1971, p. 56, figs. 2-4; Sauneron
1975, p. 65-76, pls. XVII, XXIII, XXIV; Freed 2015, p. 95-99; Simpson
1991, p. 331-340;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

Romano 1979, p.27 Sauneron 1975, p. 74

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

115Record number

76 x 56 x 47.5 cm

Dimensions

459



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Black granite seated statue of the vizier Mentuhotep, who served under
Senwosret I and Amenemhat II. This piece does not give Mentuhotep's
title of vizier, so it is most likely that it was carved before he assumed
office. References to Amun (2x), Montu (2x), and Karnak (m i҆pt swt as
part of titles, not Amun's epithets) were all erased and later restored by
the Third Prophet of Amun named Roma who lived during the Ramesside
Period.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Montu, Maat, Karnak

Museum Luxor J. 36

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Romano 1979, p. 28-29; Sauneron 1975, p. 65-75, pls. XXV-XXVII;
Simpson 1991, p. 331-340;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

Romano 1979, p. 29

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

116Record number

61.5 x 53.5 x 41
cm

Dimensions

460



Site Thebes

Provenance Amenhotep III mortuary temple, Kom el-
Hettan

Diorite standing statue of Nephthys. On the base of the statue,
Amenhotep III's nomen appears and is erased. Likely found in
Herakleopolis.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre E 25389

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Barbotin 2007, p. 153-154, 254-257; Vandier 1958, p. 384-387, pl.
CXXIII/5; Tefnin 1971, p. 47, n. 1; Habachi 1971, p. 71, pl. VI c; Bryan
1997, p. 72, n. 24, pl. 14; Bosticco 1998, p. 185, n. 6;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Barbotin 2007, p. 256 Barbotin 2007, p. 256

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

117Record number

164.7 x 36 x 66.5
cm

Dimensions

461



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Red granite statue of Sekhemrewadjkhau Sebekemzaf. The inscription
on the front of the seat has been restored but Amun-Re appears to have
been erased in the phrase mry i҆mn-rꜥ.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum British Museum EA871

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Strudwick 2006, p. 114-115; Porter & Moss 1968, p. 30; Budge 1914,
pl. 12; Nicholson & Shaw 2000, p. 36;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

17th DynastyDate

British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

118Record number

164 cm

Dimensions

462



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Red granite statue of six standing figures: on both the longer sides
stand Thutmose III and the god Montu-Re, while on the shorter sides is
the figure of the goddess Hathor. Montu-Re wears a composite
headdress that includes a sun disc and two plumes, essentially linking
him with Amun. Mry i҆mn-rꜥ appears twice and was erased and
subsequently restored. The torsos of Montu-Re are flatter than the
others, suggesting that they were attacked and later restored. The faces
of the two Hathor figures have also been attacked. Laboury suggests
that these were Atenist erasures because the restorations are in the
style of Tutankhamun or Ay.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Montu-Re, Hathor

Museum British Museum EA12

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Strudwick 2006, p. 132-133; James 1988, fig. 96; Yorke & Leake 1826,
p. 10, pl. 9, fig. 25; Barguet 2008, p. 126, n.1, pl. 40a; Shaw &
Nicholson 1997, p. 189; McNaught 1978, p. 228; Zandee 1992, p. 29;
Porter & Moss 1972, p. 296; James & Davies 1983, p. 30, fig. 37;
Laboury 1998, p. 186-189;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

6
Number of

erasures

119Record number

178 x 133 cm

Dimensions

463



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, Budge
cache of statues (probably)

Black granite seated statue of Menkheperresoneb, second priest of
Amun. I҆mn appears once in the epithet i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy, four times in the
owner's titles and once in i҆mn m i҆pt swt on the back of the statue with only
i҆mn erased. One i҆mn is overlooked (i҆mn m i҆pt swt) on the statue's knee.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA708

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Budge 1914, p. 10, pl. 32-33; Strudwick 2006, p. 136-137; Fazzini
1996, p. 214; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 279;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

6
Number of

erasures

120Record number

88 x 22 x 48 cm

Dimensions

464



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, sanctuary
of main temple

Granodiorite statue of Mutemwia enthroned upon a sacred boat. The
prow of the boat takes the shape of Hathor's head topped by a sistrum
shape. On either side of the sistrum shape Amenhotep III's nomen
appears but is erased only once.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA43

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Strudwick 2006, p. 144-145; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 102; Bryan &
Kozloff 1992, p. 126; Hall 1925, p. 5, pl. VI;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

121Record number

216 x 40 x 82 cm

Dimensions

465



Site Thebes

Provenance Tomb of Nebamun

Painting from tomb of Nebamun depicting cattle being brought to
Nebamun. Two horizontal registers of hieroglyphs survive. I҆mn is erased
once from Nebamun's name and once from one of his titles (Counter of
the Grain of Amun).

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA37976

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Strudwick 2006, p. 174-175; Porter & Moss 1970, p. 817-818; Manniche
1988, p. 136-157; Kozloff et al. 1993, p. 237 [fig. IX.22], p. 298
[pl.30]; Parkinson 1999, p. 38; Middleton & Uprichard 2008;

Portable Object: paintingArtifact Type

PaintedMedium

PlasterPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

122Record number

58.5 x 106 cm

Dimensions

466



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, Akh Menu

Grey granite stela of Thutmose III to commemorate the foundation of
the Akh Menu. I҆mn-rꜥ is erased from i҆mn-rꜥ ḫnty i҆pt swt in line 1 and i҆mn-rꜥ m
i҆pt swt in line 2. The epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy is entirely erased once in line
3. [I҆mn m i҆]pt swt is erased once in line 5. I҆mn is erased once in line 13
but it is not clear what follows. I҆mn is overlooked once in line 7 from i҆mn
m i҆pt swt. I҆pt swt occurs once outside Amun's epithets in line 14 and is not
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 34012

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn m i҆pt swt

Lacau 1909, p. 24-26, pl. VIII; Cline & O'Connor 2006, p. 271; von
Beckerath 1981, p. 41-49; Beylage 2002, p. 87-97; Porter & Moss 1972,
p. 94; Manuelian 1987, p. 7-10; Mariette 1875, p. 47-48, pl. XII; Parker
1957, p. 39-42; Wente 1975, p. 265-272; Klug 2002, p. 121-128;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. VIII

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

123Record number

120 x 154 cm

Dimensions

467



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Ptah

Gray granite stela of Thutmose III. I҆mn-rꜥ is erased once in line 2 along
with the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy ; i҆mn is erased 6 times on its own from lines
9, 12, 14, 18, 23; i҆mn is erased three times in lines 13, 15, 21 along
with i҆mn m i҆pt swt. I҆mnywt  is mistaken once for i҆mn and erased in line 19.
Later restored by Seti I. Piccione and Klug state that the Atenists
attacked the image of Ptah in the lunette and that it was subsequently
restored by Seti I.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re, Ptah?

Museum Cairo CG 34013, JE 34642

Mistaken erasures i҆mnywt

Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 27-30, pl. IX; Brand 2000, p. 84-85; Sethe 1907, p. 763
-772; Cooney 2014, n. 33; Piccione 2003, p. 91-102; Beylage 2002;
Klug 2002, p. 137-146;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. IX

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

12
Number of

erasures

124Record number

144 x 74 cm

Dimensions

468



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Black granite statue of Sekhmet seated and holding an ankh sign with
her left hand. On the right hand base of her seat Amenhotep III's nomen
appears and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 39066

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Daressy 1906, p. 266;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

J. Puglisi Daressy 1906, p. 266

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

125Record number

170 cm

Dimensions

469



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Sandstone, kneeling statue of Senwosret III holding two vases. I҆mn-rꜥ nb
pt appears in the inscription on the statue's base and the i҆mn-rꜥ has been
erased and restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42013, JE 37838/38229

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 10, pl. 7; Hornemann 1957, p. III, 573; Weigall 1924,
p. 93; Polz 1995, p. 237; Vandier 1958, p. 187-188, 592; Barbotin
2012, p. 45; Bisson de la Roque 1926, p. 33; Evers 1929, p. II, 108,
109; Freed 2001, p. 107; Habachi 1984-1985, p. 15-16; Hill 2004, p.
244; Junge 1985, p. 123; Jéquier 1912, p. 214; Müller 1955, p. 193;
Quirke 1997, p. 37; Russmann 1973, p. 37; Scharff 1939, p. 541;
Sourouzian 2016, p. 271;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

126Record number

53 cm

Dimensions

470



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Black granite standing statue of Amenemhat III. To the right of the
king's feet is an inscription that contains i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy and
Amenemhat III's nomen. The i҆mn portion was erased and restored in
each.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42014, JE 36928

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 10; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 136; Azim & Réveillac
2004, p. I, II; Evers 1929, I, p. 70-71, 82, 112, pl. 131-132; II, 14 §
77, 27 § 172, 31 § 209, 33 § 219, 40 § 284-285; Hornemann 1951, p.
I, 168; Vandier 1951, pl. 53; Weigall 1924, p. 96 (3); Drioton 1950, p.
45-46; Hamann 1944, p. 172-174; Michalowski 1978, p. 120; Polz 1995,
p. 231, n. 24, 235, n. 49, 237, n. 66, 244, n. 99, 245, n. 101 et 105,
251, n. 129; Schwaller de Lubicz & Lamy 1982, p. I, 194, pl. XXVII;
Siesse & Connor 2015, p. 232-233; Vandier 1958, p. 197-198, 592, pl.
64, I; Wolf 1957, p. 331-332, 692; Capart 1909, p. 18. pl. 35; Capart
1920, pp. 271-272; Chadefaud 1982, p. 9; Curtius 1959, p. 131-133.
141. 146. 150. 188; De Maulenaere 1998, p. 339; Freed 2001, p. 15
-16; Freed 2002, p. 107; Jambon 2016, p. 142 n. 44, 169; Johnson
1980, p. 16; Junge 1985, p. 124; Laboury 1998, p. 415, n. 1071, 428,
n. 1116; Lacovara, Teasley Trope & D'Auria 2001, p. 8 n. 9; Quirke
1997, p. 37; Seidel 1996, p. 112, 119; Sourouzian 1988, p. 241;
Verbovsek 2002, p. 344; Zandee 1947, p. 29-30;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database Legrain 1906, p. 10

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

127Record number

110 cm

Dimensions

471



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Black granite seated statue of Neferhotep II Mersekhemre. An inscription
appears on the right and left side of the seat. I҆mn-rꜥ appears once in the
epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb pt and once in i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy on the statue's back pillar.
Each time i҆mn-rꜥ was erased and subsequently restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42023, JE 36702

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 14; Azim & Réveillac 2004, p. I, 302, II, 223; von
Beckerath 1965, p. 60, 254; Davies 1981, p. 27; Ryholt 1997, p. 359;
Vandier 1958, p. 217, 592; Weigall 1924, p. 116; Capart 1920, p. 272;
Evers 1929, II, 35 § 236; 49 § 344; Grimal 2010, p. 357; Jambon 2016,
p. 141, 169; Johnson 1980, p. 17; Junge 1985, p. 128; Siesse & Connor
2015, p. 231;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

13th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database Legrain 1906, p. 14

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

128Record number

74.5 x 23 x 42 cm

Dimensions

472



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Nearly complete, granite seated statue of Sobekhotep V Merhotepre
wearing the heb sed cloak. The front of the seat has two inscriptions
running vertically down the left and right sides of the leg rest. I҆mn-rꜥ
appears once in the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy on the right portion of the
leg rest and was erased and subsequently restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42027, JE 37421

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 16-17, pl. 17; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 137; Aldred
1950, p. 56, pl. 82; Azim & Réveillac 2004, I, 323-324; II, 269;
Hornemann 1957, p. III, 769; Vandier 1958, p. 217, 592, pl. 72,1; von
Beckerath 1965, p. 60, 253; Davies 1981, p. 27; Dodson & Hilton 2004,
106; Jambon 2016, p. 149, 170, 174; Ryholt 1997; p. 353; Sourouzian
1994, p. 501, 504-506, 513; Grimal 2010, p. 357; Hornung & Staehelin
2006, p. 21; Roeder 1955, p. 272; Sourouzian 1988, p. 240;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

13th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

129Record number

126 cm

Dimensions

473



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, north court,
room K

Black granite statuette of Tetiemre sitting cross legged with a papyrus
roll on his lap. There are 7 lines inscribed on the papyrus roll in which
i҆mn appears twice and was erased and subsequently restored in lines 5
and 6. On the statue base i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy appears with only i҆mn-rꜥ
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42042, JE 36343

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 25-26, pl. xxvi; Engelbach 1961, fig. 31;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

Middle KingdomDate

Legrain 1906, pl. xxvi Legrain 1906, p. 25

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

130Record number

41 cm

Dimensions

474



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Greywacke striding statue of Thutmose III. The inscription on the base
of the statue contains i҆mn-rꜥ once, which was erased and subsequently
restored. The inscription on the king's belt does not contain any erasable
words and is thus untouched.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42053, JE 38234

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 32, pl. xxix-xxx; Laboury 1998, p. 156-159, 674;
Aldred 1951, 11, 13, 52-53, pl. 37; Aldred 1961, p. 11, 12, 14, 47, 53,
pl. 36, pl. 38; Hornemann 1951, p. I, 142; Tiradritti 1998, p. 344-345;
Vandersleyen 1975, p. 244, pl. 175; Vandier 1958, p. 302-303, 305,
397, 623, pl. 100, 2-3; Fay 1995, p. 13-15, 18, pl. 5c-d; Reisinger
2005, p. 12, n. 36; 20, 32, 56-59, 70, n. 127-128, 76, n. 186; 77, n.
189, 79, n. 213, 80, n. 232, n. 238, 81, n. 246, n. 251, 93, 105;
Russmann 1989, p. 90-91, 217; Vandersleyen 1993, p. 257-260;
Verbovsek 2002, p. 344; Weigall 1924, p. 136; Wolf 1957, p. 427-428,
698; Bryan 1987, p. 7; Capart 1909, p. 24, pl. 63; Curtius 1959, p. 142
-144, 146, 148, 150-151, 155, 182, 188 (Abb. 114); Drioton 1950, p.
74-75; Evers 1929, p. II, 21 § 128; 25 § 161; Hamann 1944, p. 206,
212 (Abb. 221-222); Jambon 2009, p. 248, 259, 260; Jambon 2016, p.
141, 142;  Lacovara, Teasley Trope & D'Auria 2001, p. 36; Michalowski
1978, p. 137; Romano 1979, p. 52; Seidel 1996, p. 141, 154, 157;
Sourrouzian 1988, 241, 247; Sourouzian 1995, p. 507, 512-513, pl.
10d; Spanel 1988, p. 2-3;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database Legrain 1906, p. 32

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GreywackeSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

131Record number

200 x 37 x 68 cm

Dimensions

475



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Diorite, kneeling statue of Thutmose III holding nw pots. The inscription
on the base of the statue contains i҆mn-rꜥ once and has been erased and
subsequently restored. The back pillar is broken where i҆mn would appear
and it is thus not apparent if it was erased or not.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42055, JE 36932

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 33, pl. xxxi; Laboury 1998, p. 128-133; Hornemann
1957, III, 574; Vandier 1958, p. 302, 303, 305, 623, pl. 99, 2; Legrain
1908, p. 74; Bothmer 1954, p. 19; Capart 1920, p. 354; Hill 2004, p.
247; Jambon 2016, p. 141, 170; Loeben 2001, p. 20; Lurson 1998, p.
57; Reisinger 2005, p. 77, n. 188, n. 195, 78, n. 204 , 79, n. 219, n.
221, n. 222, 80, n. 239, 81, n. 246, n. 250, n. 251-252, 93, 104;
Schoske 1990, p. 86, 111, pl. 16 (Abb. 11), pl. 20 (Abb. 9);

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database Legrain 1906, p. 33

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

132Record number

132 x 49 cm

Dimensions

476



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Yellow sandstone. Torso of a standing statue of Thutmose III. The
inscription on his belt contains the phrase mry i҆mn-rꜥ and i҆mn-rꜥ has been
erased and subsequently restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42064, JE 38236

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 38, pl. xxxvii; Zelenková 2010, p. 162, n. 60; Laboury
1998, p. 163-166; Evers 1929, p. 252; Barguet 2006, 178; Porter &
Moss 1972, p. 123, 127; Lauffray et al. 1970, p. 78; Michalowski 1970,
fig. 55; Schwaller de Lubicz & Lamy 1982, I, fig. 76, II, 190; Sourouzian
1988, p. 248-250; Seidel 1996, p. 144-146, pl. 34;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Legrain 1906, pl. xxxvii Legrain 1906, p. 38

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

133Record number

90 cm

Dimensions

477



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Black granite seated statue of Amenhotep II. Amun's name appears five
times in the inscriptions on the statue and was erased and subsequently
restored four times. I҆mn-rꜥ appears twice with the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw
and i҆mn-rꜥ is erased both times. I҆mn-rꜥ appears in the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy
with only i҆mn-rꜥ erased. Amenhotep II's nomen appears twice but is only
erased once.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42076, JE 36917

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Legrain 1906, p. 44, pl. xlvi; Helck 1955-1957, Urk. IV 1352, 17-21;
Azim & Réveillac 2004, I, 317, II, 256; Hornemann 1957, III, 740;
Legrain 1908, p. 106-107; Vandier 1958, p. 307, 310, 414-415, 624;
Verbovsek 2002, p. 344 (B. 1); Bickel 1995, p. 97; Gallo 1991-1992, p.
28; Jambon 2016, p. 169; Laboury 1998, p. 370, 435; Reisinger 2005,
p. 85; Sourouzian 1991a, p. 61, 72;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

134Record number

59.5 x 20.5 x 38.5
cm

Dimensions

478



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Black granite statue of Neferperet kneeling and holding a stela. I҆mn
appears four times within this text and was erased and subsequently
restored each time: i҆mn-rꜥ is erased once as part of an offering formula,
i҆mn is erased three times as parts of personal names.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42121, JE 37177

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, pp. 69-71, pl. lxxi; Sethe 1909, p. 1019-1021; Haring
1997, pp. 145-147; Hornemann 1957, p. 592; Vandier 1958, p. 471
-472, 472, 483, 508, 661, pl. 159, 5; Althoff 2009, p. 6, 149; Legrain
1908, p. 92-94; Leitz et al. 2002, p. 342c [1]; Troy 1986, p. 64, 164,
184-185, 191, 193, 196; Kayser 1936, p. 57; Leclant 1961, p. 41;
Müller 1955, p. 196-197; Senk 1934, p. 177;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

135Record number

60 x 18 x 35.5 cm

Dimensions

479



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Black granite. Kneeling statue of Djehuty holding a kiosk. There are
inscriptions on the exterior of the kiosk where i҆mn appears and is erased.
I҆mn is erased from the phrase i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy, but the epithet itself is not
erased, and once from i҆mn i҆wt m i҆pt swt. Additionally, the four lines
inscribed on the base of the statue contain one instance of i҆mn that has
not been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42123, JE 38370

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Legrain 1906, p. 73-74, pl. lxxiii; Bothmer 2004, p. 195, n. 29;
Bernhauer 2003, p. 128, n. 29; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 202; Cline &
O'Connor 2006, p. 121, n. 220;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Legrain 1906, pl. lxxiii Legrain 1906, p. 73

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

136Record number

84 cm

Dimensions

480



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Grey granite statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu crouched with his hands
laid on his knees. I҆mn is erased three times in i҆mn-ḥtp (line 1 and 10) and
his titles (line 2, "overseer of the works of Amun").

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42127, JE 38368

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Legrain 1906, p. 78-80, pl. lxxvi; Russmann 1989, p. 106-110;
Sourouzian 1991b, p. 341-355, pl. 46-52; Varille 1968, p. 4-13;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Legrain 1906, pl. lxxvi

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

137Record number

142 cm

Dimensions

481



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh, funeral temple of Thutmose III

Quartzite fragment of a stela of Thutmose III from his mortuary temple.
The Atenists partially erased the lunette, removing the figure of Amun-
Re, but leaving the names and figures of Thutmose III and the figure of
his queen intact. The queen's name, Isis, was erased. The lunette was
later restored by Seti I. In the text i҆mn-rꜥ is erased from the epithet nsw
nṯrw nb pt and once more on its own.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Isis

Museum Cairo CG 34015, JE 27815

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 31-32; Weigall 1906, p. 134-135; Piccione 2003, p. 91
-102; Klug 2002, p. 147-148, pl. 13;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

138Record number

53 x 52 cm

Dimensions

482



Site Thebes

Provenance Merenptah mortuary temple, originally
from Amenhotep III's mortuary temple

The recto of the grey granite stela preserves a text written by
Amenhotep III (the verso is Merenptah's famous Israel text). The stela
was almost entirely erased by Atenists but was reworked by Seti I. The
original text is only represented by the last four lines of the text, which
include an erasure of Amenhotep III's nomen, an erasure of nṯrw outside
Amun's epithets.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, nṯrw

Museum Cairo CG 34025, JE 31408

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 47-52, pl. xv, xvi; Brand 2000, p. 103-104; Porter &
Moss 1972, p. 447-448; Lalouette 1987, p. 62-67; Petrie 1897, 23-26,
pl. 11-14; Spiegelberg 1898, p. 37-54; Helck 1957, p. 1646-1657; Helck
1961, p. 194-198; Klug 2002, p. 393-407;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xv

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

139Record number

318 x 163 x 31 cm

Dimensions

483



Site Thebes

Provenance Merenptah mortuary temple, originally
Amenhotep III's mortuary temple

Limestone stela of Amenhotep III. The two figures of Amun in the
lunette were erased and restored by Seti I by shaving down the
surrounding stela and replacing them with bas relief. In the lunette two
of Amenhotep III's nomens remain erased and i҆mn-rꜥ nb pt is erased
twice. In the text Amenhotep III's nomen is erased once and overlooked
once, while i҆mn is erased once.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 34026, JE 31409

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Lacau 1909, p. 59-61, pl. xx, xxi; Brand 2000, p. 103; Saleh &
Sourouzian 1987, n. 143; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 448; Petrie 1897, p.
10, 23, pl. 10; Helck 1961, p. 199; Helck 1957, p. 1657-1658; Klug
2002, p. 408-412; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 405;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xx

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

8
Number of

erasures

140Record number

207 x 110 cm

Dimensions

484



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Lunette of limestone stela of Kenamun In the lunette i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy is
entirely erased. I҆mn is erased once from the lunette from a title ("great
wife of Amun") and is overlooked twice in the 2nd and 3rd registers.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 34034

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Lacau 1909, p. 67-68, pl. xxiii; Hirsch 2006, p. 164;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xxiii

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

141Record number

102 x 70 cm

Dimensions

485



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh

Lunette of a limestone stela of Hednakht. I҆mn appears in the 3rd register
text in the epithet i҆mn nsw nṯrw and is erased. Mwt appears in the same
register but is not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34039, JE 29330

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 73-74, pl. xxv; Van Siclen 1989, p. 23-26; Betro 2013,
p. 18;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, pl. xxv Lacau 1909, p. 74

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

142Record number

27 x 27 x 6 cm

Dimensions

486



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Diorite seated statue of Sekhmet created under Amenhotep III. An
inscription runs down the left and right foot rest portion of Sekhmet's
seat. The inscription on Sekhmet's left hand side contains Amenhotep
III's nomen, which is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre A 2

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Barbotin 2007, p. 160-162; Helck 1957, p. 1763; Vandier 1958, p. 383;
Helck 1961, p. 246; Posener 1959, p. 264; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 266;
Yoyotte 1980, p. 47; Ziegler & Rutschowscaya 2002, p. 50;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

© Musée du Louvre

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

143Record number

229 cm

Dimensions

487



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Diorite seated statue of Sekhmet created under Amenhotep III. An
inscription runs down the left and right foot rest portion of Sekhmet's
seat. The inscription on Sekhmet's left hand side contains Amenhotep
III's nomen, which is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre A 3

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Barbotin 2007, p. 162-163, 276-279; Pierret 1878, p. 2; Helck 1957,
1765; Helck 1961, p. 247; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 266; Yoyotte 1980, p.
47; Leitz 2002, p. 87;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Barbotin 2007, p. 278 Barbotin 2007, p. 278

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

144Record number

212 x 56 x 95 cm

Dimensions

488



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut or Kom el-Hettan

Diorite seated statue of Sekhmet created under Amenhotep III. An
inscription runs down the left and right foot rest portion of Sekhmet's
seat. The inscription on Sekhmet's lefthand side contains Amenhotep
III's nomen, which is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre A 4

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Barbotin 2007, p. 163-164, 280-282; Helck 1957, 1765; Helck 1961, p.
247; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 266; Yoyotte 1980, p. 47; Leitz 2002, p.
128;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Barbotin 2007, p. 280 Barbotin 2007, p. 282

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

145Record number

190 cm

Dimensions

489



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Black granite statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu in scribal position with
papyrus. The text on the papyrus roll contains i҆mn five times: twice it is
not erased because these parts of the statue were in contact with a
neighboring statue (including i҆mn m i҆pt swt), once it is erased and not
restored, and twice it is erased and restored. Another inscription runs
horizontally at the base of the state and contains i҆mn twice: once is
erased and restored and the other was in contact with a neighboring
stature and not erased. This inscription also contains i҆pt swt which is
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Karnak

Museum Cairo CG 44862

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 3 i҆mn

Varille 1968, p. 18-25, pl. III; Legrain 1914, p. 19, 26, pl. I, II;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Varille 1968, pl. III

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

146Record number

130 cm

Dimensions

490



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Black granite statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu in typical scribal position
with papyrus. The inscription on the papyrus roll contains i҆mn three
times and it is erased and restored each time, once from i҆mn m i҆pt swt and
once along with nb nṯrw. Another inscription runs horizontally around the
base of the statue and contains i҆mn and nṯrw, which are both erased and
restored, but i҆mn m i҆pt swt is overlooked once.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, nṯrw

Museum Cairo CG 44861

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn m i҆pt swt

Varille 1968, p. 26-31, pl. IV; Legrain 1914, p. 17, 21, pl. I, III;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Varille 1968, pl. IV

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

147Record number

130 cm

Dimensions

491



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Limestone seated statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu. On Amenhotep's
robe there is an inscription of seventeen horizontal lines. I҆mn appears
four times as part of i҆mn-ḥtp's name (one of which escaped erasure),
once as part of Amenhotep III's nomen, and once as i҆mn nṯr nfr. Nṯrw also
appears but is not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 583 and CG 835

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Varille 1968, p. 32-49; Brugsch 1876, p. 96, 101; Brugsch 1891, p.
1292-1298; Legrain 1904, p. 36 (18); Breasted 1906, p. 373, 377;
Legrain 1908, n. 252, p. 144; Borchardt 1925, p. 134, 139, pl. 100,
104;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1925, p. 137

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

148Record number

107 cm

Dimensions

492



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Black granite block statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu. The inscription on
the robe consists of eight columns and contains i҆mn ten times in i҆mn-ḥtp's
name and titles; each time is it erased and restored (except for one
title). The back pillar text contains i҆mn-ḥtp, but it is not erased. Varille
suggests that the statue was pushed up against a wall during the Atenist
iconoclasm.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 36498

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Varille 1968, p. 50-53, pl. IX, X; Legrain 1908, n. 253, p. 145; Newberry
1928, p. 141-143;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Varille 1968, pl. IX

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

10
Number of

erasures

149Record number

65 cm

Dimensions

493



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Khonsu

Three fragments of a black granite statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu.
Amenhotep III's nomen is not erased, possibly because of the position of
the statue during the Atenist iconoclasm. On the pillar inscription i҆mn-ḥtp
appears once and the i҆mn is erased and poorly restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 551

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Varille 1968, p. 54-56, pl. XI; Legrain 1908, n. 254, p. 145; Borchardt
1925, n. 551, p. 97, 98, pl. 92; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 239;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Varille 1968, pl. XI

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

150Record number

171 cm

Dimensions

494



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Fragment of a limestone seated statue of Tjutjy. The inscription on the
front of his chair contains i҆mn-rꜥ's name twice and it is erased each time.
I҆mn-rꜥ appears in the epithets i҆mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw and i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy and is
erased. I҆mn-rꜥ also appears on the back of the chair, but appears to have
been overlooked. In line 1 on the statue's back ḫnty i҆pt swt appears in
reference to Amun-Re, but remains intact.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 534

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

Borchardt 1925, p. 84-85;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

Middle KingdomDate

Borchardt 1925, p. 85

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

151Record number

32 cm

Dimensions

495



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Fragment of a standing brown granite statue of Amenhotep III. On the
back pillar an inscription includes i҆mn in Amenhotep III's nomen; it was
erased and subsequently restored. The inscriptions on the front side and
on the accompanying offering table includes an erased "i҆" in i҆mn, an
erased nomen of Amenhotep III, and an erased i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy. These
elements were not restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 550, JE 29253

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1925, p. 96-97; Müller 1988, p. IV-12; Hornemann 1953, pl.
268; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 282;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

152Record number

88 cm

Dimensions

496



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Black granite statue of a man named Amenemhat crouching on the
ground. Amenhotep II's nomen appears in front of the right side of
Amenemhat's face and is erased. I҆mn is erased on the left side of the
statue's foot rest. I҆mn-rꜥ is erased twice in the inscriptions on the front of
the garment as are i҆tm, ptḥ, and wsi҆r. I҆mn is not erased when it appears
five other times in Amenemhat's name from the figure's garment. I҆pt swt
appears outside of Amun's epithets and is not erased. Dates to the reign
of Amenhotep II.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re, Atum, Ptah, Osiris

Museum Cairo CG 566

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 5 i҆mn, 1 mwt

Borchardt 1925, p. 115-116; Bryan 1987, p. 3, n.4; Bothmer 2004, p.
195;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1925, p. 116

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

7
Number of

erasures

153Record number

80 cm

Dimensions

497



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Red granite reclining sphinx statue of Thutmose III. The inscription on
the sphinx's chest contains i҆mn-rꜥ, which is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 576, JE 15208, RT 21/11/14/1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1925, p. 125-126; Laboury 1998, p. 179-185; Legrain 1908,
n. 148 A-B; Jéquier 1920, pl. 57, Evers 1929, 70; Vandier 1954, p. 895;
Barguet 2006, p. 199; Lauffray 1969, p. 199; Beaux 1990, p. 20; Solia
1992, p. 108, n. 6;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1925, p. 126

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

154Record number

262 cm

Dimensions

498



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Red granite reclining sphinx statue of Thutmose III. The inscription on
the sphinx's chest contains i҆mn-rꜥ, which is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 577, JE 15209, RT 21/11/14/2

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1925, p. 126; Laboury 1998, p. 179-185; Legrain 1908, n.
148 A-B; Jéquier 1920, pl. 57, Evers 1929, 70; Vandier 1954, p. 895;
Barguet 2006, p. 199; Lauffray 1969, p. 199; Beaux 1990, p. 20; Solia
1992, p. 108, n. 6;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1925, p. 126

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

155Record number

294 cm

Dimensions

499



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh

Sandstone statue of a man sitting on the ground with a papyrus roll. The
inscription on the footboard contains i҆mn-rꜥ twice (once with the epithet
nsw nṯrw) and they are both erased. I҆mn-ḥtp appears once, but only the
reed leaf is erased. The text on the papyrus roll is badly damaged and
thus cannot be accurately assessed for erasures.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 592, JE 28827

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1925, p. 146-147; Sowada 1994, p. 140, n. 23;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1925, 147

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

156Record number

77 cm

Dimensions

500



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh

Sandstone statue of a man named Amenemhat kneeling on the ground.
The inscription on the front of his garment contains his name twice on
the side of his robe and i҆mn is fully erased once and partially erased in
the other instance. The back pillar contains i҆mn five times, but these are
not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 593

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 5 i҆mn

Borchardt 1925, p. 147-148;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1925, p. 148

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

157Record number

73 cm

Dimensions

501



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh, South of the Ramesseum

Headless black granite statue of the Amenhotep II seated in jubilee
garment. The inscription on the front of the throne contains i҆mn-rꜥ twice
and both times the mn portions are erased. The i҆mn in Amenhotep II's
nomen is not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 645, JE 31411

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Borchardt 1925, p. 189-190; Sourouzian 1991a, p. 57, 61, 63, 65;
Hornemann 1957, p. 774;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

J. Puglisi Borchardt 1925, p. 190

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

158Record number

955 cm

Dimensions

502



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Headless black granite statue of Puimre kneeling and presenting bowls.
On the foot plate mꜣꜥt appears twice in Hatshepsut's prenomen (mꜣꜥt-kꜣ-rꜥ)
and is eased both times. On the back pillar i҆mn appears twice and is
erased eaxh time. I҆mn-rꜥ appears in the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb pt and only i҆mn is
erased. I҆pt swt (not part of Amun's epithets) and Nekhbet's name appear
but are not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Maat

Museum Cairo CG 910

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1930, p. 148-149; Sethe 1906, p. 520-522;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borcahrdt 1930, p. 149

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

159Record number

53 cm

Dimensions

503



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Two fragments of a statue of Meryty kneeling on the ground. On the
statue's right shoulder Nekhbet's name appears and is erased. I҆mn is
also partially erased from the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy in an inscription
by the figure's legs, but psḏt nw i҆pt swt is not. I҆mn is overlooked once on
the statue's left side.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Nekhbet

Museum Cairo CG 916

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Borchardt 1930, p. 152; Helck 1957, p. 1644-1645; Bryan 1991, p. 313
n. 133;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Borchardt 1930, p. 152

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

160Record number

66 cm

Dimensions

504



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Fragment of a black granite statue of a striding man. The inscription on
the back pillar contains a partially erased i҆mn from a personal title.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 972

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1934, p. 9;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

Middle KingdomDate

Borchardt 1934 , p. 9

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

161Record number

9 cm

Dimensions

505



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Headless limestone statue of Thutmose III kneeling. On the back pillar
and foot plate i҆mn-rꜥ appears and is erased from "beloved of Amun-Re."

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 1226

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Borchardt 1936, p. 118; Laboury 1998, p. 220-221; Legrain 1908, n.
127; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 281;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, 221 Borchardt 1936, p. 118

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

162Record number

127 cm

Dimensions

506



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Granite obelisk of Thutmose III now located in Rome and known as the
Lateran obelisk. The inscription on the front of the obelisk contains i҆mn
nb nswt tꜣwy and i҆pt swt (not part of Amun's epithets), both of which were
erased and later restored. I҆mn is erased and restored twice on the right
side inscription and once on the back side inscription. I҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy
appears once on the back side but is overlooked. The left side inscription
contains i҆mn twice and i҆pt swt once (not part of Amun's epithets), all of
which was erased and subsequently restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Karnak

Museum Rome: Piazza San Giovani in Laterano

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

Sethe 1906, p. 583-585; Bonomi 1843, p. 158-169; Birch 1875, p. 9
-16; Giveon 1969, p. 54-59; Fowden 1987, p. 51-57; Schmitz 1991, p.
279-299; Helck 1957, p. 1548-1552;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.
org/w/index.php?curid=180955

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

8
Number of

erasures

163Record number

457 cm, 300 metric
tons

Dimensions

507



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Limestone squatting statue of User, scribe and steward under Thutmose
I and owner of TT 21 at Sheikh Abd el-Qurna. The statue contains an
offering formula in which i҆mn-rꜥ is erased once from line 1. In line 5 i҆mn is
erased once as well as again from the start of another offering formula
in line 9.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Amun

Museum Louvre A 127

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Sethe 1906, p. 1033-1035; Pierret 1878, p. 24; Newberry 1899, p. 306;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

JÄNNICK Jérémy / Wikimedia Commons &amp;
Louvre-Lens

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

164Record number

96.52 cm

Dimensions

508



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Black granite group statue of the vizier Useramun and his wife Tuyu. The
statue presents multiple offering formula inscriptions that contain
multiple erased words. I҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy appears once and is erased, i҆mn
appears four times in wsr-i҆mn and is always erased, i҆mn-rꜥ appears once
and is erased, and nṯrw appears once and is erased. Psḏt occurs in line 1
as does  i҆pt swt, but neither is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Amun, nṯrw

Museum Cairo CG 42118, JE 37390

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Goyon & Cardin 2004, p. 30-33; Legrain 1906, p. 67-68, pl. 69; Sethe
1909, p. 1035-1037, 1039 (316G); Hornemann 1966, p. V, 1171;
Vandier 1958, p. 440, n. 1, 483, n. 9. 489, n. 2, 509, 513, 661, pl. 142,
4; Aldred 1951, p. 5, 12, 13, 53, pl. 38; Donadoni 1993, p. 237-239;
Dziobek 1998, p. 93, 161-164, pl. 9; Helck 1958, p. 436-437 (d);
Kayser 1936, p. 38-39, n. 73, 57 (II.13); Legrain 1908, p. 84, n. 154;
Roehrig, Dreyfus, & Keller 2005, p. 101, fig. 43; Capel & Markoe 1996,
p. 58, 194, n. 9; Dresbach 2012, p. 21, n. 64; Jambon 2009, p. 243, n.
25; Leblanc 2005, p. 66; Lichtheim 1948, p. 176, n. 36; Price 2016, p.
496, n. 26; Ratié 1979, p. 281, n. 82; Roeder 1955, p. 280; Sourouzian
1991b, p. 350, n. 51, 354, n. 77, pl. 50c; el-Sayed 2007, p. 56;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

7
Number of

erasures

165Record number

88.5 x 38 x 28.5
cm

Dimensions

509



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Broken limestone seated statue of wsr-i҆mn. The inscription contains i҆mn
as part of wsr-i҆mn seven times with five of these instances erased. The
first i҆mn was later incorrectly restored as mnṯw.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42119, JE 37326

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Legrain 1906, p. 68; Dziobek 1998, p. 94-95, 107, 110-111, 120, 161
-162, 164; Helck 1958, p. 436-437 (e); Legrain 1908, p. 84-85, n. 155;
Sethe 1909, p. 1039-1041 (316H); Goyon & Cardin 2004, p. 30;
Jambon 2009, p. 257, fig. 5; Kayser 1936, p. 57 (II.14); Vandier 1958,
p. 437, n.1, 509, n.3, 661;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

166Record number

38 x 18.5 x 28 cm

Dimensions

510



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor statue cache

Rose quartzite statue of a statue of Amenhotep III standing on a sledge
with a large stela at his back. The inscription on the back of the stela
contains numerous references to Amun: Amenhotep III's nomen appears
twice and is erased twice, while i҆mn-rꜥ appears three times and is erased
three times, twice as part of the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy (this epithet is fully
erased once). In the inscription around the base of the sledge i҆mn
appears once and is erased once; Amenhotep III's nomen appears twice
and is erased twice. On the base of the sledge i҆mn-rꜥ and Amenhotep
III's nomen each appear once and are erased once. On the front of stela
above the king's shoulder's there are large erasures in the inscription
where Amenhotep III's nomen and i҆mn-rꜥ would appear.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Luxor J. 838

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

el-Saghir 1991, p. 21-27; Myśliwiec 2005, p. 79-85; Pamminger 1996,
p. 433-443; Tefnin 1994, p. 71-80; Kozloff & Bryan 1992; Malek 2003,
p. 16;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

By GD-EG-Louxor-109.JPG: fr: Photo personnelle
de Gérard Ducher (user:Néfermaât).derivative
work: Oltau (GD-EG-Louxor-109.JPG) [CC BY-SA
2.5 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
sa/2.5)], via Wikimedia Commons

el-Saghir 1991, p. 22

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

12
Number of

erasures

167Record number

249 x 54 cm

Dimensions

511



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor statue cache

Diorite seated statue of Hathor. Inscriptions run down the leg rest of the
chair. The inscription to Hathor's left contains the nomen of Amenhotep
III, which has been erased. The back of the throne is uninscribed.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

el-Saghir 1991, p. 28-30;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

http://jb.guerillot.free.fr/egypte/cd/LUXOR%
20MUSEUM/DSC00518.JPG

el-Saghir 1991, p. 29

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

168Record number

154 x 40.5 cm

Dimensions

512



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor statue cache

Grey granite seated statue of the goddess Iunyt dedicated by
Amenhotep III. The inscription on the leg rest on Iunyt's left side
contains Amenhotep III's nomen which is erased. El-Saghir notes that
this statue escaped erasure, but the photo and line drawing both show
what seems to be the deliberate erasures of only Amenhotep III's
nomen.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

el-Saghir 1991, p. 31-34;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

el-Saghir 1991, p. 33 el-Saghir 1991, p. 34

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

169Record number

145.3 x 40.5 cm

Dimensions

513



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor statue cache

Black granite lower portion of a seated statue of Queen Isis. The
inscription running on the front of the leg rest to Isis' left contains i҆mn-rꜥ,
but only i҆mn is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

el-Saghir 1991, p. 71;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

el-Saghir 1991, p. 71 el-Saghir 1991, p. 71

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

170Record number

62.5 cm

Dimensions

514



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor statue cache

Black granite headless statue of a kneeling Thutmose III. The inscription
running on the base of the statue in front of the king's knees contains
i҆mn-rꜥ, but only i҆mn is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor J. 831

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

el-Saghir 1991, p. 69-70; Laboury 1998, p. 110-111;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

el-Saghir 1991, p. 69 el-Saghir 1991, p. 70

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

171Record number

59 x 28.5 cm

Dimensions

515



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Sandstone blocks of a portion of the Annals of Thutmose III. These
blocks record Thutmose III's battle at Megiddo in year 23 and continues
on to year 35. I҆mn appears and is erased four times; in one instance the
whole phrase "were offered to his father, Amun" is erased, but it is
unclear if this was intentional. I҆mn-rꜥ appears once and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Louvre N 205 - C 51

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Delange 2015, p. 115-283; Sethe 1907, p. 679-723; Birch 1847, p. 317
-373; Birch 1853, p. 116-166; Bleiberg 1981, p. 107-110; Cline &
O'Connor 2006; Faulkner 1942, p. 2-15; Grimal 2009, 105-120; Grimal
2010, p. 636-641; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 89-90; Redford 2006, p. 325
-343; Saleh 1972, p. 242-262; Spalinger 1977, p. 41-54;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Delange 2015, p. 126 Delange 2015, p. 130

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

172Record number

?

Dimensions

516



Site Thebes

Provenance Tomb of Ineny

Limestone shrine stela of Ineny with stelophorous statues topped with a
pyramidion. I҆mn appears and is erased ten times from the owner's titles
on the stela. I҆mn-rꜥ appears three times and is erased each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum British Museum EA467

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hall 1925, p. 5, pl. 1-4; Parkinson 1999, p. 41; Brovarski 1980, p. 31,
n. 10; Dewachter 1984-1985, p. 88, n. 34;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum Online Hall 1925, pl. 1

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

13
Number of

erasures

173Record number

49 x 24 x 25.5 cm

Dimensions

517



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak?

Sandstone stela of Hatshepsut and Thutmose III. Amun's figure in the
lunette was erased (the chisel marks are still visible) and eventually
restored, as was i҆mn-rꜥ from the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy. I҆mn in Hatshepsut's
nomen in line 2, i҆mn in lines 2 and 5, and nṯrw in line 5 were all
overlooked.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Vatican Gregorian Egyptian Museum
22780

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 4

Klug 2002, p. 90-93;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Vatican Gregorian Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

174Record number

115 x 80 x 25 cm

Dimensions

518



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, 7th pylon

Granite stela of Thutmose III restored by Seti I, who added a restoration
inscription. The two Amun figures in the lunette are carved noticeably
deeper than the rest of the stela, suggesting that they were erased and
later restored. The i҆mns that appear in the text are not deeper than their
surroundings.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34011, JE 36330

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 129-136, Abb. 12; Lacau 1909, p. 21-26;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Klug 2002, Abb. 12

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

175Record number

142 x 98 cm

Dimensions

519



Site Thebes

Provenance Mortuary temple of Thutmose IV

Sandstone stela of Thutmose IV. The figure of Amun-Re in the lunette is
carved more deeply than the surrounding areas, suggesting that it had
been erased and restored.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Petrie Museum UC 14372

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 335; Bryan 1991, p. 189;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

176Record number

19.2 x 23 x 8.5 cm

Dimensions

520



Site Thebes

Provenance

Grey granite stela of Amenhotep III now broken into two pieces. The mn
in Amenhotep III's nomen appears in an irregular impression and might
have been restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Florence, Museo Archeologico 6392

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 413;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

177Record number

30 x 15 cm

Dimensions

521



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Seated statue of Sekhmet dedicated by Amenhotep III. On the left side
of the throne's leg rest Amenhotep III's nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 7268

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 2; Humboldt 1828, p. 168, fig. B; Königliche Museen zu
Berlin 1899, p. 121

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

178Record number

?

Dimensions

522



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Seated statue of Sekhmet dedicated by Amenhotep III. On the left side
of the throne's leg rest Amenhotep III's nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 7266

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 2; Humboldt 1828, p. 168, fig. C; Königliche Museen zu
Berlin 1899, p. 121; Priese 1991, p. 95;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Priese 1991, p. 95

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

179Record number

?

Dimensions

523



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak?

Seated statue of a man named Amenhotep-user and his wife Tentwadj.
Amenhotep-user's name is erased from his garment in an epithet that
includes  i҆pt swt (it's not clear which version). I҆mn-rꜥ also appears on the
right side of the couples' chair with the epithet nsw nṯrw and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Berlin ÄM 2298

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 3; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 135; Priese
1991, p. 90-91;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Priese 1991, p. 90

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

180Record number

52.5 cm

Dimensions

524



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Seated statue of Sekhmet dedicated by Amenhotep III. On the left side
of the throne's leg rest Amenhotep III's nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 7267

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 27; Humboldt 1828, p. 168, fig. A; Königliche Museen
zu Berlin 1899, p. 121

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

181Record number

?

Dimensions

525



Site Thebes

Provenance TT 71, tomb of Senenmut

Sandstone false door of Senenmut from western Thebes. I҆mn appears
twice in the false door's inscription as part of one of Senenmut's titles
and is erased both times. Senenmut's name is also erased every time it
occurs, but this may not be the work of the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Mut?

Museum Berlin ÄM 2066

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 92-96; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 160;
Lepsius Denkmäler III, p. 25; Dorman 1988, p. 153-154; Krauss 1994,
p. 49-53;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
-1470_False_door_of_Senenmut_anagoria.JPG

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

182Record number

?

Dimensions

526



Site Thebes

Provenance Asasif, causeway area C

Granite offering table of Sennufer dedicated to Amenhotep I. Amenhotep
I's nomen occurs and is erased, as is i҆mn-rꜥ and an accompanying
illegible epithet (beginning with nb). One i҆mn has escaped erasure.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Berlin ÄM 2292

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Roeder 1913, p. 100; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 169; Lepsius
Denkmäler III, p. 250;

Portable Object: cult objectArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

183Record number

?

Dimensions

527



Site Thebes

Provenance

Stela of Patwa. The first line of the inscription consists of an offering
formula in which Amun is named. The entire formula has been erased,
which has been attributed to the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 9610

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 160; Kaiser 1967, Abb. 640;
Roeder 1913, p. 91;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

184Record number

?

Dimensions

528



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, 9th pylon

Yellow quartzite statue of Senenmut and Neferure, both of whom are
now missing their heads. The text of the statue appears to have been
largely restored and includes i҆mn as part of Senenmut's titles eleven
times. I҆mn-rꜥ also appears on the front of the statue in the epithet i҆mn-rꜥ
nsw nṯrw. All i҆mns were erased and later restored. As usual it is not clear
whether the erasures of Senenmut's name were because they contained
mwt or because of a campaign to erase Senenmut's memory. Jacquet-
Gordon suggests that Senenmut was erased by the Atenists because i҆mn
figures among the restored texts on this statue. Senenmut appears
fifteen times in the text.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Mut?

Museum Cairo JE 47278

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Jacquet-Gordon 1972, p. 139-150; Allon & Navratilova 2017, p. 159,
202; Dorman 1988, p. 42, 124-126, 138, 149-150, 158, 162 n. 115,
171 n. 39, 173 n. 53, 181, 221;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

12
Number of

erasures

185Record number

52 cm

Dimensions

529



Site Thebes

Provenance

Painted sandstone stela of a man named Amenhotep adoring the rising
and setting sun. Within the inscription i҆mn occurs twenty-two times as
part of i҆mn-ḥtp or one of his titles and is erased sixteen times.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 17.2.6

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 6 i҆mn

Helck 1983, p. 135; Hayes 1959, p. 119, fig. 61; Freed, Markowitz, &
D'Auria 1999, p. 200, n. 3;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

16
Number of

erasures

186Record number

70.5 x 45.5 cm

Dimensions

530



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Diorite statue of Thutmose III presenting an offering table, now broken
at the waist. On the base of the statue the inscription has been
completely obliterated with the name of Amun but was later restored.
Laboury suggest that this entire text was erased by the Atenists. In the
two other texts on the statue Amun's name is not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42056, JE 36328, SR 11437

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Laboury 1998, p. 136-139; Legrain 1904, p. 33-34; Spiegelberg 1931,
p. 103-106; Fakhry 1934, p. 91, n. 5; Hornemann 1951, n. 265-266;
Leibovitch 1953, p. 101, fig. 27, 111-112; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 84;
Desroches-Noblecourt 1974, p. 39; Tefnin 1979, p. 236; Dittmar 1980,
p. 23-26; Schwaller de Lubicz & Lamy 1982, p. 120-121;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

187Record number

152 cm

Dimensions

531



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, 2nd pylon

The second stela of Kamose in which he relays his battles and victory
over the Hyksos. I҆mn appears twice in the last few lines of the stela (as
parts of the phrases "incense of Amun" and "son of Amun") and was
erased and subsequently restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor J. 43

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Miosi (ed.) 1981, p. 42-53a; Flammini 2014, p. 62-73; Biston-Moulin
2011, p. 81-90; Flammini 2011-2012, p. 55-75; Van Siclen 2010, p. 355
-358; Smith & Smith 1976, p. 48-76; Habachi 1972; Porter & Moss
1972, p. 37; Hammad 1955, p. 198-208; Bothmer 1985, p. 21, fig. 32
-33; Sourouzian 1995, p. 519, n. 19; Lacau 1939, p. 245-271; Gardiner
1916, p. 95-110; Gabolde 2005, 35-42; el-Shahawy 2007, p. 84-85;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

17th DynastyDate

By Kurohito [GFDL (http://www.gnu.
org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC BY-SA 4.0  (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)],
from Wikimedia Commons

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

188Record number

220 x 110 cm

Dimensions

532



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, Akh Menu

Marble kneeling statue of Thutmose III now broken at the waist. Mry
i҆mn-rꜥ m ꜣḫ mnw appears with i҆mn-rꜥ erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägytischer Kunst,
Munich, no. Gl. 88

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 192-193; von Bissing 1911, 162-163, fig. 3; Porter &
Moss 1972, p. 126; Schoske & Wildung 1985, p. 52-53, 151, n. 34;
Schoske 1993, p. 24, n. 19;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

MarbleSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

189Record number

51 cm

Dimensions

533



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Diorite seated statue of Thutmose III. I҆mn-rꜥ nsw nṯrw (short form)
appears on the left of the seat on which Thutmose III sits and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re, nṯrw

Museum Cairo CG 578, JE 4752, SR 11547

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 208-211; Legrain 1908, n. 136; Hornemann 1966, n.
670; Kriéger 1960, p. 46, fig. 15; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 281; Solia
1992, p. 108, n. 6, 117, fig. 22; Fay 1995, p. 12-13;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, p. 209

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

190Record number

189 cm

Dimensions

534



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Granite seated statue of Thutmose III; the arms have now broken off as
has the left leg from the shin down. I҆mn-rꜥ appears in the inscription
containing Thutmose III's royal titulary, but only the i҆mn has been
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo RT 14/6/24/11, SR 11874

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 212-215; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 281; Vandersleyen
1993, p. 262, n. 17; Tefnin 1979, p. 148, n. 3;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, 213

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

191Record number

?

Dimensions

535



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Greywacke statue of Thutmose III seated next to Amun. Amun's face
and head have been smashed, which Legrain and Laboury attribute to
the Atenists. Amun's left foot is also missing, but this unlikely a product
of the Atenists.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42066, JE 36909, SR 11648, JdF
159

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 224-226; Evers 1929, p. 282; Hornemann 1966, n.
1118; Aldred 1953, p. 49; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 138; Legrain 1906, p.
39, pl. 39; Seidel 1996, p. 140-141, pl. 31c-d; Lipińska 1966, p. 136, n.
22, 137, fig. 15; Vandier 1958, p. 304-305, 624; Azim & Réveillac 2004,
I, 309, II, 238-239; Jambon 2016, p. 142, n. 44, 169; Lorand 2011, p.
78, n. 10; Reisinger 2005, p. 76, n. 186, 77, n. 186, n. 196, 79, n. 217,
n. 221, n. 222, 80, n. 231, n. 237, n. 241, 81, n. 247, n. 251, 93, 104;
Scharff 1939, p. 566, n. 4;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GreywackeSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

192Record number

68 x 31.5 x 33 cm

Dimensions

536



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Granodiorite sphinx of Thutmose III. The inscription on the sphinx's
chest contains i҆mn, which is partially erased. It is not clear if this erasure
was due to the Atenists or an accident.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42069, JE37981; SR 11554, JdF
545

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 238-239; Legran 1906, p. 40-41, pl. 41; Saleh &
Sourouzian 1987, n. 134; Azim & Réveillac 2004, p. 324-325, 271; De
Meulenaere 1998, p. 337; Hornemann 1969, p. 1530; Lipińska 1966, p.
134, fig. 10, 136, n. 15; Vandier 1958, p. p. 303, n. 11, 624, pl. 98,3;
Weigall 1924, p. 138; Evers 1929, p. 87, 88; Kozloff et al. 1993, p. 156,
n. 5f; Reisinger 2005, p. 59, 76, n. 185, 77, n. 189, n. 196, 78, n. 204,
79, n. 217, n. 221, n. 222; 81, n. 244, n. 256-257, 82, n. 258-260, 93,
106; Roeder 1998, p. 251, 348; pl. 30; Schoske 1990, p. 86, n. 7;
Vandersleyen 1993, p. 260, n. 11; Verbovsek 2002, p. 345;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, p. 239

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

193Record number

35 x 21 x 63 cm

Dimensions

537



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Diorite seated statue of Thutmose III. On the back pillar i҆mn is erased in
the phrase "sꜣ i҆mn," and again in "beloved of Amun-Re." Rꜥ in i҆mn-rꜥ is not
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 39260, SR 11721, JdF 752

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998 p. 241-246; Legrain 1908, n. 128; Hornemann 1969, n.
720; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 174, 218; Vandersleyen 1975, p. 244, n.
176; Tefnin 1979, p. 111, n. 2, 149, 154-155, 157, n. 4, 171-174;
Schoske 1990, pl. 19, fig. 7;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, p. 241

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

194Record number

107 x 57 cm

Dimensions

538



Site Thebes

Provenance

Diorite seated statue of Thutmose III. On the right side of the foot rest
of the chair an inscription reads i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy, which was erased and
was later restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Turin Museo Egizio Cat. 1376

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 276-279; Müller 1952-1953, p. 72-73, 76, 78-79, fig.
9-10; Aldred 1961, n. 39; Scamuzzi 1964, pl. 24-25; Lipinska 1966, p.
136-138; Donadoni et al. 1988, p. 32-33;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

By Pava [CC BY-SA 3.0  (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)],
from Wikimedia Commons

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

195Record number

192 x 132.5 cm

Dimensions

539



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh

Grey schist fragment of the side of a throne of a seated statue of
Thutmose III. Hayes and Laboury allege that part of the broken
inscription contained i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy erased by the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 50.19.1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 393-394; Hayes 1959, p. 118;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art Laboury 1998, p. 394

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SchistSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

196Record number

15.5 x 12 x 5 cm

Dimensions

540



Site Thebes

Provenance

Painted sandstone pair seated pair statue of Itju and Henutweret joined
by the small figure of their son. The inscription on the man's skirt
contains i҆mn ḫnty i҆pt swt all of which has been erased except for the reed
leaf of i҆pt swt. I҆mn is also erased on the woman's skirt as part of her titles.
However i҆mn appears four times on the chair and were all overlooked.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Karnak

Museum British Museum EA31

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 4 i҆mn

Wiese 2001, p. 96-97; Porter & Moss 1964, p. 789; Arundale & Bonomi
1842, p. 120, pl. 52; Vandier 1958, p. 445; Helck 1956, p. 1503-1504;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

197Record number

76.5 x 38 x 56.5
cm

Dimensions

541



Site Thebes

Provenance Dra Abu el-Naga

Two limestone doorjambs of a man named Rau who lived under
Thutmose III. Each time i҆mn appears on the jambs it has been erased,
once in connection with the epithet nb nswt tꜣwy, twice as part of Rau's
title (i҆my-r pr n i҆mn), once in an offering formula.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.3.54 and
26.3.55

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 128-129, fig. 67; Graefe 1981, p. 116;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art (26.2.55)

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

198Record number

146.5 x 23.5 cm;
145 x 23.5 cm

Dimensions

542



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh, probably TT 48

Painted limestone portion of a stela most likely of Amenemhat-Sourer.
The stela is now broken into two pieces. I҆mn appears just above the
crack dividing the two pieces and appears to have been erased prior to
the stela breaking.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Aix-en-Provence, Musée Granet 849-1-2S

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Barbotin 1995, p. 50-51; Devéria 1896, p. 230-231; Varille 1954, p.
134, n. 2; Säve-Söderbergh 1957, p. 35, pl. LXIX; Pamminger 1996, p.
301, n. 1;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Barbotin 1995, p. 51 Barbotin 1995, p. 51

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

199Record number

36.8 x 51.1 x 3 cm

Dimensions

543



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh, TT 63 (tomb of Sobekhotep)

Tempera paint on mud relief from the tomb of Sobekhotep depicting two
men holding lotuses and fowl. Sobek has been erased from
Sobekhotep's name, which Hayes attributes to the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Sobek

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 30.2.1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 154; Hibbard 1980, p. 44, fig. 82; Dorman et al. 1987,
p. 52, 54;

Portable Object: paintingArtifact Type

PaintedMedium

PlasterPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

200Record number

53.5 x 73.5 x 8.5
cm

Dimensions

544



Site Thebes

Provenance

Painted limestone group statue of Kedamun and his family. I҆mn occurs in
the man's name, title, and two offering formulae where it has been
chiseled away each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 25.184.8

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 158;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

4
Number of

erasures

201Record number

30 x 18.5 x 20.5
cm

Dimensions

545



Site Thebes

Provenance

Chlorite schist, now headless statuette of Amenhotep III. The statuette
is most likely from late in Amenhotep III's reign as it's style is very
similar to that of the Amarna Period. The inscription on the statue base
contains Amenhotep III's nomen and back pillar contain sꜣ i҆mn, which
have both been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 30.8.74

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 236-237; Hornemann 1951, pl. 261; Albersmeier 2002,
p. 10f, n. 50; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, 204-205;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SchistSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

202Record number

22.2 x 8.6 x 10.6
cm

Dimensions

546



Site Thebes

Provenance El Khokha, MMA 834 (tomb of Wesi)

Sandstone capstone and part of one jamb of a gateway inscribed for the
Overseer of the Workshop of Amun, Wesi. In Wesi's title (overseer of the
workshop of Amun), the name of Amun has been erased. Not clear if his
title appears in both the capstone and the jamb or only the jamb.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 28.3.25a,
28.3.25b

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 167;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

203Record number

?

Dimensions

547



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh, TT 45

Pottery funerary cone of Mery-Djehuty who possessed the following
titles: the scribe of the offering table of the First Prophet of Amun, head
of all weavers of Amun, head of the house of the First Prophet of Amun.
I҆mn is erased in the second and third of Mery-Djehuty's titles, while the
first part of his name (mry) is mistakenly erased as it appears next to the
i҆mn in his first title.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Amsterdam, Allard Pierson Museum 9040

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Van Haarlem 1995, p. 18-20;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (raised relief)Medium

CeramicPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Van Haarlem 1995, p. 18

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

204Record number

8.8 x 8.8 x 11 cm

Dimensions

548



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Granodiorite seated statue of Sekhmet. Amenhotep III's nomen appears
on the right leg rest portion on the throne and has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Turin Museo Egizio Cat. 247

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Champollion 1824-26, p. 44; Connor 2016, p. 36-37; Connor 2017, p.
33, 37; Fabretti & Landzone 1882, n. 247, p. 20; Gauthier 1920, p. 185;
Helck 1961, n. 613; Orcurti 1855, n. 9, p. 45; Porter & Moss 1960, p.
266; Vandier 1978, p. 383;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Turin Museo Egizio

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

205Record number

210 cm

Dimensions

549



Site Thebes

Provenance Dra Abu el-Naga? Probably Theban tomb
A.4

Sandstone statue of Wensu, scribe of the southern city, scribe of the
accounts of grain of Amun, and his wife, Amenhotep. Amenhotep's name
is entirely erased as is the i҆mn in Wensu's second title located on the
footrest between the couples' legs.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre A 54

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, p. 505-506; Manniche 1985, p. 46; Manniche 1988, p. 85,
pl. 22 [38] (as A 55);

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Rama [CC BY-SA 3.0 fr (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
sa/3.0/fr/deed.en)]

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

206Record number

78 x 45 x 43 cm

Dimensions

550



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Calcite-alabaster group statue of Thutmose I, Amun-Re, and queen
Ahmose. Seidel notes that the figure of Amun-Re was completely
destroyed during the Atenist iconoclasm. However, i҆mn-rꜥ and i҆mn both
appear in the statue's inscription and neither is erased (it's possible they
were both restored).

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42052, JE 37394

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn-rꜥ, 1 i҆mn

Seidel 1996, p. 125-126, pl. 30; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 137; Legrain
1906, p. 31, pl. 28; Vandier 1961, p. 298; Freed, Markowitz & D'Auria
1999, p. 275; Wiese, Brodbeck et. al 2004, p. 246-247; Azim &
Reveillac 2004, p. 296, n. 25, 306; Hornemann 1966, p. 1379; Althoff
2009, p. 9, n. 67, 10, n. 87, 12, n. 106, 13, n. 130, 14, n. 136, 33, n.
285, 64, n. 575, 137, pl. 29; Troy 1986, p. 132, fig. 95, 136, 163, 193;
Evers 1929, p. 16; Fay 1995, p. 20, n. 39; Jambon 2016, p. 161, n.
128; Laboury 1998, p. 410, n. 1041; Vandier 1958, p. 298, 623;
Verbovesk 2002, p. 344;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Seidel 1996, pl. 30

Royal monumentRoyal or private

AlabasterSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

207Record number

69 x 38 cm

Dimensions

551



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re

Pink granite group statue of Hatshepsut, Thutmose III, and Amun.
Seidel notes that Amun's figure was destroyed during the Atenist
iconoclasm and subsequently restored during Tutankhamun's reign.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 42065, JE 36904

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Seidel 1996, p. 138-139; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 138; Legrain 1906, p.
38, pl. 38; Vandier 1961, p. 304f, pl. 101, 106;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

208Record number

125 cm

Dimensions

552



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Amun-Re, southern
sanctuary

Limestone seated pair statue of Thutmose III and Amun-Re. Amun-Re's
figure has been completely destroyed and is only evident from it's
contours to the left of the king's now broken figure. In the inscription
i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy (it's not clear if the entire epithet was erased) and i҆mn-rꜥ
each appear once and were both erased and later restored under
Tutankhamun.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re

Museum Luxor, Antiquities Magazine

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Seidel 1996, p. 147- 148; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 105, 538; Legrain
1901, p. 63; van Siclen 1991, p. 93;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

van Siclen III 1991, p. 93

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

209Record number

130 x 91 x 15 cm

Dimensions

553



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Montu

Granodiorite statue of kneeling Amenhotep III and Amun-Re. All that
remains of Amun-Re now is his torso; the rest of his body was destroyed
by the Atenists according to Seidel. Amenhotep III lost his head during
the Atenists' attack on Amun-Re's figure. I҆mn-rꜥ also appears twice in the
inscription on the statue and the i҆mn portion is erased both times. It's
unclear if the Atenists intended to target the rꜥs as well and overlooked
them. Amenhotep III's nomen appears to have been overlooked.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Amun

Museum Magazine Inv.nr. 262

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Seidel 1996, p. 191-193; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 9; Müller 1988, p. IV
-52; Schwaller de Lubicz 1982, pl. 296; Sourouzian 1994, p. 522 (49),
fig. 6a;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Schwaller de Lubicz 1982, pl. 296

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

210Record number

111 cm

Dimensions

554



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak cachette

Limestone statue of Amenhotep III standing in front of Amun-Re. Seidel
reports that Amun-Re's figure was smashed during the Atenist
iconoclasm and later restored.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 42086, JE 38247

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Seidel 1996, p. 193-194; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 139; Legrain 1906, p.
50, pl. 52; Müller 1988, p. IV-16; Silverman 1978, p. 12f;
Toutankhamon et son temps 1967, 26ff (n.1); Vandersleyen 1973, p.
21; Vandier 1961, p. 323, 327, 415, 625, pl. 107, 4; Weigall 1924, p.
167;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

IFAO Karnak cachette database

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

211Record number

20 x 7.5 x 11.5 cm

Dimensions

555



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor Temple - cachette in the court of
Amenhotep III

Granodiorite seated statue group of Amenhotep III and Horus. On the
backrest of the statue Amenhotep III's two cartouches appear and the
i҆mn portion of his nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor J. 828

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Seidel 1996, p. 195-200; el-Saghir 1996, p. 72, fig. 156-159;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

212Record number

45.5 x 22 x 5.7 cm

Dimensions

556



Site Thebes

Provenance Dra Abu el-Naga

Semi-rectangular relief of the royal cup-bearer Tjawy dating to the reign
of Amenhotep III. I҆mn appears once in the third register in the phrase
"praised of Amun" and is erased. It is also likely that i҆mn appears in at
the beginning of the serving girl's name in the third register as [Amun]-
her-meketef.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Boston MFA 1972.651

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Simpson 1973, p. 69-82; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 284-285;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Bostom MFA

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

213Record number

74 x 39 x 15 cm

Dimensions

557



Site Thebes

Provenance Amenhotep III mortuary temple, Kom el-
Hettan

Quartzite standing statute of Amenhotep III wearing a short kilt with
arms by his sides while he holds two scrolls. The inscription on the back
pillar lists Amenhotep III's nomen and epithets, from which i҆mn(-rꜥ) is
erased twice. It's not clear what epithets accompanied Amun's name, if
any. Wherever i҆mn occurs it has been erased and was never restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 33900

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Johnson 1996, p. 72, 76; Daressy 1914, p. 25-28; Forbes 1990, p. 52
-57; Trad & Mahmoud 1993, p. 40-47; Porter & Moss , p. 452;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

214Record number

?

Dimensions

558



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Seated statue of Isis, mother of Thutmose III who honored her with this
statue following his father's death. Though she was a secondary wife of
Thutmose II she has been given the titles of a great royal wife in the
inscription on the leg rest of this statue. I҆mn is erased from i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt t
ꜣwy on the leg rest inscription and was later restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 37417, CG 42072

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Ertman 1993, p. 42-50; Hawass 2010, p. 132-133; el-Shahawy 2005, p.
171, 173;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Global Egyptian Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

215Record number

98 x 25 x 52.5 cm

Dimensions

559



Site Thebes

Provenance Gurneh, TT 125

Limestone, painted relief from TT 125, the tomb of Duauneheh. The
scene shows two male offering bearers and contains an inscription that
lists Duauneheh's titles and name. I҆mn is erased from his title i҆my-r pr n
i҆mn.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Hannover, Kestner Museum inv. nr.
1935.200.175

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Woldering 1958, p. 68, pl. 33; Porter & Moss 1970, p. 139-140; Ranke
1935, p. 398, n. 26; Lepsius 1900 (III), p. 281; Wreszinski 1935, p.
341, 342; Drenkhahn 1989, p. 76-77;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Woldering 1958, pl. 33

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

216Record number

59 x 58.6 cm

Dimensions

560



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Statue of Amenhotep II standing in front of Meretseger. The inscriptions
on the front of the platform on which Meretseger stands contains i҆mn-rꜥ
twice and each instance appears rougher than the surrounding
inscriptions as is common when erasures are restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo JE 39394

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hawass 2010, p. 132, 134; Sourouzian 1991a, p. 71 fig. 26; Bryan
1987, p. 6, fig. 5, n. 10; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 282; Vandier 1958, p.
306, 309-310, pl. 100.4; Aldred et al. 1979, p. 155, n. 141;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Hawass 2010, p. 134

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

217Record number

125 cm

Dimensions

561



Site Thebes

Provenance Amenhotep III mortuary temple, Kom el-
Hettan

Black granite colossus of Amenhotep III discovered in 2017 by the
European mission directed by Dr. Hourig Sourouzian and placed in the
Luxor Museum in April 2017. The inscription on the left side of the
footrest appears to contain Amenhotep III's nomen, which has been
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Currently unpublished. Appeared in several news outlets upon discovery
including the Luxor Times (April 22, 2017).

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Luxor Times

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

218Record number

248 x 61 x 110 cm

Dimensions

562



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor Temple

Granodiorite seated statue of Amenhotep III now broken at the ankles.
Bryan suggests that the inscription on the left side of the footrest likely
contains Amenhotep III's nomen and as the statue comes from Thebes it
is highly like that the nomen has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Luxor J.137

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 140; Bryan 2007, p. 175-176, 185 n. 6;
Romano 1979, p. 22; Lembke 1998, p. 121 n. 70;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 140

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

219Record number

143 cm

Dimensions

563



Site Thebes

Provenance Luxor Temple

Granodiorite seated statue of Anubis constructed for Amenhotep III. The
inscription on the right side of the footrest contains Amenhotep III's
nomen, which was erased and never restored.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek inv.
no. Æ.I.N 33

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 215; Grenier 1977, p. 7; Jørgensen 2006, p. 63
-75; Jørgensen 2004, p. 40-49; Bryan 1997, p. 77;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

220Record number

160 cm

Dimensions

564



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Black diorite standing statue of Hapuseneb. On the base of the statue
i҆mn is erased once from the phrase i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy (only Amun's name is
erased and not the rest of the epithet) and twice in the owner's title. On
the back pillar i҆mn is again erased twice in connection with the owner's
titles. I҆pt swt occurs outside of Amun's epithets but remains intact.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 648

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Sethe 1906, p. 478-480; Borchardt 1925, p. 194-195; Capel & Markoe
1996, p. 208 n. 14; Porter & Moss 1972, p. 261;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

221Record number

84 cm

Dimensions

565



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak - Temple of Mut

Lower portion of a granite seated statue of Minnakht (TT 87). In line 4
on the left part of the statue mn of smnḫ is hacked out. The Atenists
could have mistaken this word for i҆mn and erased it.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 533

Mistaken erasures smnḫ

Overlooked erasures 0

Sethe 1909, p. 1185-1186; Borchardt 1925, p. 84;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

222Record number

35 cm

Dimensions

566



Site Thebes

Provenance Karnak

Seated statue of Ptah commissioned by Amenhotep III. Amenhotep III's
nomen appears on the right side of the leg rest of Ptah's seat and is
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Turin Museo Egizio Cat. 0087

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Museo Egizio di Torino 1988, p. 82-83; Connor 2017, p. 28; Fabretti, A.,
Rossi, A., Lanzone, R.V., Regio Museo di Torino 1882, p. 9; Helck 1961,
n. 595; Nibbi 1996, p. 47, pl. IX; Orcurti 1855, p. 41, n. 2; Porter &
Moss 1960, p. 215; Thiers 2012, p. 985; Vandier 1952-1978, p. 386;
Vidua 1880, p. 287, n. 55;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Turin Museo Egizio

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

223Record number

?

Dimensions

567



Site Thebes

Provenance TT 52 - Tomb of Nakht

Painted limestone stelophorous statue of Nahkt from TT 52. The stela
portion of the statue contained 8 lines of text and included two erasures.
In line 2 i҆mn is erased from one of Nakht's titles. Nṯrw is erased from line
5 from the phrase nsw nṯrw (form unclear), here referring to Re. During
its shipment to New York in 1915 the statue was lost as the ship
carrying it (The Arabic) was torpedoed by a German submarine and sank
off the coast of Ireland.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, nṯrw

Museum Meant for Met, lost during journey to NY

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

No. Davies 1917; Hodel-Hoenes 2000, p. 27-41; Kozloff 1992, p. 261
-296; Laboury 1994, p. 49-81;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Colorized photo via Osirisnet - Tomb of Nakht

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

224Record number

?

Dimensions

568



Site Thebes

Provenance Tomb of Intef II

Limestone, very fragmentary stela of Intef II and his many dogs. There
are seven lines of fairly well preserved text from the bottom right corner
of the stela that includes i҆mn three times; these are all erased. Mn(i҆)t is
also erased and is presumably mistaken for i҆mn.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 20512

Mistaken erasures mn(i҆)t

Overlooked erasures 0

Lange & Schäfer 1908, p. 99-103; Strudwick & Strudwick 1999, p. 24;
DuQuesne 2009, p. 42, n. 42; Schneider 2006, p. 527-536; Wenzel
2003, p. 71-85; Aufrère 2000, p. 35-40; Breasted 1906, p. 199-200; Di.
Arnold 1976, 52-56;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

11th DynastyDate

J. Puglisi Lange & Schäfer 1908, p. 100 (lines 1-3)

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

225Record number

95 x 145 cm

Dimensions

569



Site Thebes?

Provenance Gurneh?

Fragment of the lunette of a limestone stela of Thutmose III. The phrase
mry i҆mn is inscribed in the lunette and i҆mn is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34033

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1909, p. 66-67;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1909, p. 67

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

226Record number

14 x 11 cm

Dimensions

570



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Granite stela of Amenhotep III broken in two parts showing Amenhotep
III offering to Amun. The text was never cut. The lunette appears to
have almost been entirely recarved under Seti I based on stylistic
characteristics. The lunette is also generally carved deeper than the rest
of the stela suggesting that it was erased and recarved. Klug suggests
that the stela was erased under Akhenaten and recarved by Seti.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo JE 40642, TN 3/6/24/3

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 441-442, Abb. 35; Myśliwiec 1976, pl. ixi[143];

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Klug 2002, Abb. 35

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

227Record number

188 x 102 x 36.5
cm

Dimensions

571



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Limestone stelophorous statue of Nia. Line 1 is almost entirely erased,
but most reconstructions agree that it likely contained i҆mn. I҆mn is also
erased in line 12. In line 2 i҆mn escapes persecution, but nṯrw does not
(i҆mn sḫm nṯrw). Mwt has been overlooked in line 6. The person attacking
the stela created a crack across the stela's surface that may have
inadvertently saved these two words. Mn.ti҆  has been erased in line 8,
which might have been mistaken for i҆mn.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, nṯrw

Museum Moscow, Pushkin Museum I.1.a.2098

Mistaken erasures mn.ti҆

Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn, 1 mwt

Hodjash & Berlev 1982, p. 111-115; Assmann 1969, p. 282, n. 18, p.
285;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

228Record number

33 x 20 cm

Dimensions

572



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Wooden, gilded statuette of Amenhotep III. The only time Amenhotep
III's nomen occurs in the inscription, it is partially erased. I҆mn-rꜥ appears
to be misspelled on the front of the statue's base and has not been
attacked.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Brooklyn 48.28

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

James 1974, p. 123-124; pl. XI, LXXII; Wolf 1957, p. 439, fig. 397;
Vandier 1958, p. 320 f., 324, 327, 526, pl. CIV (2,3); Aldred 1961, p.
66, pl. 82; Porter & Moss 1964, p. 783;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

WoodPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Brooklyn Museum

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

229Record number

26.3 cm, base: 16
x 2.7 x 6 cm

Dimensions

573



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Sandstone stela of Tanebet and her husband Nebnefer. I҆mn is erased
when it appears in Nebnefer's title "servant of Amun."

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Chicago Field Museum of Natural History
A.31650

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Allen 1936, p. 25-27, pl. IX; Malek 2012, p. 65;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Allen 1936, pl. IX

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

230Record number

?

Dimensions

574



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Travertine (Egyptian alabaster), trapezoidal stela of Amenhotep III
depicting scenes related to the heb sed ritual. I҆mn is erased at least
three times when it appears in Amenhotep III's nomen.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 55.78

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 256; Scott 1956, p. 81-82, fig. 6;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

AlabasterSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

231Record number

11.2 x 11 x 4.7 cm

Dimensions

575



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Limestone stela of a man named Amenemopet, a priest of Senwosret I.
Amenemopet's name appears twice on the stela (once in the first
register and once in the second register) and is fully erased each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 24.2.20

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1959, p. 168, 170; Malek 2012, p. 143;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

232Record number

31.8 x 22.2 x 4.7
cm

Dimensions

576



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Sandstone headless statue of unidentified person bearing the name of
Amun-Re, which has been erased and subsequently restored on the left
portion of the statue's chest .

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Bremen, Übersee-Museum B 616 [B 4651]

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, p. 560; Martin 1991, p. 1-4;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

233Record number

40 x 36 x 24 cm

Dimensions

577



Site Thebes?

Provenance Karnak?

Bust from a seated statue of an unidentified man. The prenomen and
nomen of Amenhotep IV appear on the man's right arm and are erased.
Text also mentions i҆mn nb i҆p[t swt], but here i҆mn seems to be overlooked.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun, Karnak?

Museum Brooklyn 69.45

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Malek 1999, p. 539; Fazzini 1975, cat. 61; James 1974, p. 127-128, pl.
xxxvi;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Brooklyn Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

234Record number

56 × 28.8 × 27.6
cm

Dimensions

578



Site Thebes?

Provenance

Upper portion of a quartzite stela of Amenhotep II depicting the king
making offerings to Amun-Re. Amun-Re's figure was erased and later
restored. The stylistic differences between the depiction of Amun-Re and
Amenhotep II further support this. However, it does not appear that i҆mn-
rꜥ's name was erased.

Text or Image Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Galerie L'Ibis

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

Klug 2002, p. 293; Malek 2012, p. 11; Piacentini & Orsenigo 2017, p. 76
-78;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

DO NOT SHARE

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

235Record number

?

Dimensions

579



Site Turah

Provenance Near year 1 stela of Amenhotep III

Fragment of a limestone stela of Amenhotep III, the rest of the stela is
still in situ. Amenhotep III's nomen has been erased and restored on the
Toldeo fragment. The stela dates to year 2 of Amenhotep III.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Toledo 1925.522

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 361-365; Vyse 1842, p. 97, 98; Lepsius 1849-1856, III,
pl. 71b; Daressy 1911, p. 259; Luckner 1971, p. 60, fig. 1; Peck et al.
2011, p. 51; Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 116-117;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Peck et al. 2011, p. 51

Royal monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

236Record number

81.3 x 62.9 cm

Dimensions

580



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone relief of Siamun. In the first register i҆mn appears once in sꜣ-
i҆mn and is erased. In the second register i҆mn is erased twice from the
owner's titles.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34092

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Lacau 1926, p. 142-143;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Lacau 1926, p. 142 (1st register)

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

237Record number

62 x 41 cm

Dimensions

581



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Wooden scribal palette of a man probably named Amenhotep. The name
Minnakht appears on the right side of the palette. I҆mn appears once in
the owner's name and once on the owner's titles and is erased both
times.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA12786

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Helck 1956, p. 1374; Glanville 1932, p. 55, pl. VI, 1; Porter & Moss
1981, p. 773;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

WoodPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

238Record number

29.6 x 5.4 x 0.7
cm, 123 grams

Dimensions

582



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone stela of Amenhotep from the reign of Thutmose IV. The
lunette contains depictions of Osiris and Wepwawet. I҆mn in Amenhotep's
name is erased five times.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA902

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Russmann 2001, p. 126; Robins 1997, p. 143, fig. 64; Breasted 1906, p.
325; Edwards 1939, p. 8-9, pl. 9; Malek 2012, p. 23; Helck 1957, p.
1615-1617;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

239Record number

86.3 x 58.5 cm

Dimensions

583



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Painted limestone stela of Bakenamun, chief cook in the household of
Queen Tiye. I҆mn is erased as part of Bakenamun's name. One of Tiye's
cartouches is also erased, but this is most likely not due to Atenist
activity.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA289

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hall 1925, p. 8, pl. XX;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The British Museum Hall 1925, pl. XX

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

240Record number

50.8 x 35.6 cm

Dimensions

584



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Memorial stone displaying Amennakht and his wife Mutnofret before the
enthroned Amenhotep III. I҆mn appears twice in the the owner's titles
and is erased both times. Mwt is not erased in the woman's name.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 7769

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 119; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 133;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

ÄM Berlin

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

241Record number

?

Dimensions

585



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Sandstone statue group of a man named Wahib, his wife Tri and their
son. An inscription appears on the man's loincloth in which i҆mn-rꜥ is
partially erased as is the phrase "in the course" that follows. One
instance of i҆mn is overlooked. An inscription appears on the woman's
dress and contains mwt nbt, which is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Mut

Museum Vienna ÄS 9233

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 160-165; Bergmann 1876, p. 38; Drenkhahn
1976, p. 49; Steinmann 1980, p. 155; Bierbrier, de Meulenaere &
Quaegebeur 1982, p. 209ff, 210;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Kunsthistorisches Museum, Wien Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 161

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

242Record number

53.3 x 32 x 30 cm

Dimensions

586



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone statue representing a man, Amenemheb, kneeling behind a
stela. When the owner's name appears it is erased in line 3.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Amsterdam, Allard Pierson Museum 6290

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Van Haarlem & Scheurleer 1986, p. 6-8, 53-54; Snijder 1956, p. 34-38;
van Voss 1973, p. 11-12, n. E-3; Scheurleer 1992, p. 92, 93 fig. 61;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Global Egyptian Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

243Record number

20.5 x 6.5 x 14 cm

Dimensions

587



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Glazed steatite marriage scarab of Amenhotep III. Amenhotep III's
nomen has been erased in line 4.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Brooklyn 34.1185

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

James 1974, p. 108-109, pl. LXIV; Blankenberg-van Delden 1969, p. 12,
15, 41, pl. V, n. A 29;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SteatiteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

244Record number

8.7 x 5.7 x 2 cm

Dimensions

588



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Grey granite bust of an official. Amenhotep IV's nomen appears on his
upper right arm and the i҆mn portion is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Brooklyn 60.96

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

James 1974, p. 128, pl. LXXIV; Bothmer 2004, p. 185-186, 196;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Brooklyn Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

245Record number

30.5 x 22.9 x 15.2
cm

Dimensions

589



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Quartzite sphinx of Thutmose III. The text on the sphinx's chest
contains mry i҆mn of which i҆mn is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 08.202.6

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 295-297; Scott 1946, fig. 18; Hayes 1959, p. 121
-123, fig. 63; Tefnin 1979, p. 21, n. 5, 79. n. 10, 175-176; Seipel 1992,
n. 85; Malek 1999, p. 47;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

246Record number

13.3 x 13.3 x 25.1
cm

Dimensions

590



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Sandstone votive stela of an unknown owner. The end of the last line of
the stela looks to be intentionally damaged and would likely have
contained the owner's title "goldsmith of Amun." Limme therefore
suggests that this is the work of the Atenists, Malek further supports this
idea.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Brussels E.06252

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Limme 1979, p. 26-27; Malek 2012, p. 236;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Global Egyptian Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

247Record number

35.7 x 27 cm

Dimensions

591



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone stela of a man named Khai. I҆mn is erased from the title of the
woman seated in the second register.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägytischer Kunst,
Munich, no. Gl. 17

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Dyroff & Pörtner 1904, p. 19-20;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Osama Shukir Muhammed Amin (https://www.
ancient.eu/image/3495/stela-of-khai/) CCA

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

248Record number

30.5 x 46 cm

Dimensions

592



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone relief of a man named Neferhotep offering before Osiris, Min-
Amun, and his parents. I҆mn is erased from Min-Amun's name in the
lunette and from a personal name.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Linden-Museum, Stuttgart n. 29

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Spiegelberg & Pörtner 1902, p. 16, pl. xvi;

Portable Object: otherArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Spiegelberg & Pörtner 1902, pl. xvi

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

249Record number

32 x 43 cm

Dimensions

593



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Painted sandstone relief of a man named Siamun and his sister Taruy,
who lived under Thutmose IV. The relief shows Siamun and Taruy
standing before Anubis. Siamun's name is erased from column 3.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 90.6.128

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Hayes 1978, p. 153 (listed as Userhet, not Siamun);

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

250Record number

45.6 × 59.1 × 8.5
cm, 36.8 kg

Dimensions

594



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Painted limestone stela of a man named Nebamen-Mennefer. The stela
is now missing a semi-circular portion from its upper right section and
shows Nebamen-Mennefer offering libations before two people who are
most likely his parents. Nebamen-Mennefer's name appears twice on the
stela and each time the i҆mn portion is erased. In the first instance the
attacker erased the entire name and not just the i҆mn portion.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Carnegie Museum of Natural History acc.
2983-99999a

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Patch 1990, p. 60-62; Malek 2012, p. 165-166;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Patch 1990, p. 61

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

251Record number

53.5 x 34 x 5.5 cm

Dimensions

595



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Painted limestone stela of a man named Amenhotep, the overseer of the
granaries of the south and north, who lived under Thutmose IV and
Amenhotep III. I҆mn-ḥtp is erased in the first line of the texts, but was
overlooked twice at the very bottom of the stela.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Turin Museo Egizio Cat. 1523

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Bohleke 1991, p. 201; Fabretti & Lanzone 1882, p. 142; Helck 1958, p.
389, 500; Malek 2012, p. 300; Museo Egizio di Torino 1988, p. 143;
Myśliwiec 1979, p. 196-197; Orcurti 1855, p. 37; Roccati 1988, p. 140;
Vidua 1880. p. 232;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Turin Museo Egizio Myśliwiec 1979, p. 197

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

252Record number

?

Dimensions

596



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Lower portion of a grey granite statue of Amenhotep II wearing heb-sed
garment. The statue includes the inscription mry i҆mn-rꜥ with the i҆mn-rꜥ
erased by the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Private collection (at Sotheby's in 1985
and 1989)

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Sotheby Sale Cat. Dec. 9, 1985, no. 92; Sotheby Sale Cat. Dec. 11,
1989, no. 56; Gallo 1991-2, p. 23-29, pl. i, ii [5,6]; Malek 1999, p. 49;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Gallo 1991-1992, pl. I

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

253Record number

49.5 x 42 x 21.5
cm

Dimensions

597



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Block statue of Metji, overseer of the craftsmen of Amun. The statue has
been dedicated by Metji's son, Itefnefer. The i҆mn in one of Metji's title
has been erased (overseer of craftsmen(?) of [Amun]).

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Birmingham, City Museum and Art Gallery
243.33

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, p. 601; Ruffle 1967, p. 44-45, pl. vii [1];

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Ruffle 1967, pl. vii [1]

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

254Record number

24 x 19 x 26 cm

Dimensions

598



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Basalt statue of Amenmosi (i҆mn-ms), overseer of the king's carpenters.
The statue's head is very damaged. The i҆mn in Amenmosi's name is
erased where it occurs. Text also mentions Ptah-Sokar, who was not
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum W. Schrandt collection

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, p. 625; Janssen 1944, p. 217-218, pl. vii fig. 28;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (unknown)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Janssen 1944, p. 217

Private monumentRoyal or private

BasaltSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

255Record number

25 x 17 cm

Dimensions

599



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Lower portion of a black granite seated statue of Thutmose III with his
feet resting on the Nine Bows. The inscription on the statue contains mry
i҆mn-rꜥ which has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum G. D. M. James collection

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 1999, n. 800-618-850 (published digitally);

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

256Record number

?

Dimensions

600



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Black granite statue base of seated Amun-Re before a kneeling
Amenhotep II. The inscription on the base of the statue contains i҆mn-rꜥ,
which is erased. However, the inscriptions also contains i҆mn in
Amenhotep II's nomen and i҆mn nb nswt tꜣwy, but neither of these instances
are erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Cairo CG 1139

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 i҆mn

Malek 1999, p. 48-49; Sourouzian 1997, p. 244, 251; Borchardt 1934,
p. 76; Seidel 1996, p. 167-169 (as granodiorite and from Karnak);
Sourouzian 1991a, p. 72;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GraniteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

257Record number

70 cm

Dimensions

601



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Fragment of a limestone stela of a face and hand holding a lotus
accompanied by four partial lines of text. The person depicted seems to
be Amenhotep with the i҆mn portion of his name erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Petrie Museum UC14573

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 130; Stewart 1976, p. 24-25, pl. 14;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Petrie Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

258Record number

13.5 x 6 cm

Dimensions



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Round topped stela of Bakenamun, royal scribe beloved of him, standing
before his seated parents, Sennefer and Ipu. The i҆mn portion of
Bakenamun's name has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre C 71 [N.222]

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 150; Pierret 1878, p. 15; De Buck 1970, p. 113; Fischer
1977, p. 120 n. 374;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

259Record number

?

Dimensions

603



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Stela containing two registers showing Amenmosi and his wife,
Nubnefret, seated by two girls and their son, Amenhotep. The second
register shows two men and six women with two lines of offering text.
The i҆mn portion of Amenmosi's name is erased, but Amenhotep's name
appears to have been overlooked.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre C 72 [N.223]

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Malek 2012, p. 150; Pierret 1878, p. 47-48; Reisner 1920, p. 36;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

260Record number

?

Dimensions

604



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Rectangular stela showing Amenhotep, real royal scribe beloved of him,
offering before a seated Amenhotep, real royal scribe beloved of him,
overseer of the two granaries in Upper and Lower Egypt, son of woman
Amenopet. Both Amenhoteps' names are erased, but Amenopet's name
escaped persecution.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre C 75 [N.229]

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Malek 2012, p. 151; Pierret 1878, p. p. 54; Fischer 1977, p. 129;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

261Record number

?

Dimensions

605



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Round topped stela showing Thutmose III offering before Amun-Re, who
has been erased. Contains a line of dedication by a man named
Sennefer. I҆mn is also erased from the epithet nb pt.

Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun-Re, Amun

Museum Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, NME 21
(MM 32005)

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 294; Peterson 1965-6, p. 7-8, fig. 2; Reeves 2001, p.
155; Mogensen 1919, p. 33-34;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Medelhavsmuseet

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

262Record number

28 x 22 x 6 cm

Dimensions

606



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Round topped stela of Merymery, scribe of the army of the Lord of the
Two Lands, steward of the King's daughter, Sitamun. Here Sitamun's
cartouche is defaced. Amenhotep III's nomen also appears and is
erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Varaždin City Museum, AO 5279

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 302; Panić 1976, p. 1-8, fig. 1-2; Tomorad 2002, p. 548
-549; Tomorad 2003, p. 5, 67; Tomorad & Uranić 2006, p. 43-46;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

263Record number

54.6 x 38.7 cm

Dimensions

607



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Painted limestone stela of the goldsmith Neferhotep. Min-Amun is
mentioned in the offering formula and only the i҆mn portion of the the
name is erased. Acquired from Stuttgart, where is was inv.nr. 29.12.
Min-Amun's figure also appears in the lunette, but is not erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Tübingen 472

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Brunner-Traut & Brunner 1981, p. 97-98, pl. 67; Spiegelberg & Pörtner
1902, n. 29, pl. xvi;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Brunner-Traut & Brunner 1981, pl. 67 Brunner-Traut & Brunner 1981, p. 98

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

264Record number

45 x 33 x 5.5 cm

Dimensions

608



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Granodiorite base of a statue of Weret-Hekaw. The base is inscribed with
the nomen of Amenhotep III, which has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo N127

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Bryan 1997, p. 73, pl. 15b;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Bryan 1997, pl. 15b

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

265Record number

58 x 37 x 17 cm

Dimensions

609



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone block statue of a man named Amenhotep. The inscription on
the front of the statue contains i҆mn-ḥtp's name once in the final line of
the text with the i҆mn portion erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Leiden L.X.3

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Leemans 1840, D 59; Boeser 1907, E.XVIII.340; Vandier 1958, p. 452;
Seipel 1989, p. 289; Schulz 1992, n. 202;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

266Record number

30 x 11.8 x 16.5
cm

Dimensions

610



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone triangular topped stela of an officer possibly named
Amenemhab or Horemhab and his family. Schneider dates this stela to
the 18th Dynasty prior to the Amarna Period and believes that the
Atenists erased various elements on the stela, including the first part of
the stela owner's name.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun?

Museum Leiden inv. F 1926/1.1

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Smith 1997, p. 70; Malek 2012, 803-049-812 (as late dynasty 18); van
Wijngaarden 1926, p. 1-3; Lieblein 1871-1892, n. 1954;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

267Record number

52.5 x 26 cm

Dimensions

611



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone stelophorous statue of a man with unknown name who lived
during the reign of Amenhotep III. The man's name has been erased
from the statue, which suggests that it may have contained i҆mn.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun?

Museum British Museum EA24430

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Vandier 1958, p. 471-472; Seipel 1992, p. 320-321, n. 124; Stewart
1967, p. 34-38; Malek 2012, p. 572; Hölzl 2002, p. 58, 142, pl. 10;
Seipel 1989, p. 279 [456]; Minas-Nerpel 2006, p. 264, n. 739;
Parkinson 1999, p. 40; Edwards 1939, pl. 32;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum Online

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

268Record number

26 x 11.5 x 18 cm

Dimensions

612



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone round topped stela of Senwosret I and Thutmose III seated
on opposite sides of an offering table. The inscriptions in the lunette
include mry i҆mn twice and each time the i҆mn portion was erased and later
recut. A personal name also appears in line 2 that contains i҆mn, which
was erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum E.
GA.3074.1943

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Myśliwiec 1985, p. 35, pl. XXIII (1); Martin 2005, p. 93;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

The Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge Martin 2005, p. 93

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

269Record number

22 x 16 x 4 cm

Dimensions

613



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Rectangular portion of a sandstone door jamb incised with hieroglyphs.
The name Amenemhat appears twice and each time the i҆mn portion is
erased. I҆mn also appears two other times in the name Sitamun, but only
one of these instances is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Lisbon, Museu Nacional de Arqueolgia E 33
(n. cat. 66)

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 1 i҆mn

Antiguidades Egípcias I, Lisboa, 1993;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Global Egyptian Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

270Record number

68 x 19 cm

Dimensions

614



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Seated statue of king's son of Kush, Merymose (the same individual as
Boston MFA 20-1-109). Mry i҆mn appears in the inscription on the statue
and is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Vienna ÄS 36

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Jaroš-Deckert 1987, p. 92-98; Satzinger 1980, p. 28-30; Seipel 1993, n.
86; Reisner 1920, p. 33; Gardiner 1947, p. 76; Habachi 1957a, p. 36;
Davies 2012, p. 30 n. 13;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Global Egyptian Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

271Record number

69 x 16.6 x 26.5
cm

Dimensions

615



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Round topped stela depicting Amenemhat before his father, Amenmosi,
and wife, Nefertere seated at an offering table. The i҆mn portions of both
Amenemhat and Amenmosi's names is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre E 13482/Louvre C 286

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Malek 2012, p. 160; Chabas 1857, p. 65-81, 193-212, pl. 307; Ledrain
1879, pls. xxi-xxviii [upper]; Moret 1931, p. 725-750, pl. i-iii; Seipel
1989, p. 258-259;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Seipel 1989, p. 259

Private monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

272Record number

106 x 62 cm

Dimensions

616



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Serpentine standing statue of princess Isis as part of a group of
princesses. The back pillar bears an inscription that includes the partially
broken nomen of Amenhotep III that appears to have been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum George Ortiz Collection, Switzerland

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 206-208; van de Walle 1968, p. 36-54;
Antiquités Classiques, Drouot, Paris, 11 April 1986, lot 135;
Vandersleyen 1990, p. 3, n. 7, 8;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

George Ortiz Collection

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SerpentineSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

273Record number

48.5 cm

Dimensions

617



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Stelaphorous statue of Hednakht. Re, Khepri, Horus, and Amun are
erased from "Re Khepri Amun Horus" while i҆mn is most likely erased a
second time in the statue owner's titles. Dated to the reign of Thutmose
IV.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Re-Khepri-Amun-Horus

Museum Penn Museum L-55-212 (permanent loan
from Philadelphia Museum of Art)

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Silverman 1997, p. 136-137; Stewart 1967, p. 34-38;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief) and paintedMedium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Penn Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

274Record number

34.6 x 11.8 x 20
cm

Dimensions

618



Site Abydos

Provenance

Granodiorite block statue of a man named Amenhotep with eleven rows
of text and blank back pillar. I҆mn is erased from i҆mn-ḥtp in line 2 and 11.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum British Museum EA632

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Helck 1958, p. 1802-1803; Porter & Moss 1937, p. 43; Schulz 1992, pl.
97;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

British Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

GranodioriteSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

275Record number

73.7 x 33 x 43.2
cm

Dimensions

619



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Fragment containing Amenhotep III's nomen, which has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Thanks to Rolf Krauss and Marianne Eaton-Krauss

Artifact Type

Medium

Primary Material

18th DynastyDate

Rolf Krauss

Royal or private

Sub Material

1
Number of

erasures

276Record number

?

Dimensions

620



Site Mirgissa (or possibly Amada)

Provenance

Partially broken stela showing Amenhotep III offering before a deity who
has since broken away. Amenhotep III's nomen appears twice and was
erased and subsequently restored each time.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Cairo CG 34027

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Klug 2002, p. 436-437; Beylage 2002; Lacau 1909, p. 61-62, pl. XXII;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

CeramicPrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

Sub Material

2
Number of

erasures

277Record number

37 x 28 cm

Dimensions

621



Site Buhen

Provenance North Temple

Stela of Viceroy of Kush Amenhotep who lived under Thutmose IV. I҆mn
appears three times and is erased all times: twice in i҆mn-ḥtp and once in
his titles in column 1 and line 4. The figure of Amenhotep offering before
the seated Isis is erased, but it is unclear is this would have been the
work of the Atenists.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Ashmolean 1893.173-74

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Helck 1957, p. 1636; Porter & Moss 1952, p. 131; Dodson 2014, p. 180
n. 142; Bryan 1991, p. 238 n. 335, 254; Crum 1893-1894, p. 17-19;
Woolley & MacIver 1911, p. 96 [4];

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

http://www.ancient-egypt.co.uk/

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

3
Number of

erasures

278Record number

91.44 x 49.53 cm

Dimensions

622



Site Uncertain - possibly Edfu, El-Kab

Provenance Uncertain

Glazed steatite statuette of Queen Tiye next to Amenhotep III. On the
back pillar Amehotep III's nomen is erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Louvre E 25493-N 2312

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Müller 1988, p. 45-46; Berlandini 1994, p. 394, n. 28; Corteggiani 1994,
p. 53, n. 22; Ziegler 1994, p. 540, n. 85; Minault-Gout 1996, p. 38, pl.
VI/b; Kozloff 1996, p. 482, fig. 4; Bryan 1997, p. 66-68, fig. 6, pl. 81;
Kozloff & Bryan 1992, p. 202-203;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

© Musée du Louvre

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SteatiteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

279Record number

29 x 12 cm

Dimensions

623



Site Uncertain - probably Thebes

Provenance Uncertain

Diorite statue of Thutmose III kneeling and presenting offerings. The
statue is now missing it's head and the lower portions of its arms. The
inscription on the base of the statue contains mry i҆mn-rꜥ nb nswt tꜣwy nsw
nṯrw, with just i҆mn-rꜥ erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Metropolitan Museum of Art 23.2.34

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 298; Scott 1946, fig. 17; Bothmer 1954, p. 19, n. 17;
Hayes 1959, p. 122; Tefnin 1979, p. 76, n. 4;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Royal monumentRoyal or private

DioriteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

280Record number

38.8 cm

Dimensions

624



Site Uncertain - probably Thebes

Provenance probably Karnak

Marble fragment of the back pillar of a statue of Thutmose III. The
fragment contains Thutmose III's nomen and part of his prenomen as
well as i҆mn-rꜥ, which has been erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Linköping Stad Museum collection Smith
178

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 299; Björkman 1965, p. 128, n. 178, pl. 16; Björkman
1971, p. 29. n. 178, pl. 3;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, 299

Royal monumentRoyal or private

MarbleSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

281Record number

9.5 cm

Dimensions

625



Site Uncertain - probably Thebes

Provenance Uncertain - probably Karnak

Greywacke fragment of the back pillar of a statue of Thutmose III. The
inscription contains i҆mn-rꜥ, which was erased.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun-Re

Museum Berlin inv. 31205 4/66

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Laboury 1998, p. 397-398; Krauss 1983, p. 123, 125, fig. 48;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Laboury 1998, p. 397

Royal monumentRoyal or private

GreywackeSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

282Record number

31.5 x 6.5 cm

Dimensions

626



Site Wad Ben Naga

Provenance

Kneeling statue of Amenhotep II carrying two wine jars with back pillar.
The inscription on the back pillar contains Amenhotep II's nomen, which
is erased. Unfortunately, this object is now lost.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Berlin ÄM 2056

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Roeder 1913, p. 86; Königliche Museen zu Berlin 1899, p. 130; Lepsius
Denkmäler Text III, 70a-d; Vercoutter 1957, p. 6-7;

Portable Object: statueArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

QuartziteSub Material

1
Number of

erasures

283Record number

?

Dimensions

627



Site Uncertain

Provenance Uncertain

Limestone stela of a man named Amunherhetef. I҆mn is erased from the
stela owner's name three times and is erased from his relatives' names
twice.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst,
Munich, no. Ant. 37

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Dyroff & Pörtner 1904, p. 27-28, pl. XIII;

Portable Object: stelaArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Osama Shukir Muhammed Amin  (https://www.
ancient.eu/image/3497/stela-of-amunherhetef/)
CCA

Private monumentRoyal or private

LimestoneSub Material

5
Number of

erasures

284Record number

38 x 60 cm

Dimensions

628



Site Semna

Provenance Semna temple

Temple facade panel 4 column 4 features an erased i҆mn that was
restored under Seti I. Scene 13 of the exterior face of the east wall the
images of Amun-Re (whose name survives) and Nekhbet are erased.
Scene 14 of the exterior face of the east wall includes Nekhbet's erased
name. Nekhbet's name survives once on pilaster 17 in the eastern hall.
Amun-Re's figure and name are erased on the west face of pilaster 18 in
the eastern hall. Nekhbet's name is erased in scene 21 on the exterior
face of the west wall. Nekhbet's name is erased twice in scene 22 of the
exterior face of the west wall. Nekhbet's name is erased from pilaster 30
of the western loggia. Amun's name is erased from lintel 32 in the
interior of the santuary. Amun-Re's name is erased from jamb 33 in the
interior of the sanctuary. Amun's image and name are erased from
scene 38 in the interior of the sanctuary. Nekhbet's name is erased from
scene 38 of the interior of the sanctuary. In scene 40 of the interior of
the sanctuary Nekhbet's name is overlooked, but Amun-Re's name and
image are erased, as is Amun's name. Scene 44 of the interior of the
sanctuary Nekhbet's name and image are attacked twice each.Text or Image Text/Image

Item Targeted Amun, Amun-Re, Nekhbet

Museum Sudan National Museum

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 2 nḫbt, 1 i҆mn-rꜥ

Caminos 1998a;

Portable Object: cult objectArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

12th-18th DynastyDate

Royal monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

20
Number of

erasures

285Record number

?

Dimensions

629



Site Uncertain (Upper Egypt)

Provenance Uncertain

A fragmentary relief of Amenemhat and his wife facing an offering table
likely from Upper Egypt. Five short columns of text run along the top of
the relief and three of these are almost entirely hacked out with rough
chisel marks. These text likely contained the names and titles of officials
of the Temple of Amun. Reign of Thutmose III to Amenhotep II.

Text or Image Text

Item Targeted Amun

Museum Brooklyn 37.1352E

Mistaken erasures 0
Overlooked erasures 0

Bleiberg & Weissberg 2019, p. 37-38;

Portable Object: reliefArtifact Type

Carved (sunk relief)Medium

StonePrimary Material

18th DynastyDate

Brooklyn Museum

Private monumentRoyal or private

SandstoneSub Material

2
Number of

erasures

286Record number

38 × 30 × 9.5 cm,
13.38 kg

Dimensions

630
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